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TO

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE

JAMES Earl of FINDLATER

and SEAFIELD,
1

CHANCELLOR of the Univerſity of
OLD A BERDEEN :

)

T

My LORD

Hough I apprehend that there are

things new, and of ſome import

ance, in the following inquiry, it is not

without timidity that I have conſented to

the publication of it . The ſubject has

been canvaſſed by men of very great pe

netration and genius: for who does not

acknowledge Des Cartes, Malebranche,

Locke, Berkeley, and Hume, to be fuch ?

A view of the human underſtanding, ſo

different from that which they have exhi

bited, will, no doubt, be condemned by

many without examination, as proceeding

from temerity and vanity ,
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'THE RIGHT HONOURABLEORA

JAMES Earl of FINDLATER

and SEAFIELD;
)

Chancellor of the Univerſity of

OLD ABERDEEN.

My LORD ,
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Hough I apprehend that there are

things new, and of ſome import

ance, in the following inquiry, it is not

without timidity that I have conſented to

the publication of it . The ſubject has

been canvaſſed by men of very great pe

netration and genius : for who does not

acknowledge Des Cartes, Malebranche,

Locke, Berkeley, and Hume, to be fuch ?

A view of the human underſtanding, ſo

different from that which they have exhi

bited, will, no doubt, be condemned by

many without examination, as proceeding

from temerity and vanity.
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iy DEDICATION.

But I hope the candid and diſcerning

Few, who are capable of attending to the

operations of their own minds , will weigh

deliberately what is here advanced, before

they paſs fentence upon it . To ſuch I

appeal, as the only competent judges .

If they diſapprove, I am probably in the

wrong, and ſhall be ready to change my

opinion upon conviction . If they ap

prove, the Many will at laſt yield to their

authority , as they always do.

HOWEVER contrary my notions are to

thoſe of the writers I have mentioned,

their ſpeculations have been of great uſe

to me, and ſeem even to point out the

road which I have taken ; and your Lord-.

ſhip knows , that the merit of uſeful dif

coveries is ſometimes not more juftly due

to thoſe that have hit upon them, than to

others who have ripened them, and

brought them to the birth .

I ACKNOWLEDGE, my Lord, that I ne

ver thought of calling in queſtion the

principles commonly received with re

gard

1



DEDICATION. Y

gard to the human underſtanding, until

the Treatiſe ofhuman nature was publiſhed,

in the year 1739. The ingenious author

of that treatiſe, upon the principles of

Locke, who was no ſceptic, hath built a

fyftem of ſcepticiſm , which leaves no

ground to believe any one thing rather

than its contrary. His reaſoning appear

ed to me to be juſt : there was therefore

a neceſſity to call in queſtion the princi

ples upon which it was founded, or to ad

mit the concluſion .

But can any ingenious mind admit this

fceptical ſyſtem without reluctance ? I

truly could not, my Lord : for I am per

ſuaded , that abſolute ſcepticiſi is not

more deſtructive of the faith of a Chri

ſtian , than of the ſcience of a philoſopher,

and of the prudence of a man of common

underſtanding. I am perſuaded , that the

unjuſt live by faith as well as the juſt ;

that, if all belief could be laid aſide,

piety, patriotiſm , friendíhip, parental af

fection , and private virtue , would appear

as ridiculous as knight-errantry ; and that

a 3
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vi · D E D I C A TI O N.

the purſuits of pleaſure, of ambition, and

of avarice , muſt be grounded upon belief,

as well as thoſe that are honourable and

virtuous.

The day -labourer toils at his work , in

the belief that he ſhall receive his wages

at night ; and if he had not this belief,

he would not toil. We may venture to

ſay, that even the author of this ſceptical

fyftem , wrote it in the belief that it

ſhould be read and regarded . I hope he

wrote it in the belief alſo, that it would

be uſeful to mankind : and perhaps it

may prove ſo at laſt. For I conceive the

ſceptical writers to be a ſet of men, whoſe

buſineſs it is , to pick holes in the fabric

of knowledge wherever it is weak and

faulty ; and when theſe places are proper

ly repaired , the whole building becomes

more firm and ſolid than it was formerly,

For my own ſatisfaction, I entered in

to a ſerious examination of the principles

upon which this ſceptical ſyſtem is built ;

and was not a little ſurpriſed to find , that

s
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DÉDICATION. - vii

it leans with its whole weight upon a hy

potheſis, which is ancient indeed , and

hath been very generally received by phi

loſophers, but of which I could find no

ſolid proof. The hypotheſus I mean is ,

That nothing is perceived but what is in

the mind which perceives it : That we do

not really perceive things that are exter

nal, but only certain images and pictures

of them imprinted upon the mind , which

are called impreſſions and ideas.

و

If this be true ; fuppofing certain im

preſlions and ideas to exiſt in my mind,

I cannot, from their exiſtence, infer

the exiſtence of any thing elſe ; my im

preſſions and ideas are the only exiſtences

of which I can have any knowledge

or conception ; and they are ſuch fleet

ing and tranſitory beings , that they can

have no exiſtence at all, any longer than

I am conſcious of them. So that, upon

this hypotheſis, the whole univerſe about

me, bodies and ſpirits, ſun, moon,

ſtars, and earth, friends and relations ,

all things without exception, which I

a 4 imagined

.



viii DEDICATION.
1

imagined to have a permanent exiſtence,

whether I thought of them or not, vaniſh

at once ;

And like the baſeleſs fabric ofa viſion,

Leave not a track bebind .

I Thought it unreaſonable, my Lord,

upon the authority of philoſophers, to

admit a hypotheſis, which, in my opi

nion, overturns all philoſophy, all reli

gion and virtue, and all common ſenſe :

and finding that all the ſyſtems concern

ing the human underſtanding which I

was acquainted with, were built upon

this hypotheſis, I reſolved to inquire in

to this ſubject anew, without regard to

any hypotheſis.

What I now humbly preſent to your

Lordſhip, is the fruit of this inquiry, ſo

far only as it regards the five ſenſes ; in

which I claim no other merit, than that

of having given great attention to the

operations of my own mind, and of

having expreſſed, with all the perſpicuity.

I



DEDICATION. ix

I was able, what I conceive every man ,

who' gives the ſame attention, will feel

and perceive. The productions of ima

gination, require a genius which foars

above the common rạnk ; but the trea

ſures of knowledge are commonly bu

ried deep, and may be reached by thoſe

drudges who can dig with labour and

patience , though they have not wings to

fly. The experiments that were to be

made in this inveſtigation ſuited me, as

they required no other expence, but that

of time and attention , which I could be

ſtow . The leiſure of an academical life,

diſengaged from the purſuits of intereſt

and ambition ; the duty of my profeſſion ,

which obliged me to give prelections on

theſe ſubjects to the youth ; and an early

inclination to ſpeculations of this kind ,

have enabled me, as I flatter myſelf, to

give a more minute attention to the ſub

ject of this inquiry, than has been given

before.

My thoughts upon this ſubject were, a

good many years ago, put together in

another

1
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х DEDICATI O N.

another form , for the uſe of my pupils ;

.and afterwards were ſubmitted to the

judgment of a private philoſophical ſo

ciety, of which I have the honour to be

a member. A great part of this inquiry

was honoured even by your Lordfhip’s

peruſal. And the encouragement which

you, my Lord, and others , whoſe friend

ſhip is my boaſt, and whoſe judgement I

reverence , were pleaſed to give me, coun

terbalanced my timidity and diffidence,

and determined me to offer it to the

public.1

If it appears to your Lordſhip to juſti

fy the common ſenſe and reaſon of man

kind, againſt the ſceptical ſubtilties which,

in this age , have endeavoured to put

them out of countenance ; if it appears

to throw any new light upon one of the

nobleſt parts of the divine workmanſhip ;

your Lordſhip’s reſpect for the arts and

ſciences, and your attention to every

thing which tends to the improvement

of them , as well as to every thing elſe

that contributes to the felicity of your

country , '

-
-
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DEDICATION. xi

country, leave me no room to doubt

of your favourable acceptance of this

eſſay, as the fruit of my induſtry in a

profeſſion wherein I was accountable

to your Lordſhip ; and as a teſtimony

of the great eſteem and reſpect where

with I have the honour to be,

My LORD,

Your LORDSHIP's

2

moſt obliged, and

moſt devoted ſervant,

at

THO. REID.

S

е
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But I hope the candid and diſcerning

Few, who are capable of attending to the

operations of their own minds, will weigh

deliberately what is here advanced, before

they paſs ſentence upon it. To ſuch I

appeal, as the only competent judges.

If they diſapprove, I am probably in the

wrong, and ſhall be ready to change my

opinion upon conviction . If they ap

prove, the Many will at laſt yield to their

authority , as they always do .

HOWEVER contrary my notions are to

thoſe of the writers I have mentioned,

their ſpeculations have been of great uſe

to me, and ſeem even to point out the

road which I have taken ; and your Lord.

fhip knows, that the merit of uſefuldif

coveries is ſometimes not more juſtly due

to thoſe that have hit upon them, than to

others who have ripened them, and

brought them to the birth .

I ACKNOWLEDGE, my Lord, that I ne

ver thought of calling in queſtion the

principles commonly received with re

gard
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gard to the human underſtanding, until

the Treatiſe ofhuman nature was publiſhed,

in the year 1739. The ingenious author

of that treatiſe, upon the principles of

Locke, who was no ſceptic, hath built a

fyftem of ſcepticiſm , which leaves no

ground to believe any one thing rather

than its contrary , His reaſoning appear

ed to me to be juſt : there was therefore

a neceſſity to call in queſtion the princi

ples upon which it was founded , or to ad

mit the conclufion .

But can any ingenious mind admit this

fceptical ſyſtem without reluctance ? I

truly could not, my Lord : for I am per

ſuaded , that abſolute ſcepticiſin is not

more deſtructive of the faith of a Chri

ſtian, than of the ſcience of a philoſopher,

and of the prudence of a inan of common

underſtanding. I am perſuaded, that the

unjuſt live by faith as well as the juſt ;

that, if all belief could be laid aſide,

piety, patriotiſm , friendthip, parental af

fection , and private virtue , would appear

as ridiculous as knight-errantry ; and that
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the purſuits of pleaſure, of ambition, and

of avarice , muſt be grounded upon belief,

as well as thoſe that are honourable and

virtuous .

The day-labourer toils at his work , in

the belief that he thall receive his wages

at night ; and if he had not this belief,

he would not toil . We may venture to

ſay, that even the author of this ſceptical

fyftem , wrote it in the belief that it

ſhould be read and regarded . I hope he

wrote it in the belief alſo, that it would

be uſeful to mankind : and perhaps it

may prove ſo at laſt. For I conceive the

ſceptical writers to be a ſet of men, whoſe

buſineſs it is , to pick holes in the fabric

of knowledge wherever it is weak and

faulty ; and when theſe places are proper

ly repaired , the whole building becomes

more firm and ſolid than it was formerly,

For my own ſatisfaction, I entered in

to a ſerious examination of the principles

upon which this ſceptical ſyſtem is built ;

and was not a little ſurpriſed to find, that

it
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it leans with its whole weight upon a hy

potheſis, which is ancient indeed , and

hath been very generally received by phi

loſophers, but of which I could find no

ſolid proof. The hypotheſus I mean is ,

That nothing is perceived but what is in

the mind which perceives it : That we do

not really perceive things that are exter

nal, but only certain images and pictures.

of them imprinted upon the mind , which

are called impreſſions and ideas.

If this be true ; fuppofing certain im

preſſions and ideas to exiſt in my mind,

I cannot, from their exiſtence, infer

the exiſtence of any thing elſe ; my im

preſſions and ideas are the only exiſtences

of which I can have any knowledge

or conception ; and they are ſuch fleet

ing and tranſitory beings , that they can

have no exiſtence at all, any longer than

I am conſcious of them . So that , upon

this hypotheſis, the whole univerſe about

me, bodies and ſpirits, ſun, moon,

ſtars, and earth , friends and relations,

all things without exception, which I

24 imagined
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imagined to have a permanent exiſtence,

whether I thought of them or not, vaniſh

at once ;

And like the baſeleſsfabric ofa viſion,

Leave not a track behind .

I Thought it unreaſonable, my Lord,

upon the authority of philoſophers, to

admit a hypotheſis, which, in my opi

nion, overtirns all philoſophy, all reli

gion and virtue, and all common ſenſe :

and finding that all the ſyſtems concern

ing the human underſtanding which I

was acquainted with , were built upon

this hypotheſis, I reſolved to inquire in

to this ſubject anew, without regard to

any hypotheſis.

What I now humbly preſent to your

Lordſhip, is the fruit of this inquiry, ſo

far only as it regards the five ſenſes ; in

which I claim no other merit, than that

of having given great attention to the

operations of my own mind, and of

having expreſſed , with all the perſpicuity.

I
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I was able, what I conceive every man ,

who' gives the ſame attention, will feel

and perceive. The productions of ima

gination, require a genius which foars

above the common rank ; but the trea

ſures of knowledge are commonly bu

ried deep, and may be reached by thoſe

drudges who can dig with labour and

patience, though they have not wings to

fly. The experiments that were to be

made in this inveſtigation ſuited me, as

they required no other expence , but that

of time and attention , which I could be

ſtow . The leiſure of an academical life,

diſengaged from the purſuits of intereſt

and ambition ; the duty of my profeſſion,

which obliged me to give prelections on

theſe ſubjects to the youth ; and an early

inclination to ſpeculations of this kind ,

have enabled me, as I flatter myſelf, to

give a more minute attention to the ſub

ject of this inquiry, than has been given

before .

My thoughts upon this ſubject were , a

good many years ago, put together in

another

1
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another form , for the uſe of my pupils ;

.and afterwards were ſubmitted to the

judgment of a private philoſophical ſo

ciety, of which I have the honour to be

a member. A great part of this inquiry

was honoured even by your Lordfhip’s

peruſal. And the encouragement which

you, my Lord, and others, whoſe friend

fhip is my boaſt, and whoſe judgement I

reverence , were pleaſed to give me, coun

terbalanced my timidity and diffidence,

and determined me to offer it to the

public .

If it appears to your Lordſhip to juſti

fy the common ſenſe and reaſon ofman

kind, againſt the ſceptical ſubtilties which,

in this have endeavoured to put

them out of countenance ; if it appears

to throw any new light upon one of the ·

nobleft parts of the divine workmanſhip ;

your Lordſhip’s reſpect for the arts and

ſciences, and your attention to every

thing which tends to the improvement

of them , as well as to every thing elſe

that contributes to the felicity of your

age,

country , '
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country, leave me no room to doubt

of your favourable acceptance of this

eſſay, as the fruit of my induſtry in a .

profeſſion wherein I was accountable

to your Lordſhip ; and as a teſtimony

of the great eſteem and reſpect where

with I have the honour to be,

1

1
My LORD,

Your Lordship's

moft obliged, and

moſt devoted ſervant,
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T

\HE fabric of the human mind is

curious and wonderful, as well

as that ofthe human body. The

faculties of the one are with no

leſs wiſdom adapted to their ſeveral ends,

than the organs of the other. Nay, it is

reaſonable to think, that as the mind is

a nobler work, and of a higher order than

the body, even more of the wiſdom and

А ſkill

2
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ſkill of the divine Architect hath been

employed in its ſtructure. It is there

fore a ſubject highly worthy of inquiry

on its ' own account, but ſtill more wor

thy on account of the extenſive influence

which the knowledge of it hath over every

other branch of ſcience.

In the arts and ſciences which have

leaſt connexion with the mind, its facul

ties are the engines which we muſt em

ploy ; and the better we underſtand their

nature and uſe, their defects and diſor

ders, the more ſkilfully we ſhall apply

them, and with the greateș ſucceſs. But

in the nobleſt arts , the mind is alſo the

ſubject upon which we operate. The

painter, the poet, the actor, the orator,

the moralift, and the ſtateſman , attempt

to operate upon the mind in different

ways , and for different ends ; and they

ſucceed, according as they touch properly

the ſtrings of the human frame. Nor can

their ſeveral arts ever ſtand on a ſolid

foundation, or riſe to the dignity of ſci

ence, until they are built on the princi

ples of the human conſtitution .

Wiſe men now agree, or oughtto agree

in this , that there is but one way to the

knowledge of nature's works ; the

obſervation

way of
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obfervation and experiment. By our

conſtitution , we have a ſtrong propenſity

to trace particular facts and obſervations

to general rules, and to apply ſuch ge

neral rules to account for other effects,

or to direct us in the production of them .

This procedure of the underſtanding is

familiar to every human creature in the

common affairs of life, and it is the only

one bywhich any real diſcovery in phi

loſophy can be made.

The man who firſt diſcovered that cold

freezes water, and that heat turns it into

vapour, proceeded on the ſame general

principles , and in the ſame method, by

which Newton diſcovered the law of gra

vitation, and the properties of light.

His regulæ philofophandi are maxims of

common ſenſe, and are practiſed every

day in common life ; and he who philoſo

phiſes by other rules, either concerning

the material ſyſtem , or concerning the

mind , miſtakes his aim .

Conjectures and theories are the crea

tures of men, and will always be found

very unlike the creatures of God. If we

would know the works of God, we muſt

conſult themſelves with attention and hu

mility, without daring to add any thing

A 2 of
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another form , for the uſe of my pupils ;

.and afterwards were ſubmitted to the

judgment of a private philoſophical ſo
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a member. A great part of this inquiry

was honoured even by your Lordfhip’s

peruſal. And the encouragement which

you, my Lord , and others , whoſe friend

fhip is my boaſt, and whoſe judgement I
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and determined me to offer it to the

public.

If it appears to your Lordſhip to juſti

fy the common ſenſe and reaſon ofman
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to throw any new light upon one of the

nobleſt parts of the divine workmanſhip ;

your Lordſhip’s reſpect for the arts and

ſciences, and your attention to every

thing which tends to the improvement

of them , as well as to every thing elſe

that contributes to the felicity of your

country ,
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SECT. I.

The importance oftheſubject, and the means of

proſecuting it.

T

HE fabric of the human mind is

curious and wonderful, as well

as that of the human body. The

faculties of the one are with no

leſs wiſdom adapted to their ſeveral ends,

than the organs of the other. Nay, it is

reaſonable to think, that as the mind is

a nobler work, and of a higher order than

the body, even more of the wiſdom and

A ſkill
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ſkill of the divine Architect hath been

employed in its ſtructure. It is there

fore a ſubject highly worthy of inquiry

on its ' own account, but ſtill more wor

thy on account of the extenſive influence

which the knowledge of it hath over every

other branch of ſcience.

In the arts and ſciences which have

leaſt connexion with the mind, its facul

ties are the engines which we muſt em

ploy ; and the better we underſtand their

nature and uſe, their defects and diſor

ders, the more ſkilfully we ſhall apply

them, and with the greater ſucceſs. But

in the nobleſt arts , the mind is alſo the

ſubject upon which we operate. The

painter, the poet, the actor, the orator,

the moralift, and the ſtateſman, attempt

to operate upon the mind in different

ways, and for different ends ; and they

ſucceed, according as they touch properly

the ſtrings of the human frame. Nor can

their ſeveral arts ever ſtand on a ſolid

foundation, or riſe to the dignity of ſci

ence, until they are built on the princi

ples of the human conſtitution .

Wiſe men now agree , or ought to agree

in this , that there is but one way to the

knowledge of nature's works ; the way of

obfervation
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3

obfervation and experiment. By our

conſtitution , we have a ſtrong propenſity

to trace particular facts and obſervations

to general rules, and to apply, ſuch ge

neral rules to account for other effects,

or to direct us in the production of them .

This procedure of the underſtanding is

familiar to every human creature in the

common affairs of life, and it is the only

one by which any real diſcovery in phi

loſophy can be made.

The man who firſt diſcovered that cold

freezes water, and that heat turns it into

vapour, proceeded on the ſame general

principles, and in the ſame method, by

which Newton diſcovered the law of gra

vitation, and the properties of light.

His regulæ philofophandi are maxims of

common ſenſe, and are practiſed every

day in common life ; and he who philoſo

phiſes by other rules, either concerning

the material ſyſtem , or concerning the

mind, miſtakes his aim.

Conjectures and theories are the crea

tures of men, and will always be found

very unlike the creatures of God.

would know the works of God, we muſt

conſult themſelves with attention and hu

mility, without daring to add any thing

If we

A 2 of
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of ours to what they declare. A juft in

terpretation of nature is the only ſound

and orthodox philoſophy : whatever we

add of our own, is apocryphal, and of no

authority.

All our curious theories of the forma.

tion of the earth, of the generation of

animals , of the origin of natural and mo

ral evil, ſo far as they go beyond a juſt

induction from facts, are vanity and folly ,

no leſs than the vortices of Des Cartes,

or the Archæus of Paracelſus. Perhaps

the philoſophy of the mind hath been' no

leſs adulterated by theories, than that of

the material ſyſtem . The theory of ideas

is indeed very ancient, and hath been ve

ry univerſally received ; but as neither of

theſe titles can give it authenticity, they

ought not to ſcreen it from a free and

candid examination ; eſpecially in this

age, when it hath produced a ſyſtem of

fcepticiſm , that ſeems to triumph over all

ſcience, and even over the dictates of

common ſenſe .

All that we know of the body, is owing

to anatomical diſſection and obſervation,

and it muſt be by an anatomy of the

mind that we can diſcover its powers

principles .

SECT.

5

and
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SECT. II.

BUT

To at

The impediments to our knowledge ofthe mind.

it muſt be acknowledged, that

this kind of anatomy is much more

difficult than the other ; and therefore it

needs not ſeem ſtrange, that mankind

have made leſs progreſs in it.

tend accurately to the operations of our

minds, and make them an object of

thought, is no eaſy matter even to the

contemplative, and to the bulk of man

kind is next to impoſſible.

An anatomiſt who hath happy oppor

tunities , may haveacceſs to examinewith

his own eyes, and with equal accuracy,

bodies of all different ages, ſexes, and

conditions ; ſo that what is defective, obe

ſcure, or preternatural in one, may be

diſcerned clearly, and in its moſt perfect

ftate in another . But the anatomift of the

mind cannot have the ſame advantage.

It is his own mind only that he can ex

amine, with any degree of accuracy and

diftinctneſs. This is the only ſubject he

can look into . He may, from outward

ſigns, collect the operations of other

A 3
minds ;

1
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minds ; but theſe ſigns are for the moſt part

ambiguous, and muſt be interpreted by

what he perceives within himſelf.

Șo that if a philoſopher could delineate

to us, diſtinctly and methodically, all the

operations of the thinking principle with

in him, which no man was ever able to .

do, this would be only the anatomy of

one particular ſubject ; which would be

both deficient and erroneous , if applied

to human nature in general . For a little

reflection may ſatisfy us , that the dif

ference of minds is greater than that of

any other beings , which we conſider as

of the ſame ſpecies.

Of the various powers and faculties

we poſſeſs, there are ſome which nature

ſeems both to have planted and reared, ſo

as to have left nothing to human induſtry.

Such are the powers which we have in

common with the brutes, and which are

neceſſary to the preſervation of the in

dividual, or the continuance of the kind .

There are other powers ,
of which nature

hath only planted the ſeeds in our minds,

but hath left the rearing of them to hu

man culture . It is by the proper culture

of theſe that we are capable of all thoſe

improvements in intellectuals , in taſte,

and

1
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and in morals, which exalt and dignify

human nature ; while, on the other hand,

the neglect or perverſion of them makes

its degeneracy and corruption .

The two-legged animal that eats of

nature's dainties, what his taſte or appe

tite craves, and ſatisfies his thirſt at the

cryſtal fountain , who propagates his kind

as occaſion and luſt prompt, repels in

juries , and takes alternate labour and re

poſe, is , like a tree in the foreſt, purely

of nature's growth . But this fame ſavage

hath within him the feeds of the logician,

the man of taſte and breeding, the orator,

the ſtateſman , the man of virtue, and the

faint ; which ſeeds, though planted in his

mind by nature, yet, through want of

culture and exerciſe, muſt lie for ever bu

ried, and be hardly perceivable by him

ſelf or by others.

The loweſt degree of ſocial life will

bring to light ſome of thoſe principles

which lay hid in the ſavage ſtate ; and ac

cording to his training, and company, and

manner of life, ſome of them, either by

their native vigour, or by the force of

culture, will thrive and grow up to great

perfection , others will be ſtrangely per

verted from their natural form, and

others

1

A4
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others checked, or perhaps quite eradi.

cated.

This makes human nature ſo various

and multiform in the individuals that

partake of it, that, in point of morals,

and intellectual endowments, it fills up

all that gap which we conceive to be

between brutes and devils below, and the

celeſtial orders above ; and ſuch a pro

digious diverſityof minds muſt make it

extremely difficuļt to diſcover the com

mon principles of the ſpecies.

The language of philoſophers, with

regard to the original faculties of the

mind, is ſo adapted to the prevailing

ſyſtem , that it cannot fit any other ;ather ; like

a coat that fits the man for whom it was

made, and ſhows him to advantage, which

yet will fit very aukward upon one of

à different make, although perhaps as

handſome and as well proportioned . It

is hardly poſſible to make any innovation

in our philoſophy concerning the mind

and its operations, without uſing new

words and phraſes, or giving a different

meaning to thoſe that are received ; a li

berty which, even when neceſſary, creates

prejudice and miſconſtruction , and which

muſt wait the ſanction of time to authoriſe

it ,
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it . For innovations in language, like

thoſe in religion and government, are al

ways ſuſpected and diſliked by the many,

till uſe hath made them familiar, and pre

ſcription hath given them a title.

If the original perceptions and notions

of the mind were to make their appear

ance ſingle and unmixed, as we firſt re

ceived them from the hand of nature, one

accuſtomed to reflection would have leſs

difficulty in tracing them ; but before we

are capable of reflection , they are ſomix

ed, compounded, and decompounded, by

habits, aſſociations, and abſtractions, that

it is hard to know what they were ori

ginally. The mind may in this reſpect

be compared to an apothecary or a che

mift, whoſe materials indeed are furniſh

ed by nature ; but for the purpoſes of his

art , he mixes, compounds , diffolves, eva

porates, and ſublimes them, till they put

on a quite different appearance ; ſo that

it is very difficult to know what they

were, at firſt, and much more to bring

them back to their original and natural

form . And this work of the mind is not

carried on by deliberate acts of mature

reaſon , which we might recollect, but by

means of inſtincts, habits, aſſociations,

and

1
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and other principles , which operate be

fore we come to the uſe of reaſon ; fo

that it is extremely difficult for the mind

to return upon its own footſteps, and

trace back thoſe operations which have

employed it ſince it firſt began to think

and to act .

Could we obtain a diſtinct and full

hiſtory of all that hath paſſed in the mind

of a child, from the beginning of life and

ſenſation , till it grows up to the uſe of

reaſon ; how its infant faculties began to

work , and how they brought forth and

ripened all the various notions, opinions,

and ſentiments, which we find in our

řelves when we come to be capable of re

flection ; this would be a treaſure of na

tural hiſtory, which would probably give

more light into the human faculties, than

all the ſyſtems of philoſophers about them

ſince the beginning of the world. But it

is in vain to wiſh for what nature has not

put within the reach of our power. Re

flection, the only inftrument by which

we can diſcern the powers of the mind,

comes too late to obſerve the progreſs of

nature, in raiſing them from their infancy

to perfection.

It muſt therefore require great caution,

and
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and great application of mind, for a man

that is grown up in all the prejudices of

education, faſhion, and philoſophy, to un

ravel his notions and opinions, till he

finds out the ſimple and original princi

ples of his conſtitution, of which no ac

count can be given but the will of our

Maker. This may be truly called an

analyſis of the human faculties ; and till

this is performed , it is in vain we expect

any juſt Syſtem of the mind ; that is, an

enumeration of the original powers and

laws of our conſtitution, and an explica

tion from them of the various phænomena

of human nature.

Succeſs in an inquiry of this kind, it is

not in human power to command ; but

perhaps it is poſſible, by caution and hu

mility, to avoid error and deluſion . The

labyrinth may be too intricate, and the

thread too fine, to be traced through all

its windings ; but if we ſtop where we

can trace it no farther, and ſecure the

ground we have gained, there is no harm

done ; a quicker eye may in time trace

it farther.

It is genius, and not the want of it,

that adulterates philoſophy, and fills it

with error and falſe theory. A creative

imagination

.

.
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ſkill of the divine Architect hath been

employed in its ſtructure . It is there

fore a ſubject highly worthy of inquiry

on its own account, but ſtill more wor

thy on account of the extenſive influence

which the knowledge of it hath over every

other branch ofſcience .

In the , arts and ſciences which have

leaſt connexion with the mind, its facul

ties are the engines which we muſt em

ploy ; and the better we underſtand their

nature and uſe, their defects and diſor

ders, the more ſkilfully we ſhall apply

them , and with the greater ſucceſs. But

in the nobleſt arts , the mind is alſo the

ſubject upon which we operate. The

painter, the poet, the actor, the orator,

the moraliſt, and the ſtateſman , attempt

to operate upon the mind in different

ways, and for different ends ; and they

ſucceed, according as they touch properly

the ſtrings of the human frame. Nor can

their féveral arts ever ſtand on a ſolid

foundation , or riſe to the dignity of ſci

ence, until they are built on the princi

ples of the human conſtitution .

Wiſe men now agree, or ought to agree

in this, that there is but one way to the

knowledge of nature's works ; the way of

obſervation
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obfervation and experiment. By our

conſtitution , we have a ſtrong propenſity

to trace particular facts and obſervations

to general rules, and to apply ſuch ge

neral rules to account for other effects,

or to direct us in the production of them .

This procedure of the underſtanding is

familiar to every human creature in the

common affairs of life, and it is the only

one by which any real diſcovery in phi

lofophy can be made.

The man who firſt diſcovered that cold

freezes water, and that heat turns it into

vapour, proceeded on the ſame general

principles, and in the ſame method, by

which Newton diſcovered the law of gra

vitation, and the properties of light.

His regulæ philofophandi are maxims of

common ſenſe, and are practiſed every

day in common life ; and he who philofo

phiſes by other rules, either concerning

the material ſyſtem , or concerning the

mind, miſtakes his aim.

Conjectures and theories are the crea

tures of men, and will always be found

very unlike the creatures of God. If we

would know the works of God, we muſt

conſult themſelves with attention and hu

mility, without daring to add anything

A 2 of
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of ours to what they declare. A juſt in

terpretation of nature is the only ſound

and orthodox philoſophy : whatever we

add of our own, is apocryphal, and of no

authority.

All our curious theories of the forma

tion of the earth, of the generation of

animals, of the origin of natural and mo

ral evil, ſo far as they go beyond a juſt

induction from facts, are vanity and folly ,

no leſs than the vortices of Des Cartes,

or the Archæus of Paracelſus. Perhaps

the philoſophy of the mind hath been' no

leſs adulterated by theories, than that of

the material ſyſtem . The theory of ideas

is indeed very ancient, and hath been ve

ry univerſally received ; but as neither of

theſe titles can give it authenticity, they

ought not to ſcreen it from a free and

candid examination ; eſpecially in this

age, when it hath produced a ſyſtem of

fcepticiſm , that ſeems to triumph over all

ſcience, and even over the dictates of

common ſenſe .

All that we know of the body, is owing

to anatomical diſſection and obſervation ,

and it muſt be by an anatomy of the

mind that we can diſcover its powers and

principles.

SECT.

TRE

bi

bo

00

ic
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SECT. II.

The impediments to our knowledge ofthe mind.

BUT

To at

UT it muſt be acknowledged, that

this kind of anatomy is much more

difficult than the other ; and therefore it

needs not ſeem ftrange, that mankind

have made leſs progreſs in it.

tend accurately to the operations of our

minds, and make them an object of

thought, is no eafy matter even to the

contemplative, and to the bulk of man

kind is next to impoſſible .

An anatomiſt who hath happy oppor

tunities, may have acceſs to examine with

his own eyes , and with equal accuracy,

bodies of all different ages , ſexes, and

conditions ; ſo that what is defective, obe

ſcure, or pręternatural in one, may be

diſcerned clearly, and in its moſt perfect

ftate in another. But the anatomiſt of the

mind cannot have the ſame advantage.

It is his own mind only that he can ex

amine, with any degree of accuracy and

diſtinctneſs. This is the only ſubject he

can look into . He may, from outward

figns, collect the operations of other

A3

1

minds ;
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minds ; but theſe ſigns are for the moſt part

ambiguous , and muſt be interpreted by

what he perceives within himſelf.

So that if a philoſopher could' delineate

to us , diſtinctly and methodically , all the

operations of the thinking principle with

in him, which no man was ever able to .

do, this would be only the anatomy of

one particular ſubject ; which would be

bothdeficient and erroneous, if applied

to human nature in general. For a little

reflection may fatisfy us,may fatisfy us, that the dif

ference of minds is greater than that of

any other beings , which we conſider as

of the ſame ſpecies.

Of the various powers and faculties

we poſſeſs, there are ſome which nature

ſeems both to have planted and reared, ſo

as to have left nothing to human induſtry,

Such are the powers which we have in

common with the brutes, and which are

neceſſary to the preſervation of the in

dividual , or the continuance of the kind .

There are other powers , of which nature

hath only planted the ſeeds in our minds,

but hath left the rearing of them to hu

man culture.
It is by the proper culture

of theſe that we are capable of all thoſe

improvements in intellectuals, in taſte,

and

CI

DIE

bre

W
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VE
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and in morals, which exalt and dignify

human nature ; while , on the other hand,

the neglect or perverſion of them makes

its degeneracy and corruption.

The two -legged animal that eats of

nature's dainties, what his taſte or appe

tite craves, and ſatisfies his thirſt at the

cryſtal fountain, who propagates his kind

as occaſion and luft prompt, repels in

juries , and takes alternate labour and re

poſe, is , like a tree in the foreſt, purely

of nature's growth . But this fame ſavage

hath within him the ſeeds of the logician ,

the man of taſte and breeding, the orator,

the ſtateſman, the man of virtue, and the

faint ; which ſeeds, though planted in his

mind by nature, yet, through want of

culture and exerciſe, muſt lie for ever bu

ried, and be hardly perceivable by him

ſelf or by others .

The loweſt degree of ſocial life will

bring to light ſome of thoſe principles

which lay hid in the ſavage ſtate ; and ac

cording to his training, and company, and

manner of life, ſome of them, either by

their native vigour, or by the force of

culture , will thrive and grow up to great

perfection , others will be ſtrangely per

verted from their natural form , and

athersA4
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others checked, or perhaps quite eradi.

cated.

This makes human nature ſo various

and multiform in the individuals that

partake of it, that, in point of morals,

and intellectual endowments, it fills up

all that gap which we conceive to be

between brutes and devils below , and the

celeſtial orders above ; and ſuch a pro

digious diverſityof minds muſt make it

extremely difficult to diſcover the com

mon principles of the ſpecies.

The language of philoſophers, with

regard to the original faculties of the

mind, is ſo adapted to the prevailing

fyftem , that it cannot fit any other ; like

a coat that fits the man for whom it was

made, and ſhows him to advantage, which

yet will fit very aukward upon one of

à different make, although perhaps as

handſome and as well proportioned . It

is hardly poſſible to make any innovation

in our philoſophy concerning the mind

and its operations, without uſing new

words and phraſes, or giving a different

meaning to thoſe that are received ; a li

berty which, even when neceſſary, creates

prejudice and miſconſtruction , and which

muſt wait the fanction of time to authoriſe

ite
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it . For innovations in language, like

thoſe in religion and government, are al

ways ſuſpected and diſliked by the many,

till uſe hath made them familiar, and pre

ſcription hath given them a title.

If the original perceptions and notions

of the mind were to make their appear

ance ſingle and unmixed, as we firſt re

ceived them from the hand of nature, one

accuſtomed to reflection would have lefs

difficulty in tracing them ; but before we

are capable of reflection , they are ſo mix

ed, compounded, and decompounded, by

habits, aſſociations, and abſtractions, that

it is hard to know what they were ori

ginally. The mind may in this reſpect

be compared to an apothecary or a che

mift, whoſe materials indeed are furniſh

ed by nature ; but for the purpoſes of his

art, he mixes, compounds , diſſolves, eva

porates, and ſublimes them, till they put

on a quite different appearance ; ſo that

it is very difficult to know what they

were, at firſt, and much more to bring

them back to their original and natural

form . And this work of the mind is not

carried on by deliberate acts of mature

reaſon , which we might recollect, but by

means of inſtincts, habits , aſſociations,

and

1
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and other principles , which operate be

fore we come to the uſe of reaſon ; ſo

that it is extremely difficult for the mind

to return upon its own footſteps, and

trace back thoſe operations which have

employed it ſince it firſt began to think

and to act.

Could we obtain a diſtinct and full

hiſtory of all that hath paſſed in the mind

of a child, from the beginning of life and

ſenſation, till it grows up to the uſe of

reaſon ; how its infant faculties began to

work , and how they brought forth and

ripened all the various notions, opinions,

and ſentiments, which we find in our

ſelves when we come to be capable of re

flection ; this would be a treaſure of na

tural hiſtory, which would probably give

more light into the human faculties, than

all the ſyſtems of philoſophers about them

ſince the beginning of the world. But it

is in vain to wiſh for what nature has not

but within the reach of our power. Re

flection , the only inftrument by which

we can diſcern the powers of the mind,

comes too late to obſerve the progreſs of

nature, in raiſing them from their infancy

to perfection.

It muſt therefore require great caution,
and

at
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and great application of mind , for a man

that is grown up in all the prejudices of

education , faſhion, and philoſophy, to un

ravel his notions and opinions, till he

finds out the ſimple and original princi

ples of his conſtitution, of which no ac

count can be given but the will of our

Maker. This may be truly called an

analyſis of the human faculties ; and till

this is performed, it is in vain we expect

any juſt syſtem of the mind ; that is, an

enumeration of the original powers and

laws of our conſtitution, and an explica

tion from them of the various phænomena

of human nature.

Succeſs in an inquiry of this kind, it is

not in human power to command ; but

perhaps it is poſſible, by caution and hu

mility , to avoid error and deluſion . The

labyrinth may be too intricate, and the

thread too fine, to be traced through all

its windings ; but if we ſtop where we

can trace it no farther, and ſecure the

ground we have gained , there is no harm

done ; a quicker eye may in timne trace

it farther.

It is genius, and not the want of it,

that adulterates philoſophy, and fills it

with error and falſe theory. A creative

imagination
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imagination diſdains the mean offices of

digging for a foundation, of removing

rubbiſh , and carrying materials : leaving

theſe ſervile employments to the drudges

in ſcience, it plans a deſign , and raiſes

a fabric. Invention ſupplies materials

where they are wanting, and fancy adds

colouring, and every befitting ornament.

The work pleaſes the eye, and wants

nothing but folidity and a good founda

tion. It feems even to vie with the works

of nature, till ſome ſucceeding architect

blows it into rubbiſh , and builds as good

ly a fabric of his own in its place. Hap

pily for the preſent age, the caſtle -builders

employ themſelves more in romance

than in philoſophy. That is undoubted

ly their province, and in thoſe regions

the offspring of fancy is legitimate, but

in philoſophy it is all ſpurious.

SECT. III.

The preſent ſtate of this part of philoſophy.

OfDes Cartes, Malebranche, and Locke.

THA
HAT our philoſophy concerning the

mind and its faculties, is but in a

very low ftate, may be reaſonably con

jectured,
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jectured, even by thoſe who never have

narrowly examined it. Are there any

principles with regard to the mind, ſet

tled with that perſpicuity and evidence,

which attends the principles ofmechanics,

aſtronomy, and optics ? Theſe are really

ſciences built upon laws of nature which

univerſally obtain. What is diſcovered

in them, is no longer matter of diſpute :

future ages may add to it, but till the

courſe of nature be changed, what is al

ready eſtabliſhed can never be overturn

ed. But when we turn our attention in

ward , and conſider the phænomena of

human thoughts, opinions, and percep

tions , and endeavour to trace them to the

general laws and the firſt principles of

our conſtitution, we are immediately in

volved in darkneſs and perplexity. And

if common ſenſe, or the principles of edu

cation, happen not to be ſtubborn , it is

odds but we end in abſolute ſcepticiſm .

Des Cartes finding nothing eſtabliſhed

in this part of philoſophy, in order to

lay the foundation of it deep, reſolved

not to believe his own exiſtence till he

ſhould be able to give a good reaſon for

it. He was, perhaps, the firſt that took

up ſuch a reſolution : but if he could in

deed
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deed have effected his purpoſe, and really

become diffident of his exiſtence, his caſe

would have been deplorable, and without

any remedy from reaſon or philoſophy.

A man that diſbelieves his own exiſtence,

is ſurely as unfit to be reaſoned with , as

à man that believes he is made of glafs.

There may be diſorders in the human

frame that may produce ſuch extrava

gancies, but they will never be cured by

reaſoning. Des Cartes indeed would

make us believe, that he got out of this

delirium by this logical argument, Cogito,

ergo fum . But it is evident he was inhis

ſenſes all the time, and never ſeriouſly

doubted of his exiſtence. For he takes

it for granted in this argument, and

proves nothing at all . I am thinking, ſays

he, therefore I am : and is it not as good

reaſoning to ſay, I am fleeping, therefore

I am ? or, I am doing nothing, therefore

I am ? If a body moves, it muft exift, no

doubt ; but if it is at reſt, it muſt exiſt

likewiſe.

Perhaps Des Cartes meant not to aſſume

his own exiſtence in this enthymeme, but

the exiſtence of thought , and to infer

from that the exiſtence of a mind, or ſub

ject of thought. But why did he not

prove
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prove the exiſtence of his thought ? Con

ſciouſneſs, it may be ſaid , vouches that.

But who is voucher for conſciouſneſs ? Can

anyman prove
that his conſciouſneſs may

not deceive him ? No man can : nor can

we give a better reafon for truſting to it,

than that every man, while his mind is

found, is determined, by the conſtitution

of his nature, to give implicit belief to

it, and to laugh at, or pity the man who

doubts its teſtimony. And is not every

man, in his wits, as much determined to

take his exiſtence upon truſt as his con-:

ſciouſneſs ?

The other propoſition aſſumed in this

argument, That thought cannot be with

out a mind or ſubject, is liable to the ſame

objection : not that it wants evidence ;

but that its evidence is no clearer, nor

more immediate, than that of the propos

ſition to be proved by it. And taking all

theſe propoſitions together,-- I think ,-I

am conſcious, -Every thing that thinks,

exiſts,-Iexift ,—would not every ſober

man form the ſame opinion of the man

who ſeriouſly doubted any one of them ?

And if he was his friend, would he not

hope for his cure from phyſic and good

regimen,
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regimen, ratherthan from metaphyſic and

logic ?

But ſuppoſing it proved, that mythought

and my conſciouſneſs muſt have a ſubject,

and conſequently that I exiſt, how do I

know that all that train and ſucceſſion of

thoughts which I remember, belong to

one ſubject, and that the I of this mo

ment , is the very individual I ofyeſterday,

and of times paſt ?

Des Cartes did not think proper to ſtart

this doubt : but Locke has done it ; and,

in order to reſolve it, gravely determines,

that perſonal identity conſiſts in conſciouſ

neſs ; that is , if you are conſcious that you

did ſuch a thing a twelvemonth ago ,
this

conſciouſneſs makes you to be the very

perſon that did it. Now , conſciouſneſs

of what is paft, can fignify nothing elſe

but the remembrance that I did it. So

that Locke's principle muſt be, That'iden

tity conſiſts in remembrance ; and conſe

quently a man muſt loſe his perſonal

identity with regard to every thing he

forgets.

Nor are theſe the only inſtances where

by our philoſophy concerning themind ap

pears to be very fruitful in creating doubts,

but very unhappy in reſolving them.

Des

!

1
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Des Cartes, Malebranche, and Locke,

have all employed their genius and ſkill,

to prove the exiſtence of a material world ;

and with very bad ſucceſs. Poor untaught

mortals believe undoubtedly, that there is

a ſun, moon, and ſtars ; an earth , which

we inhabit ; country, friends, and rela

tions, which we enjoy ; land, houſes, and

moveables, which we poſſeſs. But philo

ſophers, pitying the credulityof the vul

gar , reſolve to have no faith but what is

founded
upon reaſon . They apply to phi

loſophy to furniſh them with reaſons for

the belief of thoſe things which all man

kind have believed, without being able to

give any reaſon for it. And ſurely one

would expect, that, in matters of ſuch im

portance, the proofwould not be difficult::

but it is the moſt difficult thing in the

world. For theſe three great men , with

the beſt good will, have not been able,

from all the treaſures of philoſophy, to

draw one argument, that is fit to convince

a man that can reaſon , of the exiſtence of

any one thing without him. Admired

Philoſophy ! daughter of light ! parent

of wiſdom and knowledge ! if thou art

ſhe ! ſurely thou haft not yet ariſen upon

the human mind, nor bleſſed us with more

B of
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alof thy rays, than are ſufficient to thed a

darkneſs viſible
upon the human faculties,

and to diſturb that repoſe and ſecurity

which happier mortals enjoy, who never

approached thine altar, nor felt thine in

fluence ! But if indeed thou haſt not power

to diſpel thoſe clouds and phantoms which

thou haſt diſcovered or created, withdraw

this penurious and malignant ray ; I de

ſpiſe Philoſophy, and renounce its guid

let
my

foul dwell with Common

Senſe .

ance ::

S E C T. IV.

ERA

Apology for thoſe Philoſophers.

BUTinſtead of deſpiſing the dawn of
light, we ought rather to hope for its

increaſe : inſtead of blaming the philoſo

phers I have mentioned, for the defects

and blemiſhes of their ſyſtem , we ought

rather to honour their memories , as the

firſt diſcoverers of a region in philoſophy

formerly unknown ; and however lame

and imperfect the ſyſtem may be, they

have opened the way to future diſcoveries ,

and are juſtly intitled to a great ſhare in

the merit of them. They have removed

an
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an infinite deal of duſt and rubbiſh, col

lected in the ages of ſcholaſtic fophiftry,

which had obſtructed the way. They

have put us in the right road, that of ex

perience and accurate reflection . They

have taught us to avoid the fnares of am

biguous and ill -defined words, and have

ſpoken and thought upon this ſubject with

a diſtinctneſs and perſpicuity formerly un

known. They have made many openings

that may lead to the diſcovery of truths

which they did not reach , or to the de

tection of errors in which they were in

voluntarily intangled .

It may be obſerved, that the defects and

blemiſhes in the received philoſophy con

cerning the mind, which have moſt expo

ſed it to the contempt and ridicule of fen

fible men, have chiefly been owing to this :

That the votaries of this Philoſophy, from

a natural prejudice in her favour, have

endeavoured to extend her juriſdiction be

yond its juſt limits , and to call to her bar

the dictates of Common Senſe . But theſe

decline this juriſdiction ; they diſdain the

trial of reaſoning, and diſown its authori

ty ; they neither claim its aid, nor dread

its attacks.

In this unequalconteft betwixt Common

B 2 Senſe

و

1
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Senſe and Philoſophy, the latter will al

ways come off both with diſhonour and

loſs ; nor can ſhe ever thrive till this ri

valſhip is dropt, theſe incroachments given

up, and a cordial friendſhip reſtored : for,

in reality, Common Senſe holds nothing

of Philoſophy, nor needs her aid . But,

on the other hand, Philoſophy ( if I may

be permitted to change the metaphor) has

no other root but the principles of Com

mon Senſe ; it grows out of them, and

draws its nouriſhment from them : feve

red from this root, its honours wither, its

fap is dried up, it dies and rots.

The philoſophers of the laſt age, whom

I have mentioned, did not attend to the

preſerving this union and ſubordination

ſo carefully as the honour and intereſt of

philoſophy required : but thoſe of the

preſent have waged open war with Com

mon Senſe, and hope to make a complete

conqueſt of it by the ſubtilties of Philo

fophy ; an attempt no leſs audacious and

vain, than that of the giants to dethrone

almighty Jove.

SECT.
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SECT. V.

Of Biſhop Berkeley ; the Treatiſe of human

nature ; and of ſcepticiſm . '

TH
HE preſent age, I apprehend, has not

produced two more acute or more

practiſed in this part of philoſophy, than

the Biſhop of Cloyne, and the author of

the Treatiſe of human nature. The firſt was

no friend to ſcepticiſm , but had that warm

concern for religious and moral principles

which became his order : yet the reſult of

his inquiry was, a ſerious conviction, that

there'is no ſuch thing as a material world ;

nothing in nature but ſpirits and ideas ;

and that the belief of material ſubſtances,

and of abſtract ideas , are the chief cauſes

of all our errors in philoſophy, and of all

infidelity and herefy in religion . His ar

guments are founded upon the principles

which were formerly laid down by Des

Cartes, Malebranche, and Locke, and

which have been very generally received.

And the opinion of the ableſt judges

feems to be, that they neither have been ,

nor can be confuted ; and that he hath

B 3 proved
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proved by unanſwerable arguments what

no man in his ſenſes can believe .

The ſecond proceeds upon the ſaine

principles , but carries them to their full

length ; and as the Biſhop undid the whole

material world , this author, upon the ſame

grounds , undoes the world of ſpirits, and

leaves nothing in nature but ideas and

impreſſions, without any ſubject on which

they may be impreſſed.

It ſeems to be a peculiar ſtrain of hu

mour in this author, to ſet out in his in

troduction , by promiſing, with a grave

face, no leſs than a complete ſyſtem of

the ſciences, upon a foundation entirely

new, to wit, that of human nature ; when

the intention of the whole work is to ſhew ,

that there is neither human nature nor

ſcience in the world. It may perhaps be

unreaſonable to complain of this conduct

in an author, who neither believes his

own exiſtence, nor that of his reader ; and

therefore could not mean to diſappoint

him , or to laugh at his credulity . Yet I

cannot imagine, that the author of the

Treatiſe of human nature is ſo ſceptical as to

plead this apology . He believed, againſt

his principles , that he ſhould be read, and

that he ſhould retain his perſonal identi

ty ,
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ty, till he reaped the honour and reputa

tion juſtly due to his metaphyſical acumen .

Indeed he ingenuouſly acknowledges, that

it was only in ſolitude and retirement that

he could yield any aſſent to his own phi

lofophy ; ſociety, like day-light, diſpelled

the darkneſs and fogs of ſcepticiſm , and

made him yield to the dominion of Com

mon Senſe. Nor did I ever hear him

charged with doing any thing, even in

folitude, that argued ſuch a degree of ſcep

ticiſm as his principles maintain . Surely

if hisfriends apprehended this , they would

have the charity never to leave him alone.

Pyrrho the Elean, the father of this

philoſophy, ſeems to have carried it to

greater perfection than any ofhis ſuccef

ſors : for if we may believe Antigonus

the Caryſtian , quoted by Diogenes Laer,

tius , his life correſponded to his doctrine.

And therefore, if a cart run againſt him ,

or a dog attacked him, or if he came up

on a precipice, he would not ftir a foot

to avoid the danger, giving no credit to

his fenfes. But his attendants , who, hap

pily for him , were not ſo great ſceptics,

took care to keep him out of harm's way ;

ſo that he lived till he was ninety years . of

age. Nor is it to be doubted, but this

author'sB 4
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author's friends would have been equally

careful to keep him from harm , if ever

his principles had taken too ſtrong a hold

of him.

It is probable the Treatiſe of human na

ture was not written in company ; yet it

contains manifeft indications , that the

author every now and then relapſed into

the faith of the vulgar, and could hardly,

for half a dozen pages, keep up the ſcep

tical character.

In like manner , the great Pyrrho him .

ſelf forgot his principles on ſome occa

ſions ; and is ſaid once to have been in

ſuch a paſſion with his cook, who pro

bably had not roaſted his dinner to his

mind , that with the ſpit in his hand, and

the meat upon it, he purſued him even in

to the market -place.

It is a bold philoſophy that rejects, with

out ceremony, principles which irreſiſti

bly govern the belief and the conduct of

all mankind in the common concerns of

life ; and to which the philoſopher him

felf muft yield, after he imagines he hath

confuted them. Such principles are older,

, and of more authority, than Philoſophy :

The reſts upon them as her baſis, not they

her. If ſhe could overturn them ,

ſhe

upon her.
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ſhe muſt be buried in their ruins ; but all

the engines of philoſophical fubtilty are

too weak for this purpoſe ; and the at

tempt is no leſs ridiculous, than if a me

chanic ſhould contrive an axis in peritrochio

to remove the earth out of its place ; or

if a mathematician ſhould pretend to de

monſtrate, that things equal to the ſame

thing are not equal to one another.

Zeno endeavoured to demonſtrate the

împoſſibility of motion ; Hobbes, that

there was no difference between right and

wrong ; and this author, that no credit is

to be given to our ſenſes, to our memory,

or even to demonftration . Such philofo

phy is juſtly ridiculous, even to thoſe who

cannot detect the fallacy of it . It can

have no other tendency, than to thew the

acuteneſs of the fophift, at the expenc
e of

diſgracing reaſon and human nature, and

making mankind Yahoos .

S E C T. VI.

Of the Treatiſe of human nature.

THI
HERE are other prejudices againſt

this ſyſtem of human nature, which,

een upon a general view, may make one

dffident of it,

Des
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و

Des Cartes, Hobbes , and this author,

have each of them given us a ſyſtem of

human nature ; an undertaking too vaſt

for any one man, how great foever his

genius andabilities may be. There muſt

ſurely be reaſon to apprehend, that many

parts of human nature never came under

their obſervation ; and that others have

been ſtretched and diſtorted , to fill up

blanks, and complete the ſyſtem . Chri-.

ftopher Columbus, or Sebaſtian Cabot,

might almoſt as reaſonably have under

taken to give us a complete map of A.

merica .

There is a certain character and ſtyle

in Nature's works , which is never attain

ed in the moſt perfect imitation of them.

This ſeems to be wanting in the ſyſtem :

of human nature I have mentioned, and

particularly in the laſt. One may

puppet make variety of motions and ge

fticulations, which ſtrike much at firſt

view ; but when it is accurately obſer.

ved , and taken to pieces, our admiration

ceaſes ; we comprehend the whole art of

the maker . How unlike is it to tha:

which it repreſents ! what a poor piece

of work compared with the body of a

man , whoſe ſtructure the more we know ,

he

fee ६

1
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che more wonders we diſcover in it, and

the more ſenſible we are of our igno

rance ! Is the mechaniſm of the mind ſo

eaſily comprehended, when that of the

body is ſo difficult ? Yet, by this ſyſtem ,

three laws of aſſociation, joined to a few

original feelings, explain the whole me

chaniſm of ſenſe , imagination, memory,

belief, and of all the actions and paſſions

of the mind . Is this the man that Na

ture made ? I ſuſpect it is not ſo eaſy to

look behind the ſcenes in Nature's work.

This is a puppet ſurely, contrived by too

bold an apprentice of Nature, to mimic

her work. It ſhews tolerably by candle

light, but brought into clear day, and ta

ten to pieces , it will appear to be a man

nade with mortar and a trowel. The

more we know of other parts
of nature,

the more we like and approve them . The

little I know of the planetary ſyſtem ; of

the earth which we inhabit ; of mine

nals , vegetables , and animals ; of my own

kody, and of the laws which obtain in

theſe parts of nature, opens to my mind

grand and beautiful ſcenes, and contri

tutes equally to my happineſs and power.

Bit when I look within, and conſider the

mind itſelf, which makes me capable of

all
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all theſe proſpects and enjoyments ; if it

is indeed what the Treatiſe of human na

ture makes it, I find I have been only in an

inchanted caſtle, impoſed upon by ſpectres

and apparitions . I bluſh inwardly to

think how I have been deluded ; I am

aſhamed of my frame, and can hardly

forbear expoftulating with my deſtiny :

Is this thy paſtime, 0 Nature, to put ſuch

tricks upon a filly creature, and then to

take off the maſk , and ſhew him how he

hath been befooled ? If this is the philo

ſophy of human nature, - my ſoul enter

thou not into her ſecrets. It is ſure

ly the forbidden tree of knowledge ; 1

no fooner taſte of it, than I perceive my.

felf naked, and ſtript of all things , yet

even of my very ſelf.ſelf. I ſee myſelf, and

the whole frame of nature, ſhrink into

Aleeting ideas , which , like Epicurus's a

toms, dance about in emptineſs.

S E C T. VII .

TheSyſtem of all theſe authors is theſame and

leads to fcepticiſin.

UT what if theſe profound diſquiſiti

BUTons into the firſt principles of
of hu

man nature, do naturally and neceſſarily

plurge
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plunge a man into this abyſs of ſcepti

ciſm ? May we not reaſonably judge ſo

from what hath happened ? Des Cartes

no ſooner began to dig in this mine,

than ſcepticiſm was ready to break in

upon him. He did what he could to

ſhut it out. Malebranche and Locke,

who dug deeper, found the difficulty of

keeping out this enemy ſtill to increaſe ;

but they laboured honeſtly in the deſign .

Then Berkeley, who carried onthe work,

deſpairing of ſecuring all, bethought him

felf of an expedient : By giving up the

material world, which he thought might

be ſpared without loſs, and even with ad

vantage, he hoped by an impregnable

partition to ſecure the world of ſpirits.

But, alas ! the Treatiſe of human nature

wantonly fapped the foundation of this

partition , and drowned all in one uni

verſal deluge.

Theſe facts, which are undeniable, do

indeed give reaſon to apprehend, that

Des Cartes's ſyſtem of the human under

ſtanding, which I ſhall beg leave to call

the ideal ſyſtem , and which, with ſome im

provements made by later writers , is now

generally received , hath ſome original de

fect ; that this ſcepticiſm is inlaid in it,

and
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and reared along with it ; and, therefore,

that wemuſt lay it open to the foundation ,

and examine the materials , before we can

expect to raiſe any folid and uſeful fabric

of knowledge on this ſubject.

SECT. VIII.

We ought not to deſpair ofa better.

Bu
UT is this to be deſpaired of, becauſe

Des Cartes and his followers have

failed ? by no means . This pufillanimi

ty would be injurious to ourſelves, and

injurious to truth . Uſeful diſcoveries are

ſometimes indeed the effect of ſuperior

genius, but more frequently they are the

birth of time and of accidents . A travel

ler of good judgment may miſtake his

way, and be unawares led into a wrong

track ; and while the road is fair before

him , he may go on without fufpicion and

be followed by others ; but when it ends

in a coal-pit , it requires no great judg

ment to know that he hath gone wrong,

nor perhaps to find out what miſled him.

In themeantime,theunproſperous ſtate

of this part of philoſophy hath produced

an effect, fomewhat diſcouraging indeed

to
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to any attempt of this nature, but an ef

fect which might be expected, and which

time only and better ſucceſs can remedy.

Senſible men , who never will be ſceptics in

matters of common life, are apt to treat

with ſovereign contempt every thing that

hath been ſaid , or is to be ſaid , upon this

ſubject. It is metaphyſic, ſay they : Who

minds it ? Let ſcholaſtic ſophifters intangle

themſelves in their own cobwebs ; I am re

ſolved to take my own exiſtence, and the

exiſtence of other things, upon truſt ; and

to believe that ſnow is cold, and honey

ſweet, whatever they may fay to the con

trary . He muft either be a fool, or want

to make a fool of me, that would reaſon

me out of my reaſon and ſenſes.

I confefs I know not what a ſceptic can

anſwer to this , nor by what good argu

ment he can plead even for a hearing ;

for either his reaſoning is ſophiſtry, and

ſo deſerves contempt ; or there is no

truth in human faculties, and then why

ſhould we reaſon ?

If therefore a man find himſelf intang

led in theſe metaphyſical toils , and can

find no other way to eſcape, let him brave

ly cut the knot which he cannot looſe,

curſe metaphyſic, and diſſuade every man

from

9
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from meddling with it. For if I have been

led into bogs and quagmires by following

an ignis fatuus, what can I do better, than

to warn others to beware of it ? If Philo

fophy contradicts herſelf, befools her vo

taries, and deprives them of every object

worthy to be purſued or enjoyed, let her

be ſent back to the infernal regions from

which ſhe muſt have had her original.

But is it abſolutely certain that this fair

lady is of the party ? Is it not poſſible

* ſhe may have been miſrepreſented ? Have

not men of genius in former ages often

made their own dreams to paſs for her

oracles ? Ought ſhe then to be condemned

without any farther hearing ? This would

be unreaſonable. I have found her in all

other matters an agreeable companion, a

faithful counſellor, a friend to Common

Senſe, and to the happineſs of mankind .

This juſtly intitles her to my correſpond

ence and confidence, till I find infallible

proofs of her infidelity.

!
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CH A P. II .

Of SMELL I N G.

SECT. I.

The order of proceeding. Of the medium and

organ of ſmell.

T is ſo difficult to unravel the opera

tions of the human underſtanding, and

to reduce them to their firſt principles,

that we cannot expect to ſucceed in the

attempt, but by beginning with the fim

pleſt, and proceeding by very cautious

ſteps to the more complex. The five ex

ternal ſenſes may, for this reaſon , claim

to be firſt conſidered in an analyſis of the

human faculties. And the ſame reaſon

ought to determine us to make a choice

even among the ſenſes, and to give the

precedence, not to the nobleſt, or moſt

uſeful, but to the ſimpleſt, and that whoſe

objects are leaſt in danger of being miſ

taken for other things.

In this view, an analyſis of our ſenſa

tions may be carried on, perhaps with

moſt eaſe and diſtinctneſs, by taking them

in this order: Smelling,Taſting, Hearing,

Touch, and, laſt of all, Seeing.

с Natural

1
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Natural philoſophy informs us, that all

animal and vegetable bodies, and pro.

bably all or moſt other bodies, while ex

poſed to the air, are continually ſending

forth effluvia of vaft fubtilty, not only

in their ſtate of life and growth , but in

the ſtates of fermentation and putrefac

tion . Theſe volatile particles do proba

þly repel each other, and ſo ſcatter them

ſelves in the air, until they meet with

other bodies to which they have ſome

chemical affinity, and with which they

unite, and form new concretes . All the

ſmell of plants, and of other bodies, is

cauſed by theſe volatile parts, and is

ſmelled wherever they are ſcattered in

the air : And the acuteneſs of ſmell in

fome animals, ſhews us, that theſe effluvia

ſpread far, and muſt be inconceivably

fubtile .

Whether, as ſome chemiſts conceive,

every ſpecies of bodies hath a ſpiritus rec

tor, a kind of foul, which cauſes the ſmell,

and all the ſpecific virtues of that body,

and which, being extremely volatile, flies

about in the air in queft of a proper re

ceptacle, I do not inquire. This, like moſt

other theories, is perhaps rather the pro

duct of imagination than of juſt induc

tion.
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tion . But that all bodies are ſmelled by

means of effluvia which they emit, and

which are drawn into the noſtrils along

with the air, there is no reaſon to doubt.

So that there is manifeſt appearance of

deſign in placing the organ of ſmell in

the infide of that canal, through which

the air is continually paſſing in infpira

tion and expiration.

Anatomy informs us , that the membrana

pituitaria, and the olfactory nerves, which

are diſtributed to the villous parts of this

membrane, are the organs deſtined by the

wiſdom of nature to this fenfe ; fo that

when a body emits no effluvia, or when

they do not enter into the noſe, or when

the pituitary membrane or olfactory

nerves are rendered unfit to perform their

office, it cannot be ſmelled .

Yet notwithſtanding this , it is evident,

that neither the organ of ſmell, nor the

medium, nor any motions we can con

ceive excited in the membrane above

mentioned, or in the nerve or animal

fpirits, do in the leaſt reſemble the ſen

fation of ſmelling ; nor could that ſenſa

tion of itſelf ever have led us to think of

nerves, animal ſpirits, or effluvia .

SECT.

}

C 2
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SECT. II.

The ſenſation conſidered abſtraitly.

HA
AVING premiſed theſe things, with

regard to the medium and organ
of

this ſenſe, let us now attend carefully to

what the mind is conſcious of when we

ſmell a roſe or a lily ; and ſince our lan

guage affords no other name for this fen

ſation, we ſhall call it a ſmell or odour,

carefully excluding from the meaning of

thoſe names every thing but the ſenſation

itſelf, at leaſt till we have examined it.

Suppoſe a perſon who never had this

ſenſe before, to receive it all at once, and

to finell a roſe ; can he perceive any fimi

litude or agreement between the ſmell

and the roſe ? or indeed between it and

any other object whatſoever ? Certainly

he cannot. He finds himſelf affected in

a new way, he knows not why or from

what cauſe . Like a man that feels fome

pain or pleaſure formerly unknown to

him, he is conſcious that he is not the

cauſe of it himſelf ; but cannot, from the

nature of the thing, determine whether

it is cauſed by body or ſpirit, by ſome

thing
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thing near, or byſomething at a diſtance.

It has no fimilitude to any thing elſe, ſo

as to admit of a compariſon ; and there

fore he can conclude nothing from it, un

leſs perhaps that there muſt be ſome un

known cauſe of it.

It is evidently ridiculous , to aſcribe to

it figure, colour, extenſion , or any other

quality of bodies. He cannot give it a

place, any more than he can give a place

to melancholy or joy : nor can he con

ceive it to have any exiſtence, but when

it is ſmelled . So that it appears to be a

ſimple and original affection or feeling

of the mind, altogether inexplicable and

unaccountable. It is indeed impoſſible

that it can be in any body : It is a ſenſa

tion, and a ſenſation can only be in a

ſentient thing

The various odours have each their dif

ferent degrees of ſtrength or weakneſs.

Moſt of them are agreeable or diſagreeable ;

and frequently thofe that are agreeable

when weak, are diſagreeable when ſtrong-,

When we compare different ſmells

together, we can perceive very few reſem

blances or contrarieties , or indeed rela

tions of any kind between them. They

are all ſo ſimple in themſelves, and ſo

C 3 different

er.
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different from each other, that it is hardly

poſſible to divide them into genera, and

Species. Moſt of the names we give them

are particular ; as the ſmell of a roſe, of a

jefamine, and the like. Yet there are ſome

general names ; as ſweet, ſtinking, mufty,

patrid, cadaverous, aromatic . Some of them *

ſeem to refreſh and animate the mind,

others to deaden and depreſs it.

SECT III.

Senfation and remembrance, natural principles

ofbelief

S confederated next cofa
far we have conſidered this ſenſa

tion abſtractly. Let us next com

pare it with other things to which it bears

ſome relation. And firſt I ſhall compare

this ſenſation with the remembrance, and

the imagination of it.

I can think of the ſmell of a roſe when

I do not ſmell it ; and it is poſſible that

when I think of it, there is neither roſe

nor ſmell any where exiſting. But when

I ſmell it, I am neceſſarily determined to

believe that the ſenſation really exiſts .

This is common to all ſenſations, that as

they cannot exiſt but in being perceived,

fo
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ſo they cannot be perceived, but they

muſt exiſt. I could as eaſily doubt of

my own exiſtence, as of the exiſtence of

my ſenſations. Even thoſe profound phi

loſophers who have endeavoured to dif

prove their own exiſtence, have yet left

their fenſations to ſtand upon their own

bottom , ſtript of a ſubject, rather than

call in queſtion the reality of their ex

iſtence,

Here then a fenfation, a ſmell for in

ſtance, may be preſented to the mind

three different ways : it may be ſinelled ,

it may be remembered, it may be ima

gined or thought of. In the firſt caſe, it

is neceſſarily accompanied with a belief

of its preſent exiſtence ; in the fecond , it

is neceffarily accompanied with a belief

of its paft exiftence ; and in the laſt, it is.

not accompanied with belief at all, but is

what thelogicians call a fimple apprehenfion .

Why ſenſation ſhould compel our belief

of the prefent exiſtence of the thing, me

mory a belief of its paſt exiſtence, and

imagination no belief at all, I believe no

philoſopher can give a ſhadow of reaſon ,

but that ſuch is the nature of theſe opera

tions : They are all ſimple and original ,

and therefore inexplicable acts of the

mind .

Suppoſe

CA
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in a pot,

Suppoſe that once, and only once, I

ſmelled a tuberoſe in a certain room where

it
grew

and gave a very grateful

perfume. Next day I relate what I ſaw

and ſmelled. When I attend as carefully

as I can to what paſſes in my mind in this

caſe, it appears evident, that the very

thing I ſaw yeſterday, and the fragrance I

ſmelled , are now the immediate objects

ofmy mindwhen I remember it. Further,

I can imagine this pot and flower tranſ

ported to the room where I now fit, and

yielding the ſame perfume. Here like

wiſe it appears, that the individual thing

which I ſaw and ſmelled, is the object of

my imagination.

Philoſophers indeed tell me, that the

immediate object of my memory and ima

gination in this caſe, is not the paſt ſenſa

tion , but an idea of it, an image, phantaſm ,

or ſpecies of the odour I ſmelled : that

this idea now exifts in my mind, or in my

ſenſorium ; and the mind contemplating

this preſent idea, finds it a repreſentation

of what is paft, or of what may exiſt ; and

accordingly calls it memory, or imagina

tion. This is the doctrine of the ideal

philoſophy ; which we ſhall not now exa

mine, that wemay not interrupt the thread

af
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of the preſent inveſtigation. Upon the

ſtricteſt attention, memory appears to me

to have things that are paſt, and not pre

ſent ideas, for its object. We ſhall after

wards examine this ſyſtem of ideas , and

endeavour to make it
appear,

that no folid

proof has ever been advanced of the exiſt

ence of ideas ; that they are a mere fic

tion and hypotheſis, contrived to ſolve the

phænomena of the human underſtanding ;

that they do not at all anſwer this end ;

and that this hypotheſis of ideas or images

of things in the mind, or in the ſenſorium ,

is the parent of thoſe many paradoxes ſo

ſhocking to common ſenſe, and of that

ſcepticiſm , which diſgrace our philoſophy

of the mind, and have brought upon it

the ridicule and contempt of ſenſible men .

In the mean time, I beg leave to think

with the vulgar, that when I remember

the ſmell of the tuberoſe, that very ſenſa

tion which I had yeſterday, and which

has now no more any exiſtence, is the im

mediate object of my memory ; and when

I imagine it preſent, the ſenſation itſelf,

and not any idea of it , is the object of my

imagination. But though the object of

my ſenſation, memory, and imagination ,

be in this caſe the ſame, yet theſe acts or

operations
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operations of the mind are as different,

and as eaſily diſtinguiſhable, as ſmell, taſte,

and ſound . I am conſcious of a difference

in kind between ſenſation and memory ,

and between both and imagination. I

find this alſo, that the ſenſation compels

my belief of the preſent exiſtence of the

ſmell, and memory my belief of its paft

exiſtence. There is a ſmell, is the im

mediate teſtimony of ſenſe ; there was a

ſmell, is the immediate teſtimony of me

mory.
If you aſk me, why I believe that

the ſmell exiſts ? I can give no other rea

fon , nor ſhall ever be able to give any o

ther, than that I ſmell it. IfIf you aſk ,

why I believe that it exifted yeſterday ?

I can give no other reaſon but that I re

member it.

Senſation and memory therefore are

ſimple, original, and perfectly diſtinct ope

rations of the mind, and both of them are

original principles of belief. Imagination

is diſtinct from both , but is no principle

of belief. Senſation implies the preſent

exiſtence of its object ; memory its paſt

exiſtence ; but imagination views its ob

ject naked, and without any belief of its

exiſtence ornon -exiſtence, and is therefore

what the ſchools callfimple apprehenſion.

SECT.

1
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SECT. IV.

Judgment and belief in ſomecaſes precede ſimple

apprehenfion.

BUN
UT here again the ideal ſyſtem comes

in our way : it us, that the

firſt operation of the mind about its ideas,

is ſimple apprehenſion ; that is, the bare

conception of a thing without any belief

about it ; and that after we have got
fim

ple apprehenſions, by comparing them

together, we perceive agreements or diſa

greements between them ; and that this

perception of the agreement or diſagree

ment of ideas , is all that we call belief,

judgment, or knowledge. Now, this ap

pears to me to be all fiction , without any

foundation in nature : for it is acknow

ledged by all, that ſenſation muſt go be

fore memory and imagination ; and hence

it neceſſarily follows, that apprehenſion

accompanied with belief and knowledge,

muſt go before ſimple apprehenſion , at

leaſt in the matters we are now ſpeaking

of. So that here, inſtead of ſaying, that

the belief or knowledge is got by putting

together
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together and comparing the ſimple appre

henſions, we ought rather to ſay, thatthe

ſimple apprehenſion is performed by re

ſolving and analyſing a natural and origi,

nal judgment. And it is with the opera

tions of the mind, in this caſe, as with na

tural bodies, which are indeed compound

ed of fimple principles or elements . Na

ture does not exhibit theſe elements ſepa

rate , to be compounded by us ; ſhe exhibits

them mixed and compounded in concrete

bodies , and it is only by art and chemical

analyſis that they can be ſeparated.

SECT. V.

Two theories of the nature of belief refuted,

Concluſionsfrom what hath beenſaid.

UT

which accompanies ſenſation and me

mory ? Every man knows what it is , but

no man can define it. Does any man

pretend to define ſenſation, or to define

conſciouſneſs ? It is happy indeed that no

man does . And if no philoſopher had

endeavoured to define and explain belief,

fome paradoxes in philoſophy, more in

credible than ever were brought forth by

the

1
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the moſt abject ſuperſtition, or the moſt

frantic enthuſiaſm , had never ſeen the

light. Of this kind ſurely is that modern

diſcovery of the ideal philofophy, that

ſenſation , memory, belief, and imagina

tion , when they have the ſame object, are

only different degrees of ſtrength and vi

vacity in the idea. Suppoſe the idea to

be that of a future ſtate after death ; one

man believes it firmly ; this means no

more than that he hath a ſtrong and live

ly idea of it : Another neither believes

nor diſbelieves ; that is , he has a weak

and faint idea. Suppoſe now a third per

ſon believes firmly that there is no ſuch

thing ; I am at a loſs to know whether

his idea be faint or lively : If it is faint,

then there may be a firm belief where the

idea is faint ; if the idea is lively, then

the belief of a future ſtate and the belief

of no future ſtate muſt be one and the

fame. The ſame arguments that are uſed

to prove that belief implies only a ſtronger

idea of the object than ſimple apprehen

fion, might as well be uſed to prove that

love implies only a ſtronger idea of the

object than indifference. And then what

ſhall we ſay of hatred, which muſt upon

this hypotheſis be a degree of love, or a

degree
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degree of indifference ? If it ſhould be

faid, that in love there is ſomething more

than an idea, to wit, an affection of the

mind ; may it not be ſaid with equal rea

fon , that in belief there is ſomething more

than an idea, to wit, an afſent or perſua

fion of the mind ?

But perhaps it may be thought as ridi

culous to argue againſt this ſtrange opi

nion, as to maintain it. Indeed, if a man

ſhould maintain, that a circle, a ſquare,

and a triangle, differ only in magnitude,

and not in figure, I believe he would find

nobody diſpoſed either to believe him or

to argue againſt him ; and yet I do not

think it leſs ſhocking to common ſenſe, to

maintain, that ſenſation , memory, and

imagination, differ only in degree, and

not in kind. I know it is ſaid , that in a

delirium , or in dreaming, men are apt to

miftake one for the other. But does it

follow from this, that men who are neither

dreaming, nor in a delirium, cannot dif

tinguiſh them ? Buthow does a man know,

that he is not in a delirium ? I cannot

tell : neither can I tell how a man knows

that he exiſts : But if any man ſeriouſly

doubts whether he is in a delirium, I think

it highly probable that he is, and that it

is
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is time to ſeek for a cure, which I am per

ſuaded he will not find in the whole ſy

ſtem of logic.

I mentioned before Locke's notion of

belief or knowledge : he holds that it con

fifts in a perception of the agreement or

diſagreement of ideas ; and this he values

himſelf upon as a very important diſco .

very :

We ſhall have occaſion afterwards to

examine more particularly this grand prin

ciple of Locke's philoſophy, and to ſhew

that it is one of the main pillars of mo

dern ſcepticiſm , although he had no inten ,

tion to make that uſe of it. At preſent

let us only conſider how it agrees with

the inſtances of belief now under confi

deration ; and whether it gives any light

to them. I believe that the ſenſation I

have, exiſts ; and that the ſenſation I re

member, does not now exiſt, but did exift

yeſterday. Here, according to Locke's

ſyſtem , I compare the idea of a ſenſation

with the ideas of paſt and preſent exift

ence : at one time I perceive that this

idea agrees with that of preſent exiſtence ,

but diſagrees with that of paſt exiſtence ;

but at another time it agrees with the idea

of paſt exiſtence , and diſagrees with that

of
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of preſent exiſtence. Truly theſe ideas

feem to be very capricious in their agree

ments and diſagreements. Beſides, I can

not for my heart conceive what is meant

by either. I ſay a ſenſation exiſts, and I

think I underſtand clearly what I mean .

But you want to make the thing clearer,

and for that end tell me , that there is an

agreement between the idea of that fen

fation and the idea of exiſtence . To fpeak

freely, this conveys to me no light , but

darkneſs ; I can conceive no otherwiſe of

it , than as an odd and obſcure circumlo

cution. I conclude, then , that the belief

which accompanies ſenſation and memo

is a ſimple act of the mind, which

cannot be defined. It is in this reſpect

like ſeeing and hearing, which can never

be ſo defined as to be underſtood by thoſe

who have not theſe faculties: and to ſuch

as have them , no definition can make

theſe operations more clear than they are

already. In like manner, every man thať

has any belief, and he muſt be a curioſity

that has none, knows perfectly what be

lief is , but can never define or explain it .

I conclude alſo , that ſenſation , memory,

and imagination, even where they have

the ſame object, are operations of a quite

different

ry ,
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different nature, and perfectly diſtinguiſh

able by thoſe who are found and ſober.

A man that is in danger of confounding

them , is indeed to be pitied ; but what

ever relief he may find from another art,

he can find none from logic or metaphy

fic. I conclude further, that it is no leſs

a part of the human conſtitution, to be

lieve the preſent exiſtence of our ſenſati

ons, and to believe the paſt exiſtence of

what we remember, than it is to believe

that twice two make four. The evidence

of ſenſe, the evidence of memory, and

the evidence of the neceſſary relations of

things, are all diſtinct and original kinds

of evidence, equally grounded on our

conſtitution : none of them depends up

on, or can be reſolved into another. · To

reaſon againſt any of theſe kinds of evi

dence, is abfurd ; nay to reaſon for them ,

is abſurd. They are firſt principles ; and

ſuch fall not within the province of Rea

fon , but of Common Senſe .

1

р SECT.
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SE C T VI.

Apology for metaphyſical abfurdities. Senſa

tion without afentient, a conſequence of the

theory ofideas. Conſequences of this ſtrange

opinion.

HQich cherendition of telling

AVING conſidered the relation

which the ſenſation of ſmelling

bears to the remembrance and imagina

tion of it, I proceed to conſider, what re

lation it bears to a mind , or ſentient prin

ciple. It is certain, no man can conceive

or believe ſmelling to exiſt of itſelf, with

out a mind , or ſomething that has the

power of ſmelling, of which it is called a

ſenſation , an operation, or feeling. Yet

if any man ſhould demand a proof, that

ſenſation cannot be without a mind or

ſentient being, I confeſs that I can give

none ; and that to pretend to prove it,

ſeemsto me almoſt as abſurd as to deny it .

This might have been ſaid without any

apology before the Treatiſe ofhuman nature

appeared in the world . For till that time,

no man, as far as I know, ever thought

either of calling in queſtion that prin

ciple, or of giving a reaſon for his belief

of
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of it. Whether thinking beings were of

an ethereal or igneous nature, whether

material or immaterial, was variouſly dif

puted ; but that thinking is an operation

of ſome kind of being or other, was al

ways taken for granted, as a principle that

could not poſſibly admit of doubt.

However, ſince the author above men

tioned, who is undoubtedly one of the

moſt acute metaphyſicians that this or any

age hath produced, hath treated it as a

vulgar prejudice, and maintained, that the

mind is only a ſucceſſion of ideas and im

preſſions without any ſubject ; his opini

on, however contrary to the common ap

prehenſions of mankind, deſerves reſpect.

I beg therefore, once for all, that no of

fence may be taken at charging this or

other metaphyſical notions with abſurdi

ty, or with being contrary to the common

ſenſe of mankind. No diſparagement is

meant to the underſtandings of the au

thors or maintainers of ſuch opinions.

Indeed they commonly proceed not from

defect of underſtanding, but from an ex

ceſs of refinement : the reaſoning that

leads to them, often gives new light to

the ſubject, and ſhews real genius and

deep penetration in the author ; and the

premiſes

3

D 2
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premiſes do more than atone for the con

cluſion .

Ifthere are certain principles, as I think

there are, which the conſtitution of our

nature leads us to believe, and which we

are under a neceſſity to take for grant

ed in the common concerns of life, with

out being able to give a reaſon for them ;

theſe are what we call the principles of

common ſenſe ; and what is manifeſtly

contrary to them, is what we call abſurd.

Indeed, if it is true , and to be received

as a principle of philoſophy, That fenfa

tion and thought may be without a think

ing being ; it muſt be acknowledged to

be the moſt wonderful diſcovery that this

or any other age hath produced. The

received doctrine of ideas is the principle

from which it is deduced, and of which

indeed it ſeems to be a juſt and natural

conſequence. And it is probable, that it

would not have been ſo late a diſcovery,

but that it is ſo ſhocking and repugnant

to the common apprehenſions of mankind,

that it required an uncommon degree of

philoſophical intrepidity to uſher it into

the world . It is a fundamental principle

of the ideal fyftem , That every object of

thought muſt be an impreſſion, or an idea,
that
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that is , a faint copy of ſome preceding

impreſſion . This is a principle ſo com

monly received, that the author above

mentioned, although his whole ſyſtem is

built upon it, never offers the leaſt proof

of it. It is upon this principle, as a fixed

point, that he erects his metaphyſical en

gines , to overturn heaven and earth, body

and ſpirit. And indeed, in my apprehen

ſion , it is altogether ſufficient for the pur

poſe. For if impreſſions and ideas are

the only objects of thought, then heaven

and earth, and body and ſpirit, and every

thing you pleaſe, muft fignify only im

preſſions and ideas, or they muſt be words

without any meaning. It ſeems, there

fore, that this notion, however ſtrange, is

cloſely connected with the received doc

trine of ideas , and we muſt either admit

the concluſion, or call in queſtion the

premiſes.

Ideas ſeem to have ſomething in their

nature unfriendly to other exiſtences.

They were firſt introduced into philoſo

phy, in the humble character of images

or repreſentatives of things ; and in this

character they ſeemed not only to be in

offenſive, but to ſerve admirably well for

explaining the operations of the human

underſtanding

1

D3
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underſtanding. But ſince men began to

reaſon clearly and diſtinctly about them,

they have by degrees ſupplanted their

conftituents, and undermined the exift

ence of every thing but themſelves. Firſt,

they diſcarded all ſecondary qualities of

bodies ; and it was found out by their

means , that fire is not hot, nor ſnow cold,

nor honey ſweet ; and, in a word, that heat

and cold , ſound, colour, taſte, and ſmell,

are nothing but ideas or impreſſions. Bi

ſhop Berkeley advanced them a ſtep high

er, and found out, by juſt reaſoning, from

the ſame principles , that extenſion, folidi

ty, ſpace, figure, and body, are ideas, and

that there is nothing in nature but ideas

and ſpirits. But the triumph of ideas was

completed by the Treatiſe of human nature,

which diſcards ſpirits alſo, and leaves in

deas and impreſſions as the ſole exiſtences

in the univerſe. What if at laſt, having

nothing elſe to contend with, they ſhould

fall foul of one another, and leave no ex

iſtence in nature at all ? This would ſure ,

ly bring philoſophy into danger ; for

what ſhould we have left to talk or to diſ

>

pute about ?

However, hitherto theſe philoſophers

acknowledge the exiſtence of impreſſions

and
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and ideas ; they acknowledge certain laws

of attraction , or rules of precedence, ac

cording to which ideas and impreſſions

range themſelves in various forms, and

ſucceed one another : but that they ſhould

belong to a mind, as its proper goods and

chattels , this they have found to be a vul

gar error. Theſe ideas are as free and

independent as the birds of the air, or

as Epicurus's atoms when they purſued

their journey in the vaſt inane. Shall we

conceive them like the films of things in

the Epicurean ſyſtem ?

Principio boc dico, rerumfimulacra vagari,

Multa modis multis, in cunctas undique parteis

Tenuia, quæ facile interfejunguntur in auris,

Obvia cum veniunta
Lucr.

Or do they rather reſemble Ariſtotle's in

telligible ſpecies after they are ſhot forth

from the object, and before they have yet

ſtruck upon the paſſive intellect ? But why

ſhould we ſeek to compare them with any

thing, ſince there is nothing in nature

but themſelves ? They make the whole

furniture of the univerſe ; ſtarting into

exiſtence, or out of it, without any cauſe ;

combining into parcels , which the vulgar

D4 call
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call minds ? and ſucceeding one another

by fixed laws , without time, place , or au

thor of thoſe laws .

Yet, after all, theſe ſelf -exiſtent and in

dependent ideas look pitifully naked and

deſtitute, when left thus alone in the uni

verſe, and ſeem , upon the whole, to be in

a worſe condition than they were before.

Des Cartes , Malebranche, and Locke, as

they made much uſe of ideas , treated them

handſomely, and provided them in decent

accommodation ; lodging them either in

the pineal gland, or in thepure intellect, or

even in the divine mind. They moreover

clothed them with a commiſſion, and made

them repreſentatives of things, which gave

them ſome dignity and character. But

the Treatiſe ofhuman nature, though no leſs

indebted to them, ſeems to have made but

a bad return , by beſtowing upon them this

independent exiſtence ; ſince thereby they

are turned out of houſe and home, and

ſet adrift in the world, without friend or

connexion , without a rag to cover their

nakedneſs ; and who knows but the

whole ſyſtem of ideas may periſh by the

indiſcreet zeal of their friends to exalt

them ?

However this may be, it is certainly a

moſt
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moſt amazing diſcovery that thought and

ideas may be without any thinking being.

A diſcovery big with conſequences which

cannot eaſily be traced by thoſe deluded

mortals who think and reaſon in the com

mon track. We were always apt to ima

gine, that thought ſuppoſed a thinker, and

love a lover, and treaſon a traitor : but

this, it ſeems, was all a miſtake ; and it is

found out, that there may be treaſon

without a traitor, and love without a lo

ver, laws without a legiſlator, and puniſh

ment without a ſufferer, ſucceſſion with

out time, and motion without any thing

moved, or ſpace in which it may move :

or if, in theſe caſes, ideas are the lover,

the ſufferer, the traitor, it were to be wiſh

ed that the author of this diſcovery had far

ther condeſcended to acquaint us , whether

ideas can converſe together, and be under

obligations of duty or gratitude to each

other ; whether they can make promiſes

and enter into leagues and covenants, and

fulfil or break them, and be puniſhed for

the breach ? If one ſet of ideas makes a

covenant, another breaks it, and a third

is puniſhed for it, there is reaſon to think

that juſtice is no natural virtue in this

ſyſtem .

It
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It ſeemed very natural to think, that

the Treatiſe of human nature required an

author, and a very ingenious one too ;

but now we learn , that it is only a ſet

of ideas which came together, and ar

ranged themſelves by certain aſſociations

and attractions.

After all, this curious ſyſtem appears

not to be fitted to the preſent ſtate of hu

man nature . How far itHow far it may fuit fome

choice fpirits, who are refined from the

dregs of common ſenſe, I cannot ſay. It

is acknowledged, I think, that even theſe

can enter into this ſyſtem only in their

moſt ſpeculative hours, when they ſoar ſo

high in purſuit of thoſe ſelf -exiſtent ideas,

as to loſe fight of all other things. But

when they condeſcend to mingle again

with the human race, and to converſe

with a friend, a companion, or a fellow

citizen, the ideal ſyſtem vaniſhes ; com

mon ſenſe, like an irreſiſtible torrent,

carries them along ; and, in ſpite of all

their reaſoning and philoſophy, they be

lieve their own exiſtence, and the exift

ence of other things .

Indeed, it is happy they do fo ;, for if

they ſhould their cloſer belief inta .

the world, the reſt of mankind would

carry

conſider
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conſider them as diſeaſed , and ſend them

to an infirmary. Therefore, as Plato re

quired certain previous qualifications of

thoſe who entered his ſchool, I think it

would be prudent for the doctors of this

ideal philoſophy to do the ſame, and to

refuſe admittance to every man who is ſo

weak, as to imagine that he ought to have

the ſame belief in ſolitude and in com

pany, orthat his principles ought to have

any influence upon his practice : for this

philoſophy. is like a hobby -horſe, which a

man in bad health may ride in his cloſet,

without hurting his reputation ; but if

he ſhould take him abroad with him to

church, or to the exchange, or to the

play -houſe, his heir would immediately

call a jury, and ſeize his eſtate.

SE Ç T. VII .

The conception and belief ofa fentient being or

mind, is ſuggeſted by our conſtitution. The

notion of relations not always got by com

paring the related ideas.

L
EAVING this philoſophy therefore

to thoſe who have occaſion for it,

and can uſe it diſcreetly as a chamber

exerciſe,
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exerciſe, we may ftill inquire, how the

reft of mankind, and even the adepts

themſelves, except in ſome folitary mo

ments, have got ſo ſtrong and irreſiſtible

a belief, that thought muſt have a ſubject,

and be the act of ſome thinking being :

how every man believes himſelf to be

fomething diſtinct from his ideas and im

preſſions ; ſomething which continues the

fame identical felf when all his ideas and

impreſſions are changed. It is impoſſible

to trace the origin of this opinica in

hiſtory : for all languages have it inter

woven in their original conſtruction . All

nations have always believed it. The

conftitution of all laws and governments,

as well as the common tranſactions of

life, ſuppoſe it.

It is no leſs impoſſible for any man to

recollect when he himſelf came by this

notion : for, as far back as we can re

member, we were already in poſſeſſion of

it, and as fully perſuaded of our own ex

iſtence, and the exiſtence of other things,

as that one and one make two. It ſeems,

therefore, that this opinion preceded all

reaſoning, and experience, and inſtruc

tion ; and this is the more probable, be

cauſe we could not get it by any of theſe

means.
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means. It appears then to be an unde

niable fact, that from thought or ſenſa

tion, all mankind, conſtantly and invari

ably, from the firſt dawning of reflection,

do infer a power or faculty of thinking,

and a permanent being or mind to which

that faculty belongs ; and that we as in

variably aſcribe all the various kinds of

ſenſation and thought we are conſcious of,

to one individual mind or felf.

But by what rules of logic we make

theſe inferences, it is impoſſible to ſhow ;

nay , it is impoſſible to ſhow how our ſen

ſations and thoughts can give us the very

notion and conception either of a mind

or of a faculty. The faculty of ſmelling

is ſomething very different from the ac

tual ſenſation of ſmelling ; for the faculty

may remain when we have no ſenſation .

And the mind is no leſs different from

the faculty ; for it continues the ſame in

dividual being when that faculty is loft.

Yet this ſenſation ſuggeſts to us both a

faculty and a mind ; and not only ſuggeſts

the notion of them, but creates a belief

of their exiſtence ; although it is impof

ſible to diſcover, by reaſon, any tie or

connection between one and the other.

What ſhall we ſay then ? Either thoſe

inferences

1
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inferences which we draw from our ſen

ſations, namely , the exiſtence of a mind,

and of powers or faculties belonging to

it, are prejudices of philoſophy or edu

cation, mere fictions of the mind, which

a wiſe man ſhould throw off as he does

the beliefof fairies, or they are judgnients

of nature, judgments not got by com

paring ideas , and perceiving agreements

and diſagreements, but immediately in

ſpired by our conſtitution .

If this laſt is the caſe, as I apprehend

it is , it will be impoſſible to ſhake off

thoſe opinions , and we muſt yield to them

at laſt, though we ſtruggle hard to get

rid of them . And if we could, by a de

termined obſtinacy, ſhake off the princi

ples of our nature, this is not to act the

philoſopher, but the fool or the madman .

It is incumbent upon thoſe who think

that theſe are not natural principles, to

ſhow , in the firſt place, how we can other

wiſe get the notion of a mind and its fa

culties ; and then to ſhow , how we come

to deceive ourſelves into the opinion that

ſenſation cannot be without a fentient

being.

It is the received doctrine of philofo

phers, that our notions of relations can

only
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only be got by comparing the related

ideas : but, in the preſent caſe, there

ſeems to be an inſtance to the contrary.

It is not by having firſt the notions of

mind and ſenſation , and then comparing

them together, that we perceive the one .

to have the relation of a ſubject or ſub

ſtratum , and the other that of an act or

operation : on the contrary, one of the

related things, to wit, ſenſation , ſuggeſts

to us both the correlate and the relation.

I beg leave to make uſe of the word

fuggeſtion, becauſe I know not one more

proper, to expreſs a power of the mind,

which ſeems entirely to have eſcaped the

notice of philoſophers, and to which we

owe many of our ſimple notions which

are neither impreſſions nor ideas, as well

as many original principles of belief. I

ſhall endeavour to illuſtrate, by an exam

ple, what I underſtand by this word. We

all know , that a certain kind of ſound

ſuggeſts immediately to the mind, a coach

paſſing in the ſtreet ; and not only pro

duces the imagination, but the belief, that

a coach is paſſing. Yet there is here no

comparing of ideas, no perception of a

greements or diſagreements, to produce

this belief; nor is there the leaſt fimili

tude
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tude between the ſound we hear, and

the coach we imagine and believe to be

paſſing

It is true that this ſuggeſtion is not na

tural and original ; it is the reſult of ex

perience and habit. But I think it ap

pears , from what hath been ſaid , that

there are natural ſuggeſtions ; particular

ly, that ſenſation fuggeſts the notion of

preſent exiſtence, and the belief that what

we perceive or feel, does now exiſt ; that

memory ſuggeſts the notion of paft ex

iſtence; and the belief that what we re

member did exiſt in time paſt ; and that

our ſenſations and thoughts do alſo ſug

geft the notion of a mind, and the belief

of its exiſtence, and of its relation to our

thoughts. By a like natural principle it

is, that a beginning of exiſtence, or any

change in nature , ſuggeſts to us the no

tion of a cauſe, and compels our belief

of its exiſtence. And in like manner, as

fhall be ſhewn when we come to the ſenfe

of touch, certain ſenſations of touch , by

the conſtitution of our nature, ſuggeſt to

us extenſion, folidity, and motion, which

are nowiſe like to ſenſations, although

they have been hitherto confounded with

them.

SECT,
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SEC T. VIII.
،

W!

There is a quality of virtue“ in bodies, which

we call their ſmell. How this is connected

in the imagination with the ſenſation ,

E have confidered ſmell as fignify

ing a ſenſation , feeling, or impreſ

fion
upon the mind ; and in this ſenſe, it

can only be in a mind, or fentient being :

but it is evident, that mankind give the

name of ſmell much more frequently to

ſomething which they' conceive to be ex

ternal, and to be a quality ofbody : they

underſtand ſomething by it which does

not at all infer a mind ; and have not the

leaſt difficulty in conceiving the air per

fumed with aromatic odours in the deſarts

of Arabia, or in fome'uninhabited iſland,

where the human foot never trod. Every

fenſible day - labourer hath as clear a no

tion of this, and as full a conviction of the

poſſibility of it,as he hath of his own exiſt

ence ; and can no more doubt of theone

than of the other.

Suppoſe that fuch a man meets with a

modern philoſopher, and wants to be in

formed, what ſmell in plants is . The

E philoſopher
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philoſopher tells him, that there is no

ſmell in plants, nor in any thing, but in

the mind ; that it is impoſſible there can

be ſmell but in a mind ; and that all this

hath been demonſtrated by modern philo

ſophy. The plain man will, no doubt,

be apt to think him merry: but if he finds

that he is ſerious, his next concluſion will

be, that he is mad ; or that philoſophy,

like magic, puts men into a new world,

and gives them different faculties from

common men . And thus philoſophy and

common ſenſe are ſet at variance. But

who is to blame for it ? In my opinion

the philoſopher is to blame. For if he

means by ſmell, what the reſt of mankind

moſt commonly mean, he is certainly mad .

But if he puts a different meaning upon

the word, without obſerving it himſelf, or

giving warning to others ; he abufes lan

guage, and diſgraces philofophy,,without

doing any ſervice to truth : as if a man

ſhould exchange themeaning of the words

daughter and COW , and then endeavour to

prove to his plain neighbour, that his cow

is his daughter, and his daughter his cow.

I believe there is not much more wif

dom in many of thoſe paradoxes of the

ideal philoſophy, which to plain ſenſible

men
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men appear to be palpable abſurdities,

but with the adepts paſs for profound dif

coveries. I reſolve, for my own part, al

ways to pay a great regard to the dictates

of common ſenſe, and not to depart from

them without abſolute neceflity : and

therefore I am apt to think, that there is

really ſomething in the roſe or lily, which

is by the vulgar called ſmell, and which

continues to exiſt when it is not ſmelled !

and ſhall proceed to inquire what this is ;

how we come by the notion of it ; and

what relation this quality or virtue of

ſmell hath to the ſenſation , whichwe have

been obliged to call by the ſame name,

for want of another.

Let us therefore ſuppoſe, as before, a

perſon beginning to exerciſe the ſenſe of

ſmelling : å little experience willdiſcover

to him , that the noſe is the organ of this

ſenſe , and that the air, or ſomething in

the air , is a medium of it. And finding

by farther experience, that when a roſe is

near, he has a certain ſenſation ; when it

is removed, the ſenſation is gone ; he finds

a connection in nature betwixt the roſe

and this ſenſation . The roſe is conſider

ed as a cauſe, occaſion , or antecedent, of

the ſenſation ; the ſenſation as an effect

ްލ

E 2 or
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or conſequent of the preſence of the roſe :

they are aſſociated in the mind, and con

ftantly found conjoined in the imagina

tion .

But here it deſerves our notice, that al

though the ſenſation may ſeem more cloſe

ly related to themind its ſubject, or to

the noſe its organ ; yet neither of theſe

connections operate ' fo powerfully upon

the imagination, as its connection with the

roſe its concomitant. The reaſon of this

ſeems to be, that its connection with the

mind is more general, and noway diſtin

guiſheth it from other ſmells, or even

from taſtes, ſounds, and other kinds of

ſenſations. The relation it hath to the

organ , is likewiſe general, and doth not

diſtinguiſh it from other ſmells : but the

connection it hath with the roſe is ſpecial,

and conſtant ; by which means they be

come almoſt inſeparable in the imagina

tion, in like manner as thunder and light

ning, freezing and cold.

و

SECT.
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SECT. IX.

That there is a principle in human nature,

from which the notion of this, as well as

all other natural virtues or cauſes, is deri

ved .

IN
order to illuſtrate further how we

come to conceive a quality or virtue

in the roſe which we call ſmell, and what

this ſmell is, it is proper to obſerve, that

the mind begins very early to thirſt after

principles, which may direct it in the ex

ertion of its powers . The ſmell of a roſe

is a certain affection or feeling of the

mind ; and as it is not conſtant, but comes

and goes, we want to know when and

where we may expect it, and are uneaſy

till we find ſomething, which being pre

ſent, brings this feeling along with it, and

being removed , removes it . This , when

found, we call the cauſe of it ; not in a

ſtrict and philoſophical ſenſe : as if the

feeling were really effected or produced

by that cauſe, but in a popular ſenſe : for

the mind is ſatisfied, if there is a conſtant

conjunction between them ; and ſuch

cauſes are in reality nothing elſe but laws

E 3 of
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of nature. Having found the ſmell thus

conſtantly conjoined with the roſe, the

mind is at reſt, without inquiring whether

this conjunction is owing to a real efficien

cy or not ; that being a philoſophical in

quiry, which does not concern humạn

life. But every diſcovery of ſuch a con

Nant conjunction is of real importance in

life, and makes a ſtrong impreſſion upon

the mind.

So ardently do we deſire to find every

thing that happenswithin our obſervation,

thus connected with ſomething elſe, as its

cauſe or occafion, that we are apt to fancy

connections upon the ſlighteſt grounds :

and this weakneſs is moſt remarkable in

the ignorant, who know leaſt of the real

connections eſtabliſhed in nature . A man

meets with an unlucky accident on a cer

tain day of the year ; and knowing no

other cauſe of his misfortune, he is apt to

conceive ſomething unlucky in that day

of the calendar ; and if he finds the ſame

connection hold a ſecond time, is ſtrongly

confirmed in his ſuperſtition . I remem

ber, many years ago , a white ox was

brought into this country, of ſo enormous

a fize, that people came many miles to

ſee him . There happened , ſome months

after,

1
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after, an uncommon fatality among wo

men in child -bearing. Two ſuch uncom

mon events following one another, gave

a ſuſpicion of their connection , and oc

cafioned a common opinion among the

country -people, that the white ox was the

cauſe of this fatality.

However filly and ridiculous this opi

nion
was, it ſprung from the ſame root in

human nature, on which all natural phi

loſophy grows ; namely, an eager deſire

to find out connections in things , and a

natural, original, and unaccountable pro

penſity to believe, that the connections

which we have obſerved in time paſt, will

continue in time to come. Omens, por

tents , good and bad luck, palmiſtry , aſtro

logy , all the numerous arts of divination,

and of interpreting dreams, falſe hypothe

ſes and ſyſtems, and true principles in the

philoſophy of nature, are all built upon
the ſame foundation in the human conſti

and are diſtinguiſhed only accord

ing as we conclude rafhly from too few

inſtances, or cautiouſly from a ſufficient

induction.

As it is experience only that diſcovers

theſe connections between natural cauſes

and their effects ; without inquiring fur

E 4 ther,

tution ;

/
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ther, we attribute to the cauſe ſome vague

and indiſtinct notion of power or virtue

to produce the effect. And in many caſes,,

the purpoſes of life do not inake it necef

ſary to give diſtinct names to the cauſe

and the effect. Whence it happens, that

being cloſely connected in the imagina

tion, although very unlike to each other,

one name ſerves for both ; and, in com

mon diſcourſe, is moſt frequently applied

to that which, of the two , is moſt the ob

ject of our attention . This occaſions an

ambiguity in many words , which having

the ſame cauſes in all languages, is com

mon to all, and is apt to be overlooked

even by philoſophers. Some inſtances

will ſerve both to illuſtrate and confirm

what we have ſaid .

Magnetiſm ſignifies both the tendency of

the iron towards the magnet, and the

power of the magnet to produce that ten

dency : and if it was aſked, whether it is

a quality of the iron or of the magnet ?

one would perhaps be puzzled at firſt ;

but a little attention would diſcover, that

we conceive a power or virtue in the mag

net as the cauſe, and a motion in the iron

as the effect ; and although theſe are things

quite unlike, they are ſo united in the

imagination ,
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imagination , that we give the common

name of magnetiſm to both . The ſame

thing may be ſaid of gravitation, which

ſometimes ſignifies the tendency of bodies

towards the earth, ſometimes the attrac

tive power of the earth , whichwe conceive

as the cauſe of that tendency. We may

obſerve the ſame, ambiguity in ſome of

Sir Iſaac Newton's definitions , and that

even in words of his own making. In

three of his definitions, he explains very

diſtinctly what he underſtands by the ab

folute quantity, what by the accelerative

quantity, and what by the motive quanti

ty, of a centripetal force. In the firſt of

theſe three definitions, centripetal force

is
put for the cauſe, which we conceive to

be ſomepower or virtue in the centre or

central body : in the two laſt, the ſame

word is put for the effect of this cauſe, in

producing velocity, or in producing mo,

tion towards that centre.

Heat ſignifies a ſenſation, and cold a con

trary one. But beat likewiſe ſignifies a

quality or ſtate of bodies, which hath no

contrary, but different degrees . When a

man feels the ſame water hot to one hand,

and cold to the other, this gives him oc

caſion to diſtinguish between the feeling,

and
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and the heat of the body ; and although

he knows that the ſenſations are contrary,

he does not imagine that the body can

have contrary qualities at the ſame time.

And when he finds a different taſte in the

fame body in ſickneſs and in health, he is

eaſily convinced , that the quality in the

body called taſte is the ſame as before, al

though the ſenſations he has from it are

perhaps oppoſite.

The vulgar are commonly charged by

philoſophers, with the abſurdity of ima

gining the ſmell in the roſe to be ſome

thing like to the ſenſation of ſmelling :

but I think, unjuſtly ; for they neither

give the ſame epithets to both, nor do they

reaſon in the fame manner from them .

What is ſmell in the roſe ? It is a quality or

virtue of the roſe, or of ſomething proceed

ing from it, which we perceive by the ſenſe

of ſmelling ; and this is all we know of

the matter. But what is ſmelling ? It is

an act of the mind, but is never imagined

to be a quality of the mind. Again, the

fenfation of ſmelling is conceived to infer

neceſſarily a mind or ſentient being ; but

ſmell in the roſe infers no ſuch thing.

We ſay, This body ſmells ſweet, that

ſtinks ; but we do not ſay, This mind

ſmells ſweet, and that ſtinks . Therefore

ſmell

1
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ſmell in the roſe, and the ſenſation which

it cauſes, are not conceived, even by the

vulgar, to be things of the ſame kind, al

though they have the ſame name.

From what hath been ſaid, we may

learn , that the ſmell of a roſe ſignifies

two things. Firſt, A ſenſation, which

can have no exiſtence but when it is

perceived, and can only be in a ſentient

being or mind. Secondly, It ſignifies ſome

power, quality, or virtue, in the roſe, or

in effluvia proceeding from it, which hath

a permanent exiſtence, independent of

the mind, and which by the conftitution

of nature, produces the ſenſation in us.

By the original conſtitution of our nature,

we are both led to believe, that there is

a permanent cauſe of the ſenſation , and

prompted to ſeek after it ; and experi

ence determines us to place it in the

roſe . The names of all ſmells, taſtes,

ſounds, as well as heat and cold, have a

like ambiguity in all languages ; but it

deſerves our attention, that theſe names

are but rarely, in common language, uſed

to ſignify the ſenſations ; for the moſt

part, they ſignify the external qualities

which are indicated by the ſenſations.

The cauſe of which phænomenon I take

و

to
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to be this. Our ſenſations have very dif.

ferent degrees of ſtrength . Some of them

are ſo quick and lively, as to give us a

great deal either of pleaſure or of uneaſi

nefs : When this is the caſe, we are com

pelled to attend to the ſenſation itſelf,

and to make it an object of thought and

diſcourſe ; we give it a name, which fig

nifies nothing but the ſenſation ; and in

this caſe we readily acknowledge, that

the thing meant by that name is in the

mind only, and not in any thing exter

nal . Such are the various kinds of pain,

fickneſs, and the ſenſations of hunger and

other appetites . But where the ſenſa

tion is not ſo intereſting as to requirę to

be made an object of thought, our con

ftitution leads us to conſider it as a ſign

of ſomething external, which hath a con

ſtant conjunction with it ; and having found

what it indicates , we give a name to that :

the ſenſation , having no proper name,

falls in as an acceſſory to the thing fig

nified by it , and is confounded under the

ſame name. So that the name may in

deed be applied to the ſenſation, but moſt

properly and commonly is applied to the

thing indicated by that ſenſation. The

ſenſations of ſmell, taſte, ſound, and co

lour,
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lour, are of infinitely more importance

ás figns or indications, than they are upon

their own account ; like the words of a

language, wherein we do not attend to

the ſound, but to the ſenſe .

1

4

SEĆ T. x.

Whether in ſenſation the mind is active og

paffive ?

TH
HERE is one inquiry remains, Whe

ther in ſmelling, and in other ſen

ſations, the mind is active or paſſive ? This

poſſibly may feem to bea queſtion about

words, or at leaſt of very ſmall impor.

tance'; however, if it leads us to attend

more accurately to the operations of

our minds, than we are accuſtomed to do,

it is upon that very account not altoge:

ther unprofitable. I think the opinion

of modern philofophers: ' is , that in ſen

. fation the mind is altogether paſſive. And

this undoubtedly is ſo far, true, that we

cannot raiſe any ſenſation in our minds

by willing it " ; and, on the other hand, it

feems hardly poſſible to avoid having the

fenſation when the object is preſented ,

Yet it ſeems likewiſe to be true, that in

proportion
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proportion as the attention is more of

leſs turned to a ſenſation, or diverted

from it, that ſenſation is more or leſs

perceived and remembered. Every one

knows, that very intenſe pain may be di:

verted by a ſurpriſe, or by any thing that

entirely occupies the mind. When we

are engaged in earneſt converſation , the

clock may ſtrike by us without being

heard ; at leaſt we remember not the next

moment that we did hear it. The noiſe

and tumult of a great trading city , is not

heard by them who have. I lived in it all

their days ; but it Ituns thoſe ſtrangers

who have lived in the peaceful retirement

of the country. Whether therefore there

can be any ſenſation where the mind is

purely paſſive, I will not fay ; but I think

we are conſciousof having given ſome at

tention to every ſenſation which we re

member, thoughever ſo recent.

No doubt, „where the impulſe is ſtrong

and uncommon , it is as difficult to with

hold attention , as it is to forbear crying

out in racking pain , or ſtarting in a

ſudden fright: but how far both might

be attained by ſtrong reſolution and prac

tice, is not eaſy to determine. So that,

although the Peripatetics had no good

reaſon
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reaſon to ſuppoſe an active and a paflive i

intellect , ſince attention may be well e

nough accounted an act of the will ; yetki

I think they came nearer to the truth , in

holding themind to be in ſenſation partly AE ss ..

paſſive and partly active, than the mo

derns, in affirming it to be purely paſſive. lindore

Senſation , imagination , memory ,i and 2016

judgment, have, by the vulgar, in all ages,

been conſidered as acts of themind. The

manner in which they are expreſſed in a mis

all languages, thews this . When the
Ingat

mind is much employed in them, we ſay

it is very active ; whereas , if they were

impreſſions only, as the ideal philoſophy

would lead us to conceive, we ought in een

ſuch a caſe rather to ſay, that the mind

is very paſſive : for I ſuppoſe no manis

would attribute great activity to the

paper I write upon, becauſe it receives

variety of characters.

The relation which the ſenſation 'of

ſiell bears to the memory and imagina

tion of it, and to a mind or ſubject, is

common to all our ſenſations, and indeed

to all the operations of the mind : the re

lation it bears to the will, is common to

it with all the powers of underſtanding :

and the relation it bears to that quality

or
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or virtue of bodies which it indicates , is

common to it with the ſenfations of taſte,

hearing, colour, heat, and cold : ſo that

what hath been ſaid of this fenſe, may

eaſily be applied to ſeveral of our ſenſes,

and to other operations of the mind; and

this I hope, will apologize for our infift

ing ſo long upon it.

CH A P.
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A
GREAT part of what hath been

faid of the ſenſe of ſmelling, is ſo

eaſily applied to thoſe of taſting and hear

ing, that we ſhall leave the application

entirely to the reader's judgment, and

fave ourſelves the trouble of a tedious re

petition.

It is probable that every thing that af

fects the taſte, is in ſome degree ſoluble

in the ſaliva . It is not conceivable how

any thing ſhould enter readily, and of its

own accord, as it were, into the pores of

the tongue , palate, and fauces, unleſs it

had ſome chemical affinity to that liquor

with which theſe pores are always replete .

It is therefore an admirable contrivance

of nature, that the organs of taſte ſhould

always be moiſt with a liquor which is ſo

univerſal a menſtruum , and which de

ſerves to be examined more than it hath

been hitherto, both in that capacity, and

as a medical unguent. Nature teaches

dogs, and other animals, to uſe it in this

F laſt
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laſt way ; and its ſubſerviency both to

taſte and digeſtion, ſhews its efficacy in

the former.

It is with manifeſt deſign and propri

ety , that the organ of this ſenſe guards

the entrance of the alimentary canal, as

that of ſmell, the entrance of the canal

for reſpiration . And from theſe organs

þeing placed in ſuch manner, that every

thing that enters into the ſtomach muſt

undergo the ſcrutiny of both ſenſes, it is

plain, that they were intended by nature

to diſtinguiſh wholeſome food from that

which is noxious . The brutes have no

other means of chuſing their food ; nor

would mankind, in the favage fate. And

it is very probable, that the finell and

taſte, no way vitiated by luxury or bad

habits, would rarely, if ever, lead us to a

wrong choice of food among the produc

tions of nature ; although the artificial

compofitions of a refined and luxurious

cookery, or of chemiſtry and pharmacy,

may often impoſe upon both , and pro

duce things agreeable to the taſte and

ſmell, which are noxious to health . And

it is probable, that both ſmell and taſte are

vitiated, and rendered leſs fit to perform

their natural offices, by the unnatural

kind
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goes , which in many caſes

kind of life men commonly lead in fo

ciety .

Theſe ſenſes are likewiſe of great uſe to

diftinguiſh bodies that cannot be diſtin

guiſhed by our other ſenſes, and to diſcern

the changes which the ſame body under

caſes are ſooner
per

ceived by taſte and ſmell than by any o

ther means .
How many things are there

in the market, the eating-houſe, and the

tavern , as well as in the apothecary and

chemiſt's ſhops, which are known to be

what they are given out to be, and are

perceived to be good or bad in their kind,

only by taſte or ſmell ? And how far our

judgment of things , by means of our ſen

ſes, might be improved by accurate at

tention to the ſmall differences of taſte

and ſmell, and other ſenſible qualities, is

not eaſy to determine. Sir Iſaac Newton,

by a noble effort of his great genius , at

tempted, from the colour of opaque bo

dies, to diſcover the magnitude of themi

nute pellucid parts , of which they are

compounded : and who knows what new

lights natural philoſophy may yet receive

from other ſecondary qualities duly ex

amined ?

Some taſtes and ſmells ſtimulate the

F 2 nerves
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nerves , and raiſe the fpirits : but ſuch an

artificial elevation of the ſpirits is , by the

laws of nature , followed by a depreſſion ,

which can only be relieved by time, or by

the repeated uſe of the likeſtimulus. By

the uſe of ſuch things we create an appe

tite for them, which very much reſembles,

and hath all the force of a natural one. It

is in this manner that men acquire an ap

petite for ſnuff, tobacco, ſtrong liquors ,

laudanum, and the like .

Nature indeed ſeems ſtudiouſly to have

ſet bounds to the pleaſures and pains we

have by theſe two ſenſes, and to have con

fined them within very narrow limits ,

that we might not place any part of our

happineſs in them ; there being hardly

any ſmell or taſte ſo diſagreeable that uſe

will not make it tolerable , and at laſt

perhaps agreeable, nor any fo agreeable

as not to loſe its reliſh by conſtant uſe .

Neither is there any pleaſure or pain of

theſe ſenſes which is not introduced, or

followed by ſome degree of its contrary,

which nearly balances it . So that we

may here apply the beautiful allegory of

the divine Socrates ; That although plea

fure and pain are contrary in their nature,

and their faces look different ways , yet

Jupiter
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Jupiter hath tied them ſo together, that he

that lays hold of the one, draws the other

along with it.

As there is a great variety of ſmells,

ſeemingly ſimple and uncompounded, not

only altogether unlike, but ſome of them

contrary to others ; and as the ſame thing

may be ſaid of taftes ; it would ſeem that

one taſte is not leſs different from another

than it is from a ſmell : and therefore it

may be a queſtion, how all ſmells come

to be conſidered as one genus, and all

taſtes as another ? What is the generical

diſtinction ? Is it only that the noſe is the

organ of the one and the palate of the o

ther ? or, abſtracting from the organ ,
is

there not in the ſenſations themſelves

ſomething common to ſmells, and ſome

thing elſe common to taſtes, whereby the

one is diſtinguiſhed from the other? It

ſeems moſt probable that the latter is the

caſe ; and that under the appearance of

the greateſt fimplicity, there is ſtill in

theſe ſenſations ſomething of compoſition.

If one conſiders the matter abſtractly,

it would ſeem , that a number of ſenſati

ons , or indeed of any other individual

things, which are perfectly ſimple and un

compounded, are incapable of being re

F 3 duced
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duced intogenera and ſpecies ; becauſe indi

viduals which belong to a ſpecies, muſt have

ſomething peculiar to each, by which they

are diſtinguiſhed, and ſomething common

to the whole ſpecies. And the ſame may

be faid of ſpecies which belong to one ge

And whether this does not imply

fome kind of compoſition , we ſhall leave

to metaphyſicians to determine .

The ſenſations both of ſmell and taſte

do undoubtedly admit of an immenſe va

riety of modifications, which no language

can expreſs. If a man was to examine

five hundred different wines , he would

hardly find two of them that had precife

ly the ſame taſte : the ſame thing holds

in cheeſe, and in many other things. Yet

of five hundred different taſtes in cheeſe

or wine, we can hardly deſcribe twenty,

ſo as to give a diſtinct notion of them to

one who had not tafted them.

Dr Nehemiah Grew, a moſt judicious

and laborious naturaliſt, in a diſcourſe

read before the Royal Society, anno 1675,

hath endeavoured to ſhow , that there are

at leaſt fixteen different fimple taſtes,

which he enumerates. How many com

pounded ones may be made out of all the

various combinations of two, three, four,

1

or
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or more of theſe ſimple ones , they who

are acquainted with the theory of combi

nations will eaſily perceive . All theſe

have various degrees of intenſeneſs and

weakneſs. Many of them have other va

rieties : in ſome the taſte is more quickly

perceived upon the application of the fa

pid body, in others more ſlowly ; in ſome

the ſenſation is more permanent , in others

more tranſient ; in ſome it ſeems to un

dulate, or return after certain intervals,

in others it is conftant: the various parts

of the organ, as the lips, the tip of the

tongue, the root of the tongue ,

the uvula , and the throat , are ſome ofthem

chiefly affected by one ſapid body, and

others by another. All theſe, and other

varieties of taſtes, that accurate writer il

luſtrates by a number of examples. Nor

is it to be doubted, but ſmells, if examined

with the ſame accuracy, would appear to

have as great variety .

thefauces,

F4 CHAP
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S E C T I.

SOUN

Variety ofſounds. Their place and diſtance

learned by cuſtom , without reaſoning.

OUNDS have probably no leſs variety

of modifications, than either taſtes or

odours . For, firſt, founds differ in tone.

The ear is capable of perceiving four or

five hundred variations of tone in ſound,

and probably as many different degrees

of ſtrength ; by combining theſe, we have

above twenty thouſand ſimple founds that

differ either in tone or ſtrength, ſuppoſing

every tone to be perfect. But it is to be

obſerved, that to make a perfect tone, a

great many undulations of elaſtic air are

required, which muſt all be of equal du

ration and extent, and follow one another

with perfect regularity ; and each undu

lation muſt be made up of the advance

and recoil of innumerable particles of

elaſtic air, whoſe motions are all uniform

in direction, force, and time. Hence we

may
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may eaſily conceive a prodigious variety

in the ſame tone, ariſing from irregulari

ties of it, occaſioned by the conſtitution ,

figure, ſituation , or manner of ſtriking

the ſonorous body : from the conſtitution

of the elaſtic medium , or its being diſturb

ed by other motions ; and from the con

ftitution of the ear itſelf, upon which the

impreſſion is made.

Aflute, a violin, a hautboy, and a French

horn, may all ſound the ſame tone, and

be eaſily diſtinguiſhable. Nay, if twenty

human voices found the ſame note, and

with equal ſtrength , there will ſtill be

ſome difference . The ſame voice, while

it retains its proper diſtinctions, may yet

be varied
many ways , by ſickneſs or health,

youth or age, leanneſs or fatneſs, good or

bad humour. The ſame words ſpoken

by foreigners and natives, nay , by perſons

of different provinces of the ſame nation,

may be diſtinguiſhed.

Such an immenſe variety of ſenſations

of ſmell, taſte, and ſound, ſurely was not

given us in vain. They are ſigns , by

which we know and diſtinguiſh things

without us ; and it was fit that the variety

of the ſigns ſhould , in ſome degree , cor

reſpond
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reſpond with the variety of the things

fignified by them .

It ſeems to be by cuſtom , that we learn

to diſtinguiſh both the place of things, and

their nature, by means of their found.

That ſuch a noiſe is in the ſtreet, fuch

another in the room above me , that this

is a knock at my door, that a perſon walk

ing up ſtairs, is probably learñt bý éxpé

rience . I remember, that oncë lying a

bed, and having been put into a fright, I

heard my own heart beat ; but I took it

to be one knocking at the door, and aroſe

and opened the door oftener than oñce,

before I diſcovered that the found was in

my own breaft. It is probable, that, pre

vious to all experience, we fhould as little

know, whether à ſound came from the

right or left, from above or below, from

a great or a ſmall diſtance , as we ſhould

know whether it was the found of a drum,

or a bell , or a cart. Nature is frugal in

her operations, and will not be at the ex

pence of a particular inſtinct, to give us

that knowledge which experience will

ſoon produce, by means of a general prin

ciple of human nature.

For a little experience , by the conftitu

tion of human nature, ties together, not

only
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only in our imagination, but in our be

lief, thoſe things which were in their pa

ture unconnected . When I hear a cer ...

tain ſound, I conclude immediately, with

out reaſoning, that a coach paſſes by..

There are no premiſes from whichthis

concluſion is inferred by any rules of lo :

gic. It is the effect of a principle of our

nature, common to us with the brutes.

Although it is by hearing, that we are

capable of the perceptions of harmony

and melody, and of all the charms of

muſic ; yet it would ſeem , that theſe re

quire a higher faculty, which we call a

muſical ear . This ſeems to be in
very

dif

ferent degrees, in thoſe who have the bare

faculty of hearing equally perfect ; and

therefore ought not to be claſſed with the

external ſenſes, but in a higher order.

S E C T. II.

Of natural language.

NE of the nobleſt purpoſes of found

undoubtedly is language ; without

which mankind would hardly be able to .

attain any degree of improvement above

the brutes . Language is commonly con

fidered
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ſidered as purely an invention of men,

who by nature are no leſs mute than the

brutes, but having a ſuperior degree of

invention and reaſon, have been able to

contrive artificial ſigns of their thoughts

and purpoſes, and to eſtabliſh them by

common conſent. But the origin of lan

guage deſerves to be more carefully inqui

red into, not only as this inquiry may be

of importance for the improvement of

language, but as it is related to the pre

ſent ſubject, and tends to lay open ſome

of the firſt principles of human nature.

I ſhall therefore offer ſome thoughts upon

this ſubject.

By language I underſtand all thoſe ſigns

which mankind uſe in order to communi

cate to others their thoughts and inten

tions , their purpoſes and deſires. And

ſuch ſigns may be conceived to be of two

kinds : Firſt, ſuch as have no meaning,

but what is affixed to them by compact or

agreement among thoſe who uſe them ;

theſe are artificial ſigns : Secondly, ſuch

as, previous to all compact or agreement ,

have a meaning which every man under

ſtands by the principles of his nature .

Language, ſo far as it conſiſts of artificial

ſigns,

1
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figns, may be called artificial ; ſo far as it

conſiſts of natural ſigns, I call it natural.

Having premiſed theſe definitions, I

think it is demonſtrable, that if mankind

had not a natural language, they could

never have invented an artificial one

by their reaſon and ingenuity. For all

artificial language ſuppoſes ſome compact

or agreement to affix a certain meaning

to certain ſigns ; therefore there muſt

be compacts or agreements before the uſe

of artificial ſigns ; but there can be no

compact or agreement without ſigns, nor

without language ; and therefore there

muft be a natural language before any

artificial language can be invented : Which

was to be demonſtrated .

Had language in general been a human

invention, as much as writing or printing,

we ſhould find whole nations as mute as

the brutes . Indeed even the brutes have

fome natural ſigns by which they expreſs

their own thoughts , affections, and de

fires, and underſtand thoſe of others . A

chick, as ſoon as hatched, underſtands

the different ſounds whereby its dam calls

it to food, or gives the alarm of danger.

A dog or a horſe underſtands, by nature,

when the human voice careſſes, and when

iç
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it threatens him, Bụt brutes, as far as

we know , have no notion of contracts or

covenants , or of moral obligation to per

form them. If nature had given them

theſe notions , ſhe would probably have

given them natural ſigns to expreſs them.

And where nature has denied thefe no

tions, it is as impoſſible to acquire them

by art , as it is for a blind man to acquire

the notion of colours, Some brutes are

ſenſible of honour or diſgrace ; they have

reſentment and gratitude ; but none of

them , as far as we know , can make a pro

miſe, or plight their faith , having no fuch

notions from their conſtitution. And if

mankind had not theſe notions by nature,

and natural ſigns to expreſs them by, with

all their wit and ingenuity they could ne

ver have invented language.

The elements of this natural language

of mankind, or the ſigns that are natural

ly expreſſive of our thoughts, may, I

think, be reduced to theſe three kinds ;

modulations of the voice , geſtures, and

features . By means of theſe, two ſavages

who have no common artificial language,

can converſe together ; can communicate

their thoughts in ſome tolerable man

ner ; can aſk and refuſe, affirm and deny,

threaten

.
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threaten and ſupplicate ; can traffic , en

ter into covenants, and plight their faith ,

This might be confirmed by hiſtorical facts

of undoubted credit, if it were neceſſary.

Mankind having thus a common lan

guage by nature, though a ſcanty one,

adapted only to the neceſſities of nature,

there is no great ingenuity required in

improving it by the addition of artificial

ſigns, to ſupply the deficiency of the natu

ral . Theſe artificial ſigns muſt multiply

with the arts of life, and the improve

ments of knowledge. The articulations

of the voice, ſeem to be, of all ſigns,

the moſt proper for artificial language ;

and as mankind have univerſally uſed

them for that purpoſe, we may reaſon

ably judge that nature intended them for

it. But nature probably does not intend

that we ſhould lay aſide the ufe of the

natural ſigns ; it is enough that we fup

ply their defects by artificial ones . A

man that rides always in a chariot, by

degrees loſes the uſe of his legs ; and one

who uſes artificial ſigns only, loſes both

the knowledge and uſe of the natural .

Dumb people retain much more of the

natural language than others, becauſe ne

ceſſity obliges them to uſe it. And for

the
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the ſame reaſon, ſavages have much more

of it than civilized nations . It is by na

tural ſigns chiefly that we give force and

energy to language ; and the leſs language

has of them, it is the leſs expreſſive and

perſuaſive. Thus, writing is leſs expreſ

five than reading, and reading leſs expref

five than ſpeaking without book ; ſpeak

ing without the proper and natural mo

dulations, force, and variations of the

voice, is a frigid and dead language, com

pared with that which is attended with

them ; it is ſtill more expreſſive when we

add the language of the eyes and fea

tures ; and is then only in its perfect

and natural ſtate, and attended with its

proper energy , when to all theſe we ſuper

add the force of action .

Where ſpeech is natural, it will be an

exerciſe, not of the voice and lungs only,

but of all the muſcles of the body ; like

that of dumb people and ſavages, whoſe

language, as it has more of nature , is more

expreſſive, and is more eaſily learned .

Is it not pity that the refinements of

a civilized life, inſtead of ſupplying the

defects of natural language, ſhould root

it out, and plant in its ſtead dull and life

leſs articulations of unmeaning ſounds , or

the

+
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CS the ſcrawling of inſignificant characters ?

The perfection of language is commonly

thought to be, to expreſs human thoughts

and ſentiments diſtinctly by theſe dull

ſigns ; but if this is the perfection ofar

tificial language, it is ſurely the corrup

tion of the natural.

Artificial ſigns ſignify, but they do not

expreſs ; they ſpeak to the underſtanding,

as algebraical characters may do, but the

paſſions, the affections, and the will, hear

them not : theſe continue dormant and

inactive, till we ſpeak to them in the lan

guage of nature, to which they are all at

tention and obedience.

It were eaſy to ſhow , that the fine arts

of the muſician, the painter, the actor, and

the orator, ſo far as they are expreſſive ;

although the knowledge of them requires

in us a delicate taſte, a nice judgment,

and much ſtudy and practice ; yet they

are nothing elſe but the language of na

ture, which we brought into the world

with us, but have unlearned by diſuſe,

and ſo find the greateſt difficulty in re

covering it .

Aboliſh the uſe of articulate ſounds and

writing among mankind for a century,

and every man would be a parinter, an
G actor,
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actor, and an orator. We mean not to

affirm that ſuch an expedient is practica

ble ; or, if it were, thať the advantage

would counterbalance the loſs ; but that,

as men are led by nature and neceſſity to

converſe together, they will uſe every

mean in their power to make themſelves

underſtood ; and where they cannot do

this by artificial ſigns, they will do it, as

far as poſſible, by natural ones : and he

that underſtands perfectly the uſe of na

tural ſigns, muſt be the beſt judge in all

the expreſſive arts .

CH A P.
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Of T OU CH.

SECT. I.

Of heat and cold.

TH
HE ſenſes which we have hitherto

conſidered, are very ſimple and uni

form , each of them exhibiting only one

kind of ſenſation, and thereby indicating

only one quality of bodies . By the ear

we perceive ſounds, and nothing elſe ; by

the palate, taſtes ; and by thenoſe , odours :

Theſe qualities are all likewiſe of one or

der, being all ſecondary qualities : Where

as by touch we perceive not one quality

only, but many, and thoſe of very
diffe

rent kinds . The chief of them are heat

and cold , hardneſs and ſoftneſs, roughneſs

and ſmoothneſs, figure, ſolidity, motion ,
and extenſion . We ſhall conſider theſe

in order.

As to heat and cold , it will eaſily be

allowed that they are ſecondary qualities,

of the ſame order with ſmell, taſte , and

G 2 found .
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found . And, therefore, what hath been

already ſaid of ſmell, is eaſily applicable

to them ; that is , that the words beat and

cold have each of them two ſignifications ;

they ſometimes ſignify certain ſenſations

of the mind, whichcan have no exiſtence

when they are not felt, nor can exiſt any

where but in a mind or ſentient being ;

but more frequently they fignify a quality

in bodies , which, by the laws of nature,

occaſions 'the ſenſations of heat and cold

in us : A quality which, though connect

ed by cuſtom ſo cloſely with the ſenſation ,

that we cannot without difficulty ſeparate

them ; yet hath not the leaſt reſemblance

to it , and may continue to exiſt when

there is no ſenſation at all.

The ſenſations of heat and cold are

perfectly known ; for they neither are,

nor can be, any thing elſe than what we

feel them to be ; but the qualities in bo

dies which we call beat and cold , are un

known. They are only conceived by us,

as unknown cauſes or occaſions of the fen

fations to which we give the ſame names .

But though common ſenſe ſays nothing

of the nature of theſe qualities , it plain

ly dictates the exiſtence of them ; and to

deny that there can be heat and cold when

they
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they are not felt, is an abſurdity too groſs

to merit confutation . For what could be

more abſurd , than to ſay, that the ther

mometer cannot riſe or fall, unleſs ſome

perſon be preſent, or that the coaſt of

Guinea would be as cold as Nova Zembla,

if it had no inhabitants ?

It is the buſineſs of philoſophers to in

veftigate, by proper experiments and in

duction , what heat and cold are in bodies .

And whether they make heat a particular

element diffuſed through nature, and ac

cumulated in the heated body, or whether

they make it a certain vibration of the

parts of the heated body ; whether they

determine that heat and cold are contrary

qualities, as the ſenſations ụndoubtedly

are contrary, or that heat only is a qua

lity , and cold its privation : theſe que

ſtions are within the province of philoſo

phy ; for common ſenſe ſays nothing on

the one ſide or the other.

But whatever be the nature of that

quality in bodies which we call heat, we

certainly know this , that it cannot in the

leaft reſemble the ſenſation of heat. It is

no leſs abſurd to ſuppoſe a likeneſs be

tween the ſenſation and the quality, than

it would be to ſuppoſe, that the pain of

theG 3
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the gout reſembles a ſquare or a triangle.

The ſimpleſt man that hath common ſenſe,

does not imagine the ſenſation of heat , or

any thing that reſembles that ſenſation , to

be in the fire. He only imagines, that

there is ſomething in the fire, which makes

him and other fentient beings feel heat.

Yet as the name of heat, in common lan

guage, more frequently and more proper

ly ſignifies this unknown ſomething in the

fire, than the ſenſation occaſioned by it,

he juſtly laughs at the philoſopher, who

denies that there is any heat in the fire,

and thinks that he ſpeaks contrary to com :

mon ſenſe.

S E C T. II .

Ofhardneſs and ſoftneſs.

L :

ET us next conſider hardneſs and ſoft

neſs ; by which wordswe always un

derſtand real properties or qualities of bo

dies ofwhich we have a diſtinct conception.

When the parts of a body adhere ſo

firmly that it cannot eaſily be made to

change its figure, we call it hard ; when

its parts are eaſily diſplaced, we call it

Soft: Thịs is the notion which all mankind

have
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have of hardneſs and ſoftneſs : they are

neither ſenſations, nor like
any ſenſation ;

they were real qualities before they were

perceived by touch, and continue to be

ſo when they are .not perceived : for if

any man will affirm , that diamonds were

not hard till they were handled, who

would reaſon with him ?

: There is , no doubt, a ſenſation by which

we perceive a body to be hard or foft.

This ſenſation of hardneſs may eaſily be

had , by preſſing one's hand againſt the

table, and attending to the feeling that

enſues, 'ſetting aſide, as much as poſſible,

all thought of the table and its qualities ,

or of any external thing. But it is one

thing to have the ſenſation, and another

to attend to it, and make it a diſtinct ob

ject of reflection . The firſt is very eaſy ;

the laſt, in moſt caſes, extremely difficult.

We are ſo accuſtomed to uſe the fen

ſation as a ſign , and to paſs immediately

to the hardneſs, fignified, that, as far as

appears, it was never made an object of

thought, either by the vulgar or by phi

loſophers ; nor has it a name in any lan

guage . There is no ſenſation more di

ftinct, or more frequent; yet it is never

attended
to, but paſſes through the mind

inſtantaneouſly
G4
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inſtantaneouſly, and ſerves only to intro

duce, that quality in bodies, which, by a

law of our conſtitution, it ſuggefts.

There are indeed ſome caſes, wherein

it is no difficult matter to attend to the

ſenſation occaſioned by the hardneſs of a

body ; for inſtance, when it is fo violent

as to occaſion conſiderable pain : then

nature calls upon us to attend to it , and

then we acknowledge, that it is a mere

ſenſation, and can only be in a fentient

being. If a man runs his head with vio

lence againft a pillar, I appeal to him,

whether the pain he feels reſembles the

hardneſs of the ſtone; or if he can con

ceive any thing like what he feels, to be

in an inanimate piece of matter.

The attention of the mind is here en

tirely turned towards the painful feeling ;

and, to ſpeak in the common language of

mankind, he feels nothing in the ftone,

but feels a violent pain in his head . It

is quite otherwiſe when he leans his head

gently againſt the pillar ; for then he

will tell you that he feels nothing in his

head, but feels hardneſs in the ſtone.

Hath he not a ſenſation in this caſe as

well as in the other ? Undoubtedly he

hath ; but it is a ſenſation which nature

intended
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intended only as a ſign of ſomething in

the ſtone ; and, accordingly, he inſtantly

fixes his attention upon the thing figni

fied ; and cannot, without great difficul

ty, attend ſo much to the ſenſation, as to

be perſuaded that there is any ſuch thing

diftinct from the hardneſs it ſignifies.

But however difficult it may be to at

tend to this fugitive ſenſation , to ſtop its

rapid progreſs, and to disjoin it from the

external quality of hardneſs, in whoſe

ſhadow it is apt immediately to hide it

ſelf ; this is what a philoſopher by pains

and practice muſt attain , otherwiſe it will

be impoſſible for him to reaſon juſtly up

on this ſubject, or even to ụnderſtand

what is here advanced. For the laſt ap

peal, in ſubjects of this nature, muſt be

to what a man feels and perceives in his

own mind.

It is indeed ſtrange, that a ſenſation

which we have every time we feel a body

hard, and which, conſequently, we can

command as often, and continue as long .

as we pleaſe, a ſenſation as diſtinct and

determinate as any other, ſhould yet be

ſo much unknown, as never to have been

made an object of thought and reflection ,

nor to have been honoured with a name

in
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in any language ; that philoſophers as

well as the vulgar, ſhould have entirely

overlooked it , or confounded it with that

quality of bodies which we call hardneſs,

to which it hath not the leaſt fimilitude.

May we not hence conclude, That the

knowledge of the human faculties is but

in its infancy ? That we have not yet

learned to attend to thoſe operations of

the mind , of which we are conſcious eve

ry hour of our lives ? That there are ha

bits of inattention acquired very early,

which are as hard to be overcome as other

habits ? For I think it is probable , that

the novelty of this ſenfation will procure

fome attention to it in children at firſt ;

but being in nowiſe intereſting in itſelf, as

foon as it becomes familiar, it is overlook

ed, and the attention turned ſolely to that

which it fignifies. Thus, when one is

learning a language, he attends to the

ſounds ; but when he is maſter of it, he

attends only to the ſenſe of what he would

expreſs. If this is the caſe, we muſt be

come as little children again , if we will

be philoſophers: we muſt overcome this

habit of inattention which has been ga

thering ſtrength ever ſince we began to

think ; a habit, the uſefulneſs of which ,

1

in
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in common life, atones for the difficulty

it creates to the philoſopher in diſcovering

the firſt principles of the human mind.

The firm coheſion of the parts of a bo

dy, is no, more like that ſenſation by

which I perceive it to be hard, than the

vibration of a ſonorous body is like the

ſound I hear : nor can I poſſibly perceive,

by my reaſon, any connection between

the one and the other. No man can give

a reaſon, why the vibration of a body

might not have given the ſenſation of

ſmelling, and the effluvia of bodies af

fected our hearing, if it had ſo pleaſed

our Maker. In like manner, no man can

give a reaſon , why the ſenſations of ſmell,

or taſte, or ſound, might not have indi

cated hardneſs, as well as that ſenſation,

which, by our conſtitution , does indicate

it. Indeed no man can conceive
any

ſenſa

tion to reſemble any known quality of bo

dies . Nor can any man ſhow , by any good

argument, that all our ſenſations might

not have been as they are, though no bo

dy, nor quality of body, had ever exiſted .

Here then is a phænomenon of human

nature, which comes to be reſolved .

Hardneſs of bodies is a thing that we

conceive as diſtinctly, and believe as firm

ly,
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ly, as any thing in nature. We have no

way of coming at this conception and be

lief, but by means of a certain ſenſation

of touch, to which hardneſs hath not the

leaſt fimilitude ; nor can we, by any rules

of reaſoning, infer the one from the o

ther. The queſtion is , How we come

by this conception and belief ?

Firſt, as to the conception : Shall we

call it an idea of fenſation , or of reflec

tion ? The laſt will not be affirmed ; and

as little can the firſt, unleſs we will call

that an idea of ſenſation , which hath no

reſemblance to any fenfation . So that

the origin of this idea of hardneſs, one of

the moſt common and moſt diſtinct we

have, is not to be found in all our ſyſtems

of the mind : not even in thofe which

have fo copiouſly endeavoureil to de

duce all our notions from ſenſation and

reflection .

But, fecondly, ſuppoſing we have got

the conception of hardneſs, how come

we by the belief of it ? Is it ſelf-evident,

from comparing the ideas, that ſuch a

ſenſation could not be felt, unleſs ſuch a

quality of bodies exiſted ? No. Can it be

proved by probable or certain arguments ?

No, it cannot. Have we got this belief

then
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in any

then by tradition , by education, or by ex

perience ? No, it is not got of theſe

ways . Shall we then throw off this be

lief as having no foundation in reaſon ?

Alas ! it is not in our power ; it triumphs

over reaſon, and laughs at all the argu

ments of a philoſopher. Even the author

of the Treatiſe ofhuman nature, though he

faw no reaſon for this belief, but many

againſt it, could hardly conquer it in his

ſpeculative and folitarý moments ; at

other times he fairly yielded to it, and

confeſſes that he found himſelf under a

neceſſity to do ſo .

What ſhall we ſay then of this concep

tion, and this belief, which are ſo un

accountable and untractable ? I ſee no

thing left , but to conclude, that by an

original principle of our conſtitution , a

certain ſenſation of touch both ſuggeſts

to the mind the conception of hardneſs,

and creates the belief of it : or , in other

words, that this ſenſation is a natural ſign

of hardneſs. And this I ſhall endeavour

more fully to explain .

SECT,
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SECT. III .

Of naturalſigns.

S in artificial ſigns there is often nei

ther ſimilitude between the ſign and

thing ſignified , nor any connection that

ariſes neceſſarily from the nature of the

things ; ſo it is alſo in natural ſigns. The

word gold has no fimilitude to the ſub

ſtance ſignified by it ; nor is it in its own

nature more fit to fignify this than any

other ſubſtance : yet, by habit and cuſtom ,

it ſuggeſts this and no other. In like

manner, a ſenſation of touch ſuggeſts

hardneſs , although it hath neither ſimili

tude to hardneſs, nor, as far as we can

perceive, any neceſſary connection with

it . The difference betwixt theſe two

ſigns lies only in this , that, in the firſt,

the ſuggeſtion is the effect of habit and

cuſtom ; in the ſecond, it is not the effect

of habit, but of the original conftitution

of our minds.

It appears evident from what hath been

ſaid on the ſubject of language, that there

are natural ſigns, as well as artificial; and

particularly , That the thoughts , purpoſes,

and
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and diſpoſitions of the mind, have their

natural ſigns in the features of the face,

the modulation of the voice, and the mo

tion and attitude of the body : That with

out a natural knowledge of the connec

tion between theſe ſigns, and the things

fignified by them , language could never

have been invented and eſtabliſhed among

men : and, That the fine arts are all found

ed upon this connection, which we may

call the natural language of mankind.
It is

now proper to obſerve, that there are dif

ferent orders of natural ſigns, and to point

out the different claſſes into which they

may be diſtinguiſhed , that we may more

diſtinctly conceive the relation between

our ſenſations and the things they ſuggeſt,

and what we mean by calling ſenſations

ſigns of external things.

The firſt claſs of natural ſigns compre

hends thoſe whoſe connection with the

thing ſignified is eſtabliſhed by nature;

but diſcovered only by experience . The

whole of genuine philoſophy conſiſts in

diſcovering ſuch connections, and redu

cing them to general rules . The

Lord Verulam had a perfect comprehen

fion of this , when he called it an interpre

tation of nature . No man ever more di

Ninctly

The great
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ſtinctly underſtood, or happily expreſſed

the nature and foundation of the philoſo

phic art . What is all we know of mecha.

nics, aſtronomy, and optics, but connec

tions eſtabliſhed by nature, and diſcover

ed by experience or obſervation, and con

ſequences deduced from them ? All the

knowledge we have in agriculture, garden

ing, chemiſtry , and medicine, is built up

on the ſame foundation . And if ever our

philoſophy concerning the human mind

is carried ſo far as to deſerve the name of

ſcience , which ought never to be deſpair

ed of, it muſt be by obſerving facts, re

ducing them to general rules , and draw

ing juſt concluſions from them. What

we commonly call natural cauſes might,

with more propriety, be called natural

ſigns, and what we call effects, the things

fignified. The cauſes have no proper ef

ficiency or caſuality, as far as we know ;

and all we can certainly affirm , is, that

nature hath eſtabliſhed a conſtant con

junction between them and the things cal

led their effects ; and hath given to man

kind a diſpoſition to obſerve thoſe con

nections, to confide in their continuance,

and to make uſe of them for the improve

ment
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ment of our knowledge, and increaſe of

our power.

A ſecond claſs is that wherein the con

nection between the ſign and thing ſigni

fied, is not only eſtabliſhed by nature, but

diſcovered to us by a natural principle,

without reaſoning or experience.' Of this

kind are the natural ſigns of human

thoughts, purpoſes, and deſires, which

have been already mentioned as the na

tural language of mankind. An infant

may be put into a fright by an angry

countenance, and ſoothed again by ſmiles.

and blandiſhments. A child that has a

good muſical ear, may be put to ſleep or

to dance, may be made merry or forrow

ful, by the modulation of muſical founds.

The principles of all the fine arts , and of

what we call a fine taſte, may be reſolved

into connections of this kind. A fine

taſte may be improved by reaſoning and

experience ; but if the firſt principles of

it were not planted inour minds by na

ture, it could never be acquired. Nay ,

we have already made it appear, that a

great part of this knowledge, which we

have by nature, is loſt by the diſuſe of na

tural ſigns, and the ſubſtitution of artifi

cial in their place.

H А.
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up, as it

A third claſs of natural ſigns compre

hends thoſe which, though we never be

fore had
any notion or conception of the

things ſignified , do ſuggeſt it , or conjure

it were, by a natural kind of ma

gic, and at once give us a conception, and

create a belief of it . I ſhewed formerly,

that our ſenſations ſuggeſt to us a ſentient

being or mind to which they belong : a

being which hath a permanent exiſtence,

although the ſenſations are tranſient and

of ſhort duration ; a being which is ſtill

the ſame, while its ſenſations and other

operations are varied ten thouſand ways :

a being which hath the ſame relation to

all that infinite variety of thoughts, pur

poſes, actions, affections, enjoyments, and

ſufferings, which we are conſcious of, or

can remember. The conception of a

mind is neither an idea of ſenſation nor of

reflection ; for it is neither like any of

our ſenſations , nor like any thing we are

conſcious of. The firſt conception of it,

as well as the belief of it, and of the com

mon relation it bears to all that we are

conſcious of, or remember, is ſuggeſted to

every thinking being, we do not know

how .

The notion of hardneſs in bodies , as
1

well
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well as the belief of it , are got in a ſimilar

manner ; being by an original principle

of our nature, annexed to that ſenſation

which we have when we feel a hard body.

And ſo naturally and neceſſarily does the
ſenſation convey the notion and belief of

hardneſs, that hitherto they have been

confounded by the moſt acute inquirers

into the principles of human nature , al

though they appear, upon accurate reflec

tion , not only to be differentthings , but as

unlike as pain is to the point of a ſword .

It may be obſerved, that as the firſt

claſs of natural ſigns I have mentioned , is

the foundation of true philoſophy, and

the ſecond, the foundation of the fine

arts, or of taſte ; ſo the laſt is the foun

dation of common ſenſe ; a part of human

nature which hath never been explained .

I take it for granted , that the notion

of hardneſs, and the belief of it , is firſt

got by means of that particular ſenſation ,

which , as far back as we can remember,

does invariably ſuggeſt it ; and that if

we had never had ſuch a feeling, we

ſhould never have had any notion of hard

nefs. I think it is evident, that we can

not, by reaſoning from our ſenſations,

collect the exiſtence of bodies at all, far

leſsH 2
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leſs any of their qualities . This hath

been proved by unanſwerable arguments

by the Biſhop of Cloyne, and by the au

thor of the Treatiſe of human nature. It

appears as evident, that this connection

between our ſenſations and the concep

tion and belief of external exiſtences can

not be produced by habit, experience, edu

cation or any principle of human nature

that hath been admitted by philoſophers.

At the ſame time, it is a fact, that ſuch

ſenſations are invariably connected with

the conception and belief ofexternal exiſt

ences . Hence, by all rules of juſt rea

ſoning, we muſt conclude, that this con

nection is the effect of our conſtitution ,

and ought to be conſidered as an original

principle of human nature, till we find

ſome more general principle into which

it may be reſolved .

W

W

S E C T. IV.

Ofhardneſs, and other primary qualities.

FU
URTHER I obſerve, that hardneſs is a

quality, of which we have as clear

and diſtinct a conception as of any thing

whatſoever. The coheſion of the parts

of
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1

of a body with more or leſs force, is per

fectly underſtood , though its caufe is not :

we know what it is , as well as how it af

fects the touch. It is therefore a quality

of a quite different order from thoſe ſe

condary qualities we have already taken

notice of, whereof we know no more na

turally, than that they are adapted to

raiſe certain ſenſations in us . If hard

neſs were a quality of the ſame kind, it

would be a proper inquiry for philoſo

phers, What hardneſs in bodies is ? and

we ſhould have had various hypotheſes

about it , as well as about colour and heat.

But it is evident that any ſuch hypotheſis

would be ridiculous. If any man ſhould

ſay, that hardneſs in bodies is a certain

vibration of their parts , or that it is cer

tain effluvia emitted by them whichaf

fect our touch in the manner we feel

ſuch hypotheſes would ſhock common

ſenſe ; becauſe we all know, that if the

parts of a body adhere ſtrongly, it is hard,

although it ſhould neither emit effluvia,

nor vibrate. Yet at the ſame time, no

man can ſay, but that effluvia, or the vi

bration of the parts of a body , might have

affected our touch, in the ſame manner

that hardneſs now does, if it had ſo plea

H 3
fed

ްލ
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fed the Author of our nature : and if

either of theſe hypotheſes is applied to

explain a ſecondary quality, ſuch as ſmell,

or taſte, or ſound, or colour, or heat , there

appears no manifeſt abſurdity in the fup

poſition .

The diſtinction betwixt primary and ſe

condary qualities hath had ſeveral revo

lutions . Democritus and Epicurus, and

their followers, maintained it . Ariſtotle

and the Peripatetics aboliſhed it . Des

Cartes , Malebranche, and Locke, revived

it, and were thought to have put it in a

very clear light. But Biſhop Berkeley

again diſcarded this diſtinction, by ſuch

proofs as muſt be convincing to thoſe that

hold the received doctrine of ideas . Yet,

after all , there appears to be a real foun

dation for it in the principles of our na

ture .

What hath been ſaid of hardneſs, is ſo

eaſily applicable, not only to its oppoſite,

ſoftneſs, but likewiſe to roughneſs and

ſmoothneſs, to figure and motion , that we

may be excuſed from making the applica

tion , which would only be a repetition of

what hath been ſaid . All theſe, by means

of certain correſponding ſenſations of

touch , are preſented to the mind as real

external
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external qualities ; the conception and

the belief of them are invariably connect

ed with the correſponding ſenſations, by

an original principle of human nature .

Their fenfations have no name in any lan- '

guage ; they have not only been over

looked by the vulgar, but by philoſophers ;

or if they have been at all taken notice

of, they have been confounded with the

external qualities which they ſuggeft.

SE C T. V.

Of extenſion.

T is further to be obſerved, that hard

neſs and ſoftneſs, roughneſs and ſmooth

neſs, figure and motion, do all ſuppoſe ex

tenſion , and cannot be conceived without

it ; yet I think itmuſt, on the other hand,

be allowed, that if we had never felt any

thing hard or ſoft, rough or ſmooth , figu

red or moved, we ſhould never have had a

conception of extenſion : ſo that as there

is good ground to believe, that the notion

of extenſion could not be prior to that of

other primary qualities ; ſo it is certain

that it could not be poſterior to the no

tionΗ 4
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tion of any of them, being neceſſarily

implied in them all.

Extenſion, therefore, ſeems to be a qua

lity ſuggeſted to us, by the very
fame ſen

ſations which ſuggeſt the other qualities

above mentioned. When I graſp a ball

in my hand, I perceive it at once hard,

figured, and extended. The feeling is

very ſimple, and hath not the leaſt reſem

blance to any quality of body. Yet it

ſuggeſts to us three primary qualities per

fectly diſtinct from one another, as well as

from the ſenſation which indicates them.

When I move my hand along the table,

the feeling is ſo ſimple, that I find it diffi

cult to diſtinguiſh it into things of diffe

rent natures ; yet it immediately ſuggeſts

hardneſs, ſmoothneſs, extenſion , and mo

tion, things of very different natures, and

all of them as diſtinctly underſtood as the

feeling which ſuggeſts them.

We are commonly told by philoſophers,

that we get the idea of extenſion by feel

ing along the extremities of a body, as if

there was no manner of difficulty in the

matter. I have fought, with great pains,

Iconfeſs, to find out how this idea can be

got by feeling, but I have ſought in vain .

Yet it is one of the cleareſt and moſt di

ſtinct
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ftinct notions we have ; nor is there any

thing whatſoever, about which the human

underſtanding can carry on ſo many long

and demonſtrative trains of reaſoning.

The notion of extenſion is ſo familiar

to us from infancy, and ſo conſtantly ob

truded by every thing we ſee and feel,

that we are apt to think it obvious how it

comes into the mind ; but upon a narrow

er examination we ſhall find it utterly in

explicable. It is true we have feelings of

touch, which every moment preſent ex

tenſion to the mind ; but how they come

to do ſo, is the queſtion ; for thoſe feelings

do no more reſemble extenſion , than they

reſemble juſtice or courage : nor can the

exiſtence of extended things be inferred

from thoſe feelings by any rules of rea

ſoning : ſo that the feelings we have by

touch, can neither explain how we get the

notion, nor how we come by the belief of

extended things.

What hath impoſed upon philoſophers

in this matter, is , that the feelings of

touch, which ſuggeſt primary qualities,

have no names, nor are they ever reflect

ed upon . - They paſs through the mind

inſtantaneouſly, and ſerve only to intro

duce the notion and belief of external

things,
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things, which by our conſtitution are con

nected with them. They are natural figns,

and the mind immediately paſſes to the

thing ſignified, without making the leaſt

reflection upon the fign , or obſerving that

there was any ſuch thing. Hence it hath

always been taken for granted, that the

ideas of extenſion, figure, and motion, are

ideas of ſenſation , which enter into the

mind by the ſenſe of touch, in the ſame

manner as the ſenſations of found and

ſmell do by the ear and noſe. The fenſa

tions of touch are ſo connected , by our

conſtitution, with the notions of exten

fion , figure, and motion, that philoſophers

have miſtaken the one for the other, and

never have been able to diſcern that they

were not only diſtinct things , but altoge

ther unlike . However, if we will reaſon

diſtinctly upon this ſubject, we ought to

give names to thoſe feelings of touch ;

we muſt accuſtom ourſelves to attend to

them, and to reflect upon them, that we

may be able to disjoin them from , and to

compare them with, the qualities ſigni

fied or ſuggeſted by them.

The habit of doing this is not to be at

tained without pains and practice ; and

till a man hath acquired this habit, it will

be
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be impoſſible for him to think diſtinctly,

or to judge right, upon this ſubject.

Let a man preſs his hand againſt the

table : be feels it bard. But what is the

meaning of this ? the meaning undoubt

edly is , that he hath a certain feeling of

touch, from which he concludes, without

any reaſoning, or comparing ideas, that

there is ſomething external really exiſting,

whoſe parts ſtick ſo firmly together, that

they cannot be diſplaced without confi

derable force .

There is here a feeling, and a conclu

fion drawn from it, or ſome way ſuggeſt

ed by it. In order to compare theſe, we

muſt view them ſeparately, and then con

ſider by what tie they are connected, and

wherein they reſemble one another. The

hardneſs of the table is the concluſion ,

the feeling is the medium by which we

are led to that concluſion . Let a man

attend diſtinctly to this medium, and to

the conclufion , and he will perceive them

to be as unlike as any two things in na

The one is a ſenſation of the mind,

which can have no exiſtence but in a fen

tient being ; nor can it exiſt one moment

longer than it is felt ; the other is in the

table, and we conclude without any dif

ficulty,

ture.
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ficulty, that it was in the table before it

was felt, and continues after the feeling

is over . The one implies no kind of ex

tenſion , nor parts , nor coheſion ; the other

implies all theſe. Both indeed admit of

degrees, and the feeling, beyond a cer

tain degree, is a ſpecies of pain ; but ada

mantine hardneſs does not imply the leaft

pain .

And as the feeling hath no fimilitude

to hardneſs, fo neither can our reaſon

perceive the leaſt tie or connection be

tween them ; nor will the logician ever

be able to ſhow a reaſon why we ſhould

conclude hardneſs from this feeling, ra

ther than ſoftneſs, or any other quality

whatſoever. But in reality all mankind

are led by their conftitution to conclude

hardneſs from this feeling.

The ſenſation of heat, and the fenfati

on we have by preſſing a hard body, are

equally feelings: nor can we by reaſon

ing draw any concluſion from the one,

but what may be drawn from the other :

but, by our conftitution , we conclude

from the firſt an obfcure or occult quali

ty, of which we have only this relative

conception, that it is ſomething adapted

to raiſe in us the ſenſation of heat ; from

the

!
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the ſecond, we conclude a quality of

which we have a clear and diſtinct con

ception, to wit, the hardneſs of the body.

S E C T. VI.

Of extenſion.

put this matter in another light,

it
may

be
proper

to try, whether

i from ſenſation alone ' we can collect
any

notion of extenſion , figure, motion, and

ſpace. I take it for granted, that a blind

man hath the ſame notions of extenſion ,

figure and motion, as a man that fees ;

that Dr Saunderſon had the ſame notion

of a cone, a cylinder, and a ſphere, and

of the motions and diſtances of the hea

venly bodies as Sir Iſaac Newton.

As fight therefore is not neceſſary for

our acquiring thoſe notions, we ſhall

leave it out altogether in our inquiry in

to the firſt origin of them ; and ſhall ſup

poſe a blind man, by ſome ſtrange diſtem

per, to have loſt all the experience and

habits and notions he had got by touch ;

not to have the leaſt conception of the

exiſtence, figure, dimenſions, or extenſion ,

either of his own body, or of any other ;

but
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but to have all his knowledge of external

things to acquire anew , by means of ſen

ſation, and the power of reaſon , which

we ſuppoſe to remain entire .

We ſhall, firſt, ſuppoſe his body fixed

immoveably in one place, and that he can

only have the feelings of ' touch , by the

application of other bodies to it. Sup

poſe him firſt to be pricked with a pin ;

this will , no doubt, give a ſinart ſenſation :

he feels pain ; but what can he infer from

it ? Nothing ſurely with regard to the ex

iſtence or figure of a pin . He can infer

nothing from this ſpecies of pain , which

he may not as well infer from the gout

or ſciatica. Common ſenſe may lead him

to think that this pain has a cauſe ; but

whether this cauſe is body or fpirit, ex

tended or unextended, figured or not fi

gured , he cannot poſlībly, from any prin

ciples he is ſuppoſed to have , form the

leaſt conjecture. Having had formerly

no notion of body or of extenſion, the

prick of a pin can give him none .

Suppoſe, next , a body not pointed,

but blunt , is applied to his body with a

force gradually increaſed until it bruiſes

hiin . What has he got by this , but ano

ther ſenſation , or train of ſenſations, from

which
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which he is able to conclude as little as

from the former ? A ſchirrous tumour in

any
inward part of the body, by preſſing

upon the adjacent parts, may give the

ſame kind of ſenſation as the preſſure of

an external body , without conveying any

notion butthat of pain, which ſurely hath

no reſemblance to extenſion .

Suppoſe, thirdly, that the body applied

to him touches a larger or a leſſer

his body. Can this give him any notion

of its extenſion or dimenſions ? To me it

feems impoſſible that it ſhould , unleſs he

had ſome previous notion of the dimen

fions and figure of his own body, to ſerve

him as a meaſure . When my two hands

touch the extremities of a body ; if I

know them to be a foot aſunder, I eaſily

collect that the body is a foot long ; and

if I know them to be five feet aſunder,

that it is five feet long : but if I know not

what the diſtance of my hands is, I can

not know the length of the object they

graſp ; and if I have no previous notion

of hands at all, or of diſtance between

them, I can never get that notion by their

being touched.

Suppoſe, again, that a body is drawn

along his hands or face, while they are

at
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at reft : Can this give him any notion of

ſpace or motion ? It no doubt gives a new

feeling ; but how it ſhould convey a no

tion of ſpace or motion, to one who had

none before, I cannot conceive. The

blood moves along the arteries and veins,

and this motion, when violent, is felt :

but I imagine no man, by this feeling,

could get the conception of ſpace or mo

tion, if he had it not before. Such a mo

tion may give a certain ſucceſſion of feel

ings, as the colic may do ; but no feel

ings , nor any combination of feelings, can

ever reſemble ſpace or motion.

Let us next ſuppoſe, that he makes

ſome inſtinctive effort to move his head

or his hand ; but that no motion follows,

either on account of external reſiſtance,

or of palſy. Can this effort convey the

notion of ſpace and motion to one who

never had it before ? Surely it cannot.

Laſt of all , let us ſuppoſe, that he moves

a limb by inſtinct, without having had

any previous notion of ſpace or motion .

He has here a new ſenſation , which ac

companies the flexure of joints, and the

ſwelling of muſcles. But how this fen

ſation can convey into his mind the idea

of ſpace and motion, is ſtill altogether

myſterious
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myſterious and unintelligible. The mo

tions of the heart and lungs are all per

formed by the contraction of muſcles,

yet give no conception of ſpace. ormo

tion . An embryo in the womb has ma

ny fuchmotions, and probably the feel.

ings that accompany them , without any

idea of ſpace or morion.

Upon the whole, it appears, that our

philoſophers have impofed upon them

Telves, and upon us, in pretending to de

duce from ſenfation the firſt origin of our

notions of external exiſtences, of fpace,

motion, and extenfion , and all the primary

qualities of body, that is, the qualities

whereof we have the moft clear and die

ftinct conception . Theſe qualities do

not at all tally with any ſyſtem of the

human faculties that hath been advanced.

They have no reſemblance to any ſenfa

tion, or to any operation of our minds ;

and therefore they cannot be ideas either

of fenfation, or of reflection .

conception of them is irreconcileable to

the principles of all our philofophic fy

ftems of the underſtanding. The belief

of them is no leſs fo .

The very

1 SECT.
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S E C T. VII.

Of the exiſtence of a material world .

ITIN
is beyond our power to fay, when or

in what order we came by our notions

of theſe qualities. When we trace the

operations of our minds as far back as

memory and reflection can carry us, we

find them already in poſſeſſion of our ima

gination and belief, and quite familiar to

the mind : but how they came firſt into

its acquaintance, or what has given them

ſo ſtrong a hold of our belief, and what

regard they deſerve, are no doubt very

important queſtions in the philofophy of

human nature.

Shall we, with the Biſhop of Cloyne,

ſerve them with a Quo warranto, and have

them tried at the bar of philoſophy, upon

the ſtatute of the ideal fyftem ? Indeed,

in this trial they ſeem to have come off

very pitifully. For although they had

very able counſel, learned in the law, viz.

Des Cartes, Malebranche, and Locke, who

ſaid every thing they could for their cli

ents ; the Biſhop of Cloyne, believing

them to be aiders and abetters of hereſy
1

and
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and ſchiſm , proſecuted them with great

vigour, fully anſwered all that had been

pleaded in their defence, and filenced

their ableft advocates, who ſeem for half

a century paft to decline the argument,

and to truſt to the favour of the jury ra

ther than to the ſtrength of their plead

ings .

Thus, the wiſdom of philofophy is ſet in

oppoſition to the common ſenſe ofmankind.

The firſt pretends to demonſtrate a priori, .

that there can be no ſuch thing as a ma

terial world ; that ſun , moon, ſtars, and

earth, vegetable and animal bodies , are,

and can be nothing elſe , but ſenſations in

the mind, or images of thoſe ſenſations in

the memory andimagination ; that, like

pain and joy, they can have no exiſtence

when they are not thought of. The laſt

can conceive no otherwiſe of this opinion ,

than as a kind of metaphyſical lunacy ;

and concludes, that too much learning

is apt to make men mad ; and that the

man who ſeriouſly entertains this belief,

though in other reſpects he may be a very

good man , as a man may be who believes

that he is made of glaſs ; yet ſurely he

hath a ſoft place in his underſtanding, and

hath been hurt by much thinking.

ThisI 2
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This' oppoſition betwixt philoſophy and

common ſenſe, is apt to have a very un

happy influence upon the philoſopher him

felf. He fees human nature in an odd,

unamiable, and mortifying light. He

conſiders himſelf, and the reft of his fpe

cies, as born under a neceffity of believ

ing ten thouſand abſurdities and contra

dictions, and endowedwith ſuch a pittance

of reaſon , as is juſt fufficient to make this

unhappy diſcovery : and this is all the

fruit of his profound fpeculations. Such

notions of human nature tend to flacken

every nerve of the ſoul, to put every no

ble purpofe and ſentiment out of courite

nance, and ſpread a melancholy gloom

over the whole face of things.

If this is wiſdom , let me be deluded

with the vulgar. I find fomething with

in me that recoils againſt it, and inſpires

more reverent ſentiments of the human

kind, and of the univerſal adminiſtration .

Common ſenſe and reaſon have both one

author ; that Almighty author, in all

whoſe other works we obferve a conſiſten

cy, uniformity, and beauty, which charm

and delight theunderſtanding: there muſt

therefore be fome order and confiftency

in the human faculties, as well as in other

parts

/
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parts of his workmanſhip. A man that

thinks reverently of his own kind, and

efteems true wiſdom and philoſophy, will

not be fond, nay , will be very ſuſpicious,

of ſuch ſtrange and paradoxical opinions.

If they are falſe, they diſgrace philoſophy;

and if they are true, they degrade the hu

man ſpecies, and make us juſtly aſhamed

of our frame.

To what purpoſe is it for philoſophy to

decide againſt common ſenſe in this or

any other matter ? The belief of a mate

rial world is older, and of more authority,

than any principles of philoſophy. It de

clines the tribunal of reaſon , and laughs

at all the artillery of the logician. It re

tains its ſovereign authority in ſpite of all

the edicts of philoſophy, and reaſon itſelf

muſt ſtoop to its orders. Even thoſe phi

loſophers who have diſowned the autho

rity ofour notions of an externalmateri

al world, confeſs, thatthey find themſelves

under a neceſſity of ſubmitting to their

power.

Methinks, therefore, it were better to

make a virtue of neceſſity ; and, ſince we

cannot get rid of the vulgar notion and

belief of an external world, to reconcile

our reaſon to it as well as we can : for if

I 3 Reaſon
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Reaſon fhould ſtomach and fret ever ſo

much at this yoke, fhe cannot throw it off ;

if ſhe will not be the ſervant of Common

Senſe, ſhe muſt be her ſlave.

In order therefore to reconcile reaſon

to common ſenſe in this matter, I beg

leave to offer to the conſideration of phi

loſophers theſe two obſervations. Firſt,

That in all this debate about the exiſtence

of a material world, it hath been taken

for granted on both ſides, that this fame

material world, if any ſuch there be, muft

be the expreſs image of our ſenſations 3

that we can have no conception of any

material thing which is not like ſome fen

fation in our minds ; and particularly,

that the ſenſations of touch are images of

extenſion , hardneſs, figure, and motion.

Every argument brought againſt the exift

ence of a material world, either by the

Biſhop of Cloyne, or by the author of the

Treatiſe ofhuman nature , ſuppoſeth this. If

this is true, their arguments are concluſive

and unanſwerable : but, on the other

hand, if it is not true, there is no ſhadow

of argument left. Have thoſe philoſo

phers then given any ſolid proof of this

hypotheſis, upon which the whole weight

of ſo ſtrange a ſyſtem refts ? No. They

have
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have not ſo much as attempted to do it.

But, becauſe ancient and modern philofo

phers have agreed in this opinion, they

have taken it for granted. But let us, as

becomes philoſophers, lay aſide authority ;

we need not ſurely conſult Ariſtotle or

Locke, to know whether pain be like the

point of a ſword . I have as clear a con

ception of extenſion,hardneſs, and motion ,

as I have of the point of a ſword ; and,

with ſome pains and practice, I can form

as clear a notion of the other ſenſations

of touch, as I have of pain. When I do

fo, and compare them together, it appears

to me clear as day-light, that the former

are not of kin to the latter, nor reſemble

them in any one feature. They are as

unlike, yea as certainly and manifeſtly

unlike, as pain is to the point of a ſword .

It may be true, that thoſe ſenſations firſt

introduced the material world to our ac

quaintance ; it may
be true, that it fel-.

dom or never appears without their com

pany ; but, for all that, they are as un

like as the paſſion of anger is to thoſe

features of the countenance which attend

it .

So that, in the ſentence thoſe philofo

phers have paſſed againſt the material

world ,I 4
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world, there is an error perfonæ . Their

proof touches not matter, or any of its

qualities ; but frikes directly againſt an

idol of their own imagination, a materiał

world made of ideas and ſenſations, which

never had nor can have an exiſtence.

Secondly, The very exiſtence of our

conceptions of extenfion , figure, and mo

tion, fince they are neither ideas of ſen

ſation nor reflection , overturns the whole

ideal fyftem , by which the material world

hath been tried and condemned : fo that

there hath been likewife in this ſentence

an error jurisa

It is a very fine and a juft obſervation

of Locke, That as no human art can create

a ſingle particle of matter, and the whole

extent of our power over the material

world, conſiſts in compounding, combin

ing, and disjoining the matter made to our

hands ; fo in the world of thought, the

materials are all made by nature, and can

only be variouſly combined and disjoined

by us. So that it is impoflible for reaſon

or prejudice, true or falſe philoſophy, to

produce one ſimple notion or conception ,

which is not the work of nature, and the

reſult of our conftitution .

tion of extenſion, motion, and the other

attributes

The concep
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attributes of matter, cannot be the effect

of error or prejudice ; it muſt be the work

of nature. And the
power of faculty , by

which we acquire thoſe conceptions, muſt

be fomething different from any power of

the human mind that hath been explained ,

ſince it is neither ſenſation nor reflection .

This I would therefore humbly propoſe,

as an experimentum crucis, by which the

ideal fyftem muſt ftand or fall ; and it

brings the matter to a ſhort iſſue : Exten

fion , figure, motion, may, any one, or all

of them , be taken for the ſubject of this

experiment. Either they are ideas of fen

ſation, or they are not. If any one of

them can be ſhown to be an idea of fen

fation, or to have the leaſt reſemblance to

any ſenſation , I lay my hand upon my

mouth , and give up all pretence to recon

cile reaſon to common ſenſe in this mat

ter, and muſt ſuffer the ideal ſcepticiſm

to triumph . But if, on the other hand,

they are not ideas of ſenſation, nor like

to any ſenſation, then the ideal ſyſtem is

a rope of ſand, and all the laboured argu

ments of the ſceptical philoſophy againſt

a material world, and againſt the exift

ence of every thing but impreſſions and

ideas, proceed upon a falſe hypotheſis.

If
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1

If our philoſophy concerning the mind

be ſo lame with regard to the origin of

our notions of the cleareſt, moſt ſimple ,

and moſt familiar objects of thought and

the
powers from which they are derived,

can we expect that it ſhould be more per

fect in the account it gives of the origin

of our opinions and belief? We have ſeen

already ſome inſtances of its imperfection

in this reſpect: and perhaps that ſame

nature which hath given us the power to

conceive things altogether unlike to any

of our ſenſations, or to any operation of

our minds , hath likewiſe provided for our

belief of them, by ſome part of our con

ftitution hitherto not explained .

Biſhop Berkeley hath proved, beyond

the poſſibility of reply, that we cannot by

reaſoning infer the exiſtence of matter

from our ſenſations: and the author of

the Treatiſe of human nature hath proved

no leſs clearly, that we cannot by reaſon

ing infer the exiſtence of our own or o

ther minds from our ſenfations. But are

we to admit nothing but what can be

proved by reaſoning ? Then we muſt be

fceptics' indeed, and believe nothing at

all. The author of the Treatiſe of human

nature
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nature appears to me to be but a half fcep

tic . ' He hath not followed his principles

ſo far as they lead him : but after having,

with unparalleled intrepidity and ſucceſs,

combated vulgar prejudices ; when he

had but one blow to ſtrike, his courage

fails him , he fairly lays down his arms,

and yields himſelf a captive to the moſt

common of all vulgar prejudices, I mean

the belief of the exiſtence of his own im

preſſions and ideas.

I beg therefore to have the honour of

making an addition to the fceptical ſyſtem ,

without which I conceive it cannothang to

gether. I affirm , that the belief of the ex

iſtence of impreſſions and ideas , is as little

ſupported by reaſon, as that of the exift

ence of minds and bodies . No man ever

did, or could offer any reaſon for this be

lief. Des Cartes took it for granted , that

he thought, and had ſenſations and ideas ;

ſo have all his followers done. Even the

hero of ſcepticiſm hath yielded this point,

I crave leave to ſay, weakly and impru

dently. I ſay fo , becauſe I am perſua

ded that there is no principle of his phi

loſophy that obliged him to make this

conceſſion . And what is there in impreſ

fions and ideas fo formidable, that this

all
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all-conquering philoſophy, after triumph

ing over every other exiftence, ſhould pay

homage to them ? Beſides, the conceflion

is dangerous: for belief is of ſuch a na

ture, that if you leave any root, it will

ſpread ; and you may more eaſily pull it

up altogether, than fay, Hitherto fhalt

thou go and no further : the exiſtence of

impreſſions and ideas I give up to thee ;

but fee thou pretend to nothing more. A

thorough and conſiſtent ſceptic will never,

therefore, yield this point ; and while he

holds it, you can never oblige him to

yield any thing elſe .

To fuch a fceptic I have nothing to ſay ;

but of the ſemi-ſceptics, I ſhould beg to

know , why they believe the exiſtence of

their impreſſions and ideas.

reaſon I take to be, becauſe they cannot

help it ; and the ſame reaſon will lead

them to believe many other things,

All reaſoning muſt be from first prin

ciples ; and for firſt principles no other

reaſon can be given but this, that, by the

conſtitution of our nature, we are under

a neceſſity of aſſenting to them . Such

principles are parts of our conſtitution,

no leſs than the power of thinking : rea

ſon can neither make nor deſtroy them ;

The true

nor
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d

nor can it do any thing without them : it

is like a teleſcope, which may help a man

to ſee farther, who hath eyes ; but with

out eyes, a teleſcope fhews nothing at all.

A mathematician cannot prove the truth

of his axioms, nor can he prove any thing ,

unleſs he takes them for granted. We

cannot prove the exiſtence of our minds,

nor even of our thoughts and ſenſations.

A hiſtorian, or a witneſs, can prove no

thing, unleſs it is taken for granted, that

the memory and ſenſes may be truſted .

A pátural philoſopher can prove nothing,

unleſs it is taken for granted, that the

courſe of nature is ſteady and uniform .

How or when I got ſuch firſt principles,

upon which I build all my reaſoning, I

know not ; for I had them before I can

remember: but I am ſure they are parts of

my conftitution , and that I cannot throw

them off. That our thoughts and ſenfa

tions muſt have a ſubject, which we call

ourſelf, is not therefore an opinion got by

reaſoning, but a naturalprinciple. That

our ſenſations of touch indicate ſome

thing external, extended, figured, hard or

foft, is not a deduction of reaſon , but a

natural principle. The belief of it, and

the very conception of it, are equally parts

of
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of our conſtitution . If we are deceived

in it , we are deceived by Him that made

us, and there is no remedy.

I do not mean to affirm , that the ſenſa

tions of touch do from the very firſt fug

geſt the ſame notions of body and its qua

lities, which they do when we are grown

up. Perhaps Nature is frugal in this, as

in her other operations. The paſſion of

love, with all its concomitant ſentiments

and deſires, is naturally ſuggeſted by the

perception of beauty in the other ſex .

Yet the ſame perception does not ſuggeſt

the tender paſſion, till a certain period of

life. A blow given to an infant, raiſes

grief and lamentation ; but when he grows

up, it as naturally ſtirs reſentment, and

prompts him to reſiſtance. Perhaps a

child in the womb, or for ſome ſhort pe

riod of its exiſtence, is merely a fentient

being : the faculties, by which it perceives .

an external world, by which it reflects on

its own thoughts, and exiſtence, and rela

tion to other things , as well as its reaſon-.

ing and moral faculties, unfold themſelves

by degrees ; ſo that it is inſpired with the

various principles of common ſenfe, as

with the paſſions of love and reſentment,

when it has occaſion for them.

SECT
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S E C T. VIII.

Of the syſtems of philoſophers concerning the

ſenſes.

AL
LLthe ſyſtems of philoſophers about

our ſenſes and their objects have

upon this rock , of not diſtinguiſhing pro

perly ſenſations, which can have no exiſt

ence but when they are felt, from the

things ſuggeſted by them. Ariſtotle, with

as diſtinguiſhing a head as ever applied

to philoſophical diſquiſitions, confounds

theſe two ; and makes every ſenſation to

be the form , without the matter, of the .

thing perceived by it . As the impreſſion

of a ſeal upon wax has the form of the

ſeal, but nothing of the matter of it ; fo

he conceived our fenſations to be impreſ

fions upon the mind, which bear the image,

likeneſs, or form of the external thing

perceived, without the matter of it. Co

lour, ſound, and ſmell, as well as exten

fion, figure, and hardneſs, are, according

to him , various forms of matter :

ſenſations are the ſame forms imprinted

on the mind, and perceived in its own in

tellect . It is evident from this , that Ari

our

Itotle
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ſtotle made no diſtinction between prima

ry and ſecondary qualities of bodies, al

though that diſtinction was made by De

mocritus, Epicurus, and others of the an

cients.

Des Cartes , Malebranche, and Locke,

revived the diſtinction between primary

and ſecondary qualities. But they made

the ſecondary qualities mere fenfations,

and the primary ones refemblances of our

ſenſations. They maintained, that co

lour, ſound, and heat, are not any thing

in bodies, but fenfations of the mind : at

the ſame time, they acknowledged ſome

particular texture or modification of the

body, to be the caufe or occaſion of thoſe

ſenſations ; but to this modification they

gave no name. Whereas, by the vulgar,

the names of colour, heat, and ſound, are

but rarely applied to the ſenſations, and

moſt commonly to thoſe unknown caufes

of them ; as hath been already explained .

The conftitution of our nature leads us

rather to attend to the things ſignified by

the ſenſation , than to the ſenfation itſelf,

and to give a name to the former rather

than to the latter. Thus we ſee, that

with regard to ſecondary qualities , theſe

philoſophers thought with the vulgar, and

with
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with common ſenſe. Their paradoxes

were only an abuſe of words. For when

they maintain, as an important modern

diſcovery, that there is no heat inthe fire,

they mean no more, than that the fire

does not feel heat, which every one knew

before,

Withregard to primary qualities, theſe

philoſophers erred more groſsly : They

indeed believed the exiſtence of thoſe qua

lities; but they did not at all attend to

the ſenſations that ſuggeſt them , which

having no names,have beenas little con

fidered as if they had no exiſtence. They

were aware, that figure, extenſion , and

hardneſs, are perceived by means of fen

ſations of touch ; whence they rafhly con

cluded, that theſe ſenſations muſt be

imagesand reſemblances of figure, exten

fion , and hardneſs.

The received hypotheſis of ideas na

tạrally led them to this concluſion ; and

indeed cannot conſiſt with any other ;

for, according to that hypotheſis, external

things muſt be perceived by means of

images of them in the mind ; and what

can thoſe images of externalthings in the

mind be, but the ſenſations by which we

perceivethem ?

K
This
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This however was to draw a concluſion

from a hypotheſis againſt fact. We need

not have recourſe to any hypotheſis to

know what our ſenſations are, or what

they are like. By a proper degree of re

flection and attention we may underſtand

them perfectly, and be as certain that

they are not like any quality of body, as

we can be, that the toothach is not like a

triangle. How a ſenſation ſhould inſtant

ly make us conceive and believe the ex

iſtence of an external thing altogether

unlike to it, I do not pretend to know ;

and when I ſay that the one ſuggeſts the

other, I mean not to explain the manner

of their connection, but to expreſs a fact,

which every one may be conſcious of ;

namely, that, by a law of our nature, fuch

a conception and belief conſtantly and

immediately follow the ſenſation .

Biſhop Berkeley gave new light to this

ſubject, by ſhowing, that the qualities of

an inanimate thing, ſuch as matter is con

ceived to be, cannot reſemble any
ſenſa

tion ; that it is impoſſible to conceive any

thing like the ſenſations of our minds,

but the ſenſations of other minds . Every

one that attends properly to his ſenſations

muſt afſent to this , yet it had eſcaped all

the

1
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the philoſophers that came before Berke

ley ; it had eſcaped even the ingenious

Locke, who had ſo much practiſed reflec

tion on the operations of his own mind.

So difficult it is to attend properly even

to our own feelings. They are ſo ac

cuſtomed to paſs through the mind unob

ſerved , and inſtantly to make way for

that which nature intended them to fig

nify, that it is extremely difficult to ſtop ,

and ſurvey them ; and when we think we

have acquired this power, perhaps the

mind ftill Auctuates between the ſenſa

tion and its aſſociated quality, ſo that

they mix together, and preſent ſomething

to the imagination that is compounded of

both. Thus in a globe or cylinder, whoſe

oppoſite fides are quite unlike in colour,

if you turn it ſlowly , the colours are per

fectly diſtinguiſhable, and their diſfimili

tude is manifeft ; but if it is turned faft,

they loſe their diſtinction , and ſeem to

be of one and the ſame colour.

No ſucceſſion can be more quick, than

that of tangible qualities to the ſenſations

with which nature has aſſociated them

But when one has once acquired the art

of making them ſeparate and diſtinct ob

jects of thought, he will then clearly per

K2
ceive,
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ceive, that the maxim of Biſhop Berkeley

above mentioned , is felf-evident ; and that

the features of the face are not more un

like to a paſſion of the mind which they

indicate, than the ſenſations of touch are

to the primary qualities of body.

But let us obſerve what uſe the Biſhop

makes of this important diſcovery : Why,

he concludes, that we can have no con

ception of an inanimate ſubſtance, ſuch

as matter is conceived to be, or of any of

its qualities ; and that there is the ſtrong

eft ground to believe that there is no ex

iſtence in nature but minds, ſenſations,

and ideas : If there is any other kind of

exiſtences, it muſt be what we neither

have nor can have any conception of.

But how does this follow ? Why thus ?

We can have no conception of any thing

but what reſembles ſome ſenſation or idea

in our minds ; but the ſenſations and

ideas in our minds can reſemble nothing

but the ſenſations and ideas in otherminds ;

therefore, the concluſion is evident. This

argument, we ſee, leans upon two propo

ſitions . The laſt of them the ingenious

author hath indeed made evident to all

that underſtand his reaſoning, and can

attend to their own ſenſations : but the

firſt
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We may

firſt propoſition he never attempts to

prove ; it is taken from the doctrine of

ideas , which hath been ſo univerſally

received by philoſophers, that it was

thought to need no proof.

here again obſerve, that this

acute writer argues from a hypotheſis

againſt fact, and againſt the common

ſenſe ofmankind. That we can have no

conception of any thing, unleſs there is

ſome impreſſion , ſenſation , or idea, in our

minds which reſembles it, is indeed an

opinion which hath been very generally

received among philoſophers ; but it is

neither ſelf-evident, nor hath it been

clearly proved ; and therefore it hath been

more reaſonable to call in queſtion this

doctrine of philoſophers, than to diſcard

the material world, and by that means

expoſe philofophy to the ridicule of all

men, who will not offer up common ſenſe

as a facrifice to metaphyſics.

We ought, however, to do this juſtice

both to the Biſhop of Cloyne and to the

author of the Treatiſe of human nature, to

acknowledge, that their concluſions are

juſtly drawn from the doctrine of ideas,

which has been fo univerſally received.

On the other hand, from the character of

Biſhop

1

K 3
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1

Biſhop Berkeley, and of his predeceſſors

Des Cartes, Locke, and Malebranche, we

may venture to ſay, that if they had ſeen

all the conſequences of this doctrine, as

clearly as the author before mentioned

did, they would have ſuſpected it vehe

mently, and examined it more carefully

than they appear to have done.

The theory of ideas , like the Trojan

horſe, had a ſpecious appearance both of

innocence and beauty ; but if thoſe philo

ſophers had known that it carried in its

belly death and deſtruction to all ſci

ence and common ſenſe, they would not

have broken down their walls to give it

admittance.

That we have clear and diſtinct con

ceptions of extenſion , figure, motion, and

other attributes of body, which are nei

ther ſenſations, nor like any ſenſation, is

a fact of which we may be as certain, as

that we have ſenſations. And that all

mankind have a fixed belief of an exter

nal material world, a belief which is nei

ther got by reaſoning nor education, and

a belief which we cannot ſhake off, even

when we ſeem to have ſtrong arguments

againſt it, and no ſhadow of argument for

it, is likewiſe a fact, for which we have

all

1
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all the evidence that the nature of the

thing admits. Theſe facts are phæno

mena of human nature, from which we

may juſtly argue againſt any hypotheſis,

however generally received. But to ar

gue from a hypotheſis againſt facts, is

contrary to the rules of true philoſo

phy.

K 4 CHAP
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SECT. .

The excellence and dignity of this faculty.

TH
HE advances made in the knowledge

of optics in the laſt age, and in the

preſent, and chiefly the diſcoveries of

Sir Iſaac Newton , do honour, not to phi

loſophy only, but to human nature. Such

diſcoveries ought for ever to put to ſhame

the ignoble attempts of our modern ſcep

tics to depreciate the human underſtand

ing, and to diſpirit men in the ſearch of

truth, by repreſenting the human faculties

as fit for nothing, but to lead us into ab

furdities and contradictions.

Of the faculties called the five ſenſes,

fight is without doubt the nobleft. The

rays of light, which miniſter to this ſenſe,

and of which, without it, we could never

have had the leaſt conception, are the

moſt wonderful and aſtoniſhing part of

the inanimate creation . We muſt be ſa

tisfied of this , if we conſider their ex

treme
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treme minuteneſs, their inconceivable vë

locity, the regular variety of colours

which they exhibit , the invariable laws

according to which they are acted upon

by other bodies , in their tëflections, in

flections, and refractions, without the

leält change of their original properties,

and the facility with which they pervade

bodies of great denlíty, and of the cloſeſt

texture, without reſiſtance, without crowd

ing ör diſturbing one another, without

giving the leaſt ſenſible impulſe to the

lighteſt bodies.

The ſtructure of the eye, and of all its

appurtenånces, the admirable contrivances

of nature for performing all its various

external and internal motions, and the

variety in the eyes of different animals ,

ſuited to their ſeveral natures and ways

of life, clearly demonſtrate this organ to ,

be a maſterpiece of Nature's work. And

he muſt be very ignorant of what hath

been diſcovered about it , or have a very

ſtrange caſt of underſtanding, who can

ſerioully doubt, whether or not the rays

of light and the eye were made for one

another, with conſummate wiſdom , and

perfect ſkill in optics.

If we ſhall ſuppoſe an order of beings,

endued
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endued with every human faculty but

that of ſight, how incredible would it ap

pear to ſuch beings, accuſtomed only to

the flow informations of touch, that, by

the addition of an organ , conſiſting of a

ball and ſocket of an inch diameter, they

might be enabled in an inſtant of time,

without changing their place, to perceive

the diſpoſition of a whole army, or the

order of a battle, the figure of a magnifi

cent palace, or all the variety of a land

ſcape ? If a man were by feeling to find

out the figure of the peak of Teneriffe,

or even of St Peter's church at Rome, it

would be the work of a lifetime.

It would appear ſtill more incredible to

ſuch beings as we have ſuppoſed, if they

were informed of the diſcoveries which

may be made by this little organ in things

far beyond the reach of any other ſenſe :

That by means of it we can find our way

in the pathleſs ocean ; that we can tra

verſe the globe of the earth , determine

its figure and dimenſions, and delineate

every region of it : Yea that we can mea

fure the planetary orbs, and make diſco

veries in the ſphere of the fixed ſtars.

Would it not appear ſtill more aſtoniſh

ing to ſuch beings, if they thould be

farther
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farther informed, That, by means of this

ſame organ , we can perceive the tempers

and diſpoſitions, the paſſions and affections

of our fellow -creatures, even when they

want moſt to conceal them ? That when

the tongue is taught moſt artfully to lie

and diffemble, the hypocriſy ſhould appear

in the countenance to a diſcerning eye ?

And that by this organ , we can often per

ceive what is ſtraight and what is crooked

in the mind as well as in the body ? How

many myſterious things muſt a blind man

believe, if he will give credit to the re

lations of thoſe that fee ? Surely he needs

as ſtrong a faith as is required of a good en

Chriſtian .

It is not therefore,without reaſon , that

the faculty of ſeeing is looked upon , not

only as more noble than the other ſenſes,

but as having ſomething in it of a nature

ſuperior to ſenſation . The evidence of

reaſon is calledſeeing, not feeling, ſmelling,

ortafting. Yea, we are wont to expreſs the

manner of the divine knowledge byſeeing,

as that kind of knowledge which is moſt

perfect in us .

* 42

SECT.
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SECT. II.

Sight diſcovers almoſt nothing which the blind

may not comprehend. The reaſon ofthis.

NO
OTWITHSTANDING what hath been

faid of the dignity and ſuperior nå

ture of this faculty, it is worthy of our

obſervation , that there is very little of

the knowledge acquired by fight, that

may not be communicated to å män born

blind. One who never ſaw the light, may

be learned and knowing in every ſcience,

even in optics ; and may make diſcoveries

in every branch of philoſophy. He may

underſtand as much as another mån, not

only of the order, diſtances, and motions

of the heavenly bodies ; but of the na

ture of light, and of the laws of the re

flection and refraction of its rays.its rays . He

may underſtand diſtinctly, how thoſe laws

produce the phænomena of the rain -bów ,

the priſm , the camera obſcura, and the

magic lanthorň, and all the powers of the

microſcope and teleſcope. This is a fact

ſufficiently atteſted by experience.

In order to perceive the reaſon of it, we

muſt diſtinguiſh the appearance that ob

jects
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jects make to the eye, from the things

fuggeſted by that appearance : and again,

in the viſible appearance of objects, we

muft diſtinguiſh the appearance of colour

from the appearance of extenſion, figure,

and motion . Firſt, then, as to the viſible

appearance of the figure, and motion, and

extenſion of bodies, I conceive that a man

born blind may have a diftinct notion , if

not of the very things, at least of ſome

thing extremely like to them . May not

a blind man be made to conceive, that a

body moving directly from the eye, or

directly towards it , may appear to be at

reſt ? and that the ſame motion may ap

pear quicker or flower ; according as it is

nearer to the eye or farther off, more di

rect or more oblique ? May he not be

made to conceive, that a plain ſurface,

in a certain poſition, may appear as a

ſtraight line, and vary its viſible figure, as

its poſition, or the poſition of the eye, is

varied ? That a circle ſeen obliquely will

appear an ellipſe ; and a ſquare, a rhom

bus, or an oblong rectangle ? Dr Saunder

ſon underſtood the projection of the

{phere, and the common rules of perſpec

tive ; and if he did , he muſt have under

tood all that I havementioned. If there

were
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were any doubt of Dr Saunderſon's un

derſtanding theſe things, I could mention

my having heard him ſay in converſation ,

that he found great difficulty in under

ſtanding Dr Halley's demonftration of

that propoſition, That the angles made by

the circles of the ſphere, are equal to the

angles made by their repreſentatives in

the ſtereographic projection : but ſaid he,

when I laid aſide that demonſtration, and

conſidered the propoſition in my own

way, I ſaw clearly that it muſt be true.

Another gentleman, of undoubted credit

and judgment in theſe matters, who had

part in this converſation remembers it di

ftinctly.

As to the appearance of colour, a blind

man muſt be more at a loſs ; becauſe he

hath no perception that reſembles it. Yet

he may, by a kind of analogy, in part

ſupply this defect. To theſe who ſee, a

ſcarlet colour fignifies an unknown quali

ty in bodies , that makes to the eye an ap

pearance, which they are well acquainted

with, and have often obſerved : to a blind

man , it fignifies an unknown quality that

makes to the eye an appearance, which

he is unacquainted with. But he can

conceive the eye to be variouſly affected

by

1
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by different colours, as the noſe is by dif

ferent ſmells, or the ear by different

founds. Thus he can conceive ſcarlet to

differ from blue , as the ſound of a trum

pet does from that of a drum ; or as the

ſmell of an orange differs from that of an

apple. . It is impoſſible to know whether

a ſcarlet colour has the ſame appearance

to me which it hath to another man ; and

if the appearances of it to different per

fons differed as much as colour does from

ſound, they might never be able to diſco

ver this difference. Hence it appears ob

vious, that a blind man might talk long

about colours diſtinctly and pertinently :

and if you were to examine him in the

dark about the nature, compoſition, and

beauty of them, he might be able to an

ſwer, ſo as not to betray his defect.

We have ſeen how far a blind man may

go in the knowledge of the appearances

which things make to the eye. As to the

things which are ſuggeſted by them , or

inferred from them ; although he could

never diſcover them of himſelf, yet he

may underſtand them perfectly by the in

formation of others . And every thing

of this kind that enters into our minds by

the eye, may enter into his by the ear.

Thus,

1
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Thus, for inſtance, he could never, if left

to the direction of his own faculties, have

dreamed of any ſuch thing as light ; but

he can be informed of every thing we

know about it. He can conceive, aş di

ftinctly as we, the minuteneſs and velocity

of its rays, their various degrees of re

frangibility and reflexibility, and all the

magical powers and yirtues of thạt won

derful element. He could never of him ,

ſelf have found out, that there are ſuch

bodies as the ſun , moon, and ſtars ; but

he may be informed of all the noble dif

coveries of aftronomers about their mo

tions , and the laws of nature by which

they are regulated. Thus it appears, that

there is very little knowledge got by the

eye , which may not be communicated by

language to thoſe who have no eyes .

If we hould ſuppoſe, that it were as

uncommon for men to ſee, as it is to be

born blind ; would not the few who had

this rare gift, appear as prophets and in

ſpired teachers to the many ? We conceive

inſpiration to give a man no new faculty,

but to communicate to him in a new way,

and by extraordinary means, what the

faculties common to mankind can appre

hend, and what he can communicate to

others
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others by ordinary means. On the fup

poſition we have made, fight would appear

to the blind very ſimilar to this ; for the

few who had this gift, could communicate

the knowledge acquired by it to thoſe

who had it not . They could not indeed

convey to the blind any
diſtinct notion of

the manner in which they acquired this

knowledge . A ball and focket would

feem , to a blind man , in this caſe, as im

proper an inſtrument for acquiring fucli

a variety and extent of knowledge , as a

dream or a viſion . The manner in which

a man who fees, diſcerns ſo many things

by means of the eye , is as unintelligible

to the blind , as the manner in which a

man may be inſpired with knowledge by

the Almighty, is to us . Ought the blind

man therefore, without examination, to

treat all pretences to the gift of ſeeing as

impofture ? Might he not, if he were can

did and tractable, find reaſonable evidence

of the reality of this gift in others, and

draw great advantages froin it to himſelf?

The diſtinction we have made between

the viſible appearances of the objects of

fight, and things ſuggeſted by them, is

neceſſary to give us a juſt notion of the

intention of nature in giving us eyes . If

L we
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we attend duly to the operation of our

mind in the uſe of this faculty , we ſhall

perceive, that the viſible appearance of

objects is hardly ever regarded by us. It

is not at all made an object of thought or

reflection, but ſerves only as a ſign to in

troduce to the mind ſomething elſe, which

may be diſtinctly conceived by thoſe who

never ſaw .

Thus the viſible appearance of things

in my room varies almoſt every hour, ac

cording as the day is clear or cloudy, as

the ſun is in the eaſt, or ſouth , or weſt,

and as my eye is in one part of the room

or in another : but I never think of theſe

variations , otherwiſe than as ſigns of

morning, noon, or night, of a clear or

cloudy ſky. A book or a chair has a dif

ferent appearance to the every
dif .

ferent diſtance and poſition ; yet we con

ceive it to be ſtill the ſame ; and, over

looking the appearance, we immediately

conceive the real figure, diſtance, and po

ſition of the body, of which its viſible or

perſpective appearance is a ſign and indi

cation.

When I ſee a man at the diſtance of ten

yards , and afterwards ſee him at the di

ſtance of a hundred yards, his viſible ap

pearance

eye, in
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pearance in its length, breadth, and all its

linear proportions, is ten times leſs in the

laſt čaſe than it is in the firſt : yet I do

not conceive him one inch diminiſhed by

this diminution of his viſible figure. Nay,

I do not in the leaſt attend to this dimi

nution, even when I draw from it the con

cluſion of his being at a greater diſtance.

For ſuch is the ſubtilty of the mind's ope

ration in this caſe, that we draw the con

cluſion, without perceiving that ever the

premiſes entered into the mind. A thou

ſand ſuch inſtances might be produced, in

order to ſhew that the viſible appearances

of objects are intended by nature only as

figns or indications ; and that the mind

paſſes inſtantly to the things ſignified,

without making the leaſt reflection upon

the ſign, or even perceiving that there is

any ſuch thing. It is in a way ſomewhat

ſimilar, that the ſounds of a language, af

ter it is become familiar, are overlooked ,

and we attend only to the things fignified

by them.

It is therefore a juft and important ob

fervation of the Biſhop of Cloyne, That

the viſible appearance of objects is a kind

of language uſed by nature, to inform us

of their diftance, magnitude, and figure.

L 2 And
1

1
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And this obfervation hath been very hap

pily applied by that ingenious writer, to

the ſolution of ſome phænomena in optics,

which had before perplexed the greateſt

maſters in that ſcience. The fame obfer

vation is further improved by the judi

cious Dr Smith, in his Optics, for explain

ing the apparent figure of the heavens,

and the apparent diſtances and magni

tudes of objects ſeen with glaſſes, or by

the naked eye.

Avoiding as much as poſlible the repe

tition of what hath been ſaid by theſe ex

cellent writers, we ſhall avail ourſelves of

the diſtinction between the ſigns that na

ture uſeth in this viſual language, and the

things ſignified by them ; and in what re

mains to be ſaid of fight, ſhall firſt make

fome obſervations upon the ſigns.

SECT. III.

Of the viſible appearances of objects.

1

IN
N this ſection we muſt ſpeak of things

which are never made the object of rez .

flection , though almoſt every moment pre

fented to the mind. Nature intended them

only for ſigns ; and in the whole courſe

of
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of life they are put to no other uſe. The

mind has acquired a confirmed and inve

terate habit of inattention to them ; for

they no ſooner appear, than quick as light

ning the thing ſignified ſucceeds, and

ingroſſes all our regard. They have no

name in language ; and although we are

conſcious of them when they paſs through

the mind, yet their paſſage is ſo quick,

and ſo familiar, that it is abſolutely un

heeded ; nor do they leave any footſteps

of themſelves, either in the memory or

imagination . That this is the caſe with

regard to the ſenſations of touch , hath

been ſhown in the laſt chapter ; and it

holds no leſs with regard to the viſible ap

pearances of objects.

I cannot therefore entertain the hope

of being intelligible to thoſe readers who

have not, by pains and practice, acquired

the habit of diſtinguiſhing the appearance

of objects to the eye, from the judgment

which we form by ſight of their colour,

diſtance, magnitude, and figure. The on

ly profeſſion in life wherein it is neceſſa

ry to make this diſtinction, is that of

painting. The painter hath occaſion for

an abſtraction, with regard to viſible ob

jects, ſomewhat ſimilar to that which we

hereI 3
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We may

here require : and this indeed is the moſt

difficult part
of his art. For it is evident,

that if he could fix in his imagination the

viſible appearance of objects, without con

founding it with the things ſignified by

that appearance , it would be as eaſy for

him to paint from the life, and to give

every figure its proper ſhading and relief,

and its perſpective proportions , as it is to

paint from a copy. Perſpective, ſhading,

giving relief, and colouring, are nothing

elſe but copying the appearance which

things make to the eye.
there

fore borrow ſome light on the ſubject of

viſible appearance from this art.

Let one look upon any familiar object,

ſuch as a book, at different diſtances and

in different poſitions : is he not able to

affirm , upon the teſtimony of his fight,

that it is the ſame book, the fame object,

whether ſeen at the diſtance of one foot

or of ten, whether in one poſition or ano,

ther ; that the colour is the ſame, the di

menſions the ſame, and the figure the

ſame, as far as the eye can judge ? This

ſurely muſt be acknowledged . The ſame

individual object is preſented to the mind,

only placed at different diſtances, and in

different poſitions. , Let me aſk, in the

next
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next place, Whether this object has the

fame appearance to the eye in theſe dif

ferent diſtances ? Infallibly it hath not.

For;

Firſt, However certain our judgment

may be that the colour is the ſame, it is as

certain that it hath not the ſame appear

ance at different diſtances. There is a

certain degradation of the colour, and a

certain confuſion and indiſtinctneſs of the

minute parts , which is the natural conſe

quence of the removal of the object to a

greater diſtance. Thoſe that are not

painters, or critics in painting, overlook

this ; and cannot eaſily be perſuaded, that

the colour of the ſame object hath a dif

ferent appearance at the diſtance of one

foot and of ten, in the ſhade and in the

light. But the maſters in painting know

how, by the degradation of the colour,

and the confuſion of the minute parts , fi

gures , which are upon the ſame canvas,

and at the ſame diſtance from the
eye,

may be made to repreſent objects which

are at the moſt unequal diſtances. They

know how to make the objects appear to

be of the ſame colour, by making their

pictures really of different colours , ac

cording to their diſtances or ſhades.

Şecondly,I 4
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muft vary

Secondly, Every one who is acquainted

with the rules of perſpective, knows that

the appearance of the figure of the book

in every different poſition : yet

if
you aſk a man that has no notion of

perſpective, whether the figure of it does

not appear to his eye to be the fame in all

its different poſitions ? he can with a good

conſcience affirm , that it does . He hath

learned to make allowance for the variety

of viſible figure ariſing from the differ

ence of poſition , and to draw the proper

concluſions from it. But he draws thefe

concluſions ſo readily and habitually, as

to loſe ſight of the premiſes : and there

fore where he hath made the ſame con

cluſion , he conceives the viſible appear

ance muſt have been the fame.

Thirdly, Let us conſider the apparent

magnitude or dimenſions of the book.

Whether I view it at the diſtance of one

foot or of ten feet, it ſeems to be about

ſeven inches long, five broad, and one

thick. I can judge of theſe dimenſions

very nearly by the eye, and I judge them

to be the ſame at both diftances. But

yet it is certain , that at the diſtance of

one foot, its viſible length and breadth is

about ten times as great as at the diſtance

of
1
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of ten feet , and conſequently its ſurface

is about a hundred times as great . This

great change of apparent magnitude is

altogether overlooked, and every man is

apt to imagine, that it appears to the eye

of the ſame ſize at both diſtances. Fur

ther, when I look at the book, it ſeems

plainly to have three dimenſions, of length,

breadth, and thickneſs : but it is certain

that the viſible appearance hath no more

than two, and can be exactly repreſented

upon a canvas which hath only length

and breadth .

In the laſt place, Does not every man,

by fight, perceive the diſtance of the book

from his eye ? Can he not affirm with

certainty, that in one caſe it is not above

one foot diftant, that in another it is ten ?

Nevertheleſs it appears certain, that di

ſtance from the eye, is no immediate ob

ject of fight. There are certain things

in the viſible appearance, which are ſigns

of diſtance from the eye, and from which,

as we ſhall afterwards ſhow , we learn by

experience to judge of that diſtance with

in certain limits ; but it ſeems beyond

doubt, that a man born blind, and ſudden

ly made to ſee, could form no judgment

at firſt of the diſtance of the objects which

he
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he faw . The young man couched by Che

ſelden , thought, at firſt, that every thing

he ſaw touched his eye, and learned only

by experience to judge of the diſtance of

viſible objects.

I have entered into this long detail, in

order to ſhew , that the viſible appearance

of an object is extremely different from

the notion of it which experience teaches

us to form by fight ; and to enable the

reader to attend to the viſible appearance

of colour, figure, and extenſion, in viſible

things , which is no common object of

thought, but muſt be carefully attended

to by thoſe who would enter into the phi

loſophy of this ſenſe, or would compre

hend what ſhall be ſaid upon it . To a

man newly made to ſee, the viſible ap

pearance of objects would be the ſame as

to us ; but he would ſee nothing at all of

their real dimenſions, as we do. He could

form no conjecture, by means of his fight

only, how many inches or feet they were

in length, breadth, or thickneſs. Не

could perceive little or nothing of their

real figure ; nor could he diſcern that this

was a cube, that a ſphere ; that this was a

cone , and that a cylinder. His eye
could

not inform him, that this object was near,

and

.
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€다 and that more remote. The habit of a man

or of a woman, which appeared to us of

one uniform colour, variouſly folded and

fhaded , would preſent to his eye neither

fold nor ſhade, but variety of colour.. In

a word, his eyes, though ever ſo perfect,

would at firſt give him almoſt no informa

tion of things without him. They would

indeed preſent the ſame appearances to

him as they do to us, and ſpeak the ſame

language ; but to him it is an unknown

language ; and therefore he would attend

only to the ſigns, without knowing the

fignification of them : whereas to us it is

a language perfectly familiar ; and there

fore we take no notice of the ſigns, but

attend only to the thing , ſignified by

them.

SECT. . IV.

That colour is a quality of bodies, not a fenſa

tion ofthe mind.

BY .
Y colour, all men , who have not been

tutored by modern philoſophy, un

derſtand , not a ſenſation of the mind,

which can have no exiſtence when it is

not perceived, but a quality or modifica

tion
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tion of bodies , which continues to be the

fame, whether it is ſeen or not. The

ſcarlet-rofe, which is before me, is ſtill a

fcarlet-roſe when I fhut my eyes, and was fo

at mid -night when no eye ſaw it. The co

lour remains when the appearance ceaſes :

it remains the ſame when the appearance

changes. For when I view this ſcarlet

roſe through a pair of green fpectacles,

the appearance is changed, but I do not

conceive the colour of the roſe changed.

To a perſon in the jaundice, it has ftill

another appearance ; but he is eaſily con

vinced, that the change is in his eye, and

not in the colour of the object. Every

different degree of light makes it have a

different appearance, and total darkneſs

takes away
all appearance , but makes not

the leaſt change in the colour of the body.

We may, by a variety of optical experi

ments, change the appearance of figure

and magnitude in a body, as well as that

of colour ; we may make one body appear

to be ten . But all men believe , that as a

multiplying glaſs does not really produce

ten guineas out of one , nor a microſcope

turn a guinea into a ten pound piece ; fo

neither does a coloured glaſs change the

real colour of the object feen through it ,

when
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when it changes the appearance of that

colour .

The common language of mankind

ſhows evidently, that we ought to diftin

guiſh between the colour of a body, which

is conceived to be a fixed and permanent

quality in the body, and the appearance

of that colour to the eye, which may be

varied a thouſand ways, by a variation of

the light, of the medium, or of the eye it

felf. The permanent colour of the body .

is the cauſe, which, by the mediation of

various kinds or degrees of light, and of

various tranſparent bodies interpoſed, pro

duces all this variety of appearances.

When a coloured body is preſented, there

is a certain apparition to the eye, or to

the mind, which we have called the appear

ance of colour: Mr Locke calls it an idea ;

and indeed it may be called ſo with the

greateſt propriety. This idea can have

no exiſtence but when it is perceived. It

is a kind of thought, and can only be the

act of a percipient or thinking being. By

the conftitution of our nature, we are led

to conceive this idea as a ſign of fome

thing external, and are impatient till we

learn its meaning. A thouſand experi

ments for this purpoſe are made every

day

1
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day by children, even before they come

to the uſe ofreaſon . They look at things,

they handle them , they put them in vari

ous poſitions, at different diſtances, and in

different lights . The ideas of ſight, by

theſe means, come to be aſſociated with,

and readily to ſuggeſt, things external,

and altogether unlike them . In particu

lar, that idea which we have called the

appearance ofcolour, ſuggeſts the conception

and belief of ſome unknown quality in

the body, which occaſions the idea ; and

it is to this quality , and not to the idea,

that we give the name of colour. The va

rious colours, although in their nature

equally unknown, are eaſily diſtinguiſhed

when we think or ſpeak of them, by being

aſſociated with the ideas which they ex

cite. In like manner, gravity, magne

tiſm , and electricity, although all unknown

qualities , are diſtinguiſhed by their differ

ent effects. As
As we grow up, the mind ac

quires a habit of pafling fo rapidly from

the ideas of fight to the external things

ſuggeſted by them, that the ideas are not

in the leaſt attended to, nor have they

names given them in common language .

When we think or ſpeak of any parti

cular colour, however ſimple the notion

may
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may ſeem to be, which is preſented to the

imagination, it is really in ſome ſort com

pounded. It involves an unknown cauſe,

and a known effect. The name of colour

belongs indeed to the cauſe only, and not

to the effect. But as the cauſe is un

known, we can form no diſtinct concep

tion of it, but by its relation to the known

effect. And therefore both go together

in the imagination, and are ſo cloſely uni

ted, that they are miſtaken for one fimple

object of thought. When I would con

ceive thoſe colours of bodies which we

call ſcarlet and blue ; if I conceived them

only as unknown qualities, I could per

ceive no diſtinction between the one and

the other. I muſt therefore, for the ſake

of diſtinction, join to each of them in my

imagination ſome effect or ſome relation

that is peculiar. And the moſt obvious

diſtinction is , the appearance which one

and the other makes to the eye.
Hence

the appearance is , in the imagination, ſo

cloſely united with the quality called a

Scarlet-colour, that they are apt to be miſ

taken for one and theſame thing, although

they are in reality ſo different and ſo un

like, that one is an idea in the mind, the

other is a quality of body.

.

I
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I conclude then, that colour is not a

ſenſation , but a ſecondary quality of bo

dies , in the ſenſe we have already explain

ed ; that it is a certain power or virtue in

bodies , that in fair day -light exhibits to the

eye an appearance , which is very familiar

to us , although it hath no name. ' Colour

differs from other ſecondary qualities in

this , that whereas the name of the quality

is ſometimes given to the ſenſation which

indicates it, and is occafioned by it, we

never, as far as I can judge, give the name

of colour to the ſenſation , but to the quali

ty only. Perhaps the reaſon ofthis may

be, that the appearances of the fame co

lour are ſo various and changeable, ac

cording to the different modifications of

the light, of the medium, and of the eye,

that language could not afford names for

them. And indeed they are ſo little in

tereſting, that they are never attended to;

but ſerve only as ſigns to introduce the

things ſignified by them. Nor ought it

to appear incredible, that appearances fo

frequent and fo familiar fhould have no

names , nor be made objects of thought ;

fince we have before ſhown, that this is

true of many ſenſations of touch , which

are no leſs frequent, nor leſs familiar.

S E C T.
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S E C T. V.

An inference from the preceding .

FR
ROM what hath been ſaid about co

lour, we may infer two things. The

firft is , that one of the moſt remarkable

paradoxes of modern philoſophy, which

hath been univerſally eſteemed as a great

diſcovery, is, in reality, when examined

to the bottom , nothing elſe but an abuſe

of words. The paradox I mean is, That

colour is not a quality of bodies, but on

ly an idea in the mind. We have fhown,

that the word colour, as uſed by the vul

gar, cannot fignify an idea in the mind,

but a permanent quality of body. We

have ſhown, that there is really a perma

nent quality ofbody, to which thecommon

ufe of this word.exactly agrees.

ſtronger proof be deſired, that this quality

is that to which the vulgar give the name

of colour ? If it ſhould be ſaid , that this

quality, to which we give the name of com :

lour, is unknown to the vulgar, and there

fore can have no name among them; I

anſwer, it is indeed known only by its ef

fects ; that is, by its exciting a certain

Can any

M idea
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idea in us : but are there not numberleſs

qualities ofbodies which are known only

by their effects, to which, notwithſtand

ing, we find it neceſſary to give names ?

Medicine alone might furniſh us with a

hundred inſtances of this kind. Do not

the words aſtringent, narcotic, epiſpaſtic, cau

ſtic, and innumerable others, figpify qua

lities of bodies , which are known only by

their effects upon animal bodies ? Why

then ſhould not the vulgar give a name

to a quality, whoſe effects are every mo

ment perceived by their eyes ? We have

all the reaſon therefore that the nature of

the thing admits , to think that the vulgar

apply the name of colour to that quality

of bodies which excites in us what the

philoſophers call the idea of colour. And

that there is ſuch a quality in bodies, all

philoſophers allow, who allow that there

is any ſuch thing as body. Philoſophers

have thought fit to leave that quality of

bodies which the vulgar call colour, with

out a name, and to give the name of .com

lour to the idea or appearance , to which,

as we have ſhown, the vulgar give no

name, becauſe they never make it an ob

ject of thought or reflection . Hence

it appears, that when philoſophers affirm

that
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that colour is not in bodies , but in the

mind ; and the vulgar affirm , that colour

is not in the mind, but is a quality of

bodies ; there is no difference between

them about things, but only about the

meaning of a word.

The vulgar have undoubted right to

give names to things which they are daily

converſant about ; and philoſophers feem

juſtly chargeable with an abuſe of lan

guage , when they change the meaning of

a common word , without giving warning.

If it is a good rule, to think with phi

loſophers, and ſpeak with the vulgar, it

muft be right to ſpeak with the vulgar

when we think with them, and not to

ſhock them by philoſophical paradoxes,

which , when put into common language,

expreſs only the common ſenſe of man

kind.

If you aſk a man that is no philoſopher,

what colour is ? or, what makes one bo

dy appear white, another ſcarlet ? He can

not tell . He leaves that inquiry to phi

loſophers, and can embrace any hypo

theſis about it , except that of our modern

philoſophers, who affirm , that colour is

not in body, but only in the mind.

Nothing appears more ſhocking to his

M 2 apprehenſion ,
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1

apprehenſion , than that viſible objects

fhould have no colour, and that colour

ſhould be in that which he conceives to

be inviſible . Yet this ſtrange paradox is

not only univerſally received, but confi

dered as one of the nobleſt diſcoveries of

modern philoſophy. The ingenious Ad

diſon, in the Spectator, Nº 413. ſpeaks

thus of it . “ I have here fuppoſed that

my reader is acquainted with that great

“ modern diſcovery, which is at preſent

“ univerſally acknowledged by all the in

“ quirers into natural philoſophy, namely,

“ that light and colours, as apprehended

by the imagination, are only ideas in

“ the mind , and not qualities that have

any exiſtence in matter.. As this is a

“ truth which has been proved inconteſta

“ bly by many modern philoſophers, and

“ is indeed one of the fineſt ſpeculations

“ in that fcience, if the Engliſh reader

“ would ſee the notion explained at large,

he
may find it in the eighth chapter of

“ the ſecond book of Locke's Esſay on bu

man underſtanding .

Mr Locke and Mr Addiſon are writers

who have deferved ſo well of mankind,

that one muſt feel fome uneaſineſs in dif

fering from them , and would wiſh to

afcribe
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aſcribe all the merit that is due to a dif

covery upon which they put ſo high a

value. And indeed it is juſt to acknow

ledge, that Locke, and other modern phi

loſophers on the ſubject of ſecondary qua

lities, have the merit of diftinguiſhing

more accurately than thoſe that went be

fore them, between the ſenſation in the

mind, and that conſtitution or quality of

bodies which gives occaſion to the ſenſa

tion. They have ſhown clearly, that

theſe two things are not only diſtinct, but

altogether unlike : that there is no fimili

tude between the effluvia of an odorous

body, and the ſenſation of ſmell, or be

tween the vibrations of a ſounding body,

and the ſenſation of found : that there

can be no reſemblance between the feel

ing of heat, and the conſtitution of the

heated body which occaſions it ; or be

tween the appearance which a coloured

body makes to the eye, and the texture of

the body which cauſes that appearance .

Nor was the merit ſmall of diſtinguiſh

ing theſe things accurately ; becauſe,

however different and unlike in their

nature, they have been always ſo aſſo

ciated in the imagination , as to coaleſce

as it were into one two- faced form , which,

fromM3
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from its amphibious nature, could not

juſtly be appropriated either to body or

mind ; and until it was properly diftin

guiſhed into its different conſtituent parts,

it was impoſſible to aſſign to eithertheir

juſt ſhares in it . : None of the ancient

philoſophers had made this diſtinction .

The followers of Democritus and Epi

curus conceived the forms of heat, and

ſound, and colour, to be in the mind on

ly , but that our ſenſes fallaciouſly repre

ſented them as being in bodies . The Pe

ripatetics imagined, that thoſe forms are

really in bodies ; and that the images of

them are conveyed to the mind by our

ſenſes.

The one ſyſtem made the ſenſes na,

turally fallacious and deceitful ; the other

made the qualities of body to reſemble

the ſenſations of the mind. Nor was it

poſſible to find a third , without making

the diſtinction we have mentioned ; by

which indeed the errors of both theſe

ancient ſyſtems are avoided, and we are

not left under the hard neceſſity of be:

lieving, either, on the one hand, that our

ſenſations are like to the qualities of bo

dy, or, on the other, that God hath given

us
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us one faculty to deceive us, and another

to detect the cheat.

We deſire therefore, with pleaſure, to

do juſtice to the doctrine of Locke, and

other modern philoſophers, with regard

to colour, and other ſecondary qualities,

and to aſcribe to it its due merit, while we

beg leave to cenſure the language in

which they have expreſſed their doctrine.

When they had explained and eſtabliſhed

the diſtinction between the appearance

which colour makes to the eye , and the

modification of the coloured body, which,

by the laws of Nature, cauſes that appear

ance ; the queſtion was, Whether to give

the name of colour to the cauſe , or to

the effect ? By giving it, as they have

done, to the effect, they ſet philoſophy

apparently in oppoſition to common ſenſe ,

and expoſe it to the ridicule of the vulgar.

But had they given the name of colour to

the cauſe, as they ought to have done,

they muſt then have affirmed, with the

vulgar, that colour is a quality of bo

dies ; and that there is neither colour nor

any thing like it in the mind . Their lan

guage, as well as their ſentiments, would

have been perfectly agreeable to the com

mon apprehenſions of mankind , and true

philoſophyM4
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philoſophy would have joined hands with

Common Senſe .Senſe. As Lockewas no enemy

to common ſenſe, it may be preſumed,

that, in this inſtance, as in ſome others,

he was ſeduced by ſome received hypo

theſis : and that this was actually the caſe,

will appear in the following ſection..

SECT. VI .

That none of ourſenſations are reſemblances of

any ofthe qualities of bodies.

A is
Second inference is, That although

it is not repreſented to the mind by an

idea or ſenſation that reſembles it ; on

the contrary, it is ſuggeſted by an idea

which does not in the leaſt reſemble it.

And this inference is applicable, not to

colour only, but to all the qualities of

body which we have examined.

It deſerves to be remarked, that in the a

nalyſis wehave hitherto given ofthe opera

tions of the five ſenſes, and ofthe qualities

of bodies diſcovered by them , no inſtance

hath occurred, either ofanyſenſationwhich

reſembles any quality of body, or of any

quality of body whoſe image or refem

blance
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blance is conveyed to the mind by means

of the ſenſes.

There is no phænomenon in nature

more unaccountable, than the intercourſe

that is carried on between the mind and

the external world : there is no phæno

menon which philoſophical ſpirits have

ſhown greater avidity to pry into, and to

reſolve . It is agreed by all, that this in

tercourſe is carried on by means of the

ſenſes : and this fatisfies the vulgar cu

riofity, but not the philoſophic. Philo

ſophers muſt have ſome ſyſtem , ſome hy

potheſis, that ſhews the manner in which

our ſenſes make us acquainted with ex

ternal things . All the fertility of human

invention ſeems to have produced only

one hypotheſis for this purpoſe, which

therefore hath been univerſally received ;

and that is, that the mind , like a mirror,

receives the images of things from with

out, by means of the ſenſes ; ſo that their

uſe muſt be to convey theſe images into

the mind .

Whether to theſe images of external

things in the mind, we give the name of

ſenſible forms, orſenſibleſpecies, with the Pe

ripatetics, or the name ofideas of ſenſation ,

with Locke ; or whether, with later phi

loſophers,

1
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loſophers, we diſtinguiſh ſenſations, which

are immediately conveyed by the ſenſes,

from ideas of ſenſation, which are faint

copies of our ſenſations retained in the

memory and imagination ; theſe are only

differences about words. The hypotheſis

| I have mentioned is common to all theſe

different fyftems.

The neceſſary and allowed conſequence

of this hypotheſis is, That no material

thing, nor any quality of material things,

can be conceived by us, or made an ob

ject of thought, until its image is convey

ed to the mind by means of the ſenſes.

We ſhall examine this hypotheſis particu

larly afterwards , and at this time only ob

ſerve, that in conſequence of it, one would

naturally expect, that to every quality and

attribute of body we know or can con

ceive , there ſhould be a ſenſation corre

ſponding, which is the image and reſem

blance of that quality ; and that the ſen

fations which liave no fimilitude or reſem

blance to body, or to any of its qualities ,

ſhould give us no conception of a mate

rial world , or of any thing belonging to

it. Theſe things might be expected as

the natural conſequences of the hypothe

fis we have mentioned .

Now,
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Now, we have conſidered, in this and

the preceding chapters, extenſion, figure,

folidity, motion , hardneſs, roughneſs, as

well as colour, heat, and cold, found, taſte,

and ſmell. We have endeavoured to

fhew , that our nature and conſtitution

lead us to conceive theſe as qualities of

body, as all mankind have always concei

ved them to be. We have likewiſe exa

mined, with great attention, the various

ſenſations we have by means of the five

ſenſes, and are not able to find among

them all one ſingle image of body, or of

any of its qualities. From whence then

come thoſe images of body and of its qua :

lities into the mind ? Let philoſophers re

ſolve this queſtion . All I can ſay is, that

they come not by the ſenſes. I am ſure,

that, by proper attention and care, I may

know my ſenſations, and be able to affirm

with certainty what they reſemble, and

what ' they do not reſemble. I have exa

mined them one by one, and compared

them with matter and its qualities ; and

I cannot find one of them that confeſſes

a reſembling feature .

A truth ſo evident as this , That our

ſenſations are not images of matter, or of

any of its qualities , ought not to yield to

a
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a hypotheſis ſuch as that above mentioned,

however ancient, or however univerſally

received by philoſophers ; nor can there

be any amicable union between the two .

This will appear by ſome reflections upon

the fpirit of the ancient and modern phi

loſophy concerning ſenſation .

During the reign of the Peripatetic phi

loſophy, our ſenſations were not minutely

or accurately examined . The attention

of philoſophers, as well as of the vulgar,

was turned to the things fignified by them :

therefore, in conſequence of the common

hypotheſis, it was taken for granted, that

all the ſenſations we have from external

things, are the forms or images of theſe

external things. And thus the truth we

have mentioned yielded entirely to the

hypotheſis, and was altogether ſuppreſſed

by it.

Des Cartes gave a noble example of

turning our attention inward , and ſcruti

nizing our ſenſations ; and this example

hath been very worthily followed by mo

dern philoſophers, particularly by Male

branche, Locke, Berkeley, and Hume.

The effect of this ſcrutiny hath been, a

gradual diſcovery of the truth above men

tioned, to wit, the diffimilitude between

the
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the ſenſations of our minds, and the qua

lities or attributes of an inſentient inert

ſubſtance, ſuch as we conceive matter to

be. But this valuable and uſeful diſcove

ry , in its different ſtages, hath ftill been

unhappily united to the ancient hypothe

fis : and from this inauſpicious match of

opinions, ſo unfriendly and diſcordant in

their natures, have ariſen thoſe monſters

of paradox and ſcepticiſin with which the

modern philoſophy is too juſtly charge

able.

Locke ſaw clearly, and proved incon

teftably , that the ſenſations we have by

taſte , ſmell, and hearing, as well as the

ſenſations of colour, heat, and cold, are

not reſemblances of any thing in bodies ;

and in this he agrees with Des Cartes and

Malebranche. Joining this opinion with

the hypotheſis, it follows neceffarily, that

three fenſes of the five are cut off from

giving us any intelligence of the material

world, as being altogether inept for that

office. Smell, and taſte, and ſound, as

well as colour and heat, can have no more

relation to body, than anger or gratitude ;

nor ought the former to be called quali

ties of body, whether primary or ſecon

dary, any more than the latter. For it

was
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was natural and obvious to argue thus

from that hypotheſis : If heat, and colour,

and found, are real qualities of body, the

ſenſations, by which we perceive them ,

muſt be reſemblances of thoſe qualities ;

but theſe ſenſations are not reſemblances ;

therefore thoſe are not real qualities of

body.

We ſee then, that Locke, having found

that the ideas of fecondary qualities are

no reſemblances, was compelled, by a hy

potheſis common to all philoſophers, to

deny that they are real qualities of bo

dy . It is more difficult to aſſign a reaſon,

why, after this , he ſhould call them ſecon

dary qualities; for this name, if I miſtake

not, was of his invention . Surely he did

not mean that they were ſecondary qua

lities of the mind ; and I do not ſee with

what propriety, or even by what tolerable

licence, he could call them ſecondary qua

lities of body, after finding that they

were no qualities of body at all. In this,

he ſeems to have facrificed to Common

Senſe, and to have been led by her au

thority even in oppoſition to his hypothe

ſis. The ſame ſovereign miſtreſs of our

opinions that led this philoſopher to call

thoſe things fecondary qualities of body,

which,
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which, according to his principles and

reaſonings, were no qualities of body at

all, hath led, not the vulgar of all ages

only, but philoſophers alſo , and even the

diſciples of Locke, to believe them to be

real qualities of body : ſhe hath led them

to inveſtigate, by experiments, the nature

of colour, and found, and heat, in bodies .

Nor hath this inveſtigation been fruitleſs,

as it muſt have been , if there had been no

ſuch thing in bodies : on the contrary , it

hath produced very noble and uſeful dif

coveries, which make a very confiderable

part of natural philoſophy. If then na

tural philoſophy be not a dream, there is

ſomething in bodies which we call colour,

and beat, andfound. And if this be ſo, the

hypotheſis from which the contrary is

concluded, muſt be falſe : for the argu

ment, leading to a falſe concluſion, recoils

againſt the hypotheſis from which it was

drawn, and thus directs its force back

ward . If the qualities of body were

known to us only by ſenſations that re

ſemble them , then colour, and found, and

heat, could be no qualities of body ; but

theſe are real qualities of body ; and

therefore the qualities of body are not

known
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known only by means of ſenſations that

reſemble them.

But to proceed : What Locke had pro

ved with regard to the fenfations we have

by ſmell, taſte, and hearing, Biſhop Berke

ley proved no leſs unanſwerably with re

gard to all our other ſenſations; to wit,

that none ofthem can in the leaſt reſemble

the qualities of a lifeleſs and inſentient

being, ſuch as matter is conceived to be.

Mr Hume hath confirmed this by his

authority and reaſoning. This opinion

ſurely looks with a very malign aſpect

upon the old hypotheſis ; yet that hypo

theſis hath ftill been retained , and con

joined with it. And what a brood of

monſters hath this produced !

The firſt -born of this union, and per

haps the moſt harmleſs, was, That the fe

condary qualities of body were mere fen

ſations of the mind. To paſs by Male

branche's notion of ſeeing all things in

the ideas of the divine mind, as a foreign

er never naturalized in this iſland ; the

next was Berkeley's fyſtem , That exten

fion , and figure, and hardneſs, and moti

on ; that land, and fea, and houſes, and

our own bodies , as well as thoſe of our

wives, and children, and friends, are

nothing
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and to

nothing but ideas of the mind ; and that

there is nothing exiſting in nature, but

minds and ideas .

The
progeny that followed , is ſtill more

frightful; ſo that it is ſurpriſing, that

one could be found who had the courage

to act the midwife, to rear it up

uſher it into the world . No cauſes nor

effects ; no ſubſtances, material or ſpiri

tual ; no evidence even in mathematical

demonſtration ; no liberty nor active

power ; nothing exiſting in nature, but

impreſſions and ideas following each o

ther, without time, place, or ſubject.

Surely no age ever.produced ſuch a ſyſtem

of opinions, juſtly deduced with great a

cuteneſs , perſpicuity, and elegance, from

a principle univerſally received . The

hypotheſis we have mentioned, is the fa

ther of them all. The diffiinilitude of

our ſenſations and feelings to external

things, is the innocent mother of moſt of

them.

As it happens ſometimes in an arith

metical operation, that two errors balance

one another, ſo that the concluſion is little

or nothing affected by them ; but when

one of them is corrected, and the other

left, we are led farther from the truth ,

N than
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than by both together : ſo it ſeems to

have happened in the Peripatetic philoſo

phy of ſenſation , compared with the mo

dern. The Peripatetics adopted two er

rors ; but the laſt ſerved as a corrective

to the firſt, and rendered it mild and

gentle ; ſo that their ſyſtem had no tend

ency to ſcepticiſm . The moderns have

retained the firſt of thoſe errors, but have

gradually detected and corrected the laſt.

The conſequence hath been, that the light

we have ſtruck out hath created dark

neſs, and ſcepticiſm hath advanced hand

in hand with knowledge, ſpreading its

melancholy gloom, firſt over the material

world , and at laſt over the whole face of

nature. Such a phænomenon as this, is

apt to ſtagger even the lovers of light and

knowledge, while its cauſe is latent ; but

when that is detected, it may give hopes,

that this darkneſs ſhall not be everlaſting,

but that it ſhall be fucceeded by a more

permanent light .

S E C T.
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SECT. VII.

.

Of viſible figure and extenſion . .

LTHOUGH there is no reſemblance,

nor, as far as we know , any neceſ,

ſary connection, between that quality in

a body which we call its colour, and the

appearance which that colour makes to

the eye ; it is quite otherwiſe with regard

to its figure and magnitude. There is

certainly a reſemblance, and a neceſſary

connection, between the viſible figure and

magnitude of a body, and its real figure

and magnitude; no man can give a rea

fon why a ſcarlet colour affects the eye

in the manner it does ; no man can be

fure that it affects his eye in the ſame

manner as it affects the
eye of another,

and that it has the ſame appearance to

him, as it has to another man ; but we

can aſſign a reaſon why a circle placed ob

liquely to the eye, ſhould appear in the

form of an ellipſe. The viſible figure,

magnitude, and poſition, may, by mathe

matical reaſoning, be deduced from the

real ; and it may be demonſtrated, that

every eye that ſees diſtinctly and perfect

)

N2
ly,
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ly, muſt, in the fame ſituation , ſee it un

der this form , and no other. Nay, we

may venture to affirm , that a man born

blind , if he were inſtructed in mathema

tics , would be able to determine the vi

fible figure of a body, when its real fi

gure, diſtance, and poſition , are given.

Dr Saunderſon underſtood the projection

of the ſphere, and perſpective. Now I

require no more knowledge in a blind

man , in order to his being able to deter

mine the viſible figure of bodies, than thať

he can project the outline of a given bo

dy, upon the ſurface of a hollow ſphere,

whoſe centre is in the eye. This projec

tion is the viſible figure he wants ; for it

is the ſame figure with that which is pro

jected upon the tunica retina in viſion .

A blind man can conceive lines drawn

from every point of the object to the cen

tre of the eye, making angles. He can

conceive, that the length of the object

will appear greater or leſs, in proportion

to the angle which it ſubtends at the eye ;

and that , in like manner, the breadth , and

in general the diſtance of any one point

of the object from any other point, will ap

pear greater or leſs, in proportion to the

angles which thoſe diſtances ſubtend . He

can
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can eaſily be made to conceive, that the

viſible appearance has no thickneſs, any

more than a projection of the ſphere, or

a perſpective draught. He may be in

formed, that the eye, until it is aided by

experience, does not repreſent one object

as nearer or more remote than another.

Indeed he would probably conjecture this

of himſelf, and be apt to think that the

rays of light muſt make the ſame impref

fion
upon

the
eye, whether they come

from a greater or a leſs diſtance .

Theſe are all the principles which we

fuppoſe our blind mathematician to have ;

and theſe he may certainly acquire by

information and reflection . It is no leſs

certain, that from theſe principles, having

given the real figure and magnitude of

a body, and its poſition and diſtance with

regard to theeye, he can find out its vi

fible figure and magnitude . " He can de

monſtrate in general, from theſe princi

ples, that the viſible figure of all bodies

will be the ſame with that of their pro

jection upon the ſurface of a hollow

ſphere, 'when the eye is placed in the

centre . And he can demonſtrate, that

their viſible magnitude will be greater or

leſs, according as their projection occupies

N 3 a
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a greater or leſs patt of the ſurface of

this ſphere.

To ſet this matter in another light, let

us diftinguiſh betwixt the poſition of ob

jects with regard to the eye, and their

diſtance from it. Objects that lie in the

ſame right line drawn from the centre of

the eye, have the ſame poſition , however

different their diſtances from the eye may

be : but objects which lie in different

right lines drawn from the eye's centre,

have a different poſition ; and this differ

ence of poſition is greater or leſs in pro

portion to the angle made at the eye by

the right lines mentioned . Having thus

defined what we mean by the poſition of

objects with regard to the eye, it is evi

dent, that as the real figure of a body con

fiſts in the ſituation of its ſeveral parts

with regard to one another, ſo its viſible

figure conſiſts in the poſition of its ſeveral

parts with regard to the eye ; and as he

that hath a diſtinct conception of the ſitu

ation of the parts of the body with re

gard to one another, muſt have a diſtinct

conception of its real figure ; ſo he that

conceives diſtinctly the poſition of its ſe

veral parts with regard to the eye, muſt

have a diſtinct conception of its viſible

figure.
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figure. Now , there is nothing ſurely to

hinder a blind man from conceiving the

poſition of the ſeveral parts of a body

with regard to the eye, any more than

from conceiving their ſituation with re

gard to one another ; and therefore I

conclude, that a blind man may attain

a diſtinct conception of the viſible figure

of bodies.

Although we think the arguments that

have been offered are ſufficient to prove,

that a blind man may conceive the viſible

extenſion and figure of bodies ; yet, in

order to remove ſome prejudices againſt

this truth , it will be of uſe to compare

the notion which a blind mathematician

might form to himſelf of viſible figure,

with that which is preſented to the eye

in vifion , and to obſerve wherein they

differ.

Firſt, Viſible figure is never preſented

to the eye but in conjunction with co

lour : and although there be no connec

tion between them from the nature of

the things, yet having ſo invariably kept

company together, we are hardly able to

disjoin them even in our imagination.

What mightily increaſes this difficulty is,

that we have never been accuſtomed to

N4 make

1
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make viſible figure an object of thought.

It is only uſed as a ſign , and having ſerved

this purpoſe, paſſes away, without leaving

a trace behind. The drawer or deſigner,

whoſe buſineſs it is to hunt this fugitive

form, and to take a copy of it , finds how

difficult his taſk is , after many years la

bour and practice. Happy ! if at laſt he

can acquire the art of arreſting it in his

imagination , until he can delineate it.

For then it is evident, that he muſt be

able to draw as accurately from the life

as from a copy. But how few of the

profeſſed maſters of deſigning are ever

able to arrive at this degree of perfec

tion ? it is no wonder, then, that we

ſhould find ſo great difficulty in con

ceiving this form apart from its conſtant

aſſociate, when it is ſo difficult to con

ceive it at all . But our blind man's no

tion of viſible figure will not be aſſociated

with colour, of which he hath no concep

tion ; but it will perhaps be aſſociated

with hardneſs or ſmoothneſs, with which

he is acquainted by touch . - Theſe dif ,

ferent aſſociations are apt to impoſe upon

us , and to make things ſeem different,

which in reality are the ſame.

Secondly, The blind man forms the

6

notion
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notion of viſible figure to himſelf, by

thought, and by mathematical reaſoning

from principles ; whereas the man that

ſees, has it preſented to his eye at once,

without any labour, without any
reaſon

ing, by a kind of inſpiration. A man

may form to himſelf the notion of a pa

rabola, or a cycloid, from the mathema

tical definition of thoſe figures, although

he had never ſeen them , drawn or deli

neated. Another, who knows nothing of

the mathematical definition ofthe figures,

may ſee them delineated on paper, or feel

them cut out in wood. EachEach may have

a diſtinct conception of the figures, one

by mathematical reaſoning, the other by

ſenſe. Now, the blind man forms his

notion of viſible figure in the ſame man

ner as the firſt of theſe formed his no

tion of a parabola or a cycloid, which he

never ſaw .

Thirdly, Viſible figure leads the man

that ſees, directly to the conception of

the real figure, of which it is a ſign. · But

the blind man's thoughts move in a con

For he muſt firſt know

the real figure, diſtance, and ſituation,

of the body, and from thence he ſlowiy

traces out the viſible figure by mathema

!

trary direction.

tical
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tical reafoning. Nor does his nature lead

him to conceive this viſible figure as a

fign ; it is a creature of his own reaſon

and imagination .

S E C T. VIII.

Some queries concerning viſible figure anſwered.

may be aſked, What kind of thing is

I ,
an idea ? If it is an idea, from what ſen

fation is it copied ? Theſe queſtions may

ſeem trivial or impertinent to one who

does not know, that there is a tribunal of

inquiſition erected by certain modern phi

lofophers, before which every thing in na

ture muſt anſwer. The articles of inqui

fition are few indeed, but very dreadful

in their conſequences. They are only

theſe : Is the priſoner an impreſſion , or

an idea ? If an idea, from what impreſſion

copied ? Now, if it appears that the pri

foner is neither an impreſſion, nor an idea

copied from ſome impreſſion, immediate

ly, without being allowed to offer any

thing in arreſt of judgment, he is ſenten

ced to paſs out of exiſtence, and to be, in

all time to come, an empty unmeaning

found, or the ghoſt of a departed entity .

Before
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Before this dreadful tribunal, cauſe and

effect, time and place, matter and ſpirit,

have been tried and caft : how then ſhall

ſuch a poor Aimſy form as viſible figure

ftand before it ? It muſt even plead guilty,

and confeſs that it is neither an impreſſion

nor an idea . For, alas ! it is notorious,

that it is extended in length and breadth ;

it may be long or ſhort, broad or narrow ,

triangular, quadrangular, or circular : and

therefore unleſs ideas and impreſſions are

extended and figured, it cannot belong to

that category

If it ſhould ſtill be aſked, To what ca

tegory of beings does viſible figure then

belong ? I can only , in anſwer, give time

tokens, by which thoſe who are better ac

quainted with the categories, may chance

to find its place. It is , as we have faid ,

the poſition of the ſeveralparts of a figu-,

ted body with regard to the eye.
The

different poſitions of the ſeveral parts of

the body with regard to the eye, when

put together, make a real figure, which is

truly extended in length and breadth , and

which repreſents a figure that is extended

in length , breadth, and thickneſs. In like

manner, a projection of the ſphere is a

real figure, and hath length and breadth,

but
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but repreſents the ſphere, which hath three

dimenſions. A projection of the ſphere,

or a perſpective view of a palace, is a re

preſentative in the very fame ſenſe as vi

ſible: figure is, and wherever they have

their lodgings in the categories, this will

be found to dwell next door to them .

It may farther be aſked, Whether there

be
any

ſenſation
proper to viſible figure,

by which it is ſuggeſted in viſion ? Or by

what means it is preſented to the mind ?

This is a queſtion of ſome importance, in

order to our having a diſtinct notion of

the faculty of ſeeing : and to give all the

light to it we can, it is neceſſary to com

pare this ſenſe with other ſenſes, and to

make ſome ſuppoſitions, by which we may

be enabled to diſtinguiſh things that are

apt to be confounded, although they are

totally different,

There are three of our ſenſes which

give us intelligence of things at a di

ſtance : ſmell, hearing, and fight. In

ſmelling, and in hearing, we have a ſen

ſation or impreſſion upon the mind, which ,

by our conftitution, we conceive to be a

ſign of ſomething external : but the po

ſition of this external thing, with regard

to the organ of ſenſe , is not preſented to

the
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the mind along with the ſenſation . When

I hear the ſound of a coach, I could not,

previous to experience, determine whe

ther the founding body was above or be

low, to the right hand or to the left. So

that the ſenſation ſuggeſts to me ſome ex

ternal object as the cauſe or occaſion of

it ; but it ſuggeſts not the poſition of that

object, whether it lies in this direction or

in that. The ſame thing may be ſaid with

regard to ſmelling. But the caſe is quite

different with regard to ſeeing. When I .

ſee an object, the appearance which the

colour of it makes, may be called the ſen

fation, which ſuggeſts to me ſome external

thing as its cauſe ; but it ſuggeſts likewiſe

the individual direction and poſition of

this cauſe with regard to the eye. I know

it is preciſely in ſuch a direction, and in

no other. At the ſame time I am not

conſcious of any thing that can be called

ſenſation, but the ſenſation of colour. The

poſition of the coloured thing is no ſen

ſation, but it is by the laws of my conſti

tution preſented to the mind along with

the colour, without any additional ſenſa

tion. :

Let us ſuppoſe, that the eye were fo

conſtituted , that the rays coming from

any
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any one point of the object were not, as

they are in our eyes, collected in one point

of the retina, but diffuſed over the whole :

It is evident to thoſe who underſtand the

ſtructure of the eye, that ſuch an eye as

we have ſuppoſed, would ſhew the colour

of a body as our eyes do, but that it

would neither ſhew figure nor poſition,

The operation of ſuch an eye would be

preciſely ſimilar to that of hearing and

ſmell ; it would give no perception of fi

gure or extenfion , but merely of colour,

Nor is the ſuppoſition we have made al

together imaginary : for it is nearly the

caſe of moſt people who have cataracts,

whoſe cryſtalline, as Mr Cheſelden ob

ſerves, does not altogether exclude the

rays of light, but diffuſes them over the

retina, ſo that ſuch perſons ſee things às

one does through a glaſs of broken gelly :

they perceive the colour, but nothing of

the figure or magnitude of objects.

Again , if we ſhould ſuppoſe, that ſmell

and found were conveyed in right lines

from the objects, and that every ſenſation

of hearing and ſmell ſuggeſted the preciſe

direction or poſition of its object ; in this

caſe the operations of hearing and ſmel

ling would be ſimilar to that of ſeeing :

we
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we ſhould ſmell and hear the figure of ob

jects, in the fame ſenſe as now we ſee it ;

and
every

ſmell and found would be allo

ciated with ſome figure in the imagina

tion, as colour is in our preſent ſtate .

We have reaſon to believe, that the rays

of light make fome impreſſion upon the

retina ; but we are not conſcious of this

impreſſion ; nor have anatomifts or phi

loſophers been able to diſcover the nature

and effects of it ; whether it produces a

vibration in the nerve , or the motion of

fome fubtile fluid contained in the nerve,

or ſomething different from either, to

which we cannot give a name. What

ever it is, we ſhall call it the material im

preffion ; remembering carefully, that it is

not an impreſſion upon the mind, but up

on the body ; and that it is no ſenſation,

nor can reſemble ſenſation, any more than

figure or motion can reſemble thought.

Now , this material impreſſion , made upon

a particular point of the retina, by the laws

of our conſtitution , ſuggeſts two things to

the mind, namely, the colour, and the po

fition of ſome external object. No man

can give a reaſon , why the ſame mate

rial impreſſion might not have ſuggeſted

found , or ſmell, or either of theſe, along

with
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with the pofition of the object. That it

ſhould ſuggeſt colour and poſition , and

nothing elſe, we can reſolve only into our

conſtitution , or the will of our Maker.

And ſince there is no neceſſary connec

tion between theſe two things ſuggeſted

by this material impreſſion , it might, if it

had fo pleaſed our Creator, have ſuggeſted

one of them without the other. Let us

ſuppoſe, therefore, ſince it plainly appears

to be poſſible, that our eyes had been ſo

framed, as to ſuggeſt to us the poſition of

the object, without ſuggeſting colour, or

any other quality : What is the conſe

quence of this fuppofition ? It is evident

ly this , that the perſon endued with ſuch

an eye , would perceive the viſible figure

of bodies , without having any ſenſation

or impreſſion made upon his mind .his mind. The

figure he perceives is altogether external ;

and therefore cannot be called an impreſ

fion upon the mind, without the groſſeſt

abuſe of language. If it ſhould be ſaid,

that it is impoſſible to perceive a figure,

unleſs there be ſome impreſſion of it up

on the mind ; I beg leave not to admit

the impoſſibility of this without ſome

proof : and I can find none. Neither can

I conceive what is meant by an impref

fion
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fion of figure upon the mind. I can con

ceive an impreſſion of figure upon wax,

or upon any body that is fit to receive it ;

but an impreſſion of it upon the mind , is

to me quite unintelligible ; and although

I form the moſt diſtinct conception of the

figure, I cannot, upon the ſtricteſt exami

nation, find any impreſſion of it upon my

mind .

If we ſuppoſe, laſt of all, that the eye

hath the power reſtored of perceiving co

lour, I apprehend that it will be allowed,

that now it perceives figure in the very

ſamemanner as before, with this differ

ence only, that colour is always joined

with it.

In anſwer therefore to the queſtion pro

poſed, there ſeems to be no ſenſation that

is appropriated to viſible figure, or whoſe

office it is to ſuggeſt it . It ſeems to be

ſuggeſted immediately by the material

impreſſion upon of which we

are not conſcious : and why may not a

material impreſſion upon the retina ſuggeſt

viſible figure, as well as the material im

preſſion made upon the hand, when we

graſp a ball , ſuggeſts real figure ? In the

one caſe, one and the ſame material im

preſſion , ſuggeſts both colour and viſible

the
organ,

0 figure ;

)
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figure ; and in the other caſe, oneand the

ſame material impreſſion ſuggeſts hardneſs,

heat, or cold, and real figure, all at the

ſame time.

We ſhall conclude this ſection with an

other queſtion upon this ſubject. Since

the viſible figure of bodies is a real and

external object to the eye, as their tangi

ble figure is to the touch ; it may be aſked,

Whence ariſes the difficulty of attending

to the firſt, and the facility of attending

to the laſt ?. It is certain that the firſt is

more frequently preſented to the eye, than

the laſt is to the touch ; the firſt is as

diſtinct and determinate an object as the

laſt, and ſeems in its own nature as proper,

for ſpeculation. Yet ſo little hath it been

attended to, that it never had a name in

any language, until Biſhop Berkeley gave

it that which we have uſed after his exam

ple, to diſtinguiſh it from the figure which

is the object of touch.

The difficulty of attending to the viſi

ble figure of bodies, and making it an ob-,

ject of thought, appears ſo ſimilar to that,

which we find in attending to our ſenſa

tions , that both have probably like caụſes.

Nature intended the viſible figure as a

ſign of the tangible figure and ſituation of

bodies,
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bodies, and hath taught us by a kind of

inſtinct to put it alwaysto this uſe. Hence

it happens, that the mind paſſes over it with

a rapid motion, to attend to the things

fignified by it. It is as unnatural to the

mind to ſtop at the viſible figure, and at

tend to it, as it is to a ſpherical body to

ftop upon an inclined plane. There is an

inward principle, which conſtantly carries

it forward, and which cannot be overcome

but by a contrary force.

There are other' external things which

nature intended for ſigns ; and we find

this common to them all , that the mind

is diſpoſed to overlook them, and to at

tend only to the things ſignified by them.

Thus there are certain modifications of

the human face, which are natural ſigns

of the preſent diſpoſition of the mind.

Every man underſtands the meaning of

theſe ſigns, but not one of a hundred ever

attended to the ſigns themſelves, or knows

any thing about them. Hence you may

find many an excellent practical phyfiog

nomiſt, who knows nothing of the pro

portions of a face, nor can delineate or

deſcribe the expreſſion of any one paſſion.

An excellent painter or ſtatuary can

tell , not only what are the proportions of

02

27
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a good face, but what changes every paſ

fion makes in it . This , however, is one

of the chief myſteries of his art, to the

acquiſition of which , infinite labour and

attention , as well as a happy genius , are

required . But when he puts his art in

practice, and happily expreſſes a paſſion

by its proper ſigns, every one underſtands

the meaning of theſe figns, without art,

and without reflection .

What has been ſaid of painting, might

eaſily be applied to all the fine arts . The

difficulty in them all conſiſts in knowing

and attending to thoſe natural ſigns, where

of every man underſtands the meaning.

We paſs from the ſign to the thing lig

nified, with eaſe, and by natural impulſe ;

but to go backward from the thing ſigni

fied to the ſign, is a work of labour and

difficulty. Viſible figure, therefore, being

intended by nature to be a ſign , we paſs

on immediately to the thing ſignified, and

cannot eaſily return to give any attention

to the ſign.

Nothing ſhews more clearly our indiſ

poſition to attend to viſible figure and vi

fible extenſion than this, that although

mathematical reaſoning is no leſs applica

ble to them, than to tangible figure and

extenſion,
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keeps his

extenſion , yet they have entirely eſcaped

the notice of mathematicians . : While

that figure and that extenſion which are

objects of touch , have been tortured ten

thouſand ways for twenty centuries, and

a very noble ſyſtem of ſcience has been

drawn out of them ; not a ſingle propoſi

tion do we find with regard to the figure

and extenſion which are the immediate

objects of ſight !

Whenthe geometrician draws a diagram

with the moſt perfect accuracy ; when he

eye
fixed upon it , while he goes

through a long proceſs of reaſoning, and

demonſtrates the relations of the ſeveral

parts of his figure ; he does not conſider,

that the viſible figure preſented to his eye ,

is only the repreſentative of a tangible fi

gure, upon which all his attention is fixed ;

he does not conſider that theſe two figures

have really different properties ; and that

what he demonſtrates to be true of the

one, is not true of the other.

This perhaps will ſeem ſo great a para

dox, even to mathematicians , as to require

demonſtration before it can be believed.

Nor is the demonſtration at all difficult,

if the reader will have patience to enter

but a little into the mathematical conſide

ration

1

O 3
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ration of viſible figure, which we ſhall

call the geometry of viſibles.

S E C T. IX.

IN
1

Of the geometry of viſibles.

N this geometry, the definitions of a

point ; of a line, whether ſtraight or

curve ; of an angle, whether acute, or

right, or obtuſe ; and of a circle, are the

ſame as in common geometry. The ina

thematical reader will eaſily enter into

the whole myſtery of this geometry, if he

attends duly to theſe few evident prin

ciples .

1. Suppoſing the eye placed in the cen

tre of a ſphere, every great circle of the

ſphere will have the ſame appearance.to

the eye as if it was a ſtraight line. For

the curvature of the circle being turned

directly toward the eye, is not perceived

by it. And for the fame reaſon , any line

which is drawn in the plane of a great

circle of the ſphere, whether it be in rea

lity ſtraight or curve, will appear ſtraight

<

to the eye .

2. Every viſible right line will appear

to coincide with ſome great circle of the

ſphere ;
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ſphere ; and the circumference of that

great circle, even when it is produced'un

til it returns into itſelf, will appear to be

à continuation of the fame viſible right

líne, all the parts of it being viſibly in di

rectum . For the eye, perceiving only the

poſition of objects with regard to itſelf,

and not their diſtance, will ſee thoſe points

in the ſame viſible place which have the

fame poſition with regard to the eye, how

different foever their diſtances from it

Now, ſince á plane paſſing

through the eye and a given viſible right

line, will be the plane of ſome great cir

cle of the ſphere, every point of the vifi

ble right line will have the ſame poſition

as ſome point of the great circle ;circle ; there

fore they will both have the ſame viſible

place, and coincide to the eye : and the

whole circumference of the great circle

continued even until it returns into itſelf,

will appear to be a continuation of the

ſame viſible right line.

Hence it follows:

3. That every viſible right line, when

it is continued in directum , as far as it

may be continued , will be repreſented by

a great circle of a ſphere, in whoſe cen

tre the eye is placed. It follows,

04 4. That
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4. That the viſible angle comprehend

ed under two viſible right lines , is equal

to the ſpherical angle comprehended un

der the two great circles which are the

repreſentatives of theſe viſible lines . For

fince the viſible lines appear to coincide

with the great circles , the viſible angle

comprehended under the former, muſt be

equal to the viſible angle comprehended

under the latter. But the viſible angle

comprehended under the two great circles,

when ſeen from the centre, is of the ſame

magnitude with the ſpherical angle which

they really comprehend, as mathemati

cians know ; therefore the viſible angle

made by any two viſible lines , is equal

to the ſpherical angle made by the two

great circles of the ſphere which are their

repreſentatives.

5. Hence it is evident, that every vi

fible right-lined triangle, will coincide in

all its parts with ſome ſpherical triangle.

The ſides of the one will appear equal to

the ſides of the other, and the angles of

the one to the angles of the other, each

to each ; and therefore the whole of the

one triangle will appear equal to the

whole of the other. In a word, to the

eye they will be one and the ſame, and

have
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have the ſame mathematical properties.

The properties therefore of viſible right

lined triangles, are not the ſame with the

properties of plain triangles , but are the

fame with thoſe of ſpherical triangles .

6. Every leſſer circle of the ſphere, will

appear a circle to the eye, placed, as we

have ſuppoſed all along, in the centre of

the ſphere. And, on the other hand , e

very viſible circle will appear to coincide

with ſome leſſer circle of the ſphere.

7. Moreover, the whole ſurface of the

ſphere will repreſent the whole of viſible

ſpace : for ſince every viſible point coin

cides with ſome point of the ſurface of

the ſphere, and has the fame viſible place,

it follows, that all the parts of the ſphe

rical ſurface taken together, will repre

ſent all poſſible viſible places , that is , the

whole of viſible ſpace. And from this it

follows, in the laſt place,

8. That every viſible figure will be re

preſented by that part of the ſurface of

the ſphere, on which it might be project

ed , the eye being in the centre.
And e

very ſuch viſible figure will bear the ſame

ratio to the whole of viſible ſpace, as the

part of the ſpherical ſurface which re

preſents
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prefents it, bears to the whole ſpherical

furface.

The mathematical reader, I hope, will

enter into theſe principles with perfect

facility, and will as eaſily perceive, that

the following propofitions with regard to

viſible figure and ſpace, which we offer

only as a ſpecimen , may be mathemati

cally demonſtrated from them , and are

not leſs true nor leſs evident than the

propoſitions of Euclid, with regard to

tangible figures.

Prop. 1. Every right line being pro

duced, will at laſt return into itſelf.

2. A right line returning into itſelf, is

the longeſt poſſible right line ; and all

other right lines bear a finíte ratio to it.

3. A right line returning into itſelf,

divides the whole of viſible ſpace into

two equal parts, which will both be com

prehended under this right line,

4. The whole of viſible ſpace bears a

finite ratio to any part of it.

5. Any two right lines being produ

ced , will meet in two points, and mutu

ally bifect each other.

6. If two lines be parallel , that is , eve

rywhere equally diftant from each other,

they cannot both be ſtraight.

7. Any
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7. Any right line being given, a point

may be found, which is at the ſame di

ſtance from all the points of the given

right line.

8. A circle may be parallel to a right

line, that is, may be equally diftant from

it in all its parts.

9. Right-lined triangles that are fimi

lar, are alſo equal.

10. Of every right-lined triangle, the

three angles taken together, are greater

than two right angles.

11. The angles of a right-lined tri

angle, may all be right angles, or all ob

tuſe angles .

12. Unequal circles are not as the

ſquares of their diameters, nor are their

circumferences in the ratio of their dia

meters.

This finall ſpecimen of the geometry

of viſibles, is intended to lead the reader

to a clear and diſtinct conception of the

figure and extenſion which is preſented

to the mind by vifion ; and to demon

ſtrate the truth of what we have affirm

ed above, namely, That thofe figures and

that extenſion which are the immediate

objects of ſight, are not the figures and

the extenſion about which common geo

metry

#
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metry is employed ; that the geometri.

cian, while he looks at his diagram, and

demonſtrates a propoſition , hath a figure

preſented to his eye, which is only a fign

and repreſentative of a tangible figure ;

that he gives not the leaſt attention to

the firſt, but attends only to the laſt ;

and that theſe two figures have different

properties , ſo that what he demonſtrates

of the one, is not true of the other.

It deſerves, however, to be remarked,

that as a ſmall part of a ſpherical ſurface

differs not ſenſibly from a plain ſurface ;

ſo a ſmall part of viſible extenſion differs

very little from that extenſion in length

and breadth, which is the object of touch.

And it is likewiſe to be obſerved, that

the human eye is ſo formed, that an ob

ject which is ſeen diſtinctly and at one

view, can occupy but a ſmall part of vi

fible ſpace : for we never ſee diſtinctly

what is at a conſiderable diſtance from

the axis of the eye ; and therefore when

we would ſee a large object at one view,

the eye muſt be at ſo great a diſtance,

that the object occupies but a ſmall part

of viſible ſpace. From theſe two obſer

vations , it follows, thatplain figures which

are ſeen at one view, when their planes

are
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are not oblique, but direct to the eye,

differ little from the viſible figures which

they preſent to the eye. The ſeveral

lines in the tangible figure have very

nearly the ſame proportion to each other

as in the viſible ; and the angles of the

one are very nearly, although not ftrictly

and mathematically, equal to thoſe of

the other. Although therefore we have

found many inſtances of natural ſigns

which have no fimilitude to the things

fignified, this is not the caſe with regard

to viſible figure. It hath in all caſes ſuch

a fimilitude to the thing ſignified by it,

as a plan or profile hath to that which it

repreſents ; and in ſome caſes the ſign

and thing ſignified have to all ſenſe the

ſame figure and the ſame proportions . If

we could find a being endued with fight

only , without any other external ſenſe,

and capable of reflecting and reaſoning

upon what he ſees, the notions and phi

loſophical ſpeculations of ſuch a being,

might aſſiſt us in the difficult taſk of di

ftinguiſhing the perceptions which we

have purely by fight, from thoſe which

derive their origin from other ſenſes.

Let us ſuppoſe ſuch a being, and con

ceive, as well as we can, what notion he

would
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would have of viſible objects, and what

concluſions he would deduce from them .

We muſt not conceive him diſpoſed by

his conſtitution , as we are , to conſider

the viſible appearance as a ſign of ſomes

thing elſe: it is no ſign to him , becauſe

there is nothing ſignified by it ; and there

fore we muſt ſuppoſe him as much dif

poſed to attend to the viſible figure and

extenſion of bodies, as we are diſpoſed

to attend to their tangible figure and ex

tenſion .

If various figures were preſented to his

ſenſe, he might without doubt, as they

grow familiar, compare them together,

and perceive wherein they agree, and

wherein they differ . He might perceive

viſible objects to havelength and breadth,

but could have no notion of a third di

menſion , any more than we can have of

a fourth . All viſible objects would ap

pear to be terminated by lines, ſtraight

or curve ; and objects terminated by the

ſame viſible lines ; would occupy the ſame

place, and fill the ſame part of viſible

ſpace. It would not be poſſible for him

to conceive one object to be behind ano

ther,, or one to be nearer, another more

diftant .

To
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To us, who conceive three dimenſions,

a line may be conceived ſtraight ;, or it

may
be conceived incurvated in one di

menſion, and ſtraight in another ; or,

laſtly, it may be incurvated in two di

menſions. Suppoſe a line to be drawn

upwardsanddownwards , its lengthmakes

one dimenſion, which we ſhall call up

wards and downwards; and there are two

dimenſions remaining, according to which

it may be ſtraight or curve. It
may

be

bent to the right or to the left ; and if,

it has no bending either to right or left,

it is ſtraight in this dimenſion . But fup

pofing it ſtraight in this dimenſion of

right and, left, there is ſtill another, di

menfion remaining, in which it may be

curve ; for it may be bent backwards or

forwards. When we conceive a tangible

ſtraight line, we exclude curvature in

either of theſe two dimenſions : and as

what is conceived to be excluded, muft.

be conceived, as well as what is conceived

to be included, iç follows, that all the

three dimenſions enter into our concep

tion of a ſtraight line . Its length is one

dimenſion, its ſtraightneſs in two other

dimenſions is included, or curvature in

theſe

1
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theſe two dimenſions excluded, in the

conception of it .

The being we have ſuppoſed , having

no conception of more than two dimen

ſions, of which the length of a line is one,

cannot poſſibly conceive it either ſtraight

or curve in more than one dimenſion :

ſo that in his conception of a right line,

curvature to the right hand or left is ex

cluded ; but curvature backwards or for

wards cannot be excluded, becauſe he

neither hath, nor can have any concep

tion of ſuch curvature . Hence we ſee the

reaſon that a line , which is ſtraight to the

eye, may return into itſelf : for its being

ſtraight to the eye, implies only ſtraight

neſs in one dimenſion ; and a line which

is ſtraight in one dimenſion, may notwith

ſtanding be curve in another dimenſion ,

and ſo may return into itſelf.

To us, who conceive three dimenſions,

a ſurface is that which hath length and

breadth, excluding thickneſs : and a fur

face may be either plain in this third di

menſion, or it may be incurvated : ſo

that the notion of a third dimenſion en

ters into our conception of a ſurface ; for

it is only by means of this third dimen

ſion that we can diſtinguiſh ſurfaces into

plain
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plain and curveſurfaces ; and neither one

nor the other can be conceived without

conceiving a third dimenſion .

The being we have ſuppoſed having no

conception of a third dimenſion, his vi

fible figures have length and breadth in

deed ; but thickneſs is neither included

nor excluded, being a thing of which he

has no conception. And therefore vi

fible figures, although they have length

and breadth , as ſurfaces have, yet they

are neither plain ſurfaces , nor curve ſur

faces. For a curve ſurface implies cut

vature in a third dimenſion, and a plain

ſurface implies the want of curvature

in a third dimenſion ; and ſuch a being

can conceive neither of theſe, becauſe he

has no conception of a third dimenſion.

Moreover, although he hath a diſtinct

conception of the inclination of two lines

which make an angle, yet he can neither

conceive a plain angle nor a ſpherical

angle. Even his notion of a point is

ſomewhat leſs determined than ours . In

the notion of a point we exclude length,

breadth, and thickneſs ; he excludes length

and breadth , but cannot either exclude

or'include thickneſs, becauſe he hath no

conception of it .

P Having
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Having thus ſettled the notions which

ſuch a being as we have ſuppoſed might

form ofmathematical points, lines , angles,

and figures, it is eaſy to fee, that by com

paring theſe together, and reaſoning about

them, he might diſcover their relations ,

and form geometrical concluſions built

upon ſelf -evident principles . He might

likewiſe , without doubt, have the ſame

notions of numbers as we have, and form

a ſyſtem of arithmetic. : It is not material

to ſay in what order he might proceed in

fuch diſcoveries, or how much time and

pains he might employ about them ; but

what ſuch a being, by reaſon and inge

nuity, without any materials of ſenſation

but thoſe of ſight only, might diſcover.

As it is more difficult to attend to a de

tail of poſſibilities, than of facts even of

flender authority, I ſhall beg leave to give

an extract from the travels of Johannes

Rudolphus Anepigraphus, a Roſicrucian

philoſopher, who having, by deep ſtudy

of the occult fciences, acquired the art of

tranſporting himſelf to various ſublunary

regions , and of converſing with various

orders of intelligences, in the courſe of

his adventures, became acquainted with

2012
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an order of beings exactly ſuch as I have

ſuppoſed .

How they communicate their fenti

ments to one another, and by what means

he became acquainted with their lan

guage, and was initiated into their philo

ſophy, as well as of many other particu

lars , which might have gratified the cu

rioſity of his readers , and perhaps added

credibility to his relation , he hath not

thought fit to inform us ; theſe being

matters proper for adepts only to know.

His account of their philoſophy is as

follows:

The Idomenians,” ſaith he,

ny of them very ingenious , and much

given to contemplation. In arithme

“ tic, geometry, metaphyſics, and phyſics,

“ they have moſt elaborate ſyſtems. In

“ the two latter indeed they have had

many diſputes carried on with great

ſubtilty, and are divided into various

“ ſects; yet in the two former there hath

“ been no leſs unanimity than among the

“ human ſpecies. Their principles rela

ting to numbers and arithmetic, making

" allowance for their notation , differ in

nothing from ours : but their geometry

“ differs very conſiderably . ”

P 2 As
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As our author's account of the geome

try of the Idomenians agrees in every

thing with the geometry of viſibles , of

which we have already given a ſpecimen ,

we ſhall paſs over it. He goes on thus :

“ Colour, extenſion , and figure, are con

“ ceived to be the eſſential properties of

“ body. A very conſiderable ſect main

“ tains , that colour is the eſſence of body.

“ If there had been no colour, ſay they,

" there had been no perception or ſenſa

“ tion. Colour is all that we perceive, or

can conceive , that is peculiar to body ;

extenſion and figure being modes com

mon to body and to empty ſpace. And

“ if we ſhould ſuppoſe a body to be anni

“ hilated, colour is the only thing in it

" that can be annihilated ; for its place,

" and conſequently the figure and exten

“ fion of that place, muſt remain , and

“ cannot be imagined not to exiſt. Theſe

philoſophers hold ſpace to be the place

“ of all bodies , immoveable and inde

“ ſtructible, without figure, and ſimilar in

“ all its parts , incapable of increaſe or

diminution, yet not unmeaſurable : for

every the leaſt part of ſpace bears a fi

“ nite ratio to the whole . So that with

" them the whole extent of ſpace is the

conimon
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ner,

“ common and natural meaſure of every

thing that hath length and breadth, and

“ the magnitude of every body and of e

very figure is expreſſed by its being ſuch

a part of the univerſe. In like man

the common and natural meaſure

“ oflength, is an infinite right line, which,

as hath been before obſerved, returns

“ into itſelf, and hath no limits , but bears

a finite ratio to every other line.

* As to their natural philoſophy, it is

now acknowledged by the wiſeſt of them

“ to have been for many ages in a very

" low ſtate . The philoſophers obſerving,

“ that one body can differ from another

only in colour, figure, or magnitude, it

was taken for granted, that all their

particular qualities muft ariſe from the

« various combinations of theſe their ef

“ ſential attributes. And therefore it was

“ looked upon as the end of natural phi

loſophy, to fhew how the various com

“ binations of theſe three qualities in dif

« ferent bodies produced all the phæno

mena of nature. It were endleſs to e

numerate the various ſyſtems that were

"invented with this view, and the diſ

putes that were carried on for ages ;

" s the followers of every fyftem expoſing

P3
16 the

1
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“ the weak fides of other ſyſtems, and

palliating thoſe of their own, with great

art .

“ At laſt, ſome free and facetious ſpi;

rits , wearied with eternal diſputation,

" and the labour of patching and prop

ping weak ſyſtems, began to complain

" of the ſubtilty of nature; of the infi

“ nite changes that bodies undergo in fi

gure, colour, and magnitude ; and of

“ the difficulty of accounting for theſe

appearances , making this a pretence for

giving up all inquiries into the cauſes

“ of things , as vain and fruitleſs.

“ Theſe wits had ample matter of mirth

and ridicule in the ſyſtems of philoſo

phers , and finding it an eaſier talk to

pull down than to build or ſupport, and

" that every ſect furniſhed them with

arms and auxiliaries to deſtroy another,

they began to ſpread mightily, and went

with great ſucceſs. Thus philoſo

phy gave way to ſcepticiſm and irony,

“ and thoſe ſyſtems which had been the

“ work of ages, and the adiniration of

“ the learned, became the jeſt of the vul

gar : for even the vulgar readily took

part in the triumph over a kind of learn

ing which they had long ſuſpected , be

" cauſe

on

4
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“ cauſe it produced nothing but wrang

ling and altercation . The wits having

now acquired great reputation, and be- ,

ing fluſhed with ſucceſs, began to think

their triumph incomplete, until every

pretence to knowledge was overturned ;

" and accordingly began their attacks up

arithmetic, geometry, and even upon

" the common notions of untaught Ido

“ menians. So difficult it hath always

“ been ( ſays our author) for great con

querors to know where to ſtop.

In the mean time, natural philoſophy

“ began to riſe from its alhes, under the

“ direction of a perſon of great genius,

“ who is looked upon as having had fome-,

" thing in him above Idomenian nature.

“ He obſerved, that the Idomenian facul

“ ties were certainly intended for con

templation, and that the works of na

ture were a nobler ſubject to exerciſe

“ them upon, than the follies of ſyſtems,

or the errors of the learned ; and being

“ ſenſible of the difficulty of finding out

“ .the cauſes of natural things , he propo

ſed, by accurate obſervation of the phæ

nomena of nature, to find out the rules

“ according to which they happen , with

out inquiring into the cauſes of thoſe

“ rules.

1

P 4
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« rules . In this he made confiderable

progreſs himſelf, and planned out much

work for his followers, who call them

“ ſelves induttive philoſophers. The ſcep

“ tics look with envy upon this riſing ſect,

as eclipſing their reputation, and threat

ening to limit their empire ; but they

are at a loſs on what hand to attack it .

“ The vulgar begin to reverence it, as

producing uſeful diſcoveries.

“ It is to be obſerved, that every Idome

“ nian firmly believes, that two or more

« bodies
may exiſt in the ſame place . For

“ this they have the teſtimony of ſenſe,

" and they can no inore doubt of it, than

they can doubt whether they have any

“ perception at all. They often ſee two

“ bodies meet, and coincide in the ſame

place, and ſeparate again , without ha

ving undergone any change in their

“ ſenſible qualities by this penetration.

" When two bodies meet, and

“ fame place, commonly one only appears

“ in that place , and the other diſappears.

“ That which continues to appear is faid

to overcome, the other to be over

* come. "

To this quality of bodies they gave a

name, which our author tells us hath no

word

accupy the
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word anſwering to it in any human lan

guage: And therefore, after making a

long apology, which I omit, he begs leave

to call it the overcoming quality of bodies.

He aſſures us , that “ the ſpeculations

“ which had been raiſed about this fingle

quality of bodies , and the hypotheſes
rö

contrived to account for it, were ſuffi

cient to fill many volumes. Nor have

“ there been fewer hypotheſes invented

“ by their philoſophers, to account for

“ the changes of magnitude and figure ;

which, in moſt bodies that move, they

perceive tobe in a continual fluctuation.

“ The founder of the inductive ſect, be

lieving it to be above the reach of

“ Idomenian faculties, to diſcover the

“ real cauſes of theſe phæmomena, appli

“ ed himſelf to find from obſervation, by

“ what laws they are connected together ;

“ and diſcovered many mathematical ra

“ tios and relations concerning the mo

“ tions, magnitudes, figures, and overco

ming quality of bodies, which conſtant

experience confirms. But the oppoſers

“ of this ſect chuſe rather to content

“ themſelves with féigned cauſes of theſe

phænomena, than to acknowledge the

so real laws whereby they are governed,

66 which
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“ which humble their pride, by being

confeſſedly unaccountable.”

Thus far Johannes Rudolphus Anepi

graphus. Whether this Anepigraphus be

the ſame who is recorded among the

Greek alchemiſtical writers not yet pu

bliſhed, by Borrichius , Fabricius, and o

thers, I do not pretend to determine.

The identity of their name, and the ſimi

litude of their ſtudies, although no ſlight

arguments, yet are not abſolutely conclu

five. Nor will I take upon me to judge

of the narrative of this learned traveller

by the external marks of his credibility ;

I ſhall confine myſelf to thoſe which the

critics call internal. It would even be of

ſmall importance to inquire, whether the

Idomenians have a real, or only an ideal

exiſtence ; ſince this is diſputed among

the learned with regard to things with

which we are more nearly connected .

The important queſtion is , Whether

the account above given , is a juſt ac

count of their geometry and philofo

phy ? We have all the faculties which

they have, with the addition of others

which they have not : we may therefore

form ſome judgment of their philoſophy

and geometry, by ſeparating from all o

thers,
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thers, the perceptions.we have by ſight,

and reaſoning upon them . As far as I

am able to judge in this way after a care

ful examination, their geometry muſt be

ſuch as Anepigraphus hath deſcribed.

Nor does his account of their philoſophy

appear to contain any evident marks of

impofture; although here, no doubt, pro

per allowance is to be made for liberties

which travellers take, as well as for in

voluntary miſtakes which they are apt to

fall into .

1

SECT. X.

Ofthe parallel motion ofthe eyes.

.

H
Aving explained, as diſtinctly as

we can , viſible figure, and ſhewn

its connection with the things figni

fied by it, it will be proper next to confi

der ſome phænomena of the eyes, and of

viſion , which have commonly been refer

red to cuſtom , to anatomical or to me

chanical cauſes ; but which, as I conceive,

muſt be reſolved into original powers and

principles ofthehuman mind ; and there

fore belong properly to the ſubject of

this inquiry.

The
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The firſt is, the parallel motion of the

eyes ; by which, when one eye is turned

to the right or to the left, upwards or

downwards, or ſtraight forwards, the o

ther always goes alongwith it in the ſame

direction . · We fee plainly, when both

eyes are open , that they are always turn

ed the ſame way, as if both were acted

upon by the ſame 'motive force : and if

one eye is fhut, and the hand laid upon

it , while the other turns various ways,we

feel the eye that is ſhut turn at the ſame

time, and that whether we will or not.

What makes this phænomenon furpriſing

is , that it is acknowledged by all anato

miſts , that the muſcles which move the

two eyes , and the nerves which ferve

thefe muſcles , are entirely diftinct and

unconnecte
d . It would be thought very

ſurpriſing and unaccountable to ſee a

man, who, from his birth , never moved

one arm , without moving the other pre

ciſely in the fame manner, ſo as to keep

them always parallel : yet it would not

be more difficult to find the phyſical cauſe

of ſuch motion of the arms, than it is to

find the cauſe of the parallel motion of

the eyes, which is perfectly fimilar.

The

}
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The only cauſe that hath been aſſigned

of this parallelmotionof the eyes , is cu

ſtom . We find by experience, it is ſaid,

when we begin to look at objects, that in

order to have diſtinct viſion , it is neceſ

ſary to turn both eyes the ſame way ;

therefore we ſoon acquire the habit of

doing it conſtantly, and by degrees looſe

the power of doing otherwiſe .

This account of thematter ſeems to be

inſufficient ; becauſe habits are not got

at once ; it takes time to acquire and to

confirm them ; and if this motion of the

eyes were got by habit, we ſhould ſee

children, when they are born, turn their

eyes different ways, and move one with

out the other, as they do their hands or

legs . I know ſome have affirmed that

they are apt to do ſo. But I have never

found it true from my own obſervation,

although I have taken pains to make ob

ſervations of this kind, and have had good

opportunities. I have likewiſe conſulted

experienced midwives , mothers and nur

fes, and found them agree, that they had

never obſerved diſtortions of this kind in

the eyes of children , but when they had

reaſon to ſuſpect convulſions, or ſome pre

ternatural cauſe,

It
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It ſeems therefore to be extremely pro

bable, that, previous to cuſtom , there is

ſomething in the conſtitution , ſome natu

ral inſtinct, which directs us to move both

eyes always the ſame way.

We know not how the mind acts upon

the body, nor by what power the muſcles

are contracted and relaxed but we fee

that in ſome of the voluntary, as well as

in ſome of the involuntary motions, this

power is ſo directed, that many muſcles

which have no material tie or connection ,

act in concert, each of them being taught

to play its part in exact time and mea

fure. Nor doth a company of
expert

players in a theatrical performance, or of
excellent muſicians in a concert, or of

good dancers in a country -dance, with

more regularity and order, conſpire and

contribute their ſeveral parts , to produce

one uniform effect, than a number of

muſcles do, in many of the animal func

tions , and in many voluntary actions.

Yet we ſee ſuch actions no leſs ſkilfully

and regularly performed in children , and

in thoſe who know not that they have

ſuch muſcles, than in the moſt ſkilful ana

tomiſt and phyſiologiſt.

Who
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Who taught all the muſcles that are

concerned in ſucking, in ſwallowing our

food, in breathing, and in the ſeveral na

tural expulfions, to act their part in ſuch

regular 'order and exact meaſure ? It was

not cuſtom ſurely. It was that ſame

powerful and wiſe Being who made the

fabric of thehuman body, and fixed the

laws by which the mind operates upon

every part of it, ſo that they may anſwer

the purpoſes intended by them. And

when we ſee , in ſo many other inſtances,

a ſyſtem of unconnected muſcles conſpi

ring ſo wonderfully in their ſeveral func

tions , without the aid of habit, it needs

not be thought ſtrange, that the muſcles

of the eyes ſhould, without this aid , con

ſpire to give that direction to the eyes ,

without which theycould not anſwer their

end .

We ſee a like confpiring action in the

muſcles which contract the pupils of the

two eyes ; and in thoſe muſcles, whatever

they be, by which the conformation of

the eyes is varied according to the di

ſtance of objects.

It ought however to be obſerved, that

although it appears to be by natural in

ftinct that both eyes are always turned

the
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the ſame way, there is ſtill ſome latitude

left for cuſtom .

What we have ſaid of the parallel mo

tion of the eyes, is not to be underſtood

ſo ſtrictly, as if nature directed us to keep

their axes always preciſely and mathema

tically parallel to each other. Indeed ,

although they are always nearly parallel,

they hardly ever are exactly ſo . When

we look at an object, the axes of the eyes

meet in that object ; and therefore, make

an angle, which is always ſmall, but will

be greater or leſs, according as the ob

ject is nearer or more remote. Nature

hath very wiſely left us the power of va

rying the paralleliſm of our eyes a little,
ſo that we can direct them to the ſame

point, whether remote or near. This, no

doubt, is learned by cuſtom ; and accord

ingly we ſee, that it is a long time before

children get this habit in perfection.

This power of varyingthe paralleliſm

of the eyes is naturally no more than is

fufficient for the purpoſe intended by it,

but by much practice and ſtraining, it

may be increaſed . Accordingly we ſee,

that ſome have acquired the power of di

ſtorting their eyes into unnatural direc

tions , as others have acquired the power

of

1
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of diſtorting their bodies into unnatural

poſtures.

Thoſe who have loſt the ſight of an eye,

commonly loſe what they had got by cu

ftom , in the direction of their eyes, but

retain what they had by nature ; that is ,

although their eyes turn and move always

together ; yet, when they look upon an

object, the blind eye will often have a

very ſmall deviation from it , which is

not perceived by a flight obſerver, but

may be diſcerned by one accuſtomed to

make exact obſervations in theſe matters .

.

S E C T. XỈ .

Of our feeing obječts erect by inverted images.

A perplexed philofophers,isyourfeeling
objects erect, when it is well known that

their images or pictures upon the tunica

retina of the eye are inverted.

The ſagacious Kepler firſt made the no

ble diſcovery, That diſtinct but inverted

pictures of viſible objects, are formed up

on the retina by the rays of light coming

from the object. The ſame great philo

fopher demonſtrated from the principles

Q
of
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of optics, how theſe pictures are formed ,

to wit, That the rays coming from any

one point of the object, and falling upon

the various parts of the pupil , are, by the

cornea and cryſtalline, refracted ſo as to

meet again in one point of the retina, and

there paint the colour of that point of the

object from which they come. As the

rays from different points of the object

croſs each other before they come to the

retina, the picture they form muſt be in

verted ; the upper part of the object being

painted upon the lower
part of the retina,

the right ſide of the object upon the left

of the retina, and ſo of the other parts .

This philoſopher thought that we fee

objects erect by means of theſe inverted

pictures, for this reaſon, That as the rays

from different points of the object croſs

each other, before they fall upon the re

tina, we conclude that the impulſe which

we feel upon the lower part of the retina ,

comes from above ; and that the impulſe

whichwe feel upon the higher part, comes

from below.

Des Cartes afterwards gave the ſame

ſolution of this phænomenon, and illu

ſtrated it by the judgment which we form

of the poſition of objects which we feel

with
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with our arms croſſed, or with two ſticks

that croſs each other.

But we cannot acquieſce in this folu

tion . Firſt, Becauſe it ſuppoſes our fee

ing things erect, to be a deduction of rea

fon , drawn from certain premiſes : where

as it ſeems to be an immediate percep

tion. And, ſecondly, Becauſe the premi

ſes from which all mankind are ſuppoſed

to draw this concluſion , never entered in

to the minds of the far greater part, but

are abfolutely unknown to them . We

have no feeling or perception of the pic

tures upon the retina, and as little ſurely

of the poſition of them. In order to ſee

objects erect, according to the principles

of Kepler or Des Cartes, we muſt previ

ouſly know, that the rays of light come

from the object to the eye in ſtraight lines ;

we muſt know, that the rays from differ

ent points of the object croſs one ano

ther, before they form the pictures upon

the retina ; and laſtly we muſt know that

theſe pictures are really inverted. Now ,

although all theſe things are true, and

known to philoſophers, yet they are abſo

lutely unknown to the far greateſt part of

mankind : nor is it poſible that they who

are abſolutely ignorant of them , ſhould

Q2
reaſon
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reaſon from them, and build concluſions

upon them. Since therefore viſible ob

jects appear erect to the ignorant as well

as to the learned, this cannot be a con

cluſion drawn from premiſes which never

entered into the minds of the ignorant.

We have indeed had occaſion to obſerve

many inſtances of concluſions drawn, ei

ther by means of original principles, or

by habit, from premiſes which paſs through

the mind very quickly, and which are ne

ver made the objects of reflection ; but

furely no man will conceive it poſſible to

draw concluſions from premiſes which ne

ver entered into the mind at all.

Biſhop Berkeley having juſtly rejected

this folution , gives one founded upon his

own principles ; wherein he is followed

by the judicious Dr Smith in his Optics ;

and this we ſhall next explain and exa

mine.

That ingenious writer conceives the

ideas of ſight to be altogether unlike

thoſe of touch. And ſince the notions

we have of an object by theſe different

ſenſes have no fimilitude, we can learn

only by experience how one ſenſe will be

affected, by what, in a certain manner,

affects the other. Figure, poſition , and

еүед
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in one

even number, in tangible objects, are ideas

of touch ; and although there is no fimi

litude between theſe and the ideas of

fight, yet we learn by experience, that a

triangle affects the fight in ſuch a man

ner, and that a fquare affects it in ſuch

another manner : hence we judge that

which affects it in the firſt manner, to be

a triangle, and that which affects it in the

fecond, to be a ſquare. In the ſame way,

finding from experience, that an object

in an erect poſition, affects the eye

manner, and the ſame object in an invert

ed poſition, affects it in another, we learn

to judge, by the manner in which the eye

is affected, whether the object is erect or

inverted, In a word, viſible ideas , ac

cording to this author, are ſigns of the

tangible ; and the mind paſſeth from the

ſign to the thing ſignified , not by means

fimilitude between the one and

the other, nor by any natural principle ;

but by having found them conſtantly con

joined in experience, as the ſounds of a

language are with the things they fignify,

Sọ that if the images upon the retina had

been always erect, they would have ſhewn

the objects erect, in the manner as they

do now that they are inverted : nay, if

10

of any

0

1 .

23
the
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the viſible idea which we now have from

an inverted object, had been aſſociated

from the beginning with the erect poſi

tion of that object, it would have ſignifi

ed an erect poſition, as readily as it now

ſignifies an inverted one. And if the vi.

fible appearance of two ſhillings had been

found connected from the beginning with

the tangible idea of one ſhilling, that ap

pearance would as naturally and readily

have ſignified the unity of the object, as

now it ſignifies its duplicity .

This opinion is undoubtedly very inge

nious ; and, if it is juſt, ſerves to reſolve,

not only the phænomenon now under

conſideration , but likewiſe that which we

ſhall next conſider, our ſeeing objects

ſingle with two eyes.

It is evident , that in this ſolution it is

ſuppoſed , that we do not originally, and

previous to acquired habits , ſee things

either erect or inverted , of one figure or

another, ſingle or double, but learn from

experience to judge of their tangible po

fition, figure, and number, by certain vi

fible figns.

Indeed it muſt be acknowledged to be

extremely difficult to diſtinguiſh the im

mediate and natural objects of ſight, from

the

$
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the concluſions which we have been ac

cuſtomed from infancy to draw from them.

Biſhop Berkeley was the firſt that attempt

ed to diſtinguiſh the one from the other,

and to trace out the boundary that divides

them . And, if in doing ſo, he hath gone

a little to the right hand or to the left,

this might be expected in a ſubject alto

gether new, and of the greateſt ſubtilty.

The nature of viſion hath received great

light from this diſtinction ; and many

phænomena in optics, which before ap

peared altogether unaccountable, have

been clearly and diſtinctly reſolved by it.

It is natural, and almoſt unavoidable, to

one who hath made an important diſco

very in philoſophy, to carry it a little be

yond its ſphere, and to apply it to the re

ſolution of phænomena which do not fall

within its province. Even the great
New

ton , when he had diſcovered the univer

ſal law of gravitation, and obſerved how

many of the phænomena of nature de

pend upon this , and other laws of attrac

tion and repulſion, could not help expreſ

fing his conjecture, that all the phænome

na of the inaterial world depend upon at

tracting and repelling forces in the par

ticles of matter. And I ſuſpect that the

ingeniousQ.4
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ingenious Biſhop of Cloyne, having found

ſo many phænomena of viſion reducible

to the conſtant aſſociation of the ideas of

ſight and touch, carried this principle a

little beyond its juſt limits .

In order to judge as well as we can ,

whether it is fo, let us ſuppoſe ſuch a

blind man as Dr Saunderſon, having all

the knowledge and abilities which a blind

man may have, ſuddenly made to ſee per

fectly. Let us ſuppoſe him kept from

all opportunities of aſſociating his ideas

of fight with thoſe of touch, until the

former become a little familiar ; and the

firſt ſurpriſe, occaſioned by objects fo

new, being abated, he has time to can

vaſs them, and to compare them , in his

mind, with the notions which he former

ly had by touch ; and in particular to

compare, in his mind, that viſible exten

fion which his eyes preſent, with the ex

tenſion in length and breadth with which

he was before acquainted .

We have endeavoured to prove, that a

blind man may form a notion of the vi

ſible extenſion and figure of bodies , from

the relation which it bears to their tan

gible extenſion and figure. Much more,

when this viſible extenſion and figure

arg
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are preſented to his eye, will he be able

to compare them with tangible extenſion

and figure, and to perceive, that the one

has length and breadth as well as the

other ; that the one may be bounded by

lines , either ſtraight or curve, as well as the

other. And therefore, he will perceive,

that there may be viſible as well as tan

gible circles , triangles, quadrilateral and

multilateral figures. And although the

viſible figure is coloured , and the tangible

is not, they may, notwithſtanding, have

the ſame figure ; as two objects of touch

may have the ſame figure, although one

is hot and the other cold.

We have demonſtrated, that the pro

perties of viſible figures differ from thoſe

of the plain figures which they repreſent:

but it was obſerved at the ſame time,

that when the object is ſo ſmall as to be

ſeen diſtinctly at one view, and is placed

directly before the eye, the difference be

tween the viſible and the tangible figure

is too ſmall to be perceived by the ſenſes.

Thus, it is true, that of every viſible tri

angle, the three angles are greater than

two right angles ; whereas in a plain tri

angle, the three angles are equal to two

right angles : but when the viſible tri

angle is ſmall, its three angles will be ſo

nearly
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nearly equal to two right angles , that the

ſenſe cannot diſcern the difference . - In

like manner, the circumferences of un

equal viſible circles are not, but thoſe of

plain circles are, in the ratio of their dia

meters ; yet in ſmall viſible circles, the

circumferences are very nearly in the ratio

of their diameters ; and the diameter

bears the ſame ratio to the circumference,

as in a plain circle , very nearly.

Hence it appears, that ſmall viſible fi

gures (and ſuch only can be ſeen diſtinct-

ly at one view ) have not only a reſem

blance to the plain tangible figures which

have the ſame name, but are to all ſenſe

the firme. So that if Dr Saunderſon had

been made to fee, and had attentively

viewed the figures of the firſt book of

Euclid , he might, by thought and con

ſideration , without touching them, have

found out that they were the very figures

he was before ſo well acquainted with

by touch.

When plain figures are ſeen obliquely,

their viſible figure differs more from the

tangible ; and the repreſentation which

is made to the eye, of ſolid figures, is ſtill

more imperfect ; becauſe viſible extenſion

hath not three, but two dimenſions only.

Yet as it cannot be ſaid that an exact

picture
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picture of a man hath no reſemblance of

the man, or that a perſpective view of a

houſe hath no reſemblance of the houſe

ſo it cannot be faid , with any propriety,

that the viſible figure of a man, ' or of a

houſe, hath no reſemblance of the objects

which they repreſent.

Biſhop Berkeley therefore proceeds up

on a capital miſtake, in ſuppoſing that

there is no reſemblance betwixt the ex

tenſion , figure, and poſition which we ſee,

and that which we perceive by touch .

We may further obſerve, that Biſhop

Berkeley's ſyſtem , with regard to material

things, muſt have made him fee this

queſtion, of the erect appearance of ob

jects , in a very different light from that

in which it appears to thoſe who do not

adopt his ſyſtem .

In his theory of viſion , he ſeems indeed

to allow, that there is an external mate

rial world : but he believed that this ex

ternal world is tangible only, and not vi

fible ; and that the viſible world , the pro

per object of fight, is not external, but

in the mind . If this is ſuppoſed, he that

affirms that he ſees things erect and not

inverted , affirms that there is a top and

a bottom, a right and a left in the mind.

Now ,
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Now , I confeſs I am not ſo well acquaint

ed with the topography of the mind, as

to be able to affix a meaning to theſe

words when applied to it .

We ſhall therefore allow, that if viſible

objects were not external, but exiſted on

ly in the mind, they could have no figure,

or poſition , or extenſion ; and that it

would be abſurd to affirm , that they are

feen either erect or inverted ; or that

there is any reſemblance between them

and the objects of touch. But when we

propoſe the queſtion, Why objects are
feen erect and not inverted ? we take it

for granted, that we are not in Biſhop

Berkeley's ideal world , but in that world

which men, who yield to the dictates of

common ſenſe, believe themſelves to in

habit. We take it for granted, that the

objects both of ſight and touch , are ex

ternal, and have a certain figure, and a

certain poſition with regard to one ano

ther, and with regard to our bodies whe

ther we perceive it or not .

When I hold my walking-cane upright

in my hand , and look at it, I take it for

granted , that I ſee and handle the ſame

individual object. When I ſay that I

feel it erect , my meaning is , that I feel

the
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the head directed from the horizon, and

the point directed towards it : and when

I ſay that I ſee it erect, I mean that I ſee

it with the head directed from the hori

zon, and the point towards it. I con

ceive the horizon as a fixed object both

of ſight and touch, with relation to which ,

objects are ſaid to be high or low, erect

or inverted : and when the queſtion is

aſked, Why I ſee the object erect, and

not inverted ? it is the ſame as if you

ſhould aſk , Why I ſee it in that poſition

which it really hath ? or, Why the eye

ſhows the real poſition of objects, and

doth not ſhow them in an inverted poſi

tion, as they are feen by a common aſtro

nomical teleſcope, or as their pictures

are ſeen upon the retina of an eye when

it is diffected .

SE O T. XII .

Theſameſubject continued .

ITAL
T is impoſſible to give a ſatisfactory

anſwer to this queſtion , otherwiſe than

by pointing out the laws of nature which

take place in viſion ; for by theſe the

phænomena of viſion muſt be regulated .

Therefore
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Therefore I anſwer, Firſt, That, by a

law of nature the rays of light proceed

from every point of the object to the

pupil of the eye in ſtraight lines. Se

condly, That by the laws of nature, the

rays coming from any one point of the

object to the various parts of the pupil,

are ſo refracted, as to meet again in one

point of the retina ; and the rays from

different points of the object, firſt crof

fing each other, and then proceeding to

as many different points of the retina,

form an inverted picture of the object.

So far the principles of optics carry us ;

and experience further aſſures us, that if

there is no ſuch picture upon the retina,

there is no viſion ; and that ſuch as the

picture on the retina is, ſuch is the ap

pearance of the object, in colour and fi.

gure, diftinctneſs or indiftinctneſs, bright

neſs or faintneſs.

It is evident, therefore, that the pic

tures upon the retina are, by the laws of

nature, a mean of viſion ; but in what

way they accompliſh their end , we are

totally ignorant. Philoſophers conceive,

that the impreſſion made on the retina by

of light, is communicated to the

optic nerve, and'by the optic nerve con

4

the rays

veyed
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veyed to ſome part of the brain, by them

called the ſenſorium ; and that the impref

ſion thus conveyed to the ſenforium is im

mediately perceived by the mind, which

is ſuppoſed to reſide there.

know , nothing of the ſeat of the foul :

and we are ſo far from perceiving imme

diately what is tranſacted in the brain,

that of all parts of the human body we

know leaſt about it. It is indeed very

probable, that the optic nerve is an in

ftrument of viſion no leſs neceſſary than

the retina ; and that ſome impreſſion is

made upon it, by means of the pictures

on the retina . But of what kind this im

preſſion is , we know nothing.

There is not the leaſt probability, that

there is any picture or image of the ob

ject either in the optic nerve or brain.

The pictures on the retina are formed by

the rays of light ; and whetherweſuppoſe,

with ſome, that their impulſe upon the

retina cauſes fome vibration of the fibres

of the optic nerve ; or, with others , that

it gives motion to ſome fubtile fluid con

tained in the nerve ; neither that vibra

tion , nor this motion , can reſemble the

viſible object which is preſented to the

mind. Nor is there any probability, that

the
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all ages ,

the mind perceives the pictures upon the

retina. Theſe pictures are no more ob

jects of our perception , than the brain is,

or the optic nerve . No man ever ſaw

the pictures in his own eye, nor indeed

the pictures in the eye of another, until

it was taken out of the head and duly

prepared.

It is very ſtrange, that philoſophers, of

ſhould have agreed in this noti

on, That the images of external objects

are conveyed by the organs of ſenſe to

the brain, and are there perceived by

the mind. Nothing can be more unphi

lofophical. For, firſt, This notion hath no

foundation in fact and obſervation . Of all

the organs of ſenſe, the eye only, as far as

we can diſcover, forms any kind of image

of its object ; and the images formed by

the eye are not in the brain, but only in

the bottom of the eye ; nor are they at

all perceived or felt by the mind. Se

condly , It is as difficult to conceive how

the mind perceives images in the brain,

as , how it perceives things more diftant.

If any man will ſhew how the mind may

perceive ,images in the brain , I will un

dertake to fhew how it may perceive the

moſt diſtant objects : for if we give eyes

to
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to the mind, to perceive what is tranſact

ed at home in its dark chamber, why

may we not make theſe eyes a little long

er -ſighted ? and then we ſhall have no

occaſion for that unphiloſophical fiction

of images in the brain. In a word, the

manner and mechaniſm of the mind's

perception is quite beyond our compre

henſion : and this way of explaining it

by images in the brain, ſeems to be found

ed upon very groſs notions of the mind

and its operations ; as if the ſuppoſed i.

mages in the brain, by a kind of contact,

formed fimilar impreſſions or images of

objects upon the mind, of which impref

fions it is ſuppoſed to be conſcious.

We have endeavoured to ſhew , through

out the courſe of this inquiry, that the

impreſſions made upon the mind by

means of the five ſenſes, have not the

leaſt reſemblance to the objects of ſenſe :

and therefore, as we ſee no ſhadow of

evidence, that there are any ſuch images

in the brain, ſo we ſee no purpoſe, in

philoſophy, that the ſuppoſition of them

can anſwer. Since the picture upon the

retina therefore is neither itſelf ſeen by

the mind, nor produces any impreſſion

upon the brain or ſenſorium, which is ſeen

by
R
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by the mind, nor makes any impreſſion

upon the mind that reſembles the object,

it may ſtill be aſked, How this picture

upon the retina cauſes viſion ?

Before we anſwer this queſtion , it is

proper to obſerve, that in the operations

of the mind, as well as in thoſe of bodies,

we muſt often be ſatisfied with knowing,

that certain things are connected, and

invariably follow one another , without

being able to diſcover the chain that goes

between them. It is to fuch connecti

ons that we give the name of laws of na

ture ; and when we ſay that one thing

produces another by a law of nature, this

ſignifies no more, but that one thing,

which we call in popular language the

cauſe, is conſtantly and invariably follow

ed by another, which we call the effect :

and that we know not how they are con

nected . Thus, we ſee it is a fact, that

bodies gravitate towards bodies ; and

that this gravitation is regulated by cer

tain mathematical proportions, according

to the diſtances of the bodies from each

other, and their quantities of matter.

Being unable to diſcover the cauſe of

this gravitation, and preſuming that it is

the immediate operation, either of the

Author

1
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Author of nature, or of ſome ſubordinate

cauſe, which we have not hitherto been

able to reach, we call it a law of na

ture . If any philoſopher ſhould hereaf

ter be ſo happy as to diſcover the cauſe

of gravitation, this can only be done by

diſcovering ſome more general law of

nature, of which the gravitation of bo

dies is a neceſſary conſequence. In eve

ry chain of natural cauſes, the higheſt

link is a primary law of nature, and the

higheſt link which we can trace , by juſt

induction , is either this primary law of

nature, or a neceſſary conſequence of it.

To trace out the laws of nature, by in

duction , from the phænomena of nature,

is all that true philoſophy aims at, and

all that it can ever reach .

There are laws of nature by which the

operations of the mind are regulated ;

there are alſo laws of nature that govern

the material fyftem : and as the latter

are the ultimate concluſions which the

human faculties can reach in the philoſo

phy of bodies , ſo the former are the ulti

mate conclufions we can reach in the

philoſophy of minds.

To return , therefore, to the queſtion

above propoſed, we may fee, from what

R 2 hath
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hath been juſt now obſerved, that it a

mounts to this, By what law of nature

is a picture upon the retina, the mean or

occaſion of my ſeeing an external object

of the ſame figure and colour, in a con

trary poſition, and in a certain direction

from the eye ?

It will, without doubt, be allowed , that

I ſee the whole object in the ſame man

ner and by the ſame law by which I ſee

any one point of it . Now , I know it to be

a fact, that, in direct viſion, I ſee every

point of the object in the direction of the

right line that paſſeth from the centre of

the eye to that point of the object: and

I know likewiſe, from optics , that the

ray of light that comes to the centre of

iny eye, paſſes on to the retina in the fame

direction . Hence it appears to be a fact,,

that every point of the object is ſeen in

the direction of a right line paſſing from

the picture of that point on the retina

through the centre of the eye. As this

is a fact that holds univerſally and inva

riably , it muſt either be a law of nature,

or the neceſſary conſequence of ſome

more general law of nature .

cording to the juſt rules of philoſophi

ſing, we may hold it for a law of nature,

And ac

until
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until ſome more general law be diſcover

ed , whereof it is a neceſſary conſequence,

which I ſuſpect can never be done.

Thus we ſee, that the phænomena of

viſion lead us by the hand to a law of na

ture, or a law of our conſtitution, ofwhich

law our ſeeing objects erect by inverted

images , is a neceſſary conſequence. For

it neceſſarily follows, from the law we

have mentioned, that the object whoſe

picture is loweſt on the retina, muſt be

ſeen in the higheſt direction from the

eye ; and that the object whoſe picture

is on the right of the retina, muſt be ſeen

on the left ; ſo that if the pictures had

been erect in the retina, we ſhould have

ſeen the object inverted. My chief in

tention in handling this queſtion, was to

point out this law of nature ; which as it

is a part of the conſtitution of the human

mind, belongs properly to the ſubject of

this inquiry. For this reaſon I ſhall make

fome farther remarks upon it , after doing

juſtice to the ingenious Dr Porterfield ,

who, long ago in the Medical Eſſays, or

more lately in his Treatiſe of the Eye,

pointed out, as a primary law of our na

ture, That a viſible object appears in the

direction of a right line perpendicular to

theR 3
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the retina at that point where its image

is painted. If lines drawn from the cen

tre of the eye to all parts of the retina be

perpendicular to it, as they muſt be very

nearly , this coincides with the law we

have mentioned, and is the ſame in other

words. In order, therefore, that we may

have a more diftinct notion of this law of

our conſtitution , we may obſerve,

1. That we can give no reaſon why the

retina is , of all parts of the body, the only

one on which pictures made by the rays

of light cauſe viſion ; and therefore we

muſt reſolve this ſolely into a law of our

conſtitution . We mayform ſuchpictures

by means of optical glaſſes, upon the

hand, or upon any other
part of the body ;

but they are not felt, nor do they produce

any thing like' viſion . A picture upon

the retina is as little felt as one upon the

hand ; but it produces viſion ; for no o

ther reaſon that we know, but becauſe

it is deſtined by the wiſdom of nature to

this purpoſe. The vibrations of the air

ſtrike upon
the

eye, the palate, and the

olfactory membrane, with the ſame force

as upon the membrani tympani of the ear :

The impreſſion they make upon the laſt,

produces the ſenſation of found ; but

their
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their impreſſion upon any of the former,

produces no ſenſation at all . This may

be extended to all the ſenſes, whereof

each hath its peculiar laws, according

to which , the impreſſions made upon the

organ of that ſenſe, produce ſenſations or

perceptions in the mind , that cannot be

produced by impreſſions made upon any

L01

other organ .

2. We may obſerve, that the laws of

perception, by the different ſenſes, are

very different, not only in reſpect of the

nature of the objects perceived by them ,

but likewiſe in reſpect of the notices they

give us of the diſtance and ſituation of

the object. In all of them the object is

conceived to be external, and to have real

exiſtence, independent of our perception :

but in one, the diſtance, figure, and fitu

ation of the object, are all preſented to

the mind ; in another, the figure and fi

tuation , but not the diſtance , and in o

thers, neither figure, ſituation , nor diſt

In vain do we attempt to account

for theſe varieties in the manner of
per

ception by the different ſenſes, from prin

ciples of anatomy or natural philoſophy.

They muſt at laſt be reſolved into the will

of our Maker, who intended that our

powers

ance .

R 4
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powers of perception ſhould have certain

limits , and adapted the organs
of

percep

tion, and the laws of nature by which

they operate, to his wife purpoſes.

When we hear an unuſual found, the

ſenſation indeed is in the mind, but we

know that there is ſomething external

that produced this ſound. At the ſame

time our hearing does not inform us, whe

ther the ſounding body is near or at a di

ſtance, in this direction or that ; and

therefore we look round to diſcover it.

If any new phænomenon appears in the

heavens, we ſee exactly its colour, its ap

parent place, magnitude, and figure, but

we ſee not its diſtance . It may be in the

atmoſpherë, it the planets ,

or it may be in the ſphere of the fixed

ſtars, for any thing the eye can determine.

The teſtimony of the ſenſe of touch

reaches only to objects that are contigu

ous to the organ, but with regard to them,

is more preciſe and determinate. When

we feel a body with our hand, we know

the figure, diſtance, and poſition of it, as

well as whether it is rough or ſmooth ,

hard or ſoft, hot or cold.

The ſenſations of touch, of ſeeing, and

hearing, are all in the mind, and can

may bebe among

have
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have no exiſtence but when they are per

ceived. How do they all conſtantly and

invariably ſuggeſt the conception and be

lief of external objects, which exiſt whe

ther they are perceived or not ? " No phi

loſopher can give any other anſwer to

this , but that ſuch is the conftitution of

our nature. How do we know, that the

object of touch is at the fingers end, and

no where elſe ? That the object of ſight is

in ſuch a direction from the eye, and in

no other, but may be at any diſtance ?

and that the object of hearing may be

at any diſtance, and in any direction ?

Not by cuſtom ſurely ; not by reaſoning,

or comparing ideas, but by the conſtitu

tion of our nature. How do we perceive

viſible objects in the direction of right

lines perpendicular to that part of the

retina on which the rays ſtrike, while we

do not perceive the objects of hearing in

lines perpendicular to the membrana tym

pani, upon which the vibrations of the air

ſtrike ? Becauſe ſuch are the laws of our

How do we know the parts of

our bodies affected by particular pains ?

Not by experience or by reaſoning, but

by the conſtitution of nature. The fen

fation of pain is, no doubt, in the mind,

and

nature .
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and cannot be ſaid to have any relation ,

from its own nature, to any part of the

body : but this ſenſation , by our conſti

tution, gives a perception of ſome parti

cular part of the body, whoſe diſorder

cauſes the uneaſy ſenſation . If it were

not ſo , a man who never before felt either

the gout or the toothach , when he is firſt

ſeized with the gout in his toe, might

miſtake it for the toothach .

Every ſenſe therefore hath its peculiar

laws and limits, by the conftitution of

our nature ; and one of the laws of fight

is, that we always fee an object in the di

rection of a right line paſſing from its

image on the retina through the centre
of the

eye.

3. Perhaps ſome readers will imagine,

that it is eaſier, and will anſwer the

poſe as well, to conceive a law of nature ,

by which we ſhall always ſee objects in

the place in which they are, and in their

true poſition, without having recourſe

to images on the retina , or to the optical

centre of the eye.

To this I anſwer, that nothing can be

a law of nature which is contrary to fact.

The laws of nature are the moſt general

facts we can diſcover in the operations

of

pur
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of nature . Like other facts, they are not

to be hit upon by a happy conjecture,

but juftly deduced from obſervation : Like

other general facts, they are not to be

drawn from a few particulars, but from

a copious, patient, and cautious induc

tion. That we ſee things always in their

true place and poſition , is not fact ; and

therefore it can be no law of nature.

a plain mirror, I ſee myſelf, and other

things, in places very different from thoſe

they really occupy. And ſo it happens

in every inſtance, wherein the rays co

ming from the object are either reflected

or refracted before falling upon the eye .

Thoſe who know any thing of optics,

know that, in all ſuch caſes, the object is

feen in the direction of a line paſſing from

the centre ofthe eye, to the point where the

rays were laſt reflected or refracted ; and

that upon this all the powers of the tele

ſcope and microſcope depend .

Shall we ſay then, that it is a law of

nature, that the object is ſeen in the direc

tion which the rays have when they fall

on the eye, or rather in the direction con

trary to that of the rays when they fall

upon the eye ? No. This is not true ,

and therefore it is no law of nature. For

the
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the rays, from any one point of the ob

ject, come to all parts of the pupil ; and

therefore muſt have different directions :

but we ſee the object only in one of theſe

directions, to wit, in the direction of the

rays that come to the centre of the eye..

And this holds true, even when the rays

that ſhould paſs through the centre are

ſtopt, and the object is ſeen by rays that

paſs at a diſtance from the centre.

Perhaps it may ſtill be imagined, that

although we are not made ſo as to ſee ob

jects always in their true place, nor ſo as to

ſee them preciſely in the direction of the

rays when they fall upon the cornea ; yet

we may be ſo made, as to ſee the object

in the direction which the rays have when

they fall upon the retina, after they have

undergone all their refractions in the eye,

that is , in the direction in which the rays

paſs from the cryſtalline to the retina .

But neither is this true ; and confequent

ly it is no law of our conſtitution. In

order to ſee that it is not true , we muſt

conceive all the rays that paſs from the

cryſtalline to one point of the retina, as

forming a ſmall cone, whoſe baſe is upon

the back of the cryſtalline, and whoſe

vertex is a point of the retina. It is evi,

dent that the rays which form the pic

ture
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ture in this point, have various directions ,

even after they paſs the cryſtalline ; yet

the object is ſeen only in one of theſe

directions, to wit, in the direction of the

rays that come from the centre of the

eye. Nor is this owing to any particular

virtue in the central rays, or in the cen

tre itſelf ; for the central rays may be

ſtopt. When they are ſtopt, the image

will be formed upon the ſame point of

the retina as before, by rays that are not

central, nor have the ſame direction which

the central rays had : and in this caſe the

object is ſeen in the ſame direction as be

fore, although there are now no rays

coming in thạt direction.

From this induction we conclude, That

our ſeeing an object in that particular

direction in which we do ſee it, is not

owing to any law of nature by which

we are made to ſee it in the direction of

the rays , either before their refractions

in the eye, or after, but to a law of our

nature, by which we ſee the object in the

direction of the right line that paſſeth

from the picture of the object upon the

retina to the centre of the eye.

The facts
upon which I ground this in

duction, are taken from ſome curious ex

periments
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periments of Scheiner, in his Fundament.

Optic. quoted by Dr Porterfield, and con

firmed by his experience. I have alſo re

peated theſe experiments, and found them

to anſwer. As they are eaſily made, and

tend to illuſtrate and confirm the law of

nature I have mentioned, I ſhall recite

them as briefly and diſtinctly as I can .

Experiment I. Let a very ſmall object,

ſuch as the head of a pin, well illuminated ,

be fixed at ſuch a diſtance from the eye,

as to be beyond the neareſt limit and

within the fartheſt limit of diſtinct viſion .

For a young eye,. not near -fighted, the

object may be placed at the diſtance of

eighteen inches, let the eye be kept ſteadi

ly in one place, and take a diſtinct view

of the object. We know from the prin

ciples of optics, that the rays
from

any

one point of this object, whether they

paſs through the centre of the eye , or at

any
diſtance from the centre which the

breadth of the pupil will permit, do all

unite again in one point of the retina,

We know alfo, that theſe rays have dif

ferent directions, both before they fall

and after they pafs through

the cryſtalline.

Now we can ſee the object by any one

eye,

ſinall

upon the
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fmall parcel of theſe rays , excluding the

reſt, by looking through a ſmall pin-hole

in a card. Moving this pin-hole over the

various parts of the pupil, we can ſee the

object, firſt by the rays that paſs above

the centre of the eye, then by the central

rays, then by the rays that paſs below the

centre, and in like manner by the rays

that paſs on the right and left of the

centre. Thus, we view this object, ſuc

ceſſively, by rays that are central , and by

rays that are not central ; by rays that

have different directions, and are variouſ

ly inclined to each other, both when they

falt upon
the

corned , and when they fall

upon the retina ; but always, by rays which

fall upon the fame point of the retina .

And what is the event ? It is this, that the

object is ſeen in the ſame individual di

rection, whether ſeen by all theſe rays to

gether, or by any one parcel of them .

Experiment 2 . Let the object above

mentioned be now placed within the near

eſt limit of diftinct viſion, that is , for an

eye that is not near-ſighted, at the di

ftance of four or five inches. We know,

that in this caſe, the rays coming from

one point of the object, do not meet in

one point of the retina, but ſpread over a

ſmall
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ſmall circular ſpot of it ; the central rays

occupying the centre of this circle , the

rays that paſs above the centre occupying

the upper part of the circular ſpot, and

ſo of the reſt. And we know that the

object is in this caſe ſeen confuſed, every

point of it being ſeen , not in one, but in

various directions. To remedy this con

fuſion, we look at the object through the

pin -hole, and while we move the pin -hole

over the various parts of the pupil, the

object does not keep its place, but ſeems

to move in a contrary direction.

It is here to be obſerved, that when the

pin-hole is carried upwards over the pu

pil , the picture of the object is carried

upwards upon the retina, and the object at

the ſame time ſeems to move downwards,

ſo as to be always in the right line paſ

ſing from the picture through the centre

of the eye . It is likewiſe to be obſerved ,,

that the rays which form the upper and

the lower pictures upon the retina, do not

croſs each other as in ordinary viſion ;

yet ſtill the higher picture ſhews the ob

ject lower, and the lower picture ſhews

the object higher, in the ſame manner as

when the croſs each other. Whence

we may obſerve, by the way, that this

rays

phænomenon
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phænomenon of our ſeeing objects in a

poſition contrary to that of their pictures

upon the retina, does not depend upon the

croſſing of the rays, as Kepler and Des

Cartes conceived .

Experiment 3 . Other things remaining

as in the laſt experiment, make three pin

holes in a ſtraight line, fo near, that the

rays coming from the object through all

the holes , may enter the pupil at the ſame

time. In this caſe we have a very curious

phænomenon ; for the object is ſeen triple
with one eye. And if you make more

holes within the breadth of the pupil, you

will ſee as many objects as there are holes .

However, we ſhall ſuppoſe them only

three ; one on the right, one in the

middle, and one on the left ; in which

caſe you ſee three objects ſtanding in a

line from right to left .

It is here to be obſerved, that there are

three pictures on the retina ; that on the

left being formed by the rays which paſs

on the left of the eye's centre ; the middle

picture being formed by the central rays,

and the right-hand picture by the rays

which paſs on the right of the eye's centre .

It is farther to be obſerved, that the ob

ject which appears on the right, is not

S that
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that which is ſeen through the hole on the

right , but that which is ſeen through the

hole on the left ; and in like manner, the

left-hand object is ſeen through the hole

on the right, as is eaſily proved by cover

ing the holes ſucceſſively. So that, what

ever is the direction of the rays which

form the right-hand and left -hand pic

tures , ſtill the right-hand picture ſhows a

left -hand object, and the left-hand picture

ſhows a right-hand object.

Experiment 4. It is eaſy to ſee how the

two laſt experiments may be varied , by

placing the object beyond the fartheſt li

init of diſtinct viſion . In order to make

this experiment, I looked at a candle at

the diſtance of ten feet, and put the eye

of my ſpectacles behind the card , that

the rays from the fame point of the ob

ject might meet, and croſs each other, be

fore they reached the retina. In this caſe,

as in the former, the candle was ſeen triple

through the three pin -holes ; but the

candle on the right , was ſeen through the

hole on the right ; and, on the contrary ,

the left -hand candle was ſeen through the

hole on the left. In this experiment it is

evident from the principles of optics, that

the rays forming the ſeveral pictures on

the
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the retina, croſs each other a little before

they reach the retina ; and therefore the

left -hand picture is formed by the rays

which paſs through the hole on the right :

ſo that the poſition of the pictures is con

trary to that of the holes by which they

are formed ; and therefore is alſo contra

ry to that of their objects, as we have

found it to be in the former experiments.

Theſe experiments exhibit ſeveral un

common phænomena, that regard the ap

parent place, and the direction of viſible

objects from the eye ; phænomena that

ſeem to be moſt contrary to the common

rules of viſion . When we look at the

ſame time through three holes that are in

a right line, and at certain diſtances from

each other, we expect, that the objects

Teen through them ſhould really be, and

ſhould appear to be, at a diſtance from

each other : Yet, by the firſt experiment,

we may, through three ſuch holes, ſee the

fame object, and the ſame point of that

object ; and through all the three it ap

pears in the ſame individual place and di

rection .

When the rays of light come from the

object in right lines to the eye, without

any reflection, inflection, or refraction , we

S 2 expect,

4

1
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expect, that the object ſhould appear in its

real and proper direction from the eye ;

and ſo it commonly does : But in the ſe

cond, third, and fourth experiments, we

ſee the object in a direction which is not

its true and real direction from the eye,

although the rays come from the object

to the eye, without any inflection, re

flection , or refraction .

When both the object and the eye are

fixed without the leaſt motion, and the

medium unchanged, we expect, that the

object ſhould appear to reſt, and keep the

ſame place : Yet in the ſecond and fourth

experiments , when both the eye
and the

object are at reſt, and the medium un

changed, we make the object appear to

move upwards or downwards, or in any

direction we pleaſe.

When we look at the ſame time, and

with the ſame eye, through holes that

ſtand in a line from right to left, we ex

pect, that the object ſeen through the left

hand hole ſhould appear on the left, and

the object ſeen through the right-hand

hole, ſhould appear on the right: Yet in

the third experiment, we find the direct

contrary.

Although
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Although many inſtances occur in ſee

ing the ſame object double with two eyes,

we always expect, that it ſhould appear

ſingle when ſeen only by one eye : Yet

in the ſecond and fourth experiments, we

have inſtances wherein the ſame object

may appear double, triple, orquadruple

to one eye, without the help of a polyhe

dron or multiplying glaſs.

All theſe extraordinary phænomena,

regarding the direction of viſible objects

from the eye, as well as thoſe that are

common and ordinary, lead us to that

law of nature which I have mentioned,

and are the neceſſary conſequences of it.

And, as there is no probability that we

ſhall ever be able to give a reaſon why

pictures upon the retina make us fee ex

ternal objects, any more than pictures

upon
the cheek ; or, that

we Ihall ever be able to give a reaſon ,

why we ſee the object in the direction

of a line paſſing from its picture through

'the centre of the
eye,

rather than in any

other direction ; I am therefore apt to

look
upon this law as a primary law of

our conſtitution .

To prevent being miſunderſtood , I

beg the reader to obſerve, that I do not

the hand or upon

S 3 mean
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mean to affirm , that the picture upon

the retina will make us fee an object in

the direction mentioned, or in any di

rection, unleſs the optic nerve, and the

other more immediate inſtruments of

viſion, be found , and perform their func

tion . We know not well what is the

office of the optic nerve, nor in what

manner it performs that office ; but that

it hath ſome part in the faculty of ſee

ing, ſeems to be certain ; becauſe in an

amauroſis, which is believed to be a diſor

der of the optic nerve , the pictures on

the retina are clear and diſtinct, and yet

there is no viſion .

We know ſtill leſs of the uſe and func

tion of the choroid membrane ; but it

ſeems likewiſe to be neceſſary to viſion :

for it is well known, that pictures upon

that part of the retina where it is not

covered by the choroid, I mean at the

entrance of the optic nerve, produce no

vifion , any more than a picture upon the

hand. We acknowledge, therefore, that

the retina is not the laſt and moſt imme

diate inftrument of the mind in vifion .

There are other material organs , whoſe

operation is neceſſary to ſeeing, even af

ter the pictures upon the retina are form

ed,
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ed. If ever we come to know the ſtruc

ture and uſe of the choroid membrane,

the optic nerve, and the brain, and what

impreſſions are made upon them by

meansof the pictures on the retina, fome

more links of the chain
may be brought

within our view, and a more general law

of viſion diſcovered : but while we know

ſo little of the nature and office of theſe

more immediate inſtruments of viſion , it

ſeems to be impoſſible to trace its laws

beyond the pictures upon the retina.

Neither do I pretend to ſay , that there

may not be diſeaſes of the eye, or acci

dents, which may occaſion our ſeeing

objects in a direction ſomewhat different

froin that mentioned above. I ſhall beg

leave to mention one inſtance of this

kind that concerns myſelf.

In May 1761 , being occupied in ma

king an exact meridian, in order to ob

ſerve the tranſit of Venus , I rafhly di

rected to the ſun, by my right eye, the

croſs hairs of a ſmall teleſcope. I had

often done the like in my younger days

with impunity ; but I ſuffered by it at

laſt, which I mention as a warning to

others .

S 4 I
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I foon obſerved a remarkable dimneſs

in that eye ; and for many weeks, when

I was in the dark, or ſhut my eyes, there

appeared before the right eye a lucid fpot,

which trembled much like the image of

the ſun ſeen by reflection from water.

This appearance grew fainter, and leſs

frequent by degrees ; ſo that now there

are ſeldom any remains of it.remains of it . But ſome

other very ſenſible effects of this hurt

ſtill remain. For, firſt, The fight of the

right eye continues to be more dim than

that of the left . Secondly, The neareſt

limit of diftinct viſion is more remote in

the right eye than in the other ; although,

before the time mentioned, they were

equal in both theſe reſpects, as I had

found by many trials. But, thirdly, what

I chiefly intended to mention is , That

a ſtraight line , in ſome circumſtances, ap

pears to the right eye to have a curvature

in it. Thus, when I look upon a muſic

book, and, fhutting my left eye, direct

the right to a point of the middle line

of the five which compoſe the ſtaff

of muſic ; the middle line appears

dim indeed, at the point to which the

eye is directed, but ſtraight ; at the ſame

time the two lines above it, and the

two
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two below it, appear to be bent outwards,

and to be more diſtant from each ó

ther, and from the middle line, than at

other parts of the ſtaff, to which the eye

is not directed. Fourthly, Although I have

repeated this experiment times innume

rable , within theſe ſixteen months, I do

not find that cuſtom and experience takes

away
this

appearance of curvature in

ſtraight lines . Laſtly, This appearance

of curvature is perceptible when I look

with the right eye only, but not when I

look with both eyes ; yet I fee better

with both eyes together, than even with

the left eye alone.

I have related this fact minutely as it

is , without regard to any hypotheſis ;

becauſe I think fuch uncommon facts de

ſerve to be recorded. I ſhall leave it to

others to conjecture the cauſe of this ap

pearance. To me it ſeems moſt probable,

that a ſmall of the retina towards the

centre is ſhrunk, and that thereby the

contiguous parts are drawn nearer to the

centre, and to one another, than they were

before ; and that objects whoſe images

fall on theſe parts , appear at that diſtance

from each other which correſponds, not

to the interval of the parts in their pre

part

ſent
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fent preternatural contraction, but to

their interval in their natural and found

ſtate .

S E C T. XIII.

Of ſeeing obje &tsſingle with two eyes.

AN
Nother phænomenon of viſion which

deſerves attention,is ourſeeing aob

jects ſingle with two eyes. There are

two pictures of the object, one on each

retina ; and each picture by itſelf makes

us ſee an object in a certain direction

from the eye : yet both together common

ly make us ſee only one object. All the

accounts or ſolutions of this phænomenon

given by anatomiſts and philoſophers,

ſeem to be unſatisfactory. I ſhall paſs

over the opinions of Galen, of Gaſſendus,

of Baptiſta Porta, and of Rohault. The

reader may ſee theſe examined and refu

ted by Dr Porterfield. I ſhall examine

Dr Porterfield's own opinion, Biſhop Ber

keley's, and ſome others . But it will be

neceſſary firſt to aſcertain the facts ; for

if we miſtake the phænomena of ſingle

and double viſion, it is ten to one but this

miſtake will lead us wrong in aſſigning

the
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the cauſes. This likewiſe we ought care

fully to attend to, which is acknowledged

in theory by all who have any true judg

ment or juſt taſte in inquiries of this na

ture, but is very often overlooked in

practice, namely, That in the ſolution of

natural phænomena, all the length that

the human faculties can carry us, is only

this, that from particular phænomena, we

may, by induction, trace out general phæ

nomena, of which all the particular ones

are neceſſary conſequences. And when

we have arrived at the moſt general phæ

nomena we can reach, there we muſt ſtop.

If it is aſked, Why ſuch a body gravitates

towards the earth ? all the anſwer that

can be given is, Becauſe all bodies gra

vitate towards the earth . This is refol

ving a particular phænomenon into a ge

neral one . If it ſhould again be aſked ,

Why do all bodies gravitate towards the

earth ? we can give no other ſolution of

this phænomenon , but that all bodies

whatſoever gravitate towards each other.

This is reſolving a general phænomenon

into a more general one . If it ſhould be

aſked, Why all bodies gravitate to one an

other ? we cannot tell ; but if we could

tell , it could only be by reſolving this uni

verſal
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verſal gravitation of bodies into ſome o

ther phænomenon ſtill more general, and

of which the gravitation of all bodies is a

particular inſtance. The moſt general

phænomena we can reach, are what we

call laws of nature . So that the laws of

nature are nothing elſe but the moſt ge

neral facts relating to the operations of

nature, which include a great many par

ticular facts under them. And if in any

cafe we ſhould give the name of a law of

nature to a general phænomenon, which

human induſtry ſhall afterwards trace to

one more general , there is no great

done. The moſt general aſſumes the

name of a law of nature, when it is dif

covered ; and the leſs general is contain

ed and comprehended in it. Having pre

miſed theſe things , we proceed to conſider

the phænomena of ſingle and double vi

ſion , in order to diſcover ſome general

principle to which they all lead, and of

which they are the neceſſary conſequen

If we can diſcover any ſuch gene

ral principle, it muſt either be a law of

nature, or the neceſſary conſequence of

ſome law of nature ; and its authority

will be equal, whether it is the firſt or the

laſt.

harm

1

ces .

1. We

>
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1. We find, that when the eyes are

ſound and perfect, and the axes of both

directed to one point, an object placed in

that point is ſeen ſingle : and here we ob

ſerve, that in this caſe the two pictures

which ſhow the object ſingle, are in the

centres of the retina. When two pictures

of a ſmall object are formed upon points

of the retina, if they ſhow the object fingle,

we ſhall, for the ſake of perſpicuity , call

ſuch two points of the retina, correſponding

points ; and where the object is ſeen double,

we ſhall call the points of the retina on

which the pictures are formed, points that

do not correſpond. Now, in this firſt phæ

nomenon it is evident, that the two cen

tres of the retina are correſponding points .

2. Suppoſing the ſame things as in the

laſtphænomenon, other objects at the ſame

diſtance from the eyes as that to which

their axes are directed , do alſo appear

ſingle. Thus, if I direct my eyes to a

candle placed at the diſtance of ten feet ;

and , while I look at this candle, another

ſtands at the ſame diſtance from my eyes ,

within the field of viſion ; I can , while I

look at the firſt candle, attend to the ap

pearance which the ſecond makes to the

eye ; and I find that in this caſe it al

ways
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ways appears ſingle. It is here to be ob

ferved, that the pictures of the ſecond

candle do not fall upon the centres of the

retine , but they both fall upon the ſame

fide of the centres, that is, both to the

right, or both to the left, and both are

at the fame diſtance from the centres.

This might eaſily be demonſtrated from

the principles of optics. Hence it ap

pears, that in this ſecond phænomenon

of fingle viſion , the correſponding points

are points of the two retinæ , which are

fimilarly ſituate with reſpect to the two

centres, being both upon the fame ſide of

the centre, and at the ſame diſtance from

it. It appears likewiſe from this phænome

non, that every point in one retina cor

reſponds with that which is ſimilarly fi

tuate in the other.

3. Suppofing ſtill the ſame things, ob

jects which are much nearer to the eyes,

or much more diftant from them, than

that to which the two eyes are directed,

appear double. Thus , if the candle is

placed at the diſtance of ten feet, and I

hold my finger at arms-length between

my eyes and the candle ; when I look at

the candle, I ſee my finger double ; and

when I look at my finger, I ſee the candle

double: And the ſame thing happens

with

4
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with regard to all other objects at like

diſtances which fall within the ſphere of

vifion . In this phænomenon, it is evi

dent to thoſe who underſtand the princi

ples of optics, that the pictures of the ob

jects which are ſeen double, do not fall

upon points of the retinæ which are fimi

larly ſituate, but that the pictures of the

objects ſeen ſingle do fall upon points

ſimilarly ſituate . Whence we infer, that

as the points of the two retina , which are

fimilarly ſituate with regard to the cen

tres , do correſpond, ſo thoſe which are

diffimilarly ſituate do not correſpond.

4. It is to be obſerved, that although ,

in ſuch caſes as are mentioned in the laſt

phænomenon , we have been accuſtomed

from infancy to ſee objects double which

we know to be ſingle ; yet cuſtom , and

experience of the unity of the object,

never take away this appearance of du

plicity.

5 :
It
may however be remarked, that

the cuſtom of attending to viſible appear

ances has a conſiderable effect, and makes

the phænomenon of double viſion to be

more or leſs obferved and remembered .

Thus you may find a man that can fay

with a good conſcience, that he never

faw
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ſaw things double all his life ; yet this

very man, put in the ſituation above men

tioned, with his finger between him and

the candle, and deſired to attend to the

appearance of the object which he does

not look at, will, upon the firſt trial, ſee

the candle double, when he looks at his

finger ; and his finger double, when he

looks at the candle . Does he now ſee

otherwiſe than he ſaw before ? No, ſurely ;

but he now attends to what he never at

tended to before. The ſame double
ap

pearance of an object hath been a thou

fand times preſented to his eye before

now ; but he did not attend to it ; and ſofo .

it is as little an object of his reflec

tion and memory, as if it had never hap

pened.

When we look at an object, the cir

cumjacent objects may be ſeen at the

ſame time, although more obſcurely and

indiſtinctly : for the eye hath a conſider

able field of viſion, which it takes in at

once . But we attend only to the object

we look at. The other objects which

fall within the field of viſion , are not

attended to ; and therefore are as if they

were not ſeen . If any of them draws

our attention, it naturally draws the eyes

at
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at the ſame time : for in the common

courſe of life, the eyes always follow the

attention : or if at any time, in a revery ,

they are ſeparated from it, we hardly at

that time ſee what is directly before us.

Hence we may ſee the reaſon, why the

man we are ſpeaking of, thinks that he

never before ſaw an object double. When

he looks at any object, he ſees it ſingle,

and takes no notice of other viſible ob

jects at that time, whether they appear

ſingle or double. If anyof them draws

his attention, it draws his eyes at the

ſame time ; and as ſoon as the eyes are

turned towards it, it appears ſingle. But

in order to ſee things double, at leaſt in

order to have any reflection or remem

brance that he did ſo, it is neceſſary that

he ſhould look at one object, and at the

fame time attend to the faint appearance

of other objects which are within the

field of viſion , This is a practice which

perhaps he never uſed , nor attempted ;

and therefore he does not recollect that

ever he ſaw an object double. But when

he is put upon giving this attention, he

immediately ſees objects double in the

ſame manner, and with the very ſame

circumſtances, as they who have been

T accuſtomed ,

1
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accuſtomed , for the greateſt part of their

lives , to give this attention .

There are many phænomena of a fimi

lar nature, which fhéw , that the mind

may not attend to, and thereby, in ſome

fort, not perceive objects that ftrike the

ſenſes. I had occaſion to mention ſeves

ral inſtances of this in the ſecond chap

ter ; and I have been aſſured, by perſons

of the beſt ſkill in mufic, that in hearing

à tune upon the harpſichord , when they

give attention to the treble, they do not

hear the baſs ; and when they attend to the

baſs, they do not perceive the air of the

treble. Some perſons are ſo near-fighted,

that , in reading, they hold the book to one

eye, while the other is directed to other

objects. Such perſons acquire the habit

of attending in this caſe to the objects of

one eye, while they give no attention to

thoſe of the other.

6. It is obſervable, that in all caſes

wherein we ſee an object double , the two

appearances have à certain poſition with

regard to one another, and a certain ap

parent or angular diſtance. This appa

rent diſtance is greater or leſs in different

circumſtances ; but in the ſame circum

ſtances,
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ſtances, it is always the same, not only to

the ſame, but to different perſons.

Thus, in the experiment above menti

oned, if twenty different perſons, who ſee .

perfectly with both eyes , ſhall place their

finger and the candle at the diſtances a

bove expreſſed , and hold their heads up

right ; looking at the finger, they will

ſee two candles , one on the right, ano

ther on the left. That which is ſeen on

the right, is ſeen by the right eye , and that

which is ſeen on the left, by the left eye ;

and they will ſee them at the ſame appa

rent diſtance from each other. If again

they look at the candle, they will ſee two

fingers, one on the right, and the other

on the left ; and all will ſee them at the

ſame apparent diſtance ; the finger to

wards the left being ſeen by the right eye,

and the other by the left. If the head

is laid horizontally to one ſide, other cir

cumſtances remaining the ſame, one ap

pearance of the object ſeen double, will

be directly above the other. In a word,

vary the circumſtances as you pleaſe, and

the appearances are varied to all the

fpectators in one and the ſame manner.

7. Having made many experiments in

order to aſcertain the apparent diſtance

T2 of
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of the two appearances of an object ſeen

double, I have found that in all caſes

this apparent diſtance is proportioned to

the diſtance between the point of the re

tina , where the picture is made in one

eye, and the point which is ſituated ſimi

larly to that on which the picture is

made on the other eye. So that as the

apparent diſtance of two objects ſeen

with one eye , is proportioned to the arch

of the retina, which lies between their

pictures ; in like manner, when an object

is ſeen double with the two eyes , the ap

parent diſtance of the two appearances is

proportioned to the arch of either retina,

which lies between the picture in that re

tina, and the point correſponding to that

of the picture in the other retina .

8. As in certain circumſtances we in

variably ſee one object appear double, ſo

in others we as invariably ſee two objects

unite into one ; and , in appearance, loſe

their duplicity . This is evident in the

appearance of the binocular teleſcope.

And the ſame thing happens when any

two ſimilar tubes are applied to the two

eyes in a parallel direction ; for in this

caſe we ſee only one tube.
And if two

hillings are placed at the extremities of

the
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the two tubes, one exactly in the axis of

one eye, and the other in the axis of the

other eye, we ſhall ſee but one ſhilling.

If two pieces of coin, or other bodies, of

different colour, and of different figure,

be properly placed in the two axes of the

eyes , and at the extremities of the tubes ,

we ſhall ſee both the bodies in one and

the ſame place, each as it were ſpread over

the other, without hiding it ; and the co

lour will be that which is compounded of

the two colours .

9. From theſe phænomena, and from

all the trials I have been able to make, it

appears evidently, that in perfect human

eyes , the centres of the two retina cor

reſpond and harmonize with one another ;

and that every other point in one retina,

doth correſpond and harmonize with the

point which is ſimilarly ſituate in the

other ; in ſuch manner, that pictures fal

ling on the correſponding points of the

two retina , ſhew only one object, even

when there are really two : and pictures

falling upon points of the retina which do

not correſpond, ſhew us two viſibleappear

ances, although there be but one object.

So that pictures, upon correſponding

points of the two retina preſent the ſame

T 3 appearance
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appearance to the mind as if they had

both fallen upon the ſame point of one

retina ; and pictures upon points of the

two retina , which do not correſpond, pre

ſent to the mind the ſame apparent di

ſtance and poſition of two objects, as if

one of thoſe pictures was carried to the

point correſponding to it in the other re

tina. This relation and ſympathy be

tween correſponding points of the two

retinæ, I do not advance as an hypotheſis,

but as a general fact or phænomenon of

viſion . All the phænomena before men

tioned , of ſingle or double viſion , lead to

it, and are neceſſary conſequences of it .

It holds true invariably in all perfect hu

man eyes, as far as I am able to collect

from innumerable trials of various kinds

made upon my own eyes, made

by others at my deſire. Moſt of the hy

potheſes that have been contrived to re

ſolve the phænomena of fingle and double

viſion, ſuppoſe this general fact, while

their authors were not aware of it . Sir

Iſaac Newton , who was too judicious a

philoſopher, and too accurate an obferver,

to have offered even a conjecture which

did not tally with the facts that had fal

len under his obſervation , propoſes a

and
many

query

>
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query with reſpect to the cauſe of it,

Optics, quer. 15 . The judicious Dr Smith,

in his Optics, lib . i . § 137. hath confirmed

the truth of this general phænomenon

from his own experience, not only as to

the apparent unity of objects whoſe pic

tures fall upon the correſponding points

of the retina, but alſo as to the apparent

diſtance of the two appearances of the

ſame object when feen double.

This general phænomenon appears

therefore to be founded upon a very full

induction, which is all the evidence we

can have for a fact of this nature . Before

we make an end of this ſubject, it will be

proper to inquire, firſt, Whether thoſe

animals whoſe eyes have an adverſe pofi

tion in their heads , and look contrary

ways, have ſuch correſponding points in

their retinæ ? Secondly, What is the poſi

tion of the correſponding pointsin imper

fect human eyes, I mean in thoſe that

ſquint ? And, in the laſt place , Whether

this harmony of the correſponding points

in the retina , be natural and original , or

the effect of cuſtom ? And if it is origi

nal, Whether it can be accounted for by

any of the laws of nature already dif

covered ? or whether it is itſelf to be look

T 4 ed
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ed upon as a law of nature, and a part of

the human conftitution ?

SE C T. XIV.

vi

V

Ofthe laws of viſion in brute animals.

11

To

ITEM
2011
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and
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lute
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T is the intention of nature, in giving

eyes to animals, that they may perceive

the ſituation of viſible objects, or the di

rection in which they are placed : it is

probable, therefore, that , in ordinary

caſes, every animal, whether it has many

eyes or few , whether of one ſtructure or

of another, ſees objects ſingle, and in their

true and proper direction. And ſince

there is a prodigious variety in the ſtruc

ture , the motions, and the number of eyes

in different animals and inſects, it is pro

bable that the laws by which viſion is re

gulated, are not the ſame in all, but vari

ous, adapted to the eyes which nature

hath given them.

Mankind naturally turn their eyes al

ways the ſame way, ſo that the axes of

the two eyes meet in one point. They

naturally attend to, or look at that object

only which is placed in the point where

the axes meet. And whether the object

be

ipe

10

vini

tin

bu

pai

or

ey

dia

m
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be more or leſs diſtant, the configuration

of the eye is adapted to the diſtance of

the object, ſo as to form a diſtinct picture

of it.

When we uſe our eyes in this natural

way , the two pictures of the object we look

at, are formed upon the centres of the

two retina ; and the two pictures of any

contiguous object are formed upon the

points of the retina which are ſimilarly

ſituate with regard to the centres . There

fore, in order to our ſeeing objects ſingle,

and in their proper direction, with two

eyes,
it is ſufficient that we be ſo confti

tuted , that objects whoſe pictures are form

ed upon the centres of the two retina , or

upon points ſimilarly ſituate with regard

to theſe centres, ſhall be ſeen in the ſame

viſible place. And this is the conftitu

tion which nature hath actually given to

human eyes .

When we diſtort our eyes from their

parallel direction, which is an unnatural

motion, but may be learned by practice ;

or when we direct the axes of the two

eyes to one point, and at the ſame time

direct our attention to ſome viſible object

much nearer or much more diftant than

that point, which is alſo unnatural, yet

may
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may be learned ; in theſe caſes, and in

theſe only, we ſee one object double, or

two objects confounded in one. In theſe

caſes, the two pictures of the ſame object

are formed upon points oftheretinæ which

are not limilarly ſituate, and ſo the object

is ſeen double ; or the two pictures of

different objects are formed upon points

of the retine which are ſimilarly ſituate,

and ſo the two objects are ſeen confound

ed in one place.

Thus it appears, that the laws of viſion

in the human conſtitution are wiſely ad

aptedto the natural uſe of human eyes,

but not to that uſe of them which is un

natural. We ſee objects truly when we

uſe our eyes in the natural way ;
but have

falſe appearances preſented to us when

we uſe them in a way that is unnatural.

We may reaſonably think, that the caſe is

the ſame with other animals . But is.it

not unreaſonable to think , that thoſe ani

mals which naturally turn one eye to

wards one object, andanothereye towards

another object, muſt thereby have ſuch

falſe appearances preſented to them , as

we have when we do ſo againſt nature ?

Many animals have their eyes by na

ture placed adverſe and immoveable, the

1

axes
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axes of the two eyes being always direct

ed to oppofite points. Do objects paint

ed on the centres of the two retina ap

pear to ſuch animals as they do to hu

man eyes, in one , and the ſame viſible

place ? I think it is highly probable that

they do not ; and that they appear, as

they really are, in oppoſite places .

If we judge from analogy in this caſe,

it will lead us to think that there is a

certain correſpondence between points of

the two retinæ in ſuch animals, but of a

different kind from that which we have

found in human eyes . The centre of

one retina will correſpond with the centre

of the other, in fuch manner , that the

objects whoſe pictures are formed upon

theſe correſponding points , ſhall appear

not to be in the ſame place, as in human

eyes, but in oppoſite places . And in the

fame manner will the ſuperior part of

one retina correſpond with the inferior

part of the other, and the anterior part

of one with the poſterior part of the

other.

Some animals, by nature, turn their

eyes with equal facility, either the ſame

way, or different ways, as we turn our

hands and arms . Have ſuch animals cor

reſponding

1
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reſponding points in their retina, and

points which do not correſpond, as the

human' kind has ? I think it is probable

that they have not ; becauſe ſuch a con

ftitution in them could ſerve no other

purpoſe but to exhibit falſe appearances.

If we judge from analogy, it will lead

us to think, that as ſuch animals move

their eyes in a manner ſimilar to that in

which we move our arms, they have an

immediate and natural perception of the

direction they give to their eyes, as we

have of the direction we give to our

arms ; and perceive the ſituation of vi

ſible objects by their eyes , in a manner

ſimilar to that in which we perceive the

ſituation of tangible objects with our

hands .

We cannot teach brute animals to uſe

their eyes any
than in that

which nature hath taught them ; nor can

we teach them to communicate to us the

appearances which viſible objects make

to them, either in ordinary or in extraor

dinary caſes. We have not therefore the

ſame means of diſcovering the laws of vi

fion in them , as in our own kind , but

muſt ſatisfy ourſelves with probable con

jectures: and what we have ſaid upon

in other way

this
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this ſubject, is chiefly intended to fhew ,

that animals to which nature hath given

eyes differing in their number, in their

poſition, and in their natural motions,

may very probably be ſubjected to diffe

rent laws of viſion , adapted to the pecu

liarities of their organs of viſion .

S E C T. XV.

W

Squinting conſidered bypothetically.

HETHER there be correſponding

points in the retina , of thoſe who

have an involuntary ſquint ? and if there

are, whether they be ſituate in the ſame

manner as in thoſe who have no ſquint?

are not queſtions of mere curioſity. They

are of real importance to the phyſician

who attempts the cure of a ſquint, and

to the patient who ſubmits to the cure.

After ſo much has been ſaid of the ſtra

biſmus , or ſquint, both by medical and by

optical writers , one might expect to find

abundance of facts for determining theſe

queſtions. Yet I confeſs I have been dif

appointed in this expectation, after ta

king ſome pains both to make obſervati

ons
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ons, and to collect thoſe which have been

made by others .

Nor will this appear very ſtrange, if

we conſider that to make the obfervati

ons which are neceſſary for determining

theſe queſtions, knowledge of the prin

ciples of optics , and of the laws of viſion ,

muſt concur with opportunities rarely

to be met with .

Of thoſe who ſquint, the far greater

part have no diftinct viſion with one eye

When this is the caſe, it is impoſſible,

and indeed of no importance, to deter

mine the ſituation of the correſponding

points. When both eyes are good, they

commonly differ ſo much in their direc

tion, that the ſame object cannot be ſeen

by both at the ſame time ; and in this

caſe it will be very difficult to determine

the ſituation of the correſponding points ;

for ſuch perſons will probably attend on

ly to the objects of one eye, and the ob

jects of the other will be as little regard

ed as if they were not ſeen .

We have before obferved, that when

we look at a near object, and attend to

it, we do not perceive the double appear

ances of more diftant objects, even when

they are in the ſame direction, and are

preſented
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preſented to the eye at the ſame time . It

is probable that a ſquinting perfon, when

he attends tothe objects of one eye, will,

in like manner, have his attention totally

diverted from the objects of the other :

and that he will perceive them as little

as we perceive the double appearances of

objects when we uſe our eyes in the na

Such a perſon, therefore,

unleſs he is fo much a philoſopher as to

have acquired the habit of attending ve

ry accurately to the viſible appearances

of objects, and even of objects which he

does not look at, will not be able to give

any light to the queſtions now under

conſideration .

It is very probable that hares, rabbits ,

birds, and fiſhes, whoſe eyes are fixed in

an adverſe poſition , have the natural fa

culty of attending at the ſame time to

viſible objects placed in different, and e

ven in contrary directions ; becauſe, with

out this faculty, they could not have

thoſe advantages from the contrary di

rection of their eyes , which nature ſeems

to have intended. But it is not probable

that thoſe who ſquint have any ſuch na

tural faculty ; becauſe we find no ſuch

faculty in the reſt of the ſpecies. We

naturally
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naturally attend to objects placed in the

point where the axes of the two eyes

meet , and to them only. To give atten

tion to an object in a different direction

is unnatural, and not to be learned with

out pains and practice.

A very convincing proofof this may be

drawn from a fact now well known to phi

loſophers : when one eye is fhut, there is

a certain ſpace within the field of viſion,

where we can ſee nothing at all ; the

ſpace which is directly oppoſed to that

part of the bottom of the eye where the

optic nerve enters . This defect of ſight,

in one part of the eye, is common to all

human eyes , and hath been ſo from the

beginning of the world ; yet it was never

known, until the fagacity of the Abbe

Mariotte diſcovered it in the laſt centu

ry . And now when it is known, it can

not be perceived, but by means of fome

particular experiments, which require

care and attention to make them fuc

ceed.

What is the reaſon that fo remarkable

a defect of fight, common to all man

kind, was ſo long unknown, and is now

perceived with ſo much difficulty ? It is

ſurely this, That the defect is at ſome di

ſtance
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ſtance from the axis of the eye , and con

ſequently in a part of the field of viſion

to which we never attend naturally, and

to which we cannot attend at all, with

out the aid of ſome particular circum

ſtances.

From what we have ſaid, it appears ,

that, to determine the ſituation of the cor

reſponding points in the eyes of thoſe

who quint, is impoſſible, if they do not

fee diſtinctly with both eyes' ; and that it

will be very difficult, unleſs the two eyes

differ ſo little in their direction , that the

ſame object may be ſeen with both at the

ſame time. Such patients I apprehend

are rare ; at leaſt there are very few of

them with whom I have had the fortune

to meet : and therefore, for the aſſiſtance

of thoſe who may have happier opportu

nities , and inclination to make the pro

per uſe of them, we ſhall conſider the cafe

of ſquinting hypothetically , pointing out

the proper articles of inquiry, the obſer

vations that are wanted, and the conclu

ſions that may be drawn from them .

1. It ought to be inquired, Whether

the ſquinting perſon ſees equally well with

both eyes ? and, if there be a defect in

one, the nature and degree of that defect

U ought
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ought to be remarked. The experiments

by which this may be done, are ſo obvi

ous , that I need not mention them. But

I would adviſe the obſerver to make the

proper experiments, and not to rely upon

the teſtimony of the patient ; becauſe I

have found many inſtances, both of per

ſons that ſquinted , and others, who were

found, upon trial , to have a great defect

in the fight of one eye, although they

were never aware of it before. In all the

following articles , it is ſuppoſed that the

patient ſees with both eyes ſo well, as to

be able to read with either, when the

other is covered.

2. It ought to be inquired , Whether,

when one eye is covered, the other is

turned directly to the object ? This ought

to be tried in both eyes fucceflively. By

this obſervation, as a touch -ſtone, we may

try the hypotheſis concerning ſquinting,

invented by M. de la Hire, and adopted

by Boerhaave, and many others of the

medical faculty.

The hypotheſis is , That in one eye of

a ſquinting perſon , the greateſt ſenſibility

and the moſt distinct viſion is not , as in

other men , in the centre of the retina, but

upon one ſide of the centre ; and that he

turns
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turns the axis of this eye aſide from the

object, in order that the picture of the

object may fall upon the moſt ſenſible

part of the retina, and thereby give the

moſt diſtinct viſion . If this is the cauſe

of ſquinting, the ſquinting eye will be

turned aſide from the object, when the

other eye is covered, as well as when it is

not.

--

A trial ſo eaſy to be made, never was

made for more than forty years ; but the

hypotheſis was very generally received .

So prone are men to invent hypotheſes,

and ſo backward to examine them by

facts. At laſt Dr Jurin having made the

trial, found that perſons who ſquint, turn

the axis of the ſquinting eye directly to

the object, when the other eye is covered .

This fact is confirmed by Dr Porterfield ;

and I have found it verified in all the in

ſtances that have fallen under my obſer

vation .

3. It ought to be inquired, Whether

the axes of the two eyes follow one an

other, ſo as to have always the ſame

inclination, or make the ſame angle,

when the perſon looks to the right or to

the left, upward or downward , or ſtraight

forward. By this obſervation we may

judge,
U 2
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judge, whether a ſquint is owing to any

defect in the muſcles which move the eye ,

as ſome have ſuppoſed. In the following

articles we ſuppoſe that the inclination of

the axes of the eyes is found to be always

the ſame .

4. It ought to be inquired, Whether

the perſon that ſquints ſees an object

ſingle or double ?

If he ſees the object double ; and if the

two appearances have an angular diſtance

equal to the angle which the axes of his

eyes make with each other, it may be con

cluded that he hath correſponding points

in the retina of his eyes, and that they

have the ſame ſituation as in thoſe who

have no ſquint. If the two appearances

ſhould have an angular diſtance which is

always the ſaine, but manifeſtly greater

or leſs than the angle contained under

the optic axes, this would indicate corre

fponding points in the retina , whoſe fitua

tion is not the ſame as in thoſe who have

no ſquint ; but it is difficult to judge ac

curately of the angle which the optic axes

make.

A ſquint too ſmall to be perceived,

may occaſion double viſion of objects :

for if we ſpeak ſtrictly, every perſon

ſquints

>
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ſquints more or leſs, whoſe optic axes do

not meet exactly in the object which he

looks at . Thus, if a man can only bring

the axes of his eyes to be parallel, but

cannot make them converge in the leaſt,

he muſt have a ſmall ſquint in looking at

near objects, and will ſee them double,

while he ſees very diftant objects ſingle.

Again, if the optic axes always converge,

ſo as to meet eight or ten feet before the

face at fartheſt, ſuch a perſon will ſee near

objects ſingle ; but when he looks at very

diftant objects, he will ſquint a little, and

ſee them double.

An inſtance of this kind is related by

Aguilonius in his Optics ; who ſays, that

he had ſeen a young man to whom near

objects appeared fingle, but diſtant ob

jects appeared double.

Dr Briggs , in his Nova vifionis theoria,

having collected from authors ſeveral in

ſtances of double viſion, quotes this from

Aguilonius, as the moſt wonderful and

unaccountable of all, in ſo much that he

ſuſpects ſome impoſition on the part of

the young man : but to thoſe who under

ſtand the laws by which ſingle and double

viſion are regulated, it appears to be the

natural effect of a very ſmall ſquint .

DoubleU 3
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• Double viſion may always be owing to

a ſmall ſquint, when the two appearances

are ſeen at a ſmall angular diſtance, al

though no ſquint was obſerved : and I do

not remember any inſtances of double

viſion recorded by authors, wherein any

account is given of the angular diſtance

of the appearances .

In almoſt all the inſtances of double

viſion, there is reaſon to ſuſpect a ſquint

or diſtortion of the eyes, from the con

comitant circumſtances, which we find

to be one or other of the following, the

approach of death, or of a deliquium ,

exceſſive drinking, or other intempe

rance , violent headach , bliſtering the

head , ſmoaking tobacco , blows or wounds

in the head . In all theſe caſes, it is rea

ſonable to ſuſpect a diſtortion of the eyes,

either from ſpaſm , or paralyſis in the

muſcles that move them. But although

it be probable that there is always a ſquint

greater or leſs where there is double vi

fion ; yet it is certain that there is not

double viſion always where there is a

fquint. I know no inſtance of double

viſion that continued for life, or even for

a great number of years . We ſhall there

fore ſuppoſe, in the following articles ,

that
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that the fquinting perſon ſees objects

ſingle.

5. The next inquiry then ought to be,

Whether the object is ſeen with both eyes

at the ſame time, or only with the eye

whoſe axis is directed to it ? It hath been

taken for granted, by the writers upon

the ſtrabiſmus, before Dr Jurin , that thoſe

who ſquint, commonly ſee objects fingle

with both eyes at the ſame time , but I

know not one fact advanced by any writer

which proves it . Dr Jurin is of a con

trary opinion ; and as it is of conſequence ,

fo it is very eaſy to determine this point

in particular inſtances, by this obvious ex

periment. While the perſon that ſquints

looks ſteadily at an object, let the obfer

ver carefully remark the direction of both

his
eyes , and obſerve their motions ; and

let an opaque body be interpoſed between

the object and the two eyes ſucceſſively.

If the patient, notwithſtanding this inter

poſition, and without changing the direc

tion of his eyes, continues to ſee the ob

ject all the time, it may be concluded that

he ſaw it with both eyes at once .
But if

the interpoſition ofthe body between one

eye and the object, makes it diſappear,

then we may be certain , that it was ſeen

U 4 by
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by that eye only. In the two following

articles, we ſhall ſuppoſe the firſt to hap

pen, according to the common hypotheſis.

6. Upon this ſuppoſition, it ought to be

inquired, Whether the patient ſees an ob

ject double in thoſe circumſtances where

in it appears double to them who have no

ſquint ? Let him, for inſtance, place a

candle at the diſtance of ten feet ; and

holding his finger at arm's length between

him and the candle , let him obſerve, when

he looks at the candle, whether he ſees

his finger with both eyes, and whether he

ſees it ſingle or double ; and when he

looks at his finger, let him obſerve whe

ther he ſees the candle with both eyes ,

and whether ſingle or double.

By this obſervation , it may be deter

mined, whether to this patient, the phæ

nomena of double as well as of ſingle vi

fion are the ſame as to them who have no

ſquint. If they are not the ſame ; if he

ſees objects ſingle with two eyes, not only

in the caſes wherein they appear ſingle,

but in thoſe alſo wherein they appear

double to other men ; the concluſion to

be drawn from this ſuppoſition is , that

his ſingle viſion does not ariſe from cor

reſponding points in the retina of his eyes ;

and
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and that the laws of viſion are not the

fame in him as in the reſt of mankind.

7. If, on the other hand, he ſees ob

jects double in thoſe caſes wherein they

appear double to others , the concluſion

muſt be, that he hath correſponding points

in the retina of his eyes , but unnaturally

ſituate ; and their ſituation may be thus

determined.

When he looks at an object, having the

axis of one eye directed to it, and the axis

of the other turned aſide from it ; let us

fuppoſe a right line to paſs from the ob

ject through the centre of the diverging

eye. We ſhall, for the ſake of perſpicui

ty, call this right line the natural axis of the

eye : and it will make an angle with the

real axis, greater or leſs, according as his

ſquint is greater or leſs. We ſhall alſo

call that point of the retina in which the

natural axis cuts it , the natural centre of the

retina ; which will be more or leſs diſtant

from the real centre , according as the

ſquint is greater or leſs.

Having premiſed theſe definitions, it

will be evident to thoſe who underſtand

the principles of optics , that in this per

fon the natural centre of one retina cor

reſponds with the real centre of the other,

1

in
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in the very fame manner as the two real

centres correſpond in perfect eyes ; and

that the points ſimilarly ſituate with re

gard to the real centre in one retina, and

the natural centre in the other, do like

wiſe correſpond, in the very fame man

ner as the points fimilarly fituate with re

gard to the two real centres correſpond

in perfect eyes .

If it is true , as has been commonly af

firmed, that one who ſquints fees an ob

ject with both eyes at the ſame time, and

yet ſees it ſingle, the ſquint will moſt pro

bably be ſuch as we have deſcribed in this

article. And we may further conclude,

that if a perſon affected with ſuch a ſquint

as we have ſuppoſed, could be brought to

the habit of looking ſtraight, his fight

would thereby be greatly hurt. For he

would then ſee every thing double which

he ſaw with both eyes at the ſame time ;

and objects diſtant from one another,

would appear to be confounded together.

His eyes are made for ſquinting, as much

as thoſe of other men are made for look

ing ſtraight ; and his fight would be no

leſs injured by looking ſtraight, than that

of another man by ſquinting. He can

never ſee perfectly when he does not

ſquint,
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fquint, unleſs the correſponding points of

his eyes ſhould by cuſtom change their

place ; but how ſmall the probability of

this is, will appear in the 17th ſection.

Thoſe of the medical faculty who at

tempt the cure of a ſquint, would do well

to conſider whether it is attended with

fuch ſymptoms as are above deſcribed .

If it is , the cure would be worſe than the

malady : for every one will readily ac

knowledge, that it is better to put up

with the deformity of a ſquint, than to

purchaſe the cure by the loſs of perfect

and diſtinct viſion .

8. We ſhall now return to Dr Jurin's

hypotheſis, and ſuppoſe, that our patient,

when he ſaw objects fingle notwithſtand

ing his ſquint, was found, upon trial, to

have ſeen them only with one eye.

We would adviſe ſuch a patient, to en

deavour, by repeated efforts, to leſſen his

ſquint, and to bring the axes of his eyes

nearer to a parallel direction . We have

naturally the power of making ſmall va

riations in the inclination of the optic

axes ; and this power may be greatly in

creaſed by exerciſe.

In the ordinary and natural uſe of our

eyes, we can direct their axes to a fixed

1

ftar ;
1.
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ſtar ; in this caſe they muſt be parallel :

we can direct them alſo to an object fix

inches diſtant from the eye ; and in this

caſe the axes muſt make an angle of fif

teen or twenty degrees . We ſee young

people in their frolics learn to ſquint, ma

king their eyes either converge or di

verge, when they will, to a very confider

able degree . Why ſhould it be more dif

ficult for a ſquinting perſon to learn to

look ſtraight when he pleaſes? If once,

by an effort of his will, he can but leſſen

his ſquint, frequent practice will make it

eaſy to leſſen it, and will daily increaſe

So that if he begins this

practice in youth, and perſeveres in it,

he may probably, after ſome time, learn

to direct both his eyes to one object.

When he hath acquired this power, it

will be no difficult matter to determine,

by proper obſervations, whether the cen

tres of the retina, and other points fimi

larly ſituate with regard to the centres ,

correſpond, as in other men.

9. Let us now ſuppoſe that he finds

this to be the caſe ; and that he ſees an

object ſingle with both eyes, when the

axes of both are directed to it . It will

then concern him to acquire the habit of

looking

his power.
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looking ſtraight, as he hath got
the

pow

er, becauſe he will thereby not only re

move a deformity, but improve his fight;

and I conceive this habit, like all others,

may be got by frequent exerciſe. He

may practiſe before a mirror when alone,

and in company he'ought to have thoſe

about him, who will obſerve and admo

niſh him when he ſquints .

10. What is ſuppoſed in the 9th article

is not merely imaginary ; it is really the

caſe of ſome ſquinting perſons, as will

appear in the next ſection . Therefore it

ought further to be inquired, How it

comes to paſs, that ſuch a perſon ſees an

object which he looks ' at , only with one

eye, when both are open ? In order to an

ſwer this queſtion, it may be obſerved,

firſt, Whether, when he looks at an ob

ject, the diverging eye is not drawn fo

cloſe to the noſe, that it can have no di

ſtinct images ? Or, fecondly, Whether the

pupil of the diverging eye is not covered

wholly, or in part, by the upper eye-lid ?

Dr Jurin obſerved inſtances of theſe caſes

in perſons that ſquinted , and aſſigns them

as cauſes of their ſeeing the object only

with one eye . Thirdly, it may be obſer

yed, Whether the diverging eye is not ſo

directed ,
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directed, that the picture of the object

falls
upon

that
part

of the retina where

the optic nerve enters, and where there

is no viſion ? This will probably happen

in a ſquint wherein the axes of the eyes

converge ſo as to meet about fix inches

before the noſe .

11. In the laſt place, it ought to be in

quired , Whether ſuch a perſon hath any

diftinct viſion at all with the diverging .

eye, at the time he is looking at an ob

ject with the other ?

It may ſeem very improbable, that he

ſhould be able to read with the diverging

eye when the other is covered, and yet,

when both are open, have no diſtinct vi

fion with it at all . But this perhaps will

not appear fo improbable, if the follow

ing conſiderations are duly attended to.

Let us ſuppoſe that one who ſaw per

fectly, gets , by a blow on the head, or

fome other accident, a permanent and

involuntary ſquint. According to the

laws of viſion , he will ſee objects double,

and will ſee objects diftant from one an

other, confounded together : but ſuch vi

fion being very diſagreeable, as well as

inconvenient, he will do every thing in

his power to remedy it . For alleviating

ſuch
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ſuch diſtreſſes, nature often teaches men

wonderful expedients , which the fagacity

of a philoſopher would be unable to dif

cover. Every accidental motion , every

direction or conformation of his eyes,

which leſſens the evil, will be agreeable ;

it will be repeated, until it be learned to

perfection , and become habitual, even

without thought or deſign. Now , in this

caſe , what diſturbs the fight of one eye ,

is the fight of the other ; and all the dif

agreeable appearances in viſion would

ceaſe, if the light of one eye was extinct :

The fight of one eye will become more

diſtinct and more agreeable, in the ſame

proportion as that of the other becomes

faint and indiftinct . It may therefore

be expected, that every habit will, by

degrees, be acquired, which tends to de

ſtroy diſtinct viſion in one eye, while it

is preſerved in the other. Theſe habits

will be greatly facilitated , if one eye was

at firſt better than the other ; for in that

caſe the beſt eye will always be directed

to the object which he intends to look at,

and every habit will be acquired which

tends to hinder his ſeeing it at all, or ſee

ing it diftinctly by the other at the ſame

time.

1

I
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I ſhall mention one or two habits that

may probably be acquired in ſuch a caſe ;

perhaps there are others which we can

not ſo eaſily conjecture. Firſt, By a

ſmall increaſe or diminution of his ſquint,

he may bring it to correſpond with one

or other of the caſes mentioned in the

laſt article . Secondly , The diverging

eye may be brought to ſuch a conforma

tion as to be extremely ſhort-ſighted , and

conſequently to have no diſtinct viſion of

objects at a diſtance. I knew this to be

the caſe of one perſon that ſquinted ;

but cannot ſay whether the ſhort- fighted

neſs of the diverging eye was original, or

acquired by habit.

We ſee, therefore , that one who

ſquints, and originally faw objects double

by reaſon of that ſquint, may acquire

ſuch habits , that when he looks at an ob

ject, he ſhall ſee it only with one eye :

nay, he may acquire ſuch habits , that

when he looks at an object with his beſt

eye, he ſhall have no diſtinct viſion with

the other at all . Whether this is really

the caſe, being unable to determine in

the inſtances that have fallen under my

obfervation , I ſhall leave to future in

quiry .

I
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I have endeavoured , in the foregoing

articles , to delineate ſuch a proceſs as is

proper in obſerving the phænomena of

ſquinting. I know well by experience,

that this proceſs appears more eaſy in

theory , than it will be found to be in

practice ; and that in order to carry it

on with ſucceſs, ſome qualifications of

mind are neceſſary in the patient, which

are not always to be met with . But if

thoſe who have proper opportunities, and

inclination , to obſerve ſuch phænomena,

attend duly to this proceſs, they may be

able to furniſh facts leſs vague and unin

ſtructive than thoſe we meet with , even

in authors of reputation. By ſuch facts,

vain theories may be exploded, and our

knowledge of the laws of nature, which

regard the nobleſt of our ſenſes, enlar

ged .

S E C T. XVI .

Facts relating to Squinting.

HA.
AVING conſidered the phænomena

of ſquinting hypothetically, and

their connection with correſponding

points in the retinæ ; I ſhall now men

X tion
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tion the facts I have had occaſion to ob

ferve myſelf, or have met with in authors ,

that can give any light to this ſubject.

Having examined above twenty per

fons that ſquinted, I found in all of them

a defect in the fight of one eye. Four

only had ſo much of diſtinct viſion in the

weak eye, as to be able to read with it,

when the other was covered . The reſt

ſaw nothing at all diſtinctly with one

eye.

Dr Porterfield ſays, that this is gene

rally the caſe of people that ſquint: and

I ſuſpect it is ſo more generally than is

commonly imagined . Dr Jurin, in a

very judicious diſſertation upon ſquint

ing, printed in Dr Smith's Optics, obſer

ves , that thoſe who fquint, and ſee with

both eyes, never ſee the ſame object with

both at the ſame time ; that when one

eye is directed ſtraight forward to an ob

ject, the other is drawn ſo cloſe to the

noſe, that the object cannot at all be ſeen

by it , the images being too oblique and

too indiſtinct to affect the eye. In ſome

ſquinting perſons, he obſerved the diver

ging eye drawn under the upper eye-lid

while the other was directed to the ob

ject. From theſe obſervations he con

cludes,
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cludes , that “ the eye is thus diſtorted ,,

not for the ſake of ſeeing better with

“ it, but rather to avoid ſeeing at all

“ with it as much as poſſible.” From all

the obſervations he had made, he was fa

tisfied that there is nothing peculiar in

the ſtructure of a ſquinting eye ; that the

fault is only in its wrong direction ; and

that this wrong direction is got by habit.

Therefore he propoſes that method of

cure which we have deſcribed in the 8th

and oth articles of the laſt ſection. He

tells us , that he had attempted a cure af:

ter this method , upon a youngGentleman ,

with promiſing hopes of ſucceſs ; but

was interrupted by his falling ill of the

ſmall- pox, of which he died .

It were to be wiſhed that Dr Jurin had

acquainted us , whether he ever brought

the young man to direct the axes of both

eyes to the ſame object, and whether, in

that caſe, he ſaw the object ſingle, and ſaw

itwith both eyes ; and that he had likewiſe

acquainted us, whether he ſaw objects

double wlien his ſquint was diminiſhed .

But as to theſe facts he is Glent .

I wiſhed long for an opportunity of

trying Dr Jurin's method of curing a

ſquint, without finding one ; having al

ways
X 2
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ways , upon examination , diſcovered fo

great a defect in the fight of one eye of

the patient as diſcouraged the attempt.

But I have lately found three young

Gentlemen , with whom I am hopeful

this method may have ſucceſs, if they

have patience and perſeverance in uſing

it . Two of them are brothers, and, be

fore I had acceſs to examine them, had

been practiſing this method by the direc

tion of their tutor, with ſuch ſucceſs, that

the elder looks ſtraight when he is upon

his guard : the younger can direct both

his eyes to one object ; but they ſoon re

turn to their uſual ſquint.

A third young Gentleman, who had

never heard of this method before, by a

few days practice, was able to direct both

his eyes to one object, but could not keep

them long in that direction. All the

three agree in this, that when both eyes

are directed to one object, they fee it and

the adjacent objects ſingle ; but when

they ſquint, they ſee objects fometimes

fingle and ſometimes double. I obſerved

of all the three , that when they ſquinted

moſt, that is , in the way they had been

accuſtomed to, the axes of their eyes con

verged ſo as to meet five or fix inches

before
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before the noſe. It is probable that in

this caſe the picture of the object in the

diverging eye, muſt fall upon
that part of

the retina where the optic nerve enters ;

and therefore the object could not be

ſeen by that eye .

All the three have ſome defect in the

ſight of one eye, which none of them knew

until I put them upon making trials ;

and when they ſquint, the beſt eye is al

ways directed to the object, and the weak

eye is that which diverges from it. But

when the beſt eye is covered, the weak

eye is turned directly to the object.

Whether this defect of fight in one eye,

be the effect of its having been long dif

uſed, as it muſt have been when they

ſquinted ; or whether ſome original de

fect in one eye might be the occaſion of

their ſquinting, time may diſcover. The

two brothers have found the fight of the

weak eye improved , by uſing to read with

it while the other is covered . The elder

can read an ordinary print with the weak

eye ; the other, as well as the third

Gentleman, can only read a large print

with the weak eye. I have met with one

other perſon only who ſquinted, and yet

could read a large print with the weak eye.

X 3 He
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He is a young man , whoſe eyes are both

tender and weak -ſighted, but the left

much weaker than the right. When he

looks at any object, he always directs the

right eye to it , and then the left is turn

ed towards the noſe ſo much , that it is

impoſſible for him to ſee the ſame object

with both eyes at the ſame time . When

the right eye is covered, he turns the left

directly to the object ; but he ſees it in

diſtinctly, and as if it had a miſt about

it .

I made ſeveral experiments , fome of

them in the company and with the aſlift

ance of an ingenious phyſician, in order

to diſcover, whether objects that were in

the axes of the two eyes , were ſeen in

one place confounded together, as in

thoſe who have no involuntary ſquint.

The object placed in the axis of the weak

eye was a lighted candle , at the diſtance

of eight or ten feet. Before the other

eye was placed a printed book, at ſuch a

diſtance as that he could read upon it.

He ſaid , that while he read upon the

þook , he ſaw the candle but very faintly.

And from what we could learn, theſe two

objects did not appear in one place, but

had
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had all that angular diſtance in appear

ance which they had in reality.

If this was really the caſe, the conclu

fion to be drawn from it is , that the cor

reſponding points in his eyes are not fi

tuate in the ſame manner as in other

men ; and that if he could be brought to

direct both eyes to one object, he would

ſee it double . But conſidering that the

young man had never been accuſtomed

to obſervations of this kind, and that the

ſight of one eye was ſo imperfect, I do not

pretend to draw this concluſion with cer

tainty from this ſingle inſtance.

All that can be inferred from theſe

facts is , that of four perſons who ſquint,

three appear to have nothing preternatu

ral in the ſtructure of their eyes . The

centres of their retina , and the points fi

milarly ſituate with regard to the centres ,

do certainly correſpond in the fame man

ner as in other men . So that if they can

be brought to the habit of directing their

eyes right to an object, they will not

only remove a deforinity, but improve

their fight. With regard to the fourth ,

the caſe is dubious , with ſome probabili

ty of a deviation from the uſual courſe

of nature in the ſituation of the corre

fponding points of his eyes .

of
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S E C T. XVII.

Ofthe effečt of cuſtom in ſeeing objects fingle.

I
T appears from the phænomena of

ſingle and double viſion, recited in

Sect. 13. that our ſeeing an object fingle

with two eyes, depends upon theſe two

things. Firſt, Upon that inutual corre

ſpondence of certain points of the retina

which we have often deſcribed . Second,

ly, Upon the two eyes being directed to

the object fo accurately, that the two ima

ges of it fall upon correſponding points.

Theſe two things muſt concur in order to

our ſeeing an object ſingle with two eyes ;

and as far as they depend upon cuſtom,

ſo far only can ſingle viſion depend upon

cuſtom ,

With regard to the ſecond, that is , the

accurate direction of both eyes to the ob

ject, I think it muſt be acknowledged

that this is only learned by cuſtom . Na

ture hath wiſely ordained the eyes to

move ' in ſuch manner, that their axes

ſhall always be nearly parallel ; but hath

left it in our power to vary their inclina

tion a little, according to the diſtance of

the
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the " object we look at . Without this

power, objects would appear ſingle at one

particular diſtance only ; and, at diftan

ces much leſs, or much greater, would

always appear double . The wiſdom of

nature is conſpicuous in giving us this

power, and no leſs conſpicuous in ma

king the extent of it exactly adequate to

the end .

The paralleliſm of the eyes , in general,

is therefore the work of nature ; but

that preciſe and accurate direction, which

muſt be varied according to the diſtance

of the object is the effect of cuſtom . The

power which nature hath left us of varying

the inclination of the optic axes a little, is

turned into a habit of giving them al

ways that inclination which is adapted to

the diſtance of the object.

But it
may be aſked, What gives riſe

to this habit ? The only anſwer that can

be given to this queſtion is , that ii is

found neceſſary to perfect and diſtinct

viſion . A man who hath loſt the fight

of one eye , very often loſes the habit of

directing it exactly to the object he looks

at, becauſe that habit is no longer of

uſe to him . And if he ſhould recover

the fight of his eye
he would recover this

habit, by finding it uſeful. NoNo part of

the
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the human conftitution is more admi

rable than that whereby we acquire ha

bits which are found uſeful, without any

deſign or intention . Children muſt ſee

imperfectly at firſt ; but, by uſing their

eyes, they learn to uſe them in the beſt

manner, and acquire without interding

it, the habits neceſſary for that purpoſe.

Every man becomes moſt expert in that

kind of vifion which is moſt uſeful to

him in his particular profeſſion and man

ner of life. A miniature painter, or an

engraver, fees very near objects better

than a ſailor ; but the ſailor fees very di

ftant objects much better than they. A per

ſon that is ſhort- fighted, in looking at di

ftant objects, gets the habit of contracting

the aperture of his eyes , by almoft cloſing

his eye-lids . Why ? For no other reaſon,

but becauſe this makes him ſee the ob

ject more diſtinct. In like manner, the

reaſon why every man acquires the habit

of directing both eyes accurately to the

object, muft be , becauſe thereby he ſees

it more perfectly and diſtinctly.

It remains to be conſidered, whether

that correſpondence between certain

points of the retina , which is likewiſe ne

ceſſary to ſingle viſion, be the effect of

cuftom ,

1
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cuſtom , or an original property of human

eyes.

A ſtrong argument for its being an ori

ginal property, may be drawn from the

habit juſt now mentionedof directing the

cyes accurately to an object. This habit

is got by our finding it neceſſary to per

fect and diſtinct viſion . But why is it

neceſſary ? For no other reaſon but this ,

becauſe thereby the two images of the

object falling upon correſponding points ,

the eyes afſift each other in viſion, and the

object is ſeen better by both together,

than it could be by one ; but when the

eyes are not accurately directed , the two

images of an object fall upon points that

do not correſpond, whereby the light of

one eye diſturbs the ſight of the other,

and the object is ſeen more indiftinctly

with both eyes than it would be with one .

Whence it is reaſonable to conclude, that

this correſpondence of certain points of

the retina , is prior to the habits we ac

quire in viſion , and conſequently is na

tural and original . We have all acquir

ed the habit of directing our eyes always

in a particular manner, which cauſes fin

gle viſion . Now , if nature hath ordain

ed that we ſhould have ſingle viſion only,

when
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when our eyes are thus directed , there is

an obvious reaſon why all mankind ſhould

agree in the habit of directing them in

this manner. But if ſingle viſion is the

effect of cuſtom , any other habit of di

recting the eyes would have anſwered the

purpoſe ; and no account can be given

why this particular habit ſhould be fo uni

verſal ; and it muſt appear very frange,

that no one inſtance hath been found of

a perſon who had acquired the habit of

ſeeing objects ſingle with both eyes , while

they were directed in any other manner.

The judicious Dr Smith, in his excel

lent ſyſtem of Optics, maintains the con

trary opinion, and offers ſome reaſonings

and facts in proof of it. HeHe agrees with

Biſhop Berkeley in attributing it entirely

to cuſtom , that we ſee objects ſingle with

two eyes, as well as that we ſee objects

erect by inverted images . Having conſi

dered Biſhop Berkeley's reaſonings in the

IIth ſection, we ſhall now beg leave to

make ſome remarks on what Dr Smith

hath ſaid upon this ſubject, with the re

fpect due to an author to whom the world

owes, not only many valuable diſcoveries

of his own, but thoſe of the brighteſt ma

thematical genius of this age, which , with

great
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great labour, he generouſly redeemed

from oblivion .

He obſerves, that the queſtion , Why we

ſee objects ſingle with two eyes ? is of the

ſame ſort with this , Why we hear founds

ſingle with two ears ? and that the ſame

anſwer muſt ſervé both. The inference

intended to be drawn from this obſerva

tion is, that as the ſecond of theſe phæno

mena is the effect of cuſtom , ſo likewiſe

is the firſt.

Now I humbly conceive that the queſ

tions are not ſo much of the ſame fort,

that the ſame anſwer muft ſerve for both ;

and moreover, that our hearing ſingle

with two ears , is not the effect of cuſtom .

Two or more viſible objects, although

perfectly ſimilar, and ſeen at the very

fame time, may be diſtinguiſhed by their

viſible places ; but two ſounds perfectly

fimilar, and heard at the ſame time, can

not be diſtinguiſhed ; for from the na

ture of ſound, the ſenſations they occaſion

muſt coaleſce into one , and loſe all diftinc

tion. If therefore it is aſked , Why we

hear ſounds ſingle with two ears ? I an

fwer, Not from cuſtom ; but becauſe two

founds which are perfectly like and ſyn

chronous, have nothing by which they can

be
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be diſtinguiſhed. But will this anſwer fit

the other queſtion ? I think not.

The object makes an appearance to each

eye, as the found makes an impreſſion up

on each ear ; ſo far the two fenſes agree.

But the viſible appearances may be diftin

guiſhed by place, when perfectly like in

other reſpects ; the ſounds cannot be thus

diſtinguiſhed ; and herein the two fenfes

differ . Indeed, if the two appearances

have the fame viſible place, they are, in

that caſe, as incapable of diſtinction as

the ſounds were, and we ſee the object

ſingle. But when they have not the ſame

viſible place, they are perfectly diſtinguiſh

able , and we ſee the object double. We

ſee the object ſingle only, when the eyes

are directed in one particular manner ;

while there are many other ways of di.

recting them within the ſphere of our

power, by which we ſee the object double.

Dr Smith juſtly attributes to cuſtom

that well -known fallacy in feeling, where

by a button preſſed with two oppoſite

fides of two contiguous fingers laid acroſs,

is felt double. I agree with him, that the

cauſe of this appearance is , that thoſe op

poſite ſides of the fingers have never been

uſed to feel the ſame object, but two dif

ferent
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ferent objects, at the ſame time. And I

beg leave to add, that as cuſtom produces

this phænomenon , ſo a contrary cuſtom

deſtroys it : for if a man frequently ac

cuſtoms himſelf to feel the button with

his fingers acroſs, it will at laſt be felt

ſingle ; as I have found by experience.

It may be taken for a general rule,

That things which are produced by cu

ſtom , may be undone or changed by dif

uſe, or by a contrary cuſtom . On the o

ther hand, it is a ſtrong argument, that an

effect is not owing to cuſtom , but to the

conftitution of nature, when a contrary

cuſtom , long continued, is found neither

to change nor weaken it . I take this to

be the beſt rule by which we can deter

mine the queſtion preſently under confi

deration. I ſhall therefore mention two

facts brought by Dr Smith, to prove that

the correſponding points of the retinæ

have been changed by cuſtom ; and then

I ſhall mention ſome facts tending to

prove , that there are correſponding points

of the retina of the eyes originally, and

that cuſtom produces no change in them .

“ One fact is related upon the authori

ty of Martin Folkes , Eſq; who was in

“ formed by Dr Hepburn of Lynn, that

" the
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" the Reverend Mr Foſter of Clinchwhar

ton , in that neighbourhood, having been

“ blind for fome years of a gutta ſerena,

was reſtored to fight by ſalivation : and

that upon his firſt beginning to ſee, all

objects appeared to him double ; but

afterwards the two appearancés ap

proaching by degrees , he came at laſt

to ſee ſingle , and as diſtinctly as he did

“ before he was blind. ”

Upon this caſe I obſerve, firſt, That it

does not prove any change of the corre

ſponding points of the eyes , unleſs we

ſuppoſe, what is not affirmed , that Mr

Foſter directed his eyes to the object at

firſt, when he ſaw double, with the ſame

accuracy, and in the ſame manner, that

he did afterwards when he ſaw ſingle.

2dly , If we ſhould ſuppoſe this, no account

can be given , why at firſt the two appear

ances ſhould be ſeen at one certain angu

lar diſtance rather than another ; or why

this angular diſtance ſhould gradually de

creaſe, until at laſt the appearances coin

cided. How could this effect be produ

ced by cuſtom ? But, thirdly, Every cir

cumſtance of this caſe may be accounted

for on the ſuppofition that Mr Foſter had

correlponding points in the retinæ of his

eyes

!
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eyes from the time he began to ſee, and

that cuſtom made no change with regard

to them. We need only further ſuppoſe,

what is common in ſuch caſes, that by

fome
years

blindneſs he had loſt the habit

of directing his eyes accurately to an ob

ject, and that he gradually recovered this

habit when he came to ſee .

The ſecond fact mentioned by Dr Smith,

is taken from Mr Cheſelden's anatomy ;

and is this, A gentleman who, from a

“ blow on the head, had one eye diſtorted ,

“ found every object appear double ; but

by degrees the moſt familiar ones be

came ſingle ; and in time all objects be

came ſo , without any amendment of the

« diſtortion .”

I obſerve here, that it is not ſaid that

the two appearances gradually approach

ed , and at laſt united , without any amend

ment of the diſtortion . This would in

deed have been a deciſive proofof a change

in the correſponding points of the retinæ ;

and yet of ſuch a change as could not be

accounted for from cuſtom . But this is

not ſaid ; and if it had been obſerved , a

circumſtance ſo remarkable would have

been' mentioned by Mr Cheſelden , as it

was in the other caſe by Dr Hepburn.

Y We

書
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We may therefore take it for granted ,

that one of the appearances vaniſhed by

degrees , without approaching to the o

ther. And this I conceive might happen

ſeveral ways . Firſt, The fight of the di

ſtorted eye might gradually decay by the

hurt ; ſo the appearances preſented by

that eye would gradually vaniſh . Second

ly , A ſmall and unperceived change in the

manner of directing the eyes , might oc

cafion his not ſeeing the object with the

diſtorted eye, as appears from Sect. 15 .

Art. 10. Thirdly, By acquiring the ha

bit of directing one and the ſame

ways to the object, the faint and oblique

appearance, preſented by the other eye,

might be ſo little attended to when it be

came familiar, as not to be perceived ,

One of theſe cauſes, or more of them con

curring, might produce the effect men,

tioned, without any change of the cor

reſponding points of the eyes .

For theſe reaſons, the facts mentioned

by Dr Smith, although curious, ſeem not

to be deciſive .

The following facts ought to be put in

the oppoſite ſcale. Firſt, In the famous

caſe of the young gentleman couched by

Mr Chefelden , after having had cataracts

eye al

pn
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of age,age, it

on both eyes until he was thirteen years

appears, that he ſaw objects

fingle from the time he began to fee with

both eyes. "Mr Cheſelden's words are,

“ And now being lately couched of his

other
eye, he ſays, that objects, at firſt

appeared large to this eye , but not ſo

large as they did at firſt to the other ;

“ and looking upon the ſame object with

“ both eyes , he thought it looked about

“ twice as large as with the firſt couched

eye only, but not double, that we can

anywiſe diſcover.”

Secondly, The three young gentlemen

mentioned in the laſt ſection , who had

ſquinted, as far as I know, from infancy ;

as ſoon as they learned to direct both eyes

to an object, ſaw it ſingle. In theſe four

caſes, it appears evident, that the centres

of the retina correſponded originally, and

before cuſtom could produce any ſuch

effect : for Mr Cheſelden's young gentle

man had never been accuſtomed to ſee at

all before he was couched ; and the other

three had never been accuſtomed to dia

rect the
axes of both eyes to the object.

Thirdly, From the facts recited in Sect .

13
it

appears ,
That from the time we are

capable of obſerving the phänomena of

ſingle

1

Y 2
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ſingle and double viſion, cuſtom makes no

change in them.

I have amuſed myſelf with ſuch obſer

vations for more than thirty years ; and

in every caſe wherein I ſaw the object

double at firſt, I ſee it fo to this day, not

withſtanding the conſtant experience of

its being ſingle. In other caſes where I

know there are two objects, there appears

only one, after thouſands of experiments.

Let a man look at a familiar object

through a polyhedron or multiplying

glaſs every hour of his life, the number

of viſible appearances will be the ſame at

laſt as at firſt : nor does any number of

experiments , or length of time, make the

leaſt change .

Effects produced by habit, muft vary .

according as the acts by which the habit

is acquired are more or leſs frequent : but

the phænomena of ſingle and double vi

fion are ſo invariable and uniform in all

men , are ſo exactly regulated by mathe

matical rules , that I think we have good

reaſon to conclude , that they are not the

effect of cuſtom , but of fixed and immu

table laws of nature.

SECT,
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SECT. XVIII .

Of DrPorterfield's account of ſingleand double

viſion.

Bisware Bihor EL.Ex and DrSmith fem
ISHOP BERKELEY and Dr Smith feem

to attribute too much to cuſtom in

viſion, Dr Porterfield too little.

This ingenious writer thinks , that , by

an original law of our nature, antecedent

to cuſtom and experience, we perceive

viſible objects in their true place , not only

as to their direction, but likewiſe as to

their diſtance from the eye : and there

fore he accounts for our ſeeing objects fin

gle, with two eyes , in this manner. Ha

ving the faculty of perceiving the object

with each eye in its true place , we muſt

perceive it with both eyes in the ſame

place ; and conſequently muſt perceive it

ſingle.

He is aware , that this principle , although

it accounts for our ſeeing objects ſingle

with two eyes, yet does not at all account

for our ſeeing objects double : and where

as other writers on this ſubject take it to

be a ſufficient cauſe for double viſion that

we have two eyes, and only find it dif

ficultY 3
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ficult to aſſign a cauſe for ſingle viſión ;

on the contrary , Dr Porterfield's principle

throws all the difficulty on the other ſide.

Therefore, in order to account for the

phænomena of double viſion , he advances

another principle, without ſignifying whe

ther he conceives it to be an original law

of our nature, or the effect of cuſtom .

It is , That our natural perception of the

diſtance of objects from the eye, is not

extended to all the objects that fall with

in the field of viſion , but limited to that

which we directly look at ; and that the

circumjacent objects, whatever be their

real diſtance, are ſeen at the ſame diſtance

with the object we look at ; as if they

were all in the ſurface of a ſphere where

of the eye
is the centre .

Thus, ſingle viſion is accounted for by

our ſeeing the true diſtance of an object

which we look at ; and double viſion , by

a falſe appearance of diſtance in objects

which we do not directly look at.

We agree with this learned and ingeni.

ous author, that it is by a natural and ori

ginal principle that we ſee viſible objects

in a certain direction from the eye, and

honour him as the author of this diſco .

very : but we cannot aſſent to either of

thoſe
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thoſe principles by which he explains

ſingle and double viſion , for the following

reaſons.

1. Our having a natural and original

perception of the diſtance of objects from

the eye, appears contrary to a well-atteſt

ed fact : for the young gentleman couch

ed by : Mr Cheſelden, imagined at firſt,

that whatever he ſaw , touched his eye, as

what he felt touched his hand.

2. The perception we have of the di

ſtance of objects from the eye,
whether

it be from nature or cuſtom, is not ſo ac

curate and determinate as is neceſſary to

produce ſingle viſion . A miſtake of the

twentieth or thirtieth part of the diſtance ,

of a ſmall object, ſuch as a pin, ought, ac

cording to Dr Porterfield's hypotheſis , to

make it appear double . Very few can

judge of the diſtance of a viſible object

with ſuch accuracy. Yet we never find

double viſion produced by miſtaking the

diſtance of the object. There are many

cafes in viſion , even with the naked eye,

wherein we miſtake the diſtance of an ob

ject by one half ormore : why do we ſee

ſuch objects ſingle ? When I move my

fpectacles from my eyes toward a ſmall

object, two or three feet diftant, the ob

ject

1

Y 4
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ject ſeems to approach, ſo as to be ſeen at

laſt at about half its real diſtance ; but it
;

is ſeen ſingle at that apparent diſtance, as

well as when we ſee it with the naked eye

at its real diſtance. And when we look

at an object with a binocular teleſcope,

properly fitted to the eyes, we ſee it fin

gle, while it appears fifteen or twenty

times nearer than it is . There are then

few caſes wherein the diſtance of an ob

ject from the eye is ſeen ſo accurately as

is neceſſary for ſingle vifion, upon this

hypotheſis : This ſeems to be a concluſive

argument againſt the account given of

ſingle viſion . We find likewiſe, that falſe

judgments or fallacious appearances of the

diſtance of an object, do not produce

double viſion . This ſeems to be a con

cluſive argument againſt the account given

of double viſion .

3. The perception we have of the linear

diſtance of objects, ſeems to be wholly the

effect of experience. This I think hath

been proved by Biſhop Berkeley and by

Dr Smith ; and when we come to point

out the means of judging of diſtance by .

fight, it will appear that they are all fur

niſhed by experience.

4. Sup
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4. Suppoſing that by a law of our na

ture, the diſtance of objects from the eye

were perceived moſt accurately, as well

as their direction , it will not follow that

we muſt ſee the object fingle. Let us con

lider what means ſuch a law of nature

would furniſh for reſolving the queſtion,

Whether the objects of the two eyes are

in one and the ſame place, and conſe

quently are not two, but one ?

Suppoſe then two right lines , one drawn

from the centre of one eye to its object,

the other drawn, in like manner, from the

centre of the other eye to its object. This

law of nature gives us the direction or

poſition of each of theſe right lines , and

the length of each ; and this is all that

it gives. Theſe are geometrical data, and

we may learn from geometry what is de

termined by their means. Is it then de

termined by theſe data, Whether the two

right lines terminate in one and the ſame

point, or not ? No truly. In order to de

termine this , we muſt have three other

data . We muſt know whether the two

right lines are in one plane : we muſt

know what angle they make, and we muſt

know the diſtance between the centres of

And when theſe things are

known, we muſt apply the rules of trigo

nometry,

the eyes .
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nometry, before we can reſolve the
que

ftion , Whether the objects of the two eyes

are in one and the ſame place ; and con

fequently whether they are two or one ?

5. That falſe appearance of diſtance

into which double viſion is reſolved , can

not be the effect of cuſtom ; for conſtant

experience contradicts it : Neither hath

it the features of a law of nature ; be

cauſe it does not anſwer any good pur

poſe, nor indeed any purpoſe at all butto

deceive us. But why ſhould we ſeek for

arguments, in a queſtion concerning

what appears to us, or does not appear ?

The queſtion is , At what diſtance do the

objects now in my eye appear ? Do they

all appear at one diſtance, as if placed in

the concave ſurface of a ſphere, the eye

being in the centre ? Every man furely

may know this with certainty ; and, if

he will but give attention to the teſtimo

eyes, needs not aſk a philofo

pher, how viſible objects appear to him.

Now , it is very true , that if I look up

a ſtar in the heavens, the other ſtars that

appear at the ſame time, do appear in

this manner : Yet this phænomenon does

not favour Dr Porterfield's hypotheſis ;

for the ſtars and heavenly bodies, do not

appear

ny of his

to
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Et appear at their true diſtances when we

look directly to them , any more than

when they are ſeen obliquely : and if

this phænomenon be an argument for Dr

Porterfield's ſecond principle, it muſt de

ſtroy the firſt.

The true cauſe of this phænomenon

will be given afterwards ; therefore ſet

ting it aſide for the preſent, let us put an

other caſe. I fit in my room, and direct

my eyes to the door, which appears to be

about ſixteen feet diſtant : at the ſame

time I ſee many other objects faintly

and obliquely ; the floor, floor -cloth , the

table which I write upon, papers, ftandiſh ,

candle, & c. Now , do , all theſe objects

appear at the ſame diſtance of fixteen

feet ? Upon the cloſeſt attention , I find

they do not.

S E C T. XIX.

Of Dr. Brigg's theory, and Sir Iſaac New

ton's conjecture on thisſubject.

I
Am afraid the reader, as well as the

writer, is already tired of the ſubject

of ſingle and double viſion . The multi

tude of theories advanced by authors of

great
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great name, and the multitude of facts,

obſerved without ſufficient ſkill in optics,

or related without attention to the moſt

material and deciſive circumſtances, have

equally contributed to perplex it.

In order to bring it to ſome iſſue, I

have, in the 13th ſection, given a more

full and regular deduction than had been

given heretofore, of the phænomena of

ſingle and double viſion , in thoſe whoſe

fight is perfect ; and have traced them

up to one general principle , which ap

pears to be a law of viſion in human eyes

that are perfect and in their natural

ftate .

In the 14th ſection I have made it ap

pear, that this law of viſion, although ex

cellently adapted to the fabric of human

eyes, cannot anſwer the purpoſes of viſi

on in ſome other animals ; and therefore,

very probably, is not common to all ani

mals . The purpoſe of the 15th and 16th

ſections is , to inquire, whether there be

any
deviation from this law of viſion in

thoſe who ſquint ? a queſtion which is of

real importance in the medical art, as

well as in the philoſophy of viſion ; but

which, after all that hath been obſerved

and written on the ſubject, ſeems not to be

ripe
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tripe for a determination , for want of pro

per obſervations. Thoſewho have had ikill

to make proper obſervations, have want

ed opportunities ; and thoſe who have

had opportunities, have wanted ſkill or

attention. I have therefore thought it

worth while to give a diſtinct account of

the obſervations neceſſary for the deter

mination of this queſtion, and what con

cluſions may
be drawn from the facts ob

ſerved. I have likewiſe collected, and

ſet in one view, the moſt concluſive facts

that have occurred in authors, or have

fallen under my own obſervation .

It muſt be confeſſed that theſe facts,

when applied to the queſtion in hand,

make a very poor figure ; and the Gentle

men of the medical faculty are called

upon, for the honour of their profeſſion ,

and for the benefit of mankind, to add to

them.

All the medical, and all the optical

writers , upon the ſtrabiſmus, that I have

met with , except Dr Jurin , either affirm ,

or take it for granted, that ſquinting per

ſons ſee the object with both eyes, and
yet

ſee it ſingle. Dr Jurin affirms, that

ſquinting perſons never ſee the object

with both eyes ; and that if they did,

they
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they would ſee it double . If the com

mon opinion be true, the cure of a ſquint

would be as pernicious to the ſight ofthe

patient, as the cauſing of a permanent

fquint would be to one who naturally

had no ſquint : and therefore no phyfici

an ought to attempt ſuch a cure ; no pa

tient ought to ſubmit to it . But if Dr

Jurin's opinion be true, moſt young

people that ſquint may cure themſelves,

by taking ſome pains ; and may not only

remove the deformity, but at the ſame

time improve their fight. If the common

opinion be true, the centres and other

points of the two retina in ſquinting per

fons do not correſpond as in other men,

and nature in them deviates from her

common rule. But if Dr Jurin's opinion

be true , there is reaſon to think, that the

fame general law of viſion which we

have found in perfect human eyes, ex

tends alſo to thoſe which ſquint.

It is impoſſible to determine, by reaſon

ing, which of theſe opinions is true ; or

whether one may not be found true in

fome patients , and the other in others .

Here, experience and obſervation are our

only guides ; and a deduction of inftan

çes, is the only rational argument. It

might
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might therefore have been expected, that

the patrons of the contrary opinions

ſhould have given inſtances, in ſupport of

them that are clear and indiſputable :

but I have not found one ſuch inſtance

on either ſide of the queſtion , in all

the authors I have met with. I have gi

ven three inſtances from my own obſer

vation, in confirmation of Dr Jurin's opi

nion, which admit of no doubt ; and one

which leans rather to the other opinion,

but is dubious. And here I muſt leave

the matter to further obſervation .

In the 17th ſection , I have endeavoured

to ſhew , that the correſpondence and

ſympathy of certain points of the two re

tina, into which we have reſolved all the

phænomena of ſingle and double viſion ,

is not, as Dr Smith conceived , the effect

of cuſtom , nor can be changed by cu

ſtom , but is a natural and original pro

perty of human eyes : and in the laſt ſec

tion , that it is not owing to an original

and natural perception of the true di

ſtance of objects from the eye, as Dr Por

terfield imagined . After this recapitula

tion, which is intended to relieve the at

tention of the reader, ſhall we enter into

more theories upon this ſubject ?

That
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That of Dr Briggs, firſt publiſhed in

Engliſh , in the Philoſophical Tranſacti

ons, afterwards in Latin, under the title

of Nova viſonis theoria , with a prefatory

epiſtle of Sir Iſaac Newton to the author,

amounts to this , That the fibres of the

optic nerves paſſing from correſponding

points of the retina to the thalami nervorum

opticorum , having the ſame length, the

ſame tenſion , and a fimilar ſituation, will

have the ſame tone ; and therefore their

vibrations, excited by the impreſſion of

the rays of light, will be like unifons in

muſic, and will preſent one and the fame

image to the mind : but the fibres paſſing

from parts of the retina which do not

correſpond, having different tenſions and

tones, will have diſcordant vibrations ;

and therefore preſent different images to

the mind .

I ſhall not enter upon a particular ex

amination of this theory. It is enough

to obſerve in general, that it is a ſyſtem

of conjectures concerning things of which

we are entirely ignorant ; and that all

fuch theories in philoſophy deſerve rather

to be laughed at, than to be ſeriouſly re

futed .

From
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From the firſt dawn of philoſophy to

this day, it hath been believed that the

optic nerves are intended to carry the

images of viſible objects from the bottom

of the eye to the mind ; and that the

nerves belonging to the organs of the ou

ther fenſes have a like office . But how

do we know this ? We conjecture it : and

taking this conjecture for a truth, we

confider how the nerves may beſt anſwer

this purpoſe. The ſyſtem of the nerves ,

for many ages , was taken to be a hydraulic

engine, conſiſting of a bundle of pipes

which carry to and fro a liquor called

animal ſpirits. About the time of Dr

Briggs, it was thought rather to be a

ftringed inſtrument, compoſed of vibra

ting chords, each of which had its pro

per tenſion and tone. But fome, with as

great probability, conceived it to be a

wind inſtrument, which played its part

by the vibrations of an elaſtic æther in

the nervous fibrils.

Theſe, I think, are all the engines into

which the nervous ſyſtem hath been

moulded by philoſophers, for conveying

the images of fenfible things from the or

gan to theſenſorium . And for all that we

know of the matter, every man may free

Z ly
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ly chuſe which he thinks fitteſt for the

purpoſe ; for, from fact and experiment,

no one of them can claim preference to

another. Indeed , they all ſeem ſo un

handy engines for carrying images, that

a man would be tempted to invent a new

one.

Since , therefore, a blind man may

gueſs as well in the dark as one that ſees,

I beg leave to offer another conjecture

touching the nervous ſyſtem , which I

hope will anſwer the purpoſe as well as

thoſe we have mentioned , and which re

commends itſelf by its fimplicity. Why

may not the optic nerves , for inſtance,

be made up of empty tubes , opening their

mouths wide enough to receive the rays

of light which form the image upon the

retina, and gently conveying them fafe,

and in their proper order, to the very

ſeat of the ſoul, until they flaſh in her

face ? It is eaſy for an ingenious philo

ſopher to fit the caliber of theſe empty

tubes to the diameter of the particles of

light, ſo as they ſhall receive no groſſer

kind of matter. And if theſe ſhould

be in danger of miſtaking their way , an

expedient may alſo be found to prevent

this . For it requires no more than to

rays

beſtow
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beſtow
upon the tubes of the nervous ſy

ſtem a periſtaltic motion , like that of the

alimentary tube .

It is a peculiar advantage of this hypo

thefis, that, although all philoſophers be

lieve that the ſpecies or images of things

are conveyed by the nerves to the ſoul,

yet none of their hypotheſes ſhew how

this may
be done . For how can the ima

ges of ſound, taſte, ſmell, colour, figure,

and all ſenſible qualities , be made out of

the vibrations of muſical chords, or the

undulations of animal ſpirits, or of x

ther ? We ought not to ſuppoſe means in

adequate to the end . Is it not as philo

ſophical , and more intelligible , to con

ceive, that as the ſtomach receives its

food, ſo the ſoul receives her images by a

kind of nervous deglutition ? I might

add, that we need only continue this pe

riſtaltic motion of the nervous tubes from

the fenforium to the extremities of the

nerves that ſerve ' the muſcles, in order

to account for muſcular motion .

Thus nature will be conſonant to her

ſelf ; and as ſenſation will be the con

veyance of the ideal aliment to the mind,

ſo muſcular motion will be the expulſion

of the recrementitious part of it . For

Z 2 who
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who can deny, that the images of things

conveyed by ſenſation, ‘ may, after due

concoction , become fit to be thrown off

by muſcular motion ? I only give hints of

theſe things to the ingenious , hoping that

in time this hypotheſis may be wrought

up into a ſyſtem as truly philoſophical, as

that of animal ſpirits, or the vibration of

nervous fibres.

To be ſerious : In the operations of

nature, I hold the theories of a philoſo

pher, which are unſupported by fact, in

the ſame eſtimation with the dreams of a

man aſleep, or the ravings of a madman.

We laugh at the Indian philofopher, who,

to account for the ſupport of the earth,

contrived the hypotheſis of a hugé ele

phant, and to ſupport the elephant, à

huge tortoiſe. If we will candidly con

feſs the truth, we know as little of the

operation of the nerves , as he did of the

manner in which the earth is fupported ;

and our hypotheſes about animal ſpirits,

or about the tenſion and vibrations of the

nerves, are as like to be true, as his about

the ſupport of the earth. His elephant

was a hypotheſis, and our hypotheſes are

elephants. Every theory in philoſophy,

which is built on pure conjecture, is an

elephant ;
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elephant ; and every theory that is ſup

ported partly by fact, and partly by con

jecture, is like Nebuchadnezzar's image,

whoſe feet were partly of iron , and partly

of clay.

The great Newton firſt gave an exam

ple to philoſophers, which always ought

to be, but rarely hath been followed, by

diftinguiſhing his conjectures from his

concluſions, and putting the former by

themſelves, in the modeſt form of queries .

This is fair and legal ; but all other phi

loſophical traffick in conjecture, ought

to be held contraband and illicit . In

deed his conjectures have commonly more

foundation in fact, and more veriſimili

tude, than the dogmatical theories of moſt

other philoſophers ; and therefore we

ought not to omit that which he hath

offered concerning the cauſe of our fee

ing objects ſingle with two eyes , in the

15th query annexed to his Optics.

“ Are not the ſpecies of objects ſeen

“ with both eyes , united where the optic

nerves meet before they come into the

brain, the fibres on the right ſide of

“ both nerves uniting there, and after

“ union going thence into the brain in

" the nerve which is on the right ſide of

7. 3 " the
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" the head, and the fibres on the left ſide

" of both nerves uniting in the ſame

place , and after union going into the

" brain in the nerve which is on the left

“ ſide of the head , and theſe two nerves

“ meeting in the brain in ſuch a manner
“ that their fibres make but one entire

ſpecies or picture, half of which on the

right ſide of the ſenſorium comes from

“ the right ſide of both eyes through the

right ſide of both optic nerves , to the

place where the nerves meet, and from

" thence on the right ſide of the head in

" to the brain , and the other half on the

“ left ſide of the fenforium comes, in like

manner, from the left ſide of both eyes ?

“ For the optic nerves of ſuch animals

“ as look the ſame way with both eyes

(as men , dogs , ſheep, oxen , & c.) meet

“ before they come into the brain ; but the

optic nerves of ſuch animals as do not

“ look the ſame way with both eyes , (as

“ of fiſhes and of the chameleon) do not

meet, if I am rightly informed.”

I beg leave to diſtinguiſh this query
in

to two , which are of very different na

tures ; one being purely anatomical, the

other relating to the carrying ſpecies

1

Or
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or pictures of viſible objects to the ſen

forium .

The firſt queſtion is, Whether the fibres

coming from correſponding points of the

two retina , do not unite at the place

where the optic nerves meet, and con

tinue united from thence to the brain
;

ſo that the right optic nerve, after the

meeting of the two nerves, is compoſed

of the fibres coming from the right ſide

of both retina, and the left, of the fibres

coming from the left ſide of both re

tina ?

This is undoubtedly a curious and ra

tional queſtion ; becauſe if we could find

ground from anatomy to anſwer it in the

affirmative, it would lead us a ſtep for

ward in diſcovering the cauſe of the cor

reſpondence and ſympathy which there

is between certain points of the two re

tinæ . For although we know not what

is the particular function of the optic

nerves , yet it is probable that ſome im

preſſion made upon them, and commu

nicated along their fibres, is neceſſary to

viſion : And whatever be the nature of

this impreſſion , if two fibres are united

into one, an impreſſion made upon one

of them , or upon both, may probably

produce

1

24
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produce the ſame effect. Anatomifts

think it a ſufficient account of a ſympa

thy between two parts of the body , when

they are ſerved by branches of the ſame

nerve : we ſhould therefore look upon

it as an important diſcovery in anatomy,

if it were found that the ſame nerve fent

branches to the correſponding points of

the retina .

But hath
any ſuch diſcovery been made?

No, not ſo much as in one ſubject, as far

as I can learn . But in ſeveral ſubjects,

the contrary ſeems to have been diſcover

ed. Dr Porterfield hath given us two

caſes at length from Veſalius, and one

from Cæſalpinus, wherein the optic nerves,

after touching one another as uſual, ap

peared to be reflected back to the fame

fide whence they came , without any mix

ture of their fibres . Each of theſe per

fons had loſt an eye ſome time before his

death , and the optic nerve belonging to

that eye was ſhrunk, ſo that it could be

diſtinguiſhed from the other at the place

where they met. Another caſe which

the ſame author gives from Veſalius, is

ſtill more remarkable ; for in it the

optic nerves did not touch at all ; and

yet, upon inquiry, thoſe who were moſt

familiar
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it is un

familiarwith the perſon in his lifetime,

declared that he never complained of any

defect of ſight, or of his ſeeing objects

double . Diemerbroeck tells us, that

Aquapendens and Valverda likewiſe af

firm , that they have met with ſubjects

wherein the optic nerves did not touch .

Asthefe obſervations were made before

Sir Iſaac Newton put this query,

certain whetherhe was ignorant of them,

or whether he ſuſpected ſome inaccuracy

in them, and deſired that the matter might

be more carefully examined. But from

the following paſſage of the moſt accurate

Winſlow , it does not appear, that later ob

ſervations have been more favourable to

his conjecture. “ The union of theſe

[ optic] nerves , by the ſmall curvatures

oftheir cornua , is difficult to be un

“ folded in human bodies . This union

is commonly found to be very cloſe ,,

but in ſome ſubjects it ſeems to be no

more than a ſtrong adheſion, in others

to be partly made by an interſection or

croſſing of fibres. They have been

“ found quite ſeparate ; and in other ſub

“jects , one of them has been found to be

very much altered both in ſize and co

is very

$ 6

“ lour
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“ lour through its whole paſſage, the o

“ ther remaining in its natural ſtate .”

When we conſider this conjecture of

Sir Iſaac Newton by itſelf, it appears more

ingenious , and to have more veriſimilitude,

than any thing that has been offered up

on the ſubject ; and we admire the cau

tion and modeſty of the author, in pro

poſing it only as a ſubject of inquiry : but

when we compare it with the obſervations

of anatomiſts which contradict it, we are

naturally led to this reflection, That if

we truſt to the conjectures of men of the

greateſt genius in the operations of nature ,

we have only the chance of going wrong

in an ingenious manner.

The ſecond part of the query is, Whe

ther the two ſpecies of objects from the

two eyes are not, at the place where the

optic nerves meet; united into one ſpecies

or picture, half of which is carried thence

to the ſenſorium in the right optic nerve,

and the other half in the left ? and whe

ther theſe two halves are not ſo put toge

ther again at thefenforium , as to make one

ſpecies or picture ?

Here it ſeems natural to put the
pre

vious queſtion, What reaſon have we to

believe,
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believe, that pictures of objects are at all

carried to thefenforium , either by the optic

nerves, or by any other' nerves ? Is it not

poſſible, that this great philoſopher, as well

as many of a lower form , having been led

into this opinion at firſt by education ,

may have continued in it, becauſe he ne

ver thought of calling it in queſtion ? I

confeſs this was my own caſe for a confi

derable part of my life. But ſince I was

led by accident to think ſeriouſly what

reaſon I had to believe it, I could find

none'at all. It ſeems to be'a mere hypo

theſis, as much as the Indian philoſopher's

elephant. I am not conſcious of any pic

tures of external objects in my fenforium ,

any more than in my ſtomach : the things

which I perceive by my ſenſes, appear to

be external, and not in any part of the

brain ; and
my ſenſations, properly ſo cal

led , have no reſemblance of external ob

jects.

The concluſion from all that hath been

ſaid , in no leſs than ſeven ſections, upon

our ſeeing objects ſingle with two eyes ,

is this, That, by an original property of

human eyes, objects painted upon the

centres of the two retina , or upon points

fimilarly ſituate with regard to the cen

tres ,
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tres, appear in the ſame viſible place ;

that the moſt plauſible attempts to account

for this property of the eyes, have been

unſucceſsful ; and, therefore, thatitmuſt

be either a primary law of our conſtitu

tion, or the confequence of ſome more

general law which is not yet diſcovered.

We have now finiſhed what we intend

ed to ſay, both of the viſible appearances

of things to the eye, and of the laws of

our conſtitution by which thoſe appear

ances are exhibited. But it was obſerved ,

in the beginning ofthis chapter, that the

viſible appearances of objects ſerve only

as ſigns of their diſtance, magnitude,

figure, and other tangible qualities. The

viſible appearance is that which is pre

fented to the mind by nature , according

to thofe laws of our conſtitution which

have been explained. But the thing figni

fied by that appearance, is that which is

prefented to the mind by cuſtom .

When one ſpeaks to us in a language

that is familiar, we hear certain ſounds,

and this is all the effect that his diſcourſe

has upon us by nature : but by cuſtom we

underſtand the meaning of theſe ſounds;

and therefore we fix our attention , not

upon the ſounds, but upon the things fig

nified
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nified by them . In like manner, we fee

only the viſible appearance of objects by

nature ; but we learn by cuſtom to inter

pret
theſe appearances, and to underſtand

their meaning. And when this viſual

language is learned, and becomes familiar,

we attend only to the things ſignified ;

and cannot, without great difficulty, at

tend to the ſigns by which they are pre

ſented. The mind paſſes from one to the

other ſo rapidly, and fo familiarly, that no

trace of the ſign is left in the memory,

and we feem immediately , and without

the intervention of any fign, to perceive

the thing ſignified.

When I look at the apple-tree which

ſtands before my window, I perceive, at

the firſt glance, its diſtance and magni

tude, the roughneſs of its trunk, the dif

poſition of its branches , the figure of its

leaves and fruit. I ſeem to perceive all

theſe things immediately. The viſible ap

pearance which preſented them all to the

mind, has entirely eſcaped me ; I cannot,

without great difficulty , and painful ab

ſtraction , attend to it , even when it ſtands

before me. Yet it is certain that this vi

ſible appearance only, is preſented to my

eye by nature, and that I learned by cu

ftom
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ſtom to collect all the reſt from it. If I

had never ſeen before now, I ſhould not

perceive either the diſtance or tangible

of the tree, and it would have re

quired the practice of ſeeing for many

months , to change that original percep

tion which nature gave me by my eyes,

into that which I now have by cuſtom .

The objects which we ſee naturally and

originally, as hath been before obſerved,

have length and breadth, but no thick

neſs, nor diſtance from theeye. Cuſtom ,

by a kind of legerdemain , withdraws gra

dually theſe original and proper objects

of fight, and ſubſtitutes in their place ob

jects oftouch, which have length, breadth,

and thickneſs, and a determinate diſtance

from the eye. By what means this change

is brought about, and what principles of

the human mind concur in it, we are next

to inquire .

S E C T. XX.

Ofperception in general.

SEI
ENSATION, and the perception of ex

ternal objects by the ſenſes, though

very different in their nature, have com

monly
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monly been conſidered as one and the

ſame thing. The purpoſes of common

life do not make it neceſſary to diſtinguiſh

them , and the received opinions of philo

ſophers tend rather to confound them :

but, without attending carefully to this

diſtinction , it is impoſſible to have any

juſt conception of the operations of our

ſenſes. The moſt ſimple operations of

the mind, admit not of a logical defini

tion : all we can do is to deſcribe them,

ſo as to lead thoſe who are conſcious of

them in themſelves, to attend to them,

and reflect upon them : and it is often

very difficult to deſcribe them ſo as to an

ſwer this intention.

The ſame mode of expreſſion is uſed to

denote ſenſation and perception ; and

therefore we are apt to look upon

things of the ſame nature. Thus, I feel a

pain ; I ſee a tree : the firſt denoteth a ſen

ſation, the laſt a perception . The gram

matical analyſis of both expreſſions is the

fame : for both conſiſt of an active verb

and an object. But, if we attend to the

things fignified by theſe expreſſions, we

ſhall find, that in the firſt, the diſtinction

between the act and the object is not real

but grammatical ; in the ſecond, the di

ſtinction

them as

1
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ſtinction is not only grammatical but

real.

The form of the expreſſion, I feelpain,

might ſeem to imply, that the feeling is

ſomething diſtinct from the pain felt ; yet

in reality, there is no diſtinction , As

thinking a thought is an expreſſion which

could ſignify no more than thinking, ſo

feeling a pain ſignifies no more thanbeing

pained. What we have ſaid of pain is ap

plicable to every other mere ſenſation. It

is difficult to give inſtances, very few of

our ſenſations having names ; and where

they have, the name being common to

the ſenſation , and to ſomething elſe which

is aſſociated with it . But when we at

tend to the ſenſation by itſelf, and fepa

rate it from other things which are con

joined with it in the imagination , it ap

pears to be ſomething which can have no

exiſtence but in a ſentient mind, no di- ,

ftinction from the act of the mind by

which it is felt.

Perception , as we here underſtand it ,

hath always an object diſtinct from the

act bywhich it is perceived ; an object

exiſt whether it be perceived

or not. I perceive a tree that grows be

fore mywindow ; there is here an object

which

$

which' may

1
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which is perceived , and an act of the

mind by which it is perceived ; and theſe

two are not only diſtinguiſhable, but they

are extremely unlike in their natures:

The object is made up of a trunk,

branches , and leaves ; but the act of the

mind by which it is perceived, hath nei

ther trunk, branches, nor leaves.
I am

conſcious of this act of my mind, and I

can reflect upon it ; but it is too ſimple

to admit of an analyſis, and I cannot find

proper words to deſcribe it. I find no

thing that reſembles it ſo much as the re

membrance of the tree, or the imagina

tion of it. Yet both theſe differ effen

tially from perception ; they differ like

wife one from another. It is in vain that

a philoſopher aſſures me, that the imagi

nation of the tree, the remembrance of it,

and the perception of it, are all one, and

differ'only in degree of vivacity . I know

the contrary ; for I am as well acquaint

ed with all the three, as I am with the

apartments of my own houſe. I know

this alſo , that the perception of an object

implies both aconception of its form , and

a belief of its preſent exiſtence. I know

moreover, that this belief is not the ef

fect of argumentation and reaſoning ; it

Aa is
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is the immediate effect of my conftitu

tion .

I am aware, that this belief which I

have in perception, ſtands expoſed to the

ſtrongeſt batteries of ſcepticiſm . But

they make no great impreſſion upon it.

The ſceptic aſks me, Why do you
believe

the exiſtence of the external object which

you perceive ? This belief, Sir, is none of

my manufacture ; it came from the mint

of Nature ; it bears her image and ſuper

ſcription ; and, if it is not right , the fault

is not mine : I even took it upon truſt,

and without ſuſpicion. Reaſon , ſays the

ſceptic, is the only judge of truth, and

you ought to throw off every opinion and

every belief that is not grounded on rea

ſon . Why, Sir, ſhould I believe the fa

culty of reaſon more than that of percep

tion ; they came both out of the ſame

ſhop, and were made by the ſame artiſt ;

and if he puts one piece of falſe ware in

to my hands , what ſhould hinder him from

putting another ?

Perhaps the ſceptic will agree to dif

truſt reaſon , rather than give any credit

to perception. For, ſays he, ſince, by

your own conceſſion , the object which

you perceive, and that act of your mind,

by

1
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by which you perceive it, are quite diffe

rent things, the one may exiſt without the

other ; and as the object may exiſt with

out being perceived, ſo the perception

may exiſt without an object. There is

nothing ſo ſhameful in a philoſopher as

to be deceived and deluded ; and there

fore you ought to reſolve firmly to with

hold aſſent, and to throw off this belief

of external objects, which may be all de

luſion . For my part, I will never at

tempt to throw it off ; and although the

fober part of mankind will not be very

anxious to know my reaſons, yet if they

can be of uſe to any ſceptic, they are

theſe.

Firſt, Becauſe it is not in my power :

why then ſhould I make a vain attempt ?

It would be agreeable to fly to the moon ,

and to make a viſit to Jupiter and Saturn ;

but when I know that Nature ha's bound

me down by the law of gravitation to this

planet which I inhabit, I reſt contented,

and quietly ſuffer myſelf to be carried

along in its orbit . My belief is carried

along by perception , as irreſiſtibly as my

body by the earth . And the greateſt

ſceptic will find himſelf to be in the ſame

condition. He may ſtruggle hard to dif

believeA a 2

A

1
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believe the inforinations of his fenfes, as

a man does to ſwim againſt a torrent ;

but ah . ! it is in vain . It is in vain that

he ſtrains every nerve, and wreſtle's with

nature, and with every object that ſtrikes

upon his fenfes. For after all, when his

ſtrength 'is ſpent in the fruitleſs attempt,

he will be carried down the torrent with

the common herd of believers.

Secondly, I think it would not be pru

dent to throw off this belief, if it were in

my power. If, Nature intended to de

ceive me, and impofe upon me by falſe

appearances, and I , by my great cunning

and profound logic, have diſcovered the

impofture ; prudence would dictate to me

in this caſe , even to put up this indignity

done me, as quietly as I could , and not to

call her an impoſtor' to her face, left ſhe

ſhould be even with me in another way.

For what do I gain by reſenting this in

júry ? You ought at leaſt not to believe

what ſheſays. This indeed ſeems reaſon

able, if the intends to impoſe upon me,

But what is the conſequence ? I reſolve

not to believe
my ſenſes.

noſe againſt a poſt that comes inmyway ;

I ftep into a dirty kennel ; and, after

twenty ſuch' wiſe and rational actions, I

am

I break my
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am taken up and clapt into a mad -houſe .

Now , I confeſs I would rathermake one

of the credulous fools whom Nature im

poſes.upon, than of thoſe wiſe and ration

al philoſophers who reſolve to with -hold

afſent at all this expence. If a man pre

tends to be a ſceptic with regard to the

informations of ſenſe, and yet prudently

keeps out of harm's way as other men do,

he muſt excuſemy fufpicion, that he ei

ther acts the hypocrite, or impoſes upon

himſelf. For if the ſcale of his belief

were ſo evenly poiſed, as to lean no more

to one ſide than to the contrary, it is im

poſſible that his actions could be direct

ed by any rules of common prudence.

Thirdly, Although the two reaſons al

ready mentioned are perhaps two more

than enough, I ſhall offer a third . I gave

implicit belief to the informations of Na

ture by my ſenſes, for a conſiderable part

ofmy life, before I had learned ſo much

logic as to be able to ſtart a doubt con

cerning them . And now, when I reflect

upon what is paft, I do not find that I

have been impoſed upon by this belief.

I find, that without it I muſt have periſh

ed by a thouſand accidents . I find, that

without it I ſhould have been no wiſer

Аа 3 now
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now than when I was born. I ſhould

not even have been able to acquire that

logic which ſuggeſts theſe ſceptical doubts

with regard to my ſenſes. Therefore, I

conſider this inftinctive belief as one of

the beſt gifts of Nature. I thank the

Author of my being who beſtowed it up

on me, before the eyes of my reaſon were

opened, and ſtill beſtows it upon me to

be my guide, where reaſon leaves me in

the dark. And now I yield to the direc

tion of my ſenſes, not from inſtinct only ,

but from confidence and truſt in a faith

ful and beneficent Monitor, grounded up

on the experience of his paternal care and

goodneſs.

In all this , I deal with the Author of

my being, no otherwiſe than I thought it

reaſonable to deal with my parents and

I believed by inſtinct whatever

they told me, long before I had the idea

of a lie, or thought of the poſſibility of

their deceiving me .
Afterwards, upon

reflection, I found they had acted like

fair and honeſt people who wiſhed me

well . I found , that if I had not believed

what they told me, before I could give a

reaſon of my belief, I had to this day

been little better than a changeling. And

although

tutors .
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although this natural credulity hath ſome

times occaſioned my being impoſed upon

by deceivers, yet it hath been of infinite

advantage to me upon the whole ; there

fore I conſider it as another good gift of

Nature. And I continue to give that cre

dit , from reflection, to thoſe of whoſe in

tegrity and veracity I have had experi

ence, which before I
gave

from inſtinct.

There is a much greater fimilitude

than is commonly imagined, between the

teſtimony of nature given by our ſenſes,

and the teſtimony of men given by lan

guage. The credit we give to both is at

firſt the effect of inſtinct only . When we

grow up, and begin to reaſon about them,

the credit given to human teſtimony, is

reſtrained, and weakened , by the experi

ence we have of deceit . But the credit

given to the teſtimony of our ſenſes, is

eſtabliſhed and confirmed by the unifor

mity and conſtancy of the laws of Nature.

Our perceptions are of two kinds :

ſome are natural and original , others ac

quired, and the fruit of experience. When

I perceive that this is the taſte of cyder,

that of brandy ; that this is the ſmell of

an apple, that of an orange ; that this is

the noiſe of thunder, that the ringing of

Аа 4 bells ;
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bells ; this the ſound of a coach paſſing,

that the voice of ſuch a friend ; theſe

ceptions, and others of the ſame kind, are

not original, they are acquired. But the

perception which I have by touch, of the

hardneſs and ſoftneſs of bodies, of their

extenſion, figure, and motion, is not ac

quired, it is original .

In all our ſenſes, the acquired percep

tions are many more than the original,

eſpecially in fight, By this fenfe we per

ceive originally the viſible figure and co

lour of bodies only, and their viſible place :

but we learn to perceive by the eye, al

moſt every thing which we can perceive

by touch . The original perceptions of

this ſenſe, ſerve only as figns to introduce

the acquired.

The ſigns by which objects are preſent

ed to us in perception, are the language

of Nature to man ; and as, in many re

ſpects, it hath great affinity with the lan

guage of man to man ;man to man ; ſo particularly in

this , that both are partly natural and ori

ginal, partly acquired by cuſtom . Qur

original or natural perceptions are analo

gous to the natural language ofman to

man , of which we took notice in the 4th

chapter ; and our acquired perceptions

are
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are analogous to artificial language, which,

in our mother tongue, is got very much

in the ſame manner with our acquired per

ceptions, as we ſhall afterwards more ful

ly explain.

Not only men, but children, idiots, and

brutes, acquire by habit manyperceptions

which they had not originally. Almoſt

every employment in life, hath percep

tions of this kind that are peculiar to it.

The ſhepherd knows every fheep of his

flock, as we do our acquaintance, andcan

pick them out of another flock one by

one. The butcher knows by fight the

weight and quality of his beevesand ſheep

before they are killed . The farmer per

ceives by his eye, very nearly, the quanti

ty of hay in a rick, or of corn in a heap.

The failor fees the burthen, the built, and

the diſtance ofa fhip at ſea, while ſhe is a

great way off. Every man accuſtomed to

writing, diſtinguiſhes his acquaintance by

their hand -writing, as he does by their

faces. And the painter diſtinguiſhes in

the works of his art, the ſtyle of all the

great maſters. In a word, acquired per

ception is very different in different per

ſons, according to the diverſity of objects

about
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about which they are employed, and the

application theybeſtow in obſerving them.

Perception ought not only to be diſtin

guiſhed from ſenſation , but likewiſe from

that knowledge of the objects of ſenſe

which is got by reaſoning. There is no

reaſoning in perception, as hath been ob

ſerved. The belief which is implied in it ,

is the effect of inſtinct. But there are

many things, ' with regard to ſenſible ob

jects, which we can infer from what we

perceive ; and ſuch concluſions of reaſon

ought to be diſtinguiſhed from what is

merely perceived . When I look at the

moon, I perceive her to be ſometimes cir

cular, ſometimes horned , and ſometimes

gibbous . This is ſimple perception, and

is the ſame in the philofopher, and in the

clown : but from theſe various appear

ances of her enlightened part, I infer that

ſhe is really of a ſpherical figure. This

concluſion is not obtained by ſimple per

ception, but by reaſoning. Simple per

ception has the ſamerelation to the con

cluſions of reaſon drawn from our percep

tions , as the axioms in mathematics have

to the propoſitions. I cannot demonſtrate,

that two quantities which are equal to the

ſame quantity, are equal to each other ;

neither

1
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neither can I demonſtrate, that the tree

which I perceive, exiſts. But , by the con

ftitution of my nature, my belief is irre

fiſtibly carried along by my apprehenſion

ofthe axiom ; and by the conſtitution of

my nature, my belief is no leſs irreſiſtibly

carried along by my perception of the

tree. All reaſoning is from principles.

The firſt principles of mathematicalrea

ſoning are mathematical axioms and de

finitions ; and the firſt principles of all

our reaſoning about exiſtences, are our

perceptions. The firſt principles of every

kind of reaſoning are given us by Nature,

and are of equal authority with the facul

ty of reaſon itſelf, which is alſo the gift of

Nature. The concluſions ofreaſon are all

built
upon firſt principles , and can have

no other foundation. Moſt juſtly, there

fore, do ſuch principles diſdain to be tried

by reaſon, and laugh at all the artillery of

the logician, when it is directed againſt

them.

When a long train of reaſoning is ne

ceſſary in demonſtrating a mathematical

propofition, it is eaſily diſtinguiſhed from

an axiom , and they ſeem to be things of

a very different nature. But there are

fome propoſitions which lie ſo near to

axioms,

1
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axioms, that it is difficult to fay, whether

they ought to be held as axioms, or de

monſtrated as propoſitions. The fame

thing holds with regard to perception ,

and the concluſions drawn from it. Some

of theſe concluſions follow our percep

tions ſo eaſily, and are ſo immediately

connected with them , that it is difficult

to fix the limit which divides the one

from the other.

Perception , whether original or ac

quired , implies no exerciſe of reaſon ;

and is common to men, children, idiots,

and brutes . The more obvious conclu

ſions drawn from our perceptions, by

reaſon , make.what we call common under

ftanding ; by which men conduct them

ſelves in the common affairs of life, and

by which they are diſtinguiſhed from

idiots . The more remote concluſions

which are drawn from our perceptions,

by reaſon , make what we commonly call

ſcience in the various parts of nature,

whether in agriculture, medicine, me

chanics , or in any part of natural philo

ſophy. When I ſee a garden in good

order, containing a great variety ofthings

of the beſt kinds , and in the moſt flouriſh

ing condition, I immediately conclude

from

1
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from theſe ſigns, the ſkill and induſtry

of the gardener: A farmer, when he

riſes in the morning, and perceives that

the neighbouring brook Overflows his

field , concludes that a great deal of rain

hath fallen in the night. Perceiving his

fencë broken , and his corn ' trodden

down, he concludes thatſome of his own

or his neighbours cattle have broke looſe.

Perceiving that his ſtable-door is broke

open , and fome of his horſes gone, he

concludes that a thief has' carried them

off. He traces the prints of his horſes

feet inthe ſoft ground, and by them dif

covers which road the thief hath taken .

Theſe are inſtances of common under

ſtanding, which dwells ſo near to per

ception , that it is difficult to trace the

line which divides the one from the

other. In like manner, the ſcience of

nature dwells ſo near to common under

ſtanding , that we cannot diſcern where

the latter ends and the former begins .

I perceive that bodies lighter than water

ſwim in water, and that thoſe which are

heavier ſink. Hence I conclude, that if

a body remains wherever it is put under

water, whether at the top or bottom , it

is preciſely of the fameweight with wa

ter,

1
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ter. If it will reft only when part of it

is above water, it is lighter than water.

And the greater the part above water is,

compared with the whole, the lighter is

the body. If it had no gravity at all, it

would make no impreſſion upon the wa

ter, but ſtand wholly above it. Thus,

every man, by common underſtanding,

has a rule by which he judges of the

ſpecific gravity of bodies which ſwim in

water : and a ſtep or two more leads

him into the ſcience of hydroſtatics.

All that we know of nature, or of ex

iſtences, may be compared to a tree,

which hath its root, trunk, and branches.

In this tree of knowledge, perception is

the root, common underſtanding is the

trunk, and the ſciences are the branches.

S E C T XXI.

Ofthe proceſs ofNature in perception.

A
LTHOUGH there is no reaſoning in

perception , yet there are certain

means and inſtruments, which, by the

appointment of Nature, muſt intervene

between the object and our perception

of it ; and, by theſe, our perceptions

are
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are limited and regulated . Firſt, if the

object is not in contact with the organ

of ſenſe, there muſt be ſome medium

which paſſes between them. Thus, in

viſion, the rays of light ; in hearing, the

vibrations of elaſtic air ; in ſmelling, the

effluvia of the body ſmelled , muſt paſs

from the object to the organ ; otherwiſe

we have no perception. Secondly, there

muſt be ſome action or impreſſion upon

the organ of ſenſe, either by the imme

diate application of the object, or by the

medium that goes between them. Third

ly, The nerves which go from the brain

to the organ , muſt receive ſome impref

fion by means of that which was made

upon
the

organ ; and, probably, by means

of the nerves, ſome impreſſion muſt be

made upon the brain. Fourthly , the im

preſſion made upon
the

organ , nerves, and

brain , is followed by a ſenſation . And,,

laſt of all, This ſenſation, is followed by

the perception of the object.

Thus our perception of objects is the

reſult of a train of operations ; ſome of

which affect the body only, others affect

the mind. We know very little of the

nature of ſome of theſe operations ; we

know not at all how they are connected

together, or in what way they contribute

to
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to that perception which is the reſult of

the whole : but, by the laws of our con

ſtitution , we perceive objects in this, and

in no other way.

There may be other beings, who' can

perceive external objects without rays of

light, or vibrations of air, or effluviaſ of

bodies, without impreſſions on bodily or

gans, or even without ſenſations': but we

are ſo framed by the Author of Nature,

that even when we are ſurrounded by ex

ternal objects, we may perceive none of

them . Our faculty of perceiving an ob

ject lies dormant, until it is rouſed and

ſtimulated by a certain correſponding

ſenſation. Nor is this ſenſation ' always

at hand to perform its' office ; for it en

ters into the mind only in confequence

of a ' certain correſponding impreſſion

made on the organ of ſenſe by the ob

ject.

Let us trace this correſpondence of im

preſſions, ſenſations, and perceptions, as

far as we can ; beginning with that

which is firſt in order, the impreſſion

made upon the bodily'organ . But, alas !

we know not of what nature theſe impreſ

fions are, far leſs how they excite ſenfati

ons in the mind .

We

1
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many other

i
Can any

can.

We know that one body may act upon

another by preſſure, by percuſſion, by at

traction, by repulſion , and probably in

ways which we neither know,

nor have names to expreſs. But in which

of theſe ways objects, when perceived by

us , act upon the organs of ſenſe, theſe

organs upon the nerves , and the nerves

upon the brain , we know not .

man tell me how, in viſion , the rays of

light act upon the retina, how the retina

acts upon the optic nerve, and how the

optic nerve acts upon the brain ? No man

When I feel the pain of the gout

in my toe, I know that there is ſome un

uſual impreſſion made upon that part of

my body. But of what kind is it ? Are

the ſmall veſſels diftended with ſome re

dundant elaſtic, or unelaſtic fluid ? Are

the fibres unuſually ſtretched ? Are they

torn aſunder by force, or gnawed and

corroded by ſome acrid humour ? I can

anſwer none of theſe queſtions . All that

I feel is pain , which is not an impreſſion

upon the body, but upon the mind ; and

all that I perceive by this ſenſation is ,

that ſome diſtemper in my toe occaſions

this pain. But as I know not the natu

ral temper and texture of my toe when it is

Въ at
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in every

.

at eaſe, I know as little what change or

diſorder of its parts occaſions this uneaſy

ſenſation . In like manner, other

ſenſation there is , without doubt, ſome

impreſſion made upon the organ of ſenſe ;

but an impreſſion of which we know not

the nature . It is too ſubtile to be diſco

vered by our ſenſes, and we may make a

thouſand conjectures without coming

near the truth. If we underſtood the

fructure of our organs of ſenſe ſo mi

nutely, as to diſcover what effects are

produced upon them by external objects,

this knowledge would contribute nothing

to our perception of the object ; for they

perceive as diſtinctly who know leaſt a

bout the manner of perception, as the

greateſt adepts . It is neceſſary that the

impreſlion be made upon our organs, but

not that it be known . Nature carries on

this part of the proceſs of perception,

without our conſciouſneſs or concurrence .

But we cannot be unconſcious of the

next ſtep in this proceſs, the ſenſation of

the mind, which always immediately fol

lows the impreſſion made upon the body.

It is eſſential to a ſenſation to be felt, and

it can be nothing more than we feel it to

be. If we can only acquire the habit of

attending
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attending to our ſenſations, we may know

them perfe & ly. But how are the ſenſa

tions ofthe mind produced by impreſlions

upon the body ? Of this we are abſolute

ly ignorant, having no means of knowing

how the body acts upon the mind , or the

mind upon the body . · When we conſider

the nature and attributes of both , they

ſeem to be ſo different, and ſo unlike,

that we can find no handle by which the

one may lay hold of the other. There is

a deep and a dark gulf between them ,

which our underſtanding cannot paſs ;

and the manner of their correſpondence

and intercourſe is abſolutely unknown.

Experience teaches us , that certain im

preſſions upon the body are conftantly

followed by certain ſenſations of the

mind ; and that , on the other hand, cer

tain determinations of the mind are con

ftantly followed by certain motions in the

body: but we ſee not the chain that ties

theſe things together. Who knows but

their connection may be arbitrary , and

owing to the will of our Maker ? Perhaps

the fame ſenſations might have been con

nected with other impreſſions, or other

bodily organs . Perhaps we might have

been ſo made , as to taſte with our fingers,

B b 2 to
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to ſmell with our ears , and to hear by the

noſe . Perhaps we might have been ſo

made, as to have all the ſenſations and

perceptions which we have, without any

impreſſion made upon our bodily organs

at all.

However theſe things may be, if Na

kure had given us nothing more than im

preſſions made upon the body, and ſenſa

tions in our minds correſponding to them,

we ſhould in that caſe have been merely

fentient, but not percipient beings . We

ſhould never have been able to form a

conception of any external object, far leſs

a belief of its exiſtence. Our ſenſations

have no reſemblance to external objects ;

nor can we diſcover, by our reaſon , any

neceſſary connection between the exift

ence of the former, and that of the lat

5
1

ter. 1

We might perhaps have been made of

ſuch a conſtitution , as to have our preſent

perceptions connected with other ſenſa

tions. We might perhaps have had the

perception of external objects, without

either impreſſions upon the organs of

fenſe, or ſenſations. Or laſtly , The per

ceptions we have, might have been imine

diately connected with the impreſſions

upon
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upon our organs, without any
interven

tion of ſenſations. This laſt ſeems really

to be the caſe in one inſtance, to wit , in

our perception of the viſible figure of bo

dies , as was obſerved in the 8th ſection of

this chapter .

The proceſs of Nature in perception

by the ſenſes, may therefore be concei

ved as a kind of drama, wherein ſome

things are performed behind the ſcenes,

others are repreſented to the mind in dif

ferent ſcenes, one ſucceeding another.

The impreſſion made by the object upon

the
organ , either by immediate contact,

or by ſome intervening medium , as well

as the impreſſion made upon the nerves

and brain, is performed behind the ſcenes,

and the mind fees nothing of it. But

every ſuch impreſſion, by the laws of the

drama, is followed by a ſenſation , which

is the firſt ſcene exhibited to the mind ;

and this ſcene is quickly ſucceeded by a

nother, which is the perception of the

object.

In this drama , Nature is the actor, we

are the ſpectators. We know nothing of

the machinery by means of which every

different impreſſion upon the
organ ,

nerves , and brain , exhibits its correſpond

ing
Bb 3
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ing fenfation ; or of the machinery by

means of which each ſenſation exhibits

its correſponding perception . We are

inſpired with the ſenfation , and we are

inſpired with the correſponding percep

tion , by means unknown, And becauſe

the mind paſſes immediately from the

ſenſation to that conception and belief of

the object which we have in perception ,

in the ſame manner as it paſſes from ſigns

to the things fignified by them , we have

therefore called our ſenſations ſigns of ex

ternal objects ; finding no word more pro

per to expreſs the function which Nature

hath aſſigned them in perception , and the

relation which they bear to their corre

ſponding objects.

There is no neceſſity of a reſemblance

between the ſign and the thing ſignified :

and indeed no ſenſation can reſemble

any external object. But there are two

things necellary to our knowing things

by means of ſigns. Firſt , That a real

connection between the ſign and thing

fignified be eſtabliſhed , either by the

courſe of nature, or by the will and ap

pointment of men , When they are con

nected by the courſe of nature, it is a na

tural ſign ; when by human appointment,

1

it
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it is an artificial ſign . Thus , ſmoke is a

natural ſign of fire ; certain features are

natural ſigns of anger : but our words,

whether expreſſed by articulate founds or.

by writing, are artificial ſigns of our

thoughts and purpoſes.

Another. requiſite to our knowing

things by ſigns is , that the appearance of

the fign to the mind, be followed by the

conception and belief of the thing figni

fied. Without this the ſign is not under

ſtood or interpreted ; and therefore is no

fign to us , however fit in its own nature

for that purpoſe.

Now, there are three ways in which

the mind paſſes from the appearance of a

natural ſign to the conception and be

lief of the thing ſignified '; by original

principles of our conſtitution, by cuſtom ,

and by reaſoning.

Our original perceptions are got in the

firſt of theſe ways, our acquired percep

tions in the ſecond, and all that reaſon

diſcovers of the courſe of nature , in the

third. In the firſt of theſe ways, Nature,

by means of the ſenſations of touch, in

forms us of the hardneſs and ſoftneſs of

bodies ; of their extenſion, figure, and

motion ; and of that ſpace in which they

Bb 4

1

move
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move and are placed, as hath been al

ready explained in the fifth chapter of

this inquiry. And in the ſecond of theſe

ways the informs us , by means of our

eyes, of almoſt all the ſame things which

originally we could perceive only by

touch ,

In order, therefore, to understand more

particularly how we learn to perceive ſo

many things by the eye , which original

ly could be perceived only by touch, it

will be proper, firſt, To point out the

ſigns by which thoſe things are exhibited

to the eye , and their connection with the

things ſignified by them ; and, ſecondly,

To conſider how the experience of this

connection produces that habit by which

the mind, without any reafoning or re

flection, paſſes from the ſign to the con

ception and belief of the thing ſignified,

Of all the acquired perceptions which

we have by fight, the moſt remarkable is

the perception of the diſtance of objects

from the eye ; we ſhall therefore parti

cularly conſider the ſigns by which this

perception is exhibited , and only make

ſome general remarks with regard to the

ſigns which are uſed in other acquired

perceptions,

SECT.
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SECT. XXII .

Of the ſigns by which we learn to perceive di

ſtancefrom the eye.

I
T was before obſerved in general, That

the original perceptions of ſight are

ſigns which ſerve to introduce thoſe that

are acquired : but this is not to be under

ſtood as if no other ſigns were employed

for that purpoſe. There are ſeveral mo

tions of the eyes , which , in order to di

ſtinct viſion , muſt be varied, according as

the object is more or leſs diſtant ; and

fuch motions being by habit connected

with the correſponding diſtances of the

object, become ſigns of thoſe diſtances.

Theſe motions were at firſt voluntary and

unconfined ; but as the intention of Na

ture was, to produce perfect and diſtinct

viſion by their means , we ſoon learn by

experience to regulate them according to

that intention only, without the leaſt re

flection .

A ſhip requires a different trim for eve

ry variation of the direction and ſtrength

of the wind : and, if we may be allowed

to borrow that word, the eyes require a

different
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different trim for every degree of light,

and for every variation of the diſtance of

the object, while it is within certain li

mits. The eyes are trimmed for a par

ticular object, by contracting certain

muſcles, and relaxing others ; as the ſhip

is trimmed for a particular wind by draw

ing certain ropes and flackening others.

The failor learns the trim of his ſhip, as

we learn the trim of our eyes, by expe

rience . A ſhip, although the nobleſt ma

chine that human art can boaſt, is far in

ferior to the eye in this reſpect, that it re

quires art and ingenuity to navigate her ;

and a failor must know what ropes he

muſt pull , and what he muſt Nacken, to

ſit her to a particular wind : but with

ſuch ſuperior wiſdom is the fabric of the

eye , and the principles of its motion con

trived , that it requires no art nor inge

nuity to ſee by it . Even that part of vi

fion which it got by experience, is attain

ed by idiots . We need not know what

muſcles we are to contract, and what we

are to relax , in order to fit the eye to a

particular diſtance of the object.

But although we are not confqious of

the motions we perform , in order to fit

the eyes to the diſtance of the object, we

!

are
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are conſcious of the effort employed in

producing theſe motions ; and probably

have ſome ſenſation which accompanies

them , to which we give as little attention

as to other ſenſations. And thus, an ef

fort conſciouſly exerted, or a ſenſation

conſequent upon that effort, comes to be

conjoined with the diſtance of the object

which gave occaſion to it, and by this

conjunction becomes a fign of that di

ſtance . Some inſtances of this will ap

pear in conſidering the means or ſigns by

which we learn to ſee the diſtance of ob

jects from the eye.. In the enumeration

of theſe, we agree with Dr Porterfield,

notwithſtanding that diſtance from the

eye, in his opinion, is perceived original

ly, but in our opinion , by experience

only.

In general, when a near object affects

in one manner, and the ſame ob

ject, placed at a greater diſtance, affects

it in a different manner ; theſe various af

fections of the eye become ſigns of the

correſponding diſtances. The means of

perceiving diſtance by the eye, will there

fore be explained , by ſhewing in what

various ways objects affect the eye differ

ently,

the eye
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ently, according to their proximity or di

Itance.

1. It is well known, that to ſee objects

diſtinctly at various diſtances, the form of

the eye muſt undergo ſome change . And

Nature hath given us the power of adapt

ing it to near objects, by the contraction

of certain muſcles, and to diſtant objects,

by the contraction of other muſcles. As

to the manner in which this is done, and

the muſcular parts employed, anatomiſts

do not altogether agree. The ingenious

Dr Jurin, in his excellent eſſay on diſtinct

and indiſtinct viſion , ſeems to have given

the moſt probable account of this matter ;

and to him I refer the reader.

But whatever be the manner in which

this change of the form of the eye is ef

fected , it is certain that young people

have commonly the power of adapting

their eyes to all diſtances of the object,

from ſix or ſeven inches, to fifteen or fix

teen feet ; ſo as to have perfect and di

ftinct viſion at any diſtance within theſe

limits . From this it follows, that the ef

fort we conſciouſly employ to adapt the

eye to any particular diſtance of objects

within theſe limits, will be connected and

aſſociated with that diſtance, and will be

come
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come a ſign of it . When the object is

removed beyond the fartheſt limit of di

ſtinct viſion , it will be ſeen indiſtinctly ;

but more or leſs ſo, according as its di

ſtance is greater or leſs : ſo that the de

of indiſtinctneſs of the object may
grees

become the ſigns of diſtances conſider

ably beyond the fartheſt limit of diſtinct

viſion .

If we had no other mean but this, of

perceiving diſtance of viſible objects, the

moſt diftant would not appear to be above

twenty or thirty feet from the
eye,

and

the tops of houſes and trees would ſeem

to touch the clouds ; for in that caſe the

ſigns of all greater diſtances being the

ſame, they have the ſame fignification ,

and give the ſame perception of diſtance.

But it is of more importance to ob

ſerve, that becauſe the neareſt limit of

diftinct viſion in the time of youth, when

we learn to perceive diſtance by the eye,

is about fix or ſeven inches, no object

ſeen diſtinctly, ever appears to be nearer

than fix or ſeven inches from the eye.

We can, by art, make a ſmall object ap

pear diſtinct, when it is in reality not

above half an inch from the eye ; either

by uſing a ſingle microſcope, or by look
܂

ing
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ing through a ſmall pin -hole in a card .

When, by either of theſe means, an ob

ject is made to appear diftinct, however

ſmall its diſtance is in reality, it feems to

be removed at leaſt to the diſtance of fix

or feven inches, that is , within the limits

of diftinct vifion.

This obſervation is the more important,

becauſe it affords the only reaſon we can

give why an object is magnified either

by a fingle microſcope, or by being ſeen

through a pin -hole ; and the only mean

by which we can aſoertain the degree in

which the object will be magnified by

either. Thus, if the object is really half

an inch diſtant from the eye, and appears

to be ſeven inches diftant, its diameter

will feem to be enlarged in the ſame pro

portion as its diftance, that is fourteen

times.

2. In order to direct both eyes to an

object, the optic axes must have a greater

or leſs inclination , according as the ob

ject is nearer or more diſtant. And al

though we are not conſcious of this incli

nation, yet we are conſcious ofthe effort

employed in it. By this mean we per

ceive ſmall diſtances more accurately

than we could do by the conformation of

the
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the eye only. And therefore we find,,

that thoſe who have loſt the fight of one

eye, are apt, even within arm’s-length ,

to make miſtakes in the diſtance of ob

jects, which are eaſily avoided by thoſe

who ſee with both eyes . Such miſtakes

are often diſcovered in ſnuffing a candle ,

in threading a needle, or in filling a tea

cup .

When a picture is ſeen with both eyes,

and at no great diſtance, the reprefen

tation appears not ſo natural as when :

it is ſeen only with one. The intention

of painting being to deceive the eye, and

to make things appear at different di

ſtances which in reality are upon the

ſame piece of canvas, this. deception is

not ſo eaſily put upon both eyes as upon

one ; becauſe we perceive the diſtance

of viſible objects more exactly and deter- :

minately with two eyes than with one.

If the ſhading and relief be executed in

the beſt manner, the picture may have

almoſt the ſame appearance to one eye

as the objects themſelves would have, but

it cannot have the ſame appearance to

both. This is not the fault of the artiſt,

but an unavoidable imperfection in the

art. And it is owing to what we juſt

now
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now obſerved , that the perception we

have of the diſtance of objects by one

eye is more uncertain , and more liable

to deception , than that which we have by

both.

The great impediment , and I think the

only invincible impediment , to that a

greeable deception of the eye which the

painter aims at, is the perception which

we have of the diſtance of viſible objects

from the eye, partly by means of the .

conformation of the eye , but chiefly by

means of the inclination of the optic axes .

If this perception could be removed , I

ſee no reaſon why a picture might not

be made ſo perfect as to deceive the eye

in reality, and to be miſtaken for the ori.

ginal object. Therefore, in order to judge

of the merit of a picture, we ought, as

much as poſſible, to exclude theſe two

means of perceiving the diſtance of the

ſeveral parts of it.

In order to remove this perception of

diſtance, the connoiſſeurs in painting uſe

a method which is very proper. They

look at the picturewith one eye, through

a tube which excludes the view of all

other objects. By this method, the prin

cipal mean whereby we perceive the di

ſtance
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ſtance of the object, to wit, the inclina

tion of the optic axes , is entirely ex

cluded . I would humbly propoſe, as an

improvement of this method of viewing

pictures, that the aperture of the tube

next to the eye ſhould be very ſmall. If

it is as ſmall as a pin-hole, ſo much the

better, providing there be light enough

to ſee the picture clearly . The reaſon of

this propoſal is , that when we look at an

object throůgh a ſmall aperture, it will

be ſeen diſtinctly whether the conforma

tion of the eye be adapted to its diſtance

or not, and we have no mean left to judge

of the diſtance, but the light and colour

ing, which are in the painter's power.

If, therefore, the artiſt performs his part :

properly, the picture will by this method

affect the eye in the ſame manner that

the object repreſented would do ; which

is the perfection of this art.

Although this ſecond mean of perceiv- '

ing the diſtance of viſible objects be more

determinate and exact than the firſt, yet

it hath its limits, beyond which it can be

of no uſe . For when the optic axes di

rected to an object are ſo nearly parallel,

that in directing them to an object yet

more diftant, we are not conſcious of any

Сҫ new
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new effort, nor have any different ſenſa

tion ; there our perception of diſtance

ſtops ; and as all more diſtant objects

affect the eye in the ſame manner, we per

ceive them to be at the ſame diſtance,

This is the reaſon why the fun , moon,

planets, and fixed ſtars, when ſeen not

near the horizon , appear to be all at the

ſamediſtance, as if they touched the con

cave ſurface of a great ſphere. The ſur

face of this celeſtial ſphere is at that di

ſtance beyond which all objects affect the

eye in the ſame manner. Why this ce

leftial vault appears more diſtant towards

the horizon , than towards the zenith,

will afterwards appear.

3. The colours of objects, according as

they are more diftant, become more faint

and languid, and are tinged more with

the azure of the intervening atmoſphere :

to this we may add , that their minute

parts become more indiſtinct, and their

outline leſs accurately defined . It is by

theſe means chiefly, that painters can re

preſent objects at very different diſtances,

upon the ſame canvas . And the diminu

tion of the magnitude of an object, would

not haye the effect of making it appear to

be at a great diſtance without this degra

daţion
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dation of colour, and indiſtinctneſs of the

outline , and of the minute parts.

painter ſhould make a human figure ten

times leſs than other human figures that

are in the ſame piece, having the colours

as bright, and the outline and minute

parts as accurately defined, it would not

have the appearance of a man at a great

diſtance, but of a pigmy or Lilliputian.

When an object hath a known variety

of colours, its diſtance is more clearly in

dicated by the gradual dilution of the co

lours into one another, than when it is of

one uniform colour. In the ſteeple which

ſtands before me at a ſmall diſtance, the

joinings of the ſtones are clearly percep

tible ; the gray colour of the ſtone and

the white cement are diſtinctly limited :

when I ſee it at a greater diſtance, the

joinings of the ſtones are leſs diſtinct, and

the colours of the ſtone and of the ce

ment begin to dilute into one another :

at a diſtance ftill greater, the joinings dif

appear altogether, and the variety of co

lour vaniſhes.

In an apple-tree which ſtands at the di

ſtance of about twelve feet, covered with

flowers, I can perceive the figure and the

colour of the leaves and petals ; pieces

Cc 2 of

1
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of branches , ſome larger, others ſmaller,

peeping through the intervals of the leaves ,

ſome of them enlightened by the ſun's

rays , others ſhaded ; and ſome openings

of the ſky are perceived through the

whole, When I gradually remove from

this tree , the appearance, even as to co

lour, changes every minute. Firſt, the

ſmaller parts , then the larger, are gradu

ally confounded and mixed. The colours

of leaves, petals , branches , and ſky, are

gradually diluted into each other, and

the colour of the whole becomes more

and more uniform . This change of ape

pearance, correſponding to the ſeveral di

ſtances, marks the diſtance more exactly

than if the whole object had been of one

colour.

Dr Smith , in his Optics , gives us a very

curious obſervation made by Biſhop Berke

ley , in his travels through Italy and Sicily.

He obſerved, That in thoſe countries ,

cities and palaces ſeen at a great diſtance

appeared nearer to him by ſeveral miles

than they really were : and he very judi,

ciouſly imputed it to this cauſe, That the

purity of the Italian and Sicilian air, gave

to very diſtant objects, that degree of

brightneſs and diſtinctneſs, which, in the

groſſer
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groſſer air of his own country, was to be

ſeen only in thoſe that are near. The

purity of the Italian air hath been aſſigned

as the reaſon why the Italian painters

commonly give a more lively colour to

the ſky, than the Flemith . Ought they

not, for the ſame reaſon, to give leſs de

gradation of the colours , and leſs indi

ftinctneſs of the minute parts , in the re

preſentation of very diſtant objects ?

It is very certain, that as in air un

commonly pure, we are apt to think viſi

ble objects nearer, and leſs than they real

ly are ; ſo , in air uncommonly foggy, we

are apt to think them more diſtant and

larger than the truth Walking by the

ſea -ſide in a thick fog, I ſee an object

which ſeems to me to be a man on horſe

back, and at the diſtance of about half a

mile. My companion, who has better

eyes, or is more accuſtomed to ſee ſuch

objects in ſuch circumſtances, aſſures me,

that it is a ſea -gull, and not a man on

horſeback . Upon a ſecond view, I imme

diately aſſent to his opinion ; and now it

appears to me to be a ſea -gull, and at the

diſtance only of ſeventy or eighty yards .

The miſtake made on this occaſion , and

the correction of it , are both ſo ſudden ,

that

.

1
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that we are at a loſs whether to call them

by the name of judgment, or by that of

fimple perception .

It is not worth while to diſpute about

names ; but it is evident, that my belief,

both firſt and laft, was produced rather

by ſigns than by arguments ; and that

the mind proceeded to the concluſion in

both caſes by habit , and not by ratioci

nation. And the proceſs of the mind

feems to have been this . Firſt, Not know

ing, or not minding, the effect of a foggy

air on the viſible appearance of objects,

the object ſeems to me to have that de

gradation of colour, and that indiſtinct

nefs of the outline, which objects have at

the diſtance of half a mile ; therefore,

from the viſible appearance as a ſign, I

immediately proceed to the belief that

the object is half a mile diftant. Then,

this diſtance, together with the viſible

magnitude, ſignify to me the real magni

tude, which, ſuppoſing the diſtance to be

half a mile , muſt be equal to that of a

man on horſeback ; and the figure, con

fidering the indiſtinctneſs of the outline ,

agrees with that of a man on horſeback .

Thus the deception is brought about .

But when I am aſſured that it is a ſea

gull,
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gull , the real magnitude of a ſea-gull, to

gether with the viſible magnitude pre

ſented to the eye, immediately ſuggeſt

the diſtance, which in this caſe cannot be

above ſeventy or eighty yards : the indi

ftinctneſs of the figure likewiſe ſuggeſts

the foggineſs of the air as its cauſe : and

now the whole chain of ſigns, and thing's

fignified, ſeems ſtronger and better con

nected than it was before ; the half mile

vaniſhes to eighty yards ; the man on

horſeback dwindles to a fea - gull ; I get a

new perception, and wonder how I got

the former, or what is becoine of it ; for

it is now ſo entirely gone, that I cannot

recover it .

It ought to be obſerved, that in order

to produce ſuch deceptions from the clear

neſs or fogginefs of the air, it muſt be un

commonly clear, or uncommonly foggy :

for we learn from experience, to make al

lowance for that variety of conftitutions

of the air which we have been accuſtom

ed to obſerve, and of which we are aware ,

Biſhop Berkeley therefore committed a

miſtake, when he attributed the large ap

pearance of the horizontal moon to the

faintneſs of her light , occaſioned by its

paſſing through a larger tract of atmo

Sphere :

I

1
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ſphere : for we are ſo much accuſtomed

to ſee the moon in all degrees of faint

nefs and brightneſs, from the greateſt to

the leaſt, that we learn to make allowance

for it ; and do not imagine her magnitude

increaſed by the faintneſs of her appear

ance . Beſides, it is certain that the ho

rizontal moon ſeen through a tube which

cuts offthe view of the interjacent ground ,

and of all terreftrial objects, loſes all that

unuſual appearance of magnitude .

4. We frequently perceive the diſtance

of objects, by means of intervening or

contiguous objects, whoſe diſtance or

magnitude is otherwiſe known. When I

perceive certain fields or tracts of ground

to lie between me and an object, it is evi

dent that theſe may become ſigns of its

diſtance. And although we have no par

ticular information of the dimenſions of

ſuch fields or tracts, yet their fimilitude

to others which we know, ſuggeſts their

dimenſions.

We are ſo much : ccuſtomed to mea

ſure with our eye le ground which we

travel, and to compare the judgments of

diſtances formed by ſight, with our ex

perience or information, that we learn

by degrees, in this way, to form a more

accurate
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accurate judgment of the diſtance of ter

reſtrial objects, than we could do by any

of the means before mentioned . An ob

ject placed upon the top of a high build

ing, appears much leſs than when placed

upon the ground at the ſame diſtance.

When it ſtands upon the ground , the in

tervening tract of ground ſerves as a ſign

of its diſtance ; and the diſtance, toge

ther with the viſible magnitude, ſerves

as a ſign of its real magnitude. But when

the object is placed on high, this ſign of

its diſtance is taken away : the remain

ing ſigns lead us to place it at a leſs di

ſtance ; and this leſs diſtance, together

with the viſible magnitude, becomes a

ſign of a leſs real magnitude .

The two firſt means we have mention

ed, would never of themſelves make a vi

fible object appear above a hundred and

fifty, or two hundred feet, diſtant ; be

cauſe, beyond that there is no ſenſible

change, either of the conformation of the

eyes, or of the inclination of their axes .

The third mean, is but a vague and un

determinate fign , when applied to diſtan

ces above two or three hundred feet, un

leſs we know the real colour and figure

of the object ; and the fifth mean , to be
afterwards
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afterwards mentioned, can only be ap

plied to objects which are familiar,, or

whoſe real magnitude is known. Hence

it follows, that when unknown objects,

upon , or near the ſurface of the earth ,

are perceived to be at the diſtance of

ſame miles, it is always by this fourth

mean that we are led to that concluſion .

Dr Smith hath obſerved , very juſtly ,

that the known diſtance of the terreſtrial

objects which terminate our view, makes

that part of the ſky which is towards the

horizon , appear more diftant than that

which is towards the zenith. Hence it

comes to paſs, that the apparent figure of

the ſky is not that of a hemiſphere, but

rather a leſs ſegment of a ſphere. And

hence likewiſe it comes to paſs, that the

diameter of the ſun or moon , or the di

ſtance between two fixed ſtars, feen con

tiguous to a hill, or to any diſtant terreftri

al object, appears much greater than when

no ſuch object ſtrikes the eye at the ſame

time.

Theſe obſervations have been fuffici

ently explained and confirmed by Dr

Smith . I beg leave to add, that when

the viſible horizon is terminated by very

diſtanț objects, the celeſtial vault ſeems

to
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to be enlarged in all its dimenſions.

When I view it from a confined ſtreet or

lane, it bears fome proportion to the

buildings that ſurround me : but when I

view it from a large plain, terminated on

all hands by hills which riſe one above

another, to the diſtance of twenty miles

from the eye, methinks I ſee a new hea

ven, whoſe magnificence declares the

greatneſs of its Author, and puts every

human edifice out of countenance ; for

now the lofty ſpires and the gorgeous pa

laces ſhrink into nothing before it, and

bear no more proportion to the celeſtial

dome, than their makers bear to its Ma

ker.

5. There remains another mean by

which we perceive the diſtance of viſible

objects, and that is , the diminution of

their viſible or apparent magnitude. By

experience, I know what figure a man , or

any other known object makes to my

eye, at the diſtance of ten feet : I
per

ceive the gradual and proportional dimi

nution of this viſible figure, at the di

ſtance of twenty , forty, a hundred feet,

and at greater diſtances, until it vaniſh

altogether. Hence a certain viſible mag

nitude of a known object, becomes the

1
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ſign of a certain determinate diſtance,

and carries along with it the conception

and belief of that diſtance .

In this proceſs of the mind, the ſign is

not a ſenſation ; it is an original percep

tion. We perceive the viſible figure and

viſible magnitude of the object, by the

original powers of viſion ; but the viſible

figure is uſed only as a ſign of the real

figure, and the viſible magnitude is uſed

only as a ſign either of the diſtance, or of

the real magnitude, of the object ; and

therefore theſe original perceptions, like

other mere ſigns, paſs through the mind

without any attention or reflection .

This laſt mean of perceiving the di

ſtance of known objects, ſerves to explain

ſome very remarkable phænomena in op

tics, which would otherwiſe appear very

myſterious. When we view objects of

known dimenſions through optical glaſſes,

there is no other mean left of determi

ning their diſtance, but this fifth. Hence

it follows, that known objects ſeen thro'

glaſſes, muſt ſeem to be brought nearer,

in proportion to the magnifying power of

the glaſs, or to be removed to a greater

diſtance , in proportion to the diminiſhing

power of the glaſs.

If
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If a man who had never before ſeen ob

jects through a teleſcope, were told, that

the teleſcope, which he is about to uſe,

magnifies the diameter of the object ten

times ; when he looks through this tele

ſcope at a man fix feet high, what would

he expect to ſee ? Surely he would very

naturally expect to ſee a giant ſixty feet

high . But he ſees no ſuch thing. The

man appears no more than fix feet high ,

and conſequently no bigger than he real

ly is ; but he appears ten times nearer

than he is . The teleſcope indeed mag

nifies the image of this man upon the re

tina ten times in diameter, and muſt there

fore magnify his viſible figure in the ſame

proportion ; and as we have been accu

ſtomed to ſee him of this viſible magni

tude when he was ten times nearer than

- he is preſently, and in no other caſe ; this

viſible magnitude, therefore, ſuggeſts the

conception and belief of that diſtance of

the object with which it hath been al

ways connected . We have been accu

ſtomed to conceive this amplification of

the viſible figure of a known object, only

as the effect or ſign of its being brought

nearer : and we have annexed a certain

determinate diſtance to every degree of

viſible

1
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viſible magnitude of the object ; and

therefore, any particular degree of viſible

magnitude, whether ſeen by the naked

eye or by glaſſes, brings along with it the

conception and belief of the diſtance

which correſponds to it . This is the rea

ſon why a teleſcope ſeems not to magnify

known objects, but to bring them nearer

to the eye .

When we look through a pin -hole, or a

fingle microſcope, at an object which is

half an inch from the eye, the picture of

the object upon the retina is not enlarged,

but only rendered diſtinct ; neither is the

viſible figure enlarged : yet the object

appears to the eye twelve or fourteen

times more diftant , and as many times

larger in diameter, than it really is. Such

a teleſcope as we have mentioned, ampli

fies the image on the retina, and the vi

ſible figure of the object, ten times in di

ameter, and yet makes it feem no bigger,

but only ten times nearer.

pearances had been long obſerved by the

writers on optics ; they tortured their in

vention to find the cauſes of them from

optical principles ; but in vain : they muſt

be reſolved into habits of perception ,

which are acquired by cuſtom , but are

apt

Theſe ap
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apt to be miſtaken for original percep

tions . The Biſhop of Cloyne firſt fur

niſhed the world with the proper key for

opening up theſe myſterious appearances ;

but he made conſiderable miſtakes in the

application of it. Dr Smith, in his ela

borate and judicious treatiſe of Optics,

hath applied it to the apparent diſtance

of objects ſeen with glaſſes, and to the

apparent figure of the heavens, with ſuch

happy ſucceſs, that there can be no more

doubt about the cauſes of theſe phæno
5

mena,

SECT. XXIII .

Of theſigns uſed in otheracquiredperceptions.

TH
HE diſtance of objects from the eye,

is the moſt important leſſon in vi

ſion . Many others are eaſily learned in

conſequence of it . The diſtance of the

object, joined with its viſible magnitude,

is a ſign of its real magnitude : and the

diſtance of the ſeveral parts of an object;

joined with its viſible figure, becomes a

ſign of its real figure. Thus when I look

at a globe which ſtands before me, by the

original powers of fight I perceive only

ſomething
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ſomething of a circular form , variouſly

coloured . The viſible figure hath no di

ſtance from the eye, no convexity, nor

hath it three dimenſions ; even its length

and breadth are incapable of being mea

ſured by inches, feet, or other linear mea

fures. But when I have learned to per

ceive the diſtance of every part of this

object from the eye, this perception gives

it convexity, and a ſpherical figure ; and

adds a third dimenſion to that which had

but two before . The diftance of the

whole object makes me likewiſe perceive

the real magnitude ; for being accuſtom

ed to obſerve how an inch or a foot of

length affects the eye at that diſtance, I

plainly perceive by my eye the linear di

menſions of the globe, and can affirm

with certainty that its diameter is about

one foot and three inches .

It was ſhewn in the ſeventh ſection of

this chapter, that the viſible figure of a

body may, by mathematical reaſoning, be

inferred from its real figure, diſtance, and

poſition, with regard to the eye : in like

manner, we may, by mathematical rea

ſoning, from the viſible figure, together

with the diſtance of the ſeveral parts of

it from the eye, infer the real figure and

poſition,
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poſition. But this laſt inference is not

commonly made by mathematical rea

ſoning, nor indeed by reaſoning of any

kind, but by cuſtom .

The original appearance which the co

lour of an object makes to the eye,
is a

ſenſation for which we have no name, be

cauſe it is uſed merely as a ſign, and is

never made an object of attention in com

mon life : but this appearance, accord

ing to the different circumſtances, fig

nifies,various things . If a piece of cloth,

of one uniform colour, is laid ſo that

part of it is in the ſun, and part in the

Thade ; the appearance of colour, in theſe
different parts , is

very
different : yet we

perceive the colour to be the ſame ; we

interpret the variety of appearance as a

ſign of light and ſhade, and not as a ſign

of real difference in colour. But if the

eye
could be ſo far deceived , as not to per

ceive the difference of light in the two

parts of the cloth , we ſhould , in that caſe,

interpret the variety of appearance to

ſignify a variety of colour in the parts of

the cloth .

Again, if we ſuppoſe a piece of cloth

placed as before, but having the ſhaded

part ſo much brighter in the colour, that

Dd it
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it gives the ſame appearance to the eye

as the more enlightened part ; the ſame

neſs of appearance will here be inter

preted to ſignify a variety of colour, be

cauſe we ſhall make allowance for the ef

fect of light and ſhade.

When the real colour of an object is

known, the appearance of it indicates,

in ſome circumſtances, the degree oflight

or ſhade ; in others , the colour of the cir

cumambient bodies , whoſe rays are reflect

ed by it ; and in other circumſtances it

indicates the diſtance or proximity of the

object, as was obſerved in the last fec

tion ; and by means of theſe , many other

things are ſuggeſted to the mind. Thus,

an unuſual appearance in the colour of

familiar objects may be the diagnoſtic

of a diſeaſe in the ſpectator. The ap

pearance of things in my rooin , may in

dicate ſunſhine or cloudy weather, the

earth , covered with ſnow , or blackened

with rain . It hathbeen obſerved, that the

colour of the ſky , in a piece of painting,

may indicate the country of the painter,

becauſe the Italian ſky is really of a dif

ferent colour from the Flemiſh .

It was already obſerved, that the ori

ginal and acquired perceptions which we

have
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have by our ſenſes, are the language of

nature to man, which, in many reſpects,

hath a great affinity to human languages.

The inſtances which we have given of

acquired perceptions, függeſt this affini

ty, that as , in human languages, am

biguities are often found, ſo this lan

guage of nature in our acquired percep

tions is not exempted from them . We

have feen, in viſion particularly, that the

fame appearance to the eye , may , in dif

ferent circumſtances, indicate different

things. Therefore, when the circum

ſtances are unknown upon which the in

terpretation of the ſigns depends, their

meaning muſt be ambiguous ; and when

the circumſtances are miſtaken , the

meaning of the ſigns muſt alſo be mi

ſtaken .

This is the caſe in all the phænomena

which we call fallacies of the ſenſes ; and

particularly, in thoſe which are called

fallacies in viſion . The appearance of things

to the eye, always correſponds to the

fixed laws of Nature ; therefore, if we

ſpeak properly, there is no fallacy in

the ſenſes. Nature always ſpeaketh the

ſame language, and uſeth the ſame ſigns

in the ſame circumſtances : but we fome

D d 2 times
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times miſtake the meaning of the ſigns,

either through ignorance of the laws of

Nature , or through ignorance of the cir

cumſtances which attend the ſigns.

To a man unacquainted with the prin

ciples of optics , almoſt every experiment

that is made with the priſm , with the

magic lanthorn, with the teleſcope, with

the microſcope, ſeems to produce ſome

fallacy in viſion . Even the appearance

of a common mirror, to one altogether

unacquainted with the effects of it , would

ſeem moſt remarkably fallacious. For

how can a man be more impoſed upon,

than in ſeeing that before him which is

really behind him ? How can he be more.

impoſed upon, than in being made to ſee

himſelf ſeveral yards removed from

himſelf ? Yet children , even before they

can ſpeak their mother-tongue, learn not

to be deceived by theſe appearances .

Theſe, as well as all the other ſurpriſing

appearances produced by optical glaſſes,

are a part of the viſual language ; and , to

thoſe who underſtand the laws of Na

ture concerning light and colours, are in

no wiſe fallacious, but have a diſtinct and

true meaning.

1

SECT.
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S E C T XXIV.

Of the analogy between perception, and the

credit we give to human teſtimony.

TAI
HE objects of human knowledge

are innumerable, but the channels

by which it is conveyed to the mind are

few . Among theſe, the perception of

external things by our ſenſes, and the in

formations which we receive upon hu

man teſtimony, are not the leaſt con

ſiderable : and ſo remarkable is the ana

logy between theſe two, and the analogy

between the principles of the mind

which are ſubſervient to the one and

thoſe which are ſubſervient to the other,

without further apology, we ſhall con

ſider them together,

In the teſtimony of nature given by

the ſenſes, as well as in human teſtimony

given by language , things are fignified to

us by ſigns: and in one as well as the

other, the mind, either by original prin

ciples , or by cuſtom , paſſes from the ſign

to the conception and belief of the things

fignified.

We have diſtinguiſhed our perceptions

into original and acquired ; and lan

Dd3 guage,

1
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guage, into natural and artificial. Be

tween acquired perception, and artificial

language, there is a great analogy ; but

ſtill a greater between original percep

tion and natural language.

The ſigns in original perception are

fenſations, of which nature hath given us

a great variety , ſuited to the variety of

the things ſignified by them . Nature

hath eſtabliſhed a real connection be

tween the ſigns and the things ſignified ;

and nature hath alſo taught us the in

terpretation of the ſigns ; ſo that, previ

ous to experience, the ſign ſuggeſts the

thing ſignified, and creates the belief

of it .

The ſigns in natural language are fea

tures of the face, geſtures of the body,

and modulations of the voice ; the va

riety of which is ſuited to the variety

of the things ſignified by them . Nature

hath eſtabliſhed a real connection be

tween theſe ſigns, and the thoughts and

difpofitions of the mind which are figni

fied by them ; and nature hath taught

us the interpretation of theſe ſigns; ſo

that, previous to experience, the ſigns

ſuggeſt the thing ſignified, and creates

the belief of it .

A
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A man in company, without doing

good or evil, without uttering an articu

late ſound , may behave himſelf graceful

ly, civilly , politely ; or, on the contrary ,

meanly, rudely, and impertinently. We

ſee the diſpoſitions of his mind , by their

natural ſigns in his countenance and be

haviour, in the ſame manner as we per

ceive the figure and other qualities of

bodies by the ſenſations which nature .

hath connected with them .

The figns in the natural language of

the human countenance and behaviour, a's

well as the figns in our original percep

tions, have the ſame ſignification in all

climates and in all nations ; and the ſkill

of interpreting them is not acquired, but

innate.

In acquired perception , the ſigns are

either ſenſations, or things which we

perceive by means of fenfations. The

connection between the ſign , and the

thing ſignified, is eſtabliſhed by nature :

and we diſcover this connection by ex

perience ; but not without the aid of our

original perceptions, or of thoſe which

we have already acquired . After this

connection is diſcovered, the fign , in like

manner as in original perception , always

Dd4 ſuggeſts
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ſuggeſts the things ſignified, and creates

the belief of it .

In artificial language , the ſigns are arti

culate ſounds, whoſe connection with the

things fignified by them is eſtabliſhed by

the will of men : and in learning our

mother -tongue, we diſcover this con

nection by experience ; but not without

the aid of natural language , or of what

we had before attained of artificial lan

guage. And after this connection is diſ,

covered, the ſign , as in natural language,

always ſuggeſts the thing fignified, and

creates the belief of it .

Our original perceptions are few , com

pared with the acquired ; but without

the former, we could not poſſibly attain

the latter. In like manner, natural lan

guage is ſcanty, compared with artificial ;

but without the former, we could not

poſſibly attain the latter.

Our original perceptions, as well as the

natural language of human features and

geſtures, muſt be reſolved into particular

principles of the human conſtitution .

Thus , it is by one particular principle of

our conſtitution , that certain features ex

preſs anger ; and by another particular

principle, that certain features expreſs

benevolence
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benevolence . It is in like manner, by one

particular principle of our conſtitution,

that a certain ſenſation ſignifies hardneſs

in the body which I handle ; and it is by

another particular principle, that a cer .

tain ſenſation fignifies motion in that

body.

But our acquired perceptions , and the

information we receive by means of ar

tificial language, muſt be reſolved into

general principles of the human conſtitu

tion. When a painter perceives , that

this picture is the work of Raphael, that

the work of Titian ; a jeweller, that this

is a true diamond, that a counterfeit ; a

ſailor, that this is a ſhip of five hundred

ton, that of four hundred : theſe different

acquired perceptions are produced by the

fame general principles of the human ,

mind, which have a different operation

in the ſame perſon according as they are

variouſly applied, and in different perſons,

according to the diverſity of their educa

tion and manner of life . In like man

ner, when certain articulate founds con

vey to my mind the knowledge of the

battle of Pharſalia, and others, the know

ledge of the battle of Poltowa ; when a

Frenchman and an Engliſhman receive

the
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the ſame information by different articu

late founds ; the ſigns uſed in thefe dif

ferent caſes, produce the knowledge and

belief of the things ſignified, by means

of the fame general principles of the hu

man conſtitution .

Now, if we compare the general prin

ciples of our conftitution, which fit us

for receiving information from our fel

low - creatures by language, with the ge

neral principles which fit us for acqui

ring the perception of things by our fen

fes, we ſhall find them to be very
fimilar

in their nature and manner of operation .

When we begin to learn our mother

tongue, we perceive by the help of na

tural language, that they who ſpeak to

us , uſe certain ſounds to expreſs certain

things: we imitate the ſame found's when

we would expreſs the ſame things, and

find that we are underſtood.

But here a difficulty occurs which me

rits our attention , becauſe the ſolution

of it leads to ſome original principles of

the human mind, which are of great im

portance, and of very extenſive influence.

We know by experience, that men have

uſed ſuch words to expreſs ſuch things .

But all experience is of the paſt, and can,

of
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of itſelf, give no notion or belief of what

is future. How come we then to believe ,

and to rely upon it with aſſurance, that

men who have it in their power to do

otherwiſe, will continue to uſe the ſame

words when they think the ſame things ?

Whence comes this knowledge and belief,

this foreſight we ought rather to call it,

of the future and voluntary actions of

our fellow -creatures ? Have they pro

miſed that they will never impoſe up

on us by equivocation or falſehood ? No,

they have not . And if they had, this

would not ſolve the difficulty : for ſuch

promiſe muſt be expreſſed by words, or

by other ſigns ; and before we can rely

upon it, we muſt be aſſured that they put

the uſual meaning upon the ſigns which

expreſs that promiſe. No man of com

mon ſenſe ever thought of taking a man's

own word for his honeſty ; and it is evi

dent that we take his veracity for grant

ed , when we lay any ſtreſs

or promiſe . I might add, that this re

liance upon the declarations and teſtimo

ny
of men, is found in children long be

fore they know what a promiſe is .

There is therefore in the human mind

an early anticipation, neither derived

from

upon his word
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from experience, nor from reaſon , nor

from any compact or promiſe, that our

fellow -creatures will uſe the ſame ſigns in

language, when they have the ſame fen

timents .

This is, in reality, a kind of preſcience

of human actions ; and it ſeems to me

to be an original principle of the human

conſtitution , without which we ſhould be

incapable of language, and conſequently

incapable of inſtruction .

The wife and beneficent Author of Na

' ture, who intended that we ſhould be fo

cial creatures , and that we ſhould receive

the greateſt and moſt important part of

our knowledge by the information of o

thers , hath, for theſe purpoſes, implanted

in our natures two principles that tally

with each other.

The firſt of theſe principles is , a pro

penſity to ſpeak truth, and to uſe the

ſigns of language, ſo as to convey our

real ſentiments. This principle has a

powerful operation , even in the greateſt

liars ; for where they lie once , they ſpeak

truth a hundred times . Truth is always

upperinoſt, and is the natural iſſue of the

mind. It requires no art or training, no

inducement or temptation, but only that

we
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we yield to a natural impulſe. Lying,

on the contrary, is doing violence to our

nature ; and is never practiſed, even by

the worſt men, without ſome temptation .

Speaking truth is like uſing our natural

food, which we would do from appetite,

although it anſwered no end ; but lying

is like taking phyſic, which is nauſeous to

the taſte, and which no man takes but for

fome end which he cannot otherwiſe at

tain .

If it ſhould be objected, That men may

be influenced by moral or political conſi

derations to ſpeak truth , and therefore,

that their doing ſo, is no proof of ſuch an

original principle as we have mentioned ;

I anſwer, firſt, That moral or political

conſiderations can have no influence, un

til we arrive at years of underſtanding

and reflection ; and it is certain from ex

perience, that children keep to truth in

variably , before they are capable of being

influenced by ſuch conſiderations. Se

condly, When we are influenced by moral

or political conſiderations, we muſt be

conſcious of that influence, and capable

of perceiving it upon reflection. Now,

when I reflect upon my actions moſt at

tentively, I am not conſcious that in ſpeak

ing
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ing truth, I am influenced on ordinary

occafions by any motive moral or politi

cal . I find, that truth is always at the

door of my lips , and goes forth fponta

neouſly, if not held back. It requires

neither good nor bad intention to bring

it forth, but only that I be artleſs and un

deſigning. There may indeed be temp

tations to falſehood , which would be too

ſtrong for the natural principle of vera

city , unaided by principles of honour or

virtue ; but where there is no ſuch temp

tation , we ſpeak truth by inſtinct ; and

this inſtinct is the principle I have been

explaining

By this inſtinct, a real connection is

formed between our words and our

thoughts, and thereby the former become

fit to be ſigns of the latter, which they

could not otherwiſe be . And although

this connection is broken in every inſtance

of lying and equivocation, yet theſe in

ſtances being comparatively few , the au

thority of human teſtimony is only weak

ened by them , but not deſtroyed.

Another original principle implanted in

us by the Supreme Being, is a difpofition

to confide in the veracity of others, and

to believe what they tell us . This is the

counter
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counter - part to the former ; and as that

may be called the principle of veracity, we

Thall, for want of a more proper name,

call this the principle of credulity. It is un

limited in children, until they meet with

inftances of deceit and falſehood : and it

retains a very conſiderable degree of

ſtrength through life.

If nature had left the mind of the

ſpeaker in aquilibrin, without any
inclina

tion to the ſide of truth more than to that

of falſehood ; children would lie as often

as they ſpeak truth, until reaſon was ſo

far ripened , as to ſuggeſt the imprudence

of lying, or conſcience, as to ſuggeſt its

immorality. And if nature had left the

mind of the hearer in æquilibrio, without

any inclination to the ſide of belief more

than to that of diſbelief, we ſhould take

no man's word until we had pofitive evi

dence that he ſpoke truth . His teftimony

would, in this caſe, have no more autho.

rity than his dreams; which may be true

or falſe, but no man is diſpoſed to believe

them , on this account, that they were

dreamed . It is evident, that , in the mat

ter of teſtimony, the balance of human

judgment is by nature inclined to the ſide

of belief ; and turns to that ſide of itſelf,

when
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when there is nothing put into the op

poſite ſcale. ' If it was not ſo, no propofi

tion that is uttered in diſcourſe would be

believed, until it was examined and tried

by reaſon ; and moſt men would be un

able to find reaſons for believing the

thouſandth part of what is told them.

Such diftruſt and incredulity would de

prive us of the greateſt benefits of ſociety,

and place us in a worſe condition than

that of ſavages.

Children , on this ſuppoſition , would be

abſolutely incredulous ; and therefore ab

ſolutely incapable of inſtruction : thoſe

who had little knowledge of human life,

and of the manners and characters ofmen,

would be in the next degree incredulous :

and the moſt credulous men would be

thoſe of greateſt experience , and of the

deepeſt penetration ; becauſe, in many

caſes, they would be able to find good

reaſons for believing teſtimony, which

the weak and the ignorant could not dif

cover.

In a word, if credulity were the effect

of reaſoning and experience, it muſt grow

up and gather ſtrength, in the ſame pro

portion as reaſon and experience do. But

if it is the gift of nature, it will be ſtrong

eft
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eft in childhood, and limited and reſtrain

ed by experience ; and the moſt ſuper

ficial view of human life ſhows, that the

laſt is really the caſe, and not the firſt.

It is the intention of nature , that we

ſhould be carried in arms before we are

able to walk upon our legs ; and it is

likewiſe the intention of nature, that our

belief ſhould be guided by the authority

and reaſon of others , before it can be

guided by our own reaſon. The weak

neſs of the infant, and the natural affec

tion of the mother, plainly indicate the

former ; and the natural credulity of

youth , and authority of age, as plainly

indicate the latter . The infant, by pro

per nurſing and care, acquires ſtrength

to walk without fupport. Reafon hath

likewiſe her infancy , when ſhe muſt be

carried in arms : then ſhe leans entirely

upon authority, by natural inſtinct, as if

ſhe was conſcious of her own weakneſs ;

and without this ſupport, ſhe becomes

vertiginous . When brought to maturity

by proper culture, ſhe begins to feel her

own ſtrength, and leans leſs upon the rea

ſon of others ; ſhe learns to ſuſpect teſti

mony in ſome caſes, and to diſbelieve it

in others ; and ſets bounds to that autho

Ee rity
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rity to which ſhe was at firſt entirely ſub

ject. But ſtill, to the end of life, ſhe

finds a neceſſity of borrowing light from

teſtimony, where ſhe has none within

herſelf, and of leaning in ſome degree

upon the reaſon of others , where ſhe is

conſcious of her own imbecillity.

And as in many inſtances, Reaſon, even

in her maturity, borrows aid from teſti

mony ; ſo in others ſhe mutually gives

aid to it , and ſtrengthens its authority.

For as we find good reaſon to reject teſti

mony in ſome caſes, ſo in others we find

good reaſon to rely upon it with perfect

ſecurity, in our moſt important concerns,

The character, the number, and the dif

intereſtedneſs of witneſſes, the impoffibi

lity of colluſion , and the incredibility of

their concurring in their teſtimony with

out colluſion , may give an irreſiſtible

ſtrength to teſtimony , compared to which

its native and intrinſic authority is very

inconſiderable .

Having now conſidered the general

principles of the human mind which fit

us for receiving information from our fel

low -creatures, by the means of language ;

let us next conſider the general principles

which fit us for receiving the informa

tion
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tion of nature by our acquired percep

tions...

It is undeniable, and indeed is acknow

ledged by all, that when we have found

two things to have been conſtantly con

joined in the courſe of nature, the ap

pearance of one of them is immediately

followed by the conception and belief of

the other. The former becomes a natu

ral ſign of the latter ; and the knowledge

of their conſtant conjunction in time paſt,

whether got by experience or otherwiſe,

is ſufficient to make us rely with aſſu

rance upon the continuance of that con

junction.

This proceſs of the human mind is ſo

familiar, that we never think of inquiring

into the principles upon which it is found

ed . We are apt to conceive it as a ſelf

evident truth , that what is to come muſt

be fimilar to what is paſt. Thus if a cer:

tain degree of cold freezes water to-day,

and has been known to do ſo in all time

paſt, we have no doubt but the ſame de

gree of cold will freeze water to-morrow,

or a year hence. That this is a truth

which all men believe as ſoon as they un

derſtand it, I readily admit ; but the que

ſtion is , Whence does its evidence ariſe ?

Not

..

A

Ee 2
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Not from comparing the ideas, ſurely.

For when I compare the idea of cold with

that of water hardened into a tranſparent

ſolid body, I. can perceive no connection

between them : no man can ſhow the

one to be the neceſſary effect of the

other : no man can give a ſhadow of rea

ſon why nature hath conjoined them.

But do we not learn their conjunction

from experience ? True ; experience in

forms us that they have been conjoined

in time paſt : but no man ever had any

experience of what is future : and this is

the very queſtion to be reſolved, How we

come to believe that the future will be

like the paſt ? Hath the Author of nature

promiſed this ? Or were we admitted to

his council, when he eſtabliſhed the pre

fent laws of nature, and determined the

time of their continuance ? No, ſurely.

Indeed , if we believe that there is a wife

and good Author of nature, we may fee

a good reaſon, why he ſhould continue

the ſame laws of nature, and the ſame

connections of things, for a long time :

becauſe, if he did otherwiſe, we could

learn nothing from what is paſt, and all

our experience would be of no uſe to us.

But though this conſideration, when we

come
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come to the uſe of reaſon , may confirm

our belief of the continuance of the
pre

fent courſe of nature, it is certain that it

did not give riſe to this belief ; for chil

dren and idiots have this belief as ſoon as

they know that fire will burn them. It

muſt therefore be the effect of inſtinct,

not of reaſon .

The wife Author of our nature intend

ed, that a great and neceſſary part of our

knowledge ſhould be derived from expe

rience, before we are capable of reaſon

ing, and he hath provided means perfect

ly adequate to this intention. For, firſt,

He governs nature by fixed laws, ſo that

we find innumerable connections of things

which continue from age to age. With

out this ſtability of the courſe of nature,

there could be no experience ; or, it would

be a falſe guide, and lead us into error

and miſchief. If there were not a prin

ciple of veracity in the human mind,

mens words would not be ſigns of their

thoughts: and if there were no regularity

in the courſe of nature, no one thing could

be a natural ſign of another. Secondly,

He hath implanted in human minds an

original principle by which we believe

and expect the continuance of the courſe

ofEe 3
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of nature, and the continuance of thoſe

connections which we have obſerved in

time paſt. It is by this general principle

of our nature, that when two things have

been found connected in time paſt, the

appearance of the one produces the be

lief of the other.

I think the ingenious author of the

Treatiſe ofhuman nature firſt obſerved, That

our belief of the continuance of the laws

of nature cannot be founded either upon

knowledge or probability : but, far from

conceiving it to be an original principle

of the mind, he endeavours to account

for it from his favourite hypotheſis, That

belief is nothing but a certain degree of

vivacity in the idea of the thing believed .

I made a remark upon this curious hypo

theſis in the ſecond chapter, and ſhall now

make another. :

The belief which we have in percep

tion , is a belief of the preſent exiſtence

of the object ; that which we have inme

mory, is a belief of its paſt exiſtence ; the

belief of which we are now ſpeaking, is a

belief of its future exiſtence, and in ima

gination there is no belief at all. Now, I

would gladly know of this author, how

one degree of vivacity fixes the exiſtence

G of
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without any

of the object to the preſent moment ;

another carries it back to time paſt ; a

third, taking a contrary direction , carries

it into futurity ; and a fourth carries it

out of exiſtence altogether. Suppoſe, for

inſtance, that I ſee the ſun riſing out of

the ſea ; I remember to have ſeen him

riſe yefterday ; I believe he will riſe to

morrow near the ſame place ; I can like

wiſe imagine him riſing in that place,

belief at all . Now, accord

ing to this ſceptical hypotheſis, this per

ception, this memory, this foreknowledge,

and this imagination, are all the ſame

idea, diverſified only by differentdegrees

of vivacity . The perception of the ſun

riſing, is the moſt lively idea ; the memo

ry of his riſing yeſterday, is the ſame idea

a little more faint ; the belief of his ri

fing to-morrow , is the fame idea yet faint

er ; and the imagination of his riſing, is

ſtill the ſame idea , but fainteſt of all .

One is apt to think , that this idea might

gradually paſs through all poſſible degrees

of vivacity , without ſtirring out of its

place. But if we think ſo, we deceive

ourſelves ; for no ſooner does it begin to

grow languid , than it moves backward

into time paſt. Suppoſing this to be

granted ,
Ee 4
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granted, we expect at leaſt that as it

moves backward by the decay of its vi

vacity, the more that vivacity decays, it

will
go back the farther, until it remove

quite out of ſight. But here we are de

ceived again ; for there is a certain pe

riod of this declining vivacity, when , as

if it had met an elaſtic obſtacle in its mo

tion backward , it ſuddenly rebounds from

the paſt to the future, without taking the

preſent in its way. And now having got

into the regions of futurity , we are apt

to think, that it has room enough to ſpend

all its remaining vigour : but ſtill we are

deceived ; for, by another ſprightly bound,

it mounts up into the airy region of ima

gination . So that ideas, in the gradual

declenſion of their vivacity, ſeem to imi

tate the inflection of verbs in grammar.

They begin with the preſent, and proceed

in order to the preterite, the future, and

the indefinite. This article of the ſcep

tical creed is indeed ſo full of myſtery,

on whatever fide we view it, that they

who hold that creed, are very injuriouſly

charged with incredulity : for to me it

appears to require as much faith as that

of St Athanafius.

However ,
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However, we agree with the author of

the Treatiſe of human nature in this, That

our belief of the continuance of nature's

laws is not derived from reaſon . It is

an inſtinctive preſcience of the operations

of nature, very like to that preſcience of

human actions which makes us rely upon

the teſtimony of our fellow -creatures ;

and as , without the latter, we ſhould be

incapable of receiving information from

men by language ; ſo, without the for

mer, we ſhould be incapable of receiving

the information of nature by means of

experience.

All our knowledge of nature beyond

our original perceptions, is got by ex

perience, and conſiſts in the interpreta

tion of natural ſigns. The conſtancy of

nature's laws connects the ſign with the

thing ſignified , and, by the natural prin

ciple juſt now explained, we rely upon

the continuance of the connections which

experience hath diſcovered ; and thus the

appearance ofthe fign, is followed by the

belief of the thing ſignified .

Upon this principle of our conſtitution ,

not only acquired perception, but all in

ductive reaſoning, and all our reaſoning

from analogy, is grounded : and there

fore,
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fore, for want of another name, we ſhall

beg leave to call it the inductive principle. It

is from the force of this principle, that we

immediately affent to that axiom upon

which all our knowledge of nature is

built, That effects of the ſame kind muſt

have the ſame cauſe . For effects and

cauſes, in the operations of nature, mean

nothing but ſigns, and the things figni

fied by them . We perceive no proper

caſualty or efficiency in any natural

cauſe ; but only a connection eſtabliſhed

by the courſe of nature between it and

what is called its effect . Antecedently

to all reaſoning, we have, by our conſti

tution , an anticipation , that there is a

fixed and ſteady courſe of nature ; and

we have an eager deſire to diſcover this

courſe of nature. We attend to every

conjunction of things which preſents it

ſelf, and expect the continuance of that

conjunction . And when ſuch a conjunc

tion has been often obſerved , we con

ceive the things to be naturally connect

ed, and the appearance
of

one,
without

any reaſoning or reflection, carries along

with it the belief of the other.

If any reader ſhould imagine that the

inductive principle may be reſolved into

what
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what philoſophers uſually call the aſoci

ation of ideas, let him obſerve, that, by

this principle, natural ſigns are not aſſo

ciated with the idea only, but with the

belief of the things ſignified. Now, this

can with no propriety be called an affoci

ation of ideas, unleſs ideas and belief be

one and the ſame thing. A child has

found the prick of a pin conjoined with

pain ; hence he believes, and knows, that

theſe things are naturally connected' ; he

knows that the one will always follow

the other. If any man will call this on

ly,an aſſociation of ideas , I diſpute not

about words, but I think he ſpeaks very

improperly . For if we exprefs it in plain

Engliſh , it is a preſcience, that things

which he hath found conjoined in time

paft, will be conjoined in time to come,

And this preſcience is not the effect of

reaſoning, but of an original principle of

human nature, which I have called the

induétive principle.

: This principle, like that of credulity,

is unlimited in infancy, and gradually

reſtrained and regulated as we grow up.

It leads us often into miſtakes, but is

of infinite advantage' upon the whole.

By it the child once burnt ſhuns the fire

by

;
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by it, he likewiſe runs away from the

ſurgeon by whom he was inoculated.

It is better that he ſhould do the laſt,

than that he ſhould not do the firſt .

But the miſtakes we are led into by

theſe two natural principles, are of a dif

ferent kind. Men ſometimes lead us in

to miſtakes, when we perfectly under

ſtand their language, by ſpeaking lies .

But Nature never miſleads us in this

way ; her language is always true ; and

it is only by miſinterpreting it that we

fall into error. There muſt be many

accidental conjunctions of things , as well

as natural connections ; and the former

are apt to be miſtaken for the latter.

Thus, in the inſtance above mentioned ,

the child connected the pain of inocu

lation with the ſurgeon ; whereas it was

really connected with the inciſion only.

Philoſophers, and men of ſcience, are not

exempted from ſuch miſtakes; indeed all

falſe reaſoning in philofophy is owing to

them : it is drawn from experience and

analogy, as well as juſt reaſoning, other

wiſe it could have no verifimilitude : but

the one is an unſkilful and raſh , the

other a juſt and legitimate interpreta

tion of natural ſigns. If a child , or a
1

man
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man of common underſtanding, were put

to interpret a book of ſcience, wrote in

his mother-tongue, how many blunders

and miſtakes would he be apt to fall in

to ? Yet he knows as much of this lan

guage as is neceſſary for his manner of

life.

The language of nature is the univer

ſal ſtudy ; and the ſtudents are of diffe

rent claſſes. Brutes, idiots, and children,

employ themſelves in this ſtudy, and owe

to it all their acquired perceptions. Men

of common underſtanding make a great

er progreſs, and learn , by a ſmall degree

of reflection , many things of which child

ren are ignorant.

Philoſophers fill up the higheſt form in

this ſchool, and are critics in the lan

guage of nature. All theſe different claſſes

have one teacher, Experience, enlighten

ed by the inductive principle . Take a

way the light of this inductive principle,

and Experience is as blind as a mole : ſhe

may indeed feel what is preſent, and

what immediately touches her ; but ſhe

ſees nothing that is either before or be

hind, upon the right hand or upon the

left, future or paft.

The
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The rules of inductive reaſoning, or of

a juſt interpretation of nature, as well as

the fallacies by which we are apt to mif

interpret her language, have been, with

wonderful fagacity, delineated by the

great genius of Lord Bacon : ſo that his

Novum organum may juſtly be called a

grammar ofthe language ofNature. It adds

greatly to the merit of this work, and a

tones for its defects, that at the time it

was written, the world had not ſeen any

tolerable model of inductive reaſoning,

from which the rules of it might be co

pied . The arts of poetry and eloquence

were grown, up to perfection when Ari

ſtotle deſcribed them ; but the art of in

terpreting nature was yet in embryo when

Bacon delineated its manly features and

proportions. Ariſtotle drew his rules

from the beſt models of thoſe arts that

have yet appeared ; but the beſt models

of inductive reaſoning that have yet ap

peared, which I take to be the third book

of the Principia and the Optics of Newton,

were drawn from Bacon's rules. The

purpoſe of all thoſe rules, is to teach us

to diſtinguiſh ſeeming or apparent con

nections of things in the courſe of nature ,

from ſuch as are real .

They
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They that are unſkilful in inductive

reaſoning, are more apt to fall into error

in their reaſonings from the phænomena

of nature, than in their , acquired percep

tions; becauſe we often reaſon from a few

inſtances , and thereby are apt to miſtake

accidental conjunctions of things for na

tural connections : but that. habit of paf

fing, without reaſoning, from the ſign to

the thing ſignified, which conſtitutes ac

quired perception, muſt be learned by

many inſtances or experiments ; and the

number of experiments ſerves to disjoin

thoſe things which have been accidental

ly conjoined, as well as to confirm our

belief of natural connections.

From the time that children begin to uſe

their hands, nature directs them to handle

every thing over and over, to look at it

while they handle it , and to put it in va

rious poſitions, and at various diſtances

from the eye. We
are apt to excuſe this

as a childiſh diverſion , becauſe they muſt

be doing ſomething, and have not reaſon

to entertain themſelves in a more , manly

way . But if we think more juſtly, we

ſhall find , that they are engaged in the

moſt ſerious and important ſtudy ; and if

they had all the reaſon of a philoſopher,

they
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they could not be more properly employ

ed . For it is this childiſh employment

that enables them to make the proper

uſe of their eyes . They are thereby eve

ry day acquiring habits of perception,

which are of greater importance than

any thing we can teach them. The ori

ginal perceptions which Nature gave

them are few , and inſufficient for the

purpoſes of life ; and therefore ſhe made

them capable of acquiring many more

perceptions by habit . And to complete

her work, ſhe hath given them an un

wearied aſſiduity in applying to the ex

erciſes by which thoſe perceptions are

acquired.

This is the education which Nature

gives to her children. And ſince we

have fallen upon this ſubject, we may

add , that another part of Nature's educa

tion is , That , by the courſe of things,

children muſt often exert all their muf

cular force, and employ all their ingenui

ty , in order to gratify their curioſity,

and ſatisfy their little appetites . What

they deſire is only to be obtained at the

expence of labour and patience, and many

diſappointments. By the exerciſe of body

and mind neceſſary for ſatisfying their

deſires,
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deſires, they acquire agility, ſtrength, and

dexterity in their motions, as well as

health and vigour to their conſtitutions ;

they learn patience and perſeverance ;

they learn to bear pain without dejection ,

and diſappointment without deſpondence.

The education of Nature is moſt perfect

in favages, who have no other tutor : and

we ſee, that, in the quickneſs of all their

fenſes, in the agility of their motions, in

the hardineſs of their conſtitutions, and

in the ſtrength of their minds to bear

hunger, thirſt, pain, and diſappointment,

they commonly far exceed the civilized .

A moſt ingenious writer, on this account,

ſeems to prefer the favage life to that of

ſociety. But the education of Nature

could never of itſelf produce a Rouſſeau .

It is the intention of Nature, that human

education ſhould be joined to her inſtitu

tion, in order to form the man . And ſhe

hath fitted us for human education, by

the natural principles of imitation and

credulity, which diſcover themſelves al

moſt in infancy, as well as by others

which are of later growth.

When the education which we receive

from men, does not give ſcope to the edu

cation of Nature, it is wrong directed ;

Ff iç
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it tends to hurt our faculties of percep

tion, and to enervate both the body and

mind. Nature hath her way of rearing

men, as ſhe hath of curing their diſeaſes.

The art of medicine is to follow Nature,

to imitate and to affift her in the cure of

diſeaſes ; and the art of education is to

follow Nature, to aſſiſt and to imitate her

in her way of rearing men. The ancient

inhabitants of the Baleares followed Na

ture in the manner of teaching their childa

ren to be good archers, when they hung

their dinner aloft by a thread, and left

the younkers to bring it down by their

ſkill in archery

The education of Nature, without any

more human care than is neceſſary to pre

ſerve life, makes a perfect favage. Hu

man education , joined to that of Nature,

may make a good citizen , a ſkilful artiſan ,

or a well-bred man . But. Reaſon and

Reflection muſt ſuperadd their tutory , in

order to produce a Rouſſeau, a Bacon, or

a Newton .

Notwithſtanding the innumerable cr

rors committed in human education, there

is hardly any education ſo bad, as to be

worſe than none. And I apprehend, that

if even Rouſſeau were to chuſe whether to

educate

1

1
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educate a ſon among the French , the Ita

lians, the Chineſe, or among the Eſki

maux, he would not give the preference

to the laſt.

When Reaſon is properly employed, ſhe

will confirm the documents of Nature,

which are always true and wholeſome ;

ſhe will diſtinguiſh, in the documents of

human education , the good from the bad,

rejecting the laſt with modeſty, and adhe

ring to the firſt with reverence.

Moſt men continue all their days to be

juſt what Nature and human education

made them. Their manners, their opi

nions, their virtues, and their vices , are

all got by habit, imitation, and inſtruç

tion ; and Reaſon has little or no ſhare in

forming them.

و

/

1
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Containing Reflections upon the opinions

of Philoſophers on this ſubject.

TH
HERE are two ways in which men

may form their notions and opi

nions concerning the mind, and concern

ing its powers and operations. The firſt

is the only way that leads to truth ; but

it is narrow and rugged, and few have

entered upon it . The ſecond is broad

and ſmooth, and hathbeenmuch beaten,

not only by the vulgar, but even by phi

loſophers : it is ſufficient for common

life, and is well adapted to the purpoſes

ofthe poet and orator : but, in philoſophi

cal diſquiſitions concerning the mind, it

leads to error and deluſion .

We may call the firſt of theſe

way of reflection . When the operations of

the mind are exerted, we are conſcious of

them ; and it is in our power to attend to

them , and to reflect upon them, until they

become familiar objects of thought. This

is the only way in which we can form juſt

and

ways, the
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and accurate notions of thoſe operations.

But this attention and reflection is ſo diffi

cult to man, furrounded on all hands by

external objects which conſtantly ſolicit

his attention, that it has been very little

practiſed, even by philoſophers. In the

courſe of this . Inquiry, we have had many

occaſions to ſhow , how little attention

hath been given to the moſt familiar ope

rations of the ſenſes.

The ſecond, and the moſt common way,

in which men form their opinions con

cerning the mind and its operations, we

may call the way of analogy. There is no

thing in the courſe of nature fo ſingular,

but we can find ſome reſemblance, or at

leaſt ſome analogy, between it and other

things with which we are acquainted.

The mind naturally delights in hunting

after ſuch analogies, and attends to them

with pleaſure. From them, ' poetry and

wit derive a great part of their charms;

and eloquence, not a little of its perſuaſive

force.

Beſides the pleaſure we receive from

analogies , they are of very conſiderable

uſe , both to facilitate the conception of

things, when they are not eaſily appre

hended without ſuch a handle , and to

leadFf3
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lead us to probable conjectures about their

nature and qualities, when we want the

means of more direct and immediate

knowledge. When I conſider that the

planet Jupiter, in like manner as the earth,

rolls round his own axis , and revolves

round the ſun , and that he is enlightened

by ſeveral fecondary planets, as the earth

is enlightened by the moon ; I am apt to

conjecture from analogy , that as the earth

by theſe means is fitted to be the habita

tion of various orders of animals, ſo the

planet Jupiter is , bythe like means , fitted

for the faine purpoſe : and having no ar

gument more direct and concluſive to de

termine mein this point, I yield , to this

analogical reaſoning, a degree of affent

proportioned to its ſtrength. When I ob

ſerve, that the potatoe plant very much

reſembles the folanum in its flower and

fructification , and am informed , that the

laſt is poiſonous, I am apt from analogy

to have ſome ſuſpicion of the former : but

in this caſe, I have acceſs to more direct

and certain evidence ; and therefore ought

not to truſt to analogy, which would lead

me into an error.

Arguments from analogy are always at

hand, and grow up ſpontaneouſly in a

fruitful

1

1

1
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fruitful imagination , while arguments

that aremore direct, and more concluſive,

often require painful attention and appli

cation : and therefore mankind in gene

ral have been very much diſpoſed to truſt

to the former . If one attentively exa

mines the ſyſtems of the ancient philoſo

phers, either concerning the material

world , or concerning the mind, he will

find them to be built folely upon the

foundation of analogy. Lord Bacon firſt

delineated the ſtrict and ſevere method of

induction ; ſince his time it has been ap

plied with very happy ſucceſs in ſome

parts of naturalphiloſophy ; and hardly

in any thing elſe. But there is no fub

ject in which mankind are ſo much difpo

fed to truſt to the analogical way ofthink

ing and reaſoning, as in what concerns

the mind and its operations ; becauſe , to

form clear and diſtinct notions of thoſe

operations in the direct and proper way,

and to reaſon about them, requires a ha

bit of attentive reflection, of which few

are capable, and which, even by thoſe

few , cannot be attained without much

pains and labour.

Every man is apt to form his notions

of things difficult to be apprehended , or

leſsFf4
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leſs familiar, from their analogy to things

which are more familiar. Thus, if a man

bred to the ſeafaring life, and accuſtomed

to think and talk only of matters rela

ting to navigation, enters into diſcourſe

upon any other ſubject ; it is well known,

that the language and the notions proper

to his own profeſſion are infuſed into

every ſubject, and all things are meaſu

red by the rules of navigation : and if he

ſhould take it into his head to philoſo

phize concerning the faculties of the

mind, it cannot be doubted, but he would

draw his notions from the fabric of his

ſhip, and would find in the mind, fails,

mafts, rudder, and compaſs.

Senſible objects of one kind or other,

do no leſs occupy and ingroſs the reſt of

mankind, than things relating to naviga

tion, the ſeafaring man. For a confider

able part of life, we can think of nothing

but the objects of ſenſe ; and to attend to

objects of another nature, ſo as to form

clear and diſtinct notions of them, is no

eaſy matter, even after we come to years

of reflection . The condition ofmankind,

therefore, affords good reaſon to appre

hend, that their language, and their com

mon notions, concerning the mind and

its
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its operations, will be analogical, and de

rived from the objects of ſenſe ; and that

theſe analogies will beapt to impoſe up

on philoſophers, as well as upon the vul

gar, and to lead them to materialize the

mind and its faculties : and experience

abundantly confirms the truth of this.

How generally men of all nations, and

in all ages of the world , have conceived

the ſoul, or thinking principle in man, to

be ſome ſubtile matter, like breath or

wind, the names given to it almoſt in all

languages fufficiently teſtify. We have

words which are proper, and not analogi

cal, to expreſs the various ways in which

we perceive external objects by the ſenſes ;

ſuch as feeling, fight, taſte : but we are of

ten obliged to uſe theſe words analogical

ly, to expreſs other powers of the mind

which are of a very different nature .

And the powers which imply ſome de

gree of reflection , have generally no

names but ſuch as are analogical. The

objects of thought are ſaid to be in the

mind, to be apprebended, comprehended, con

ceived , imagined, retained, weighed, rumina

ted .

It does not appear that the notions of

the ancient philoſophers, with regard to

the
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the nature of the ſoul, were much more

refined than thofe of the vulgar, or that

they were formed in any
other

way.
We

ſhall diſtinguiſh the philoſophy that re

gards our ſubject into the old and the new.

The old reacheddown to Des Cartes , who

gave it a fatal blow, of which it has been

gradually expiring ever ſince, and is now

almoſt extinct . Des Cartes is the father

of the new philoſophy that relates to this

ſubject ; but it hath been gradually im

proving fince his time, upon the principles

laid down by him. The old philoſophy

ſeems to have been purely analogical :

the new is more derived from reflection ,

but ſtill with a very conſiderable mixture

of the old analogical notions .

Becauſe the objects of ſenſe conſiſt of

matter andform , the ancient philoſophers

conceived every thing to belong to one of

theſe, or to be made up of both. Some

therefore thought, that the ſoul is a par

ticular kind of ſubtile matter, ſeparable

from our groſs bodies'; others thought

that it is only a particular form of the

body, and inſeparable from it . For there

ſeem to have been ſome among the an

cients , as well as among the moderns,

who conceived that a certain firucture,

or
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or organization of the body, is all that is

neceffary to render it ſenſible and intel

ligent . The different powers of the mind

were, accordingly, by the laſt ſect of phi

-loſophers , conceived to belong to differ

ent parts of the body, as the heart, the

brain , the liver, the ſtomach , the blood .

They who thought that the ſoul is a

fubtile matter ſeparable from the body,

-diſputed to which of the four elements it

belongs, whether to earth, water, air, or

fire. Of the three laſt, each had its par

ticular advocates . But ſome were of

opinion, that it partakes of all the ele

ments ; that it muſt have ſomething in its

compoſition ſimilar to every thing we

perceive ; and that we perceive earth by

the earthly part ; water, by the watery

part ; and fire, by the fiery part of the

ſoul . Some philoſophers, not fatisfied

with determining of what kind of matter

the foul is made, inquired likewiſe into

its figure, which they determined to be

ſpherical, that it might be the more fit

for motion . The moſt fpiritual and

ſublime notion concerning the nature of

the ſoul, to be met with among the anci

ent philoſophers, I conceive to be that of

the Platoniſts, who held that it is made

of
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of that celeſtial and incorruptible matter

of which the fixed ſtars were made, and

therefore has a natural tendency to re

join its proper element . I am at a loſs

to ſay, in which of theſe claſſes of philo

ſophers Ariſtotle ought to be placed. He

defines the ſoul to be, The firſt évtehexsic of

a natural body which has potential life.

I beg to be excufed from tranſlating the

Greek word, becauſe I know not the mean

ing of it.

The notions of the ancient philoſo

phers with regard to the operations of

the mind , particularly with regard to

perception and ideas, ſeem likewiſe to

have been formed by the ſame kind of

analogy

Plato , of the writers that are extant,

firſt introduced the word idea into philo

fophy ; but his doctrine upon this ſub

ject had ſomewhat peculiar. He agreed

with the reſt of the ancient philoſophers

in this , that all things conſiſt of matter

and form ; and that the matter of which

all things were made, exifted from eter

nity, without form : but he likewiſe be

lieved , that there are eternal forms of all

poflible things which exiſt, without mat

ter ; and to theſe eternal and immaterial

forms
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forms he gave the name of ideas ; main

taining, that they are the only object of

true knowledge. It is of no great mo

ment to us, whether he borrowed theſe

notions from Parmenides, or whether

they were the iſſue of his own creative

imagination. The latter Platonifts ſeem

to have improved upon them, in con

ceiving thoſe ideas, or eternal forms of

things, to exiſt, not of themſelves, but in

the Divine Mind, and to be the models

and patterns according to which all

things were made :

Then liv'd the Eternal One, then, deep retir'd

In bis unfathom'deſſence, view'dat large

The uncreated images ofthings.

To theſe Platonic notions , that of Ma

lebranche is very, nearly allied . This

author ſeems, more than any other, to

have been aware of the difficulties attend:

ing the common hypotheſis concerning

ideas , to wit , That ideas of all objects of

thought are in the human mind ; and

therefore, in order to avoid thoſe diffi:

culties , makes the ideas which are the

immediate objects of human thought, to

be the ideas of things in the Divine

Mind ;
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Mind ; who being intimately preſent to

every human mind, may diſcover his

ideas to it, as far as pleaſeth him .

The Platoniſts and Malebranche ex

cepted, all other philoſophers, as far as

I know, have conceived that there are

ideas or images of every object of thought

in the human mind, or at leaſt in fome

part of the brain, where the mind is fup

poſed to have its reſidence.

Ariſtotle had no good affection to the

word idea, and ſeldom or never uſes it but

in refuting Plato's notions about ideas.

He thought that matter may exiſt with

out form ; but that forms cannot exiſt

without matter. But at the ſame time

he taught, That there can be no ſenfa

tion, no imagination, nor intellection,

without forms, phantaſms, or ſpecies in

the mind ; and that things ſenſible are

perceived by ſenſible fpecies, and things

intelligible by intelligible ſpecies. His

followers taught more explicitly, that

thoſe ſenſible and intelligible fpecies are

ſent forth by the objects, and make their

impreſſions upon the paflive intellect ;

and that the active intellect perceives

them in the paſſive intellect . And this

ſeems to have been the common opinion

while
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while the Peripatetic philoſophy retained

its authority.

The Epicurean doctrine, as explained

by Lucretius, though widely different

from the Peripatetic. in many things, is

almoſt the ſame in this. : He affirms, that

flender films, or ghoſts ( tenția rerum fimu

lacra) are ſtill going off from all things

and flying about; and that theſe being

extremely ſubtile, eaſily penetrate our

groſs bodies , and ſtriking upon the mind,

cauſe thought and imagination .

After the Peripatetic ſyſtem had reign

ed above a thouſand years in the ſchools

of Europe, almoſt without a rival, it ſunk

before that of Des Cartes ; the perſpicu

ity of whoſe writings and notions, con

trafted with the obſcurity of Ariſtotle

and his commentators, created a ſtrong

prejudice in favour of this new philofo

phy: The characteriſtic of Plato's geni

us was ſublimity, that of. Ariſtotle's, fub

tilty ; but Des Cartes far excelled both

in perſpicuity, and bequeathed this ſpirit

to his ſucceſſors. The ſyſtem which is

now generally received, with regard to

the mind and its operations, derives , not

only its ſpirit from Des Cartes, but its

fundamental principles ; and after all the

improvements
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improvements made by Malebranche,

Locke, Berkeley , and Hume, may ſtill be

called the Carteſian Syſtem : we ſhall there

fore make ſome remarks upon its ſpirit

and tendency in general, and upon its

doctrine concerning ideas in particular.

1. It may be obſerved, That the me
thod which Dein

led himto attend more to the operations

of the mind by accurate reflection , and

to truſt leſs to analogical reaſoning upon

this ſubject, than any philoſopher had

done before him . Intending to build a

ſyſtem upon a new foundation, he began

with a reſolution to admit nothing but

what was abſolutely certain and evident,

He ſuppoſed that his ſenſes, his memory,

his reaſon, and every other faculty to

which we truſt in common life, might

be fallacious ; and reſolved to diſbelieve

every thing, until he was compelled by

irreſiſtible evidence to yield affent.

In this method of proceeding, what ap:

peared to him , firſt of all, certain and

evident, was, That he thought, that he

doubted, that he deliberated . In a word,

the operations of his own mind, of which

he was conſcious, 'muſt be real , and no

deluſion ; and though all his other facul

ties
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ties ſhould deceive him , his conſciouſneſs

could not. This therefore he looked

upon as the firſt of all truths . This was

the firſt firm ground upon which he ſet

his foot, after being toſſed in the ocean

of ſcepticiſm ; and he reſolved to build

all knowledge upon it, without ſeeking

after
any more firſt principles .

As every other truth , therefore, and

particularly the exiſtence of the objects

of ſenſe, was to be deduced by a train

of ſtrict argumentation from what he

knew by conſciouſneſs, he was naturally

led to give attention to the operations of

which he was conſcious, without bor

rowing his notions of them from exter

nal things.

It was not in the way of analogy, but

of attentive reflection , that he was led

to obſerve, That thought, volition, re

membrance, and the other attributes of

the mind, are altogether unlike to ex

tenſion, to figure, and to all the attri

butes of body ; that we have no reaſon,

therefore, to conceive thinking ſubſtances

to have any reſemblance to extended ſub

ſtances ; and that, as the attributes of

the thinking ſubſtance are things of

which we are conſcious, we may have

1

GS a
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a more certain and immediate know

ledge of them by reflection , than we

can have of external objects by our

ſenſes.

Theſe obſervations, as far as I know,

were firſt made by Des Cartes ; and they

are of more importance, and throw more

light upon the ſubject, than all that had

been ſaid upon it before.it before . They ought

to make us diffident and jealous of every

notion concerning the mind and its ope

rations, which is drawn from ſenſible ob

jects in the way of analogy, and to make

us rely only upon accurate reflection,

as the ſource of all real knowledge upon

this ſubject.

2. I obſerve, that as the Peripatetic

ſyſtem has a tendency to materialize the

mind, and its operations ; ſo the Car

teſian has a tendency to ſpiritualize bo

dy, and its qualities. One error, com

mon to both ſyſtems, leads to the firſt of

theſe extremes in the way of analogy,

and to the laft, in the way of reflection ,

The error I mean is , That we can know

nothing about body , or its qualities , but

as far as we have ſenſations which re

ſemble thoſe qualities . Both ſyſtems

agreed in this : buț according to their

different

1
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different methods of reaſoning, they

drew
very

different concluſions from it ;

the Peripatetic drawing his notions of

ſenſation from the qualities of body ;

the Carteſian , on the contrary, drawing

his notions of the qualities of body from

his ſenſations.

The Peripatetic, taking it for granted

that bodies and their qualities do really

exiſt, and are ſuch as we commonly take

them to be , inferred from them the

nature of his ſenſations, and reaſoned

in this manner : Our ſenſations are the

impreſſions which ſenſible objects make

upon the mind , and may be compared

to the impreſſion of a ſeal upon wax ;

the impreſſion is the image or form of

the ſeal, without the matter of it : in

like manner, every ſenſation is the image

or form of ſome ſenſible quality of the

object. This is the reaſoning of Ariſtotle,

and it has an evident tendency to ma

terialize the mind , and its ſenſations.

The Carteſian, on the contrary , thinks,

that the exiſtence of body, or of

its qualities, is not to be taken as a firſt

principle ; and that we ought to admit

nothing concerning it , but what, by juſt

reaſoning, can be deduced from our ſen

ſations ;

any of

Gg2
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ſations ; and he knows, that by reflection

we can form clear and diſtinct notions of

our ſenſations, without borrowing our

notions of them by analogy from the ob

jects of ſenſe. The Carteſians, therefore,

beginning to give attention to their ſen

ſations, firſt diſcovered that the ſenſations

correſponding to ſecondary qualities , can

not reſemble any quality of body . Hence

Des Cartes and Locke inferred, that

ſound, taſte , ſmell, colour, heat, and cold,

which the vulgar took to be qualities of

body, were not qualities of body, but

mere ſenſations of the mind. Afterwards

the ingenious Berkeley, conſidering more

attentively the nature of ſenſation in ge

neral, diſcovered, and demonſtrated , that

no ſenſation whatever could poſſibly re

ſemble any quality of an inſentient being,

ſuch as body is ſuppoſed to be : and hence

he inferred, very juſtly, that there is the

ſame reaſon to hold extenſion , figure,

and all the primary qualities , to be mere

ſenſations, as there is to hold the fe

condary qualities to be mere ſenſations.

Thus, by juſt reaſoning upon the Carte

fian principles , matter was ſtript of all

its qualities ; the new ſyſtem , by a kind

of metaphyſical ſublimation, converted

all

1
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all the qualities of matter into ſenſations,

and ſpiritualized body, as the old had

materialized ſpirit.

The way to avoid both theſe extremes,

is , to admit the exiſtence of what we ſee

and feel as a firſt principle, as well as

the exiſtence of things whereof we are

conſcious ; and to take our notions of

the qualities of body, from the teſtimony

of our ſenſes, with the Peripatetics ; and

our notions of our ſenſations, from the

teſtimony of conſciouſneſs, with the Car

teſians.

3. I obſerve, That the modern ſcepti
ciſm is the natural iſſue of the new

ſyſtem ; and that, although it did not

bring forth this monſter until the year

1739, it may be ſaid to have carried it

in its womb from the beginning.

The old ſyſtem admitted all the prin

ciples of common ſenſe as firſt principles,

without requiring any proof of them ;

and therefore, though its reaſoning was

commonly vague, analogical , and dark,

yer it was built upon a broad foundation,

and had no tendency to ſcepticiſm . We

do not find that any Peripatetic thought

it incumbent upon him to prove the ex

iſtence of a material world ; but every

writerGg3
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writer upon the Carteſian ſyſtem at

tempted this , until Berkeley clearly de

monſtrated the futility of their argu

ments ; and thence concluded, that there

was no ſuch thing as a material world ;

and that the belief of it ought to be re

jected as a vulgar error.

The new ſyſtem admits only one of

the principles of common ſenſe as a firſt

principle ; and pretends , by ſtrict argu

mentation , to deduce all the reſt from it.

That our thoughts, our ſenſations, and

every thing of which we are conſcious,

hath a real exiſtence, is admitted in this

fyftem as a firſt principle ; but every

thing elſe muſt be made evident by the

light of reaſon . Reaſon muſt rear the

whole fabric of knowledge upon this

ſingle principle of conſciouſneſs.

There is a diſpoſition in human nature

to reduce things to as few principles as

poſſible ; and this, without doubt, adds to

the beauty of a fyftem , if the principles

are able to fupport what reſts upon them .

The mathematicians glory, very juſtly, in

having raiſed ſo noble and magnificent a

fyſtem of ſcience, upon the foundation of

a few axioms and definitions. This love

of ſimplicity , and of reducing things to

few
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few principles , hath produced many a falſe

ſyſtem ; but there never was any ſyſtem

in which it appears ſo remarkably as that

of Des Cartes . His whole ſyſtem con

cerning matter and ſpirit is built upon

one axiom , expreſſed in one word cogito.

Upon the foundation ofconſcious thought,

with ideas for his materials , he builds his

ſyſtem of the human underſtanding, and

attempts to account for all its phænomena:

And having, as he imagined , from his con

ſciouſneſs, proved the exiſtence of matter ;

upon the exiſtence of matter, and of a

certain quantity of motion originally im

preſſed upon it , he builds his ſyſtem of the

material world, and attempts to account

for all its phænomena.

Theſe principles, with regard to the

material fyftem , have been found inſuf

ficient; and it has been made evident,

that beſides matter and motion, we muſt

admit gravitation, coheſion, corpuſcular

attraction, magnetiſm, and other centripe

tal and centrifugal forces, by which the

particles of matter attract and repel each

other. Newton, having diſcovered this ,

and demonſtrated, that theſe principles

cannot be reſolved into matter and mo

tion, was led by analogy, and the love of

fimplicity,G 84
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matter.

fimplicity, to conjecture, but with a mo

deſty and caution peculiar to him, that all

the phænomena of the material world de

pended upon attracting and repelling

forces in the particles of matter. But we

may now venture to ſay, that this con

jecture fell ſhort of the mark. For, even

in the unorganized kingdom, the powers

by which ſalts, cryſtals, ſpars, and many

other bodies, concrete into regular forms,

can never be accounted for by attracting

and repelling forces in the particles of

And in the vegetable and ani

mal kingdoms, there are ſtrong indica

tions of powers of a different nature from

all the powers of unorganized bodies . We

ſee then, that although in the ſtructure of

the material world there is , without doubt,

all the beautiful ſimplicity conſiſtent with

the purpoſes for which it was made, it is

not ſo ſimple as the great Des Cartes de

termined it to be : nay, it is not ſo ſimple

as the greater Newton modeſtly conjectu

red it to be . Both were milled by ana

logy, and the love of fimplicity. One had

been much converſant about extenſion,

figure, and motion ; the other had enlar

ged his views to attracting and repelling

forces ; and both formed their notions of

the
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the unknown parts of nature , from thoſe

with which they were acquainted, as the

ſhepherd Tityrus formed his notion of

the city of Rome from his country vil

lage :

Urbem quam dicunt Romam, Melibæe, putavi

Stultus ego, huic noftræ fimilem , quòfæpefolemus

Paſtores ovium teneros depellere fætus.

Sic canibus catulos fimiles,fic matribus hædos

Nóram : fic parvis componere magna folebam .

1

This is a juſt picture of the analogical

way of thinking.

But to come to the ſyſtem of Des Cartes,

concerning the human underſtanding ; it

was built , as we have obſerved, upon con

ſciouſneſs as its ſole foundation, and with

ideas as its materials ; and all his fol

lowers have built upon the ſame founda

tion and with the ſame materials . They

acknowledge that nature hath given us

various ſimple ideas ; Theſe are analo

gous to the matter of Des Cartes's phyfi

cal ſyſtem . They acknowledge likewiſe

a natural power by which ideas are com

pounded, disjoined , aſſociated , compared :

This is analogous to the original quanti

ty of motion in Des Cartes's phyſical ſy

:

Item .
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ſtem . From theſe principles they attempt

to explain the phænomena of the human

underſtanding, juſt as in the phyſical fy

ſtein the phænomena of nature were to be

explained by matter and motion. It muſt

indeed be acknowledged , that there is

great ſimplicity in this ſyſtem as well as
in the other. There is ſuch a ſimilitude

between the two, as may be expected be

tween children of the fame father : but

as the one has been found to be the child

of Des Cartes , and not of Nature , there is

ground to think that the other is ſo like

wiſe.

That the natural iſſue of this ſyſtem is

ſcepticiſin with regard to every thing ex

cept the exiſtence of our ideas , and of

their neceſſary relations which appear up

on comparing them, is evident : for ideas

being the only objects of thought, and

having no exiſtence but when we are con

ſcious of them , it neceſſarily follows, that

there is no object of our thought which

can have a continued and permanent exi

ſtence. Body and ſpirit, cauſe and effect,

time and ſpace, to which we were wont

to aſcribe an exiſtence independent of our

thought, are all turned out of exiſtence

by this ſhort dilemma : Either theſe things

are
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are ideas of ſenſation or reflection, or they

are not : if they are ideas of ſenſation or

reflection , they can have no exiſtence but

when we are conſcious of them ; if they

are not ideas of ſenſation or reflection ,

they are words without any meaning.

Neither Des Cartes nor Locke percei.

ved this conſequence of their ſyſtem con

cerning ideas . Biſhop Berkeley was the

firſt who diſcovered it. And what fol

lowed upon this diſcovery ? Why, with

regard to the material world, and with

regard to ſpace and time, he admits the

conſequence, That theſe things are mere

ideas , and have no exiſtence but in our

minds : but with regard to the exiſtence

of ſpirits or minds, he does not admit the

conſequence ; and if he had admitted it,

he muſt have been an abſolute ſceptic.

But how does he evade this conſequence

with regard to the exiſtence of ſpirits ?

The expedient which the good Biſhop uſes

on this occaſion is very remarkable, and

ſhows his great averſion to ſcepticiſm .

He maintains , that we have no ideas of

fpirits ; and that we can think, and ſpeak ,

and reaſon about them, and about their

attributes , without having any ideas of

them . If this is ſo, my Lord , whatſhould

hinder
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hinder us from thinking and reaſoning

about bodies , and their qualities , without

having ideas of them ? The Biſhop either

did not think of this queſtion, or did not

think fit to give any anſwer to it . How

ever, we may obſerve, that in order to

avoid ſcepticiſm , he fairly ſtarts out of the

Carteſian ſyſtem , without giving any rea

fon why he did ſo in this inſtance, and in

no other. This indeed is the only in

ſtance of a deviation from Carteſian prin

ciples which I have metwith in the fuc

ceffors of Des Cartes ; and it ſeems to

have been only a ſudden ſtart, occaſioned

by the terror of ſcepticiſm ; for in all

other things Berkeley's ſyſtem is founded

upon Carteſian principles.

Thus we ſee, that Des Cartes and Locke

take the road that leads to ſcepticiſm ,

without knowing the end of it ; but they

ſtop ſhort for want of light to carry them

farther. Berkeley , frighted at the ap

pearance of the dreadful abyſs, ſtarts a

fide, and avoids it . But the author ofthe

Treatiſe of human nature , more daring and

intrepid, without turning aſide to the

right hand or to the left, like Virgil's

Alecto , ſhoots directly into the gulf :

Hic
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Hicfpecus horrendum , etſavi ſpiracula Ditis

Monſtrantur : ruptoque ingens Acheronte vorago

Péftiferas aperit fauces.

1

4. We may obſerve, That the account

given by the new ſyſtem , of that furni

ture of the human underſtanding which

is the gift of nature, and not the acquiſi

tion of our own reaſoning faculty, is ex

tremely lame and imperfect,

The natural furniture of the human

underſtanding is of two kinds ; Firſt,

The notions or ſimple apprehenſions which

we have of things : and, Secondly, The

judgments or the belief which we have

concerning them . As to our notions , the

new ſyſtem reduces them to two claſſes ;

ideas ofſenſation, and ideas of reflection : the

firſt are conceived to be copies of our

ſenſations, retained in the memory or i

magination ; the ſecond, to be copies of

the operations of our minds whereof we

are conſcious, in like manner retained in

the memory or imagination : and we are

taught , that theſe two comprehend all

the materials about which the human un

derſtanding is , or can be employed. As

to our judgment of things , or the belief

which we have concerning them, the

new

1
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new ſyſtem allows no part of it to be the

gift of nature, but holds it to be the ac

quiſition of reaſon , and to be got by com

paring our ideas , and perceiving their a

greements or diſagreements. Now I take

this account, both of our notions, and of

our judgments or belief, to be extremely

imperfect; and I ſhall briefly point out

ſome of its capital defects.

The diviſion of our notions into ideas

of ſenſation , and ideas of reflection, is

contrary to all rules of logic ; becauſe

the ſecond member of the diviſion in

cludes the firſt. For, can we form clear

and juſt notions of our ſenſations any o

ther way than by reflection ? Surely we

Senſation is an operation of the

mind of which we are conſcious ; and we

get the notion of ſenſation, by reflecting

upon that which we are conſcious of. In

like manner, doubting and believing are

operations of the mind whereof we are

conſcious ; and we get the notion of

them by reflecting upon what we are

conſcious of. The ideas of ſenſation ,

therefore, are ideas of reflection , as much

as the ideas of doubting, or believing, or

any other ideas whatſoever.

But

cannot.
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But to paſs over the inaccuracy of this

diviſion, it is extremely incomplete. For,

ſince ſenſation is an operation of the mind,

as well as all the other things of which

we form our notions by reflection ; when

it is aſſerted , that all our notions are ei .

ther ideas of ſenſation , or ideas of reflec

tion , the plain Engliſh of this is , That

mankind neither do, nor can think of any

thing but of the operations of their own

minds. Nothing can be more contrary

to truth, or more contrary to the experi

ence of mankind. I know that Locke,

while he maintained this doctrine, be

lieved the notions which we have of bo

dy and of its qualities , and the notions

which we have of motion and of ſpace,

to be ideas of ſenſation . But why did he

believe this ? Becauſe he believed thoſe

notions to be nothing elſe but images of

our ſenſations. If therefore the notions

of body and its qualities, of motion and

ſpace, be not images of our ſenſations,

will it not follow , that thoſe notions are

not ideas of ſenſation ? Moſt certainly.

There is no doctrine in the new ſyſtem

which more directly leads to ſcepticiſin

than this . And the author of the Trea

tiſe of buman nature knew very well how

to
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to uſe it for that purpoſe : for, if you

maintain that there is any ſuch exiſtence

as body or ſpirit, time or place, cauſe or

effect, he immediately catches you be

tween the horns of this dilemma ; your

notions of theſe exiſtences are either i

deas of ſenſation, or ideas of reflection ;

if of ſenſation , from what ſenſation are

they copied ? if of reflection , from what

operation of the mind are they copied ?

It is indeed to be wiſhed, that thoſe

who have written much about ſenſation,

and about the other operations of the

mind, had likewiſe thought and reflected

much, and with great care, upon thoſe

operations : but is it not very ſtrange,

that they will not allow it to be poſſible

for mankind to think of any thing elſe ?

The account which this ſyſtem gives

of our judgment and belief concerning

things , is as far from the truth as the ac

count it gives of our notions or ſimple

apprehenſions . It repreſents our ſenſes

as having no other office, but that of fur

niſhing the mind with notions or ſimple

apprehenſions of things ; and makes our

judgment and belief concerning thoſe

things to be acquired by comparing our

notions
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in the very

notions together, and perceiving their a

greements or diſagi eements.

We have ſhown, on the contrary , that

every operation of the ſenſes, in its very

nature, implies judgment or belief, as

well as ſimple apprehenſion . Thus , when

I feel the pain of the gout in my toe, I

have not only a notion of pain , but a be

lief of its exiſtence, and a belief of ſome

diſorder in my toe which occaſions it ;

and this belief is not produced by com

paring ideas , and perceiving their agree

ments and diſagreements ; it is included

nature of the ſenſation .

When I perceive a tree before me, my

faculty of ſeeing gives me not only a no

tion or ſimple apprehenſion of the tree,

but a belief of its exiſtence, and of its fi

gure, diſtance, and magnitude ; and this

judgment or belief is not got, by compa

ring ideas , it is included in the very na

ture of the perception. We have taken

notice of ſeveral original principles of

belief in the courſe of this inquiry ; and

when other faculties of the mind are ex

amined , we ſhall find more, which have

not occurred in the examination of the

five ſenſes.

Hh Such
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Such original and natural judgments

are therefore a part of that furniture

which nature hath given to the 'human

underſtanding. They are the inſpiration

of the Almighty, no leſs than our notions

or ſimple apprehenſions. They ſerve to

direct us in the common affairs of life,

where our reaſoning faculty would leave

us in the dark. They are a part of our

conftitution, and all the diſcoveries of our

reaſon are grounded upon them. They

make up what is called the common ſenſe of

mankind ; and what is manifeſtly contrary

to any of thoſe firſt principles , is what we

call abſurd. The ſtrength of them is good

ſenſe, which is often found in thoſe who

are not acute in reaſoning. A remark

able deviation from them, ariſing from a

diſorder in the conſtitution , is what we

call lunacy ;:tas when a man believes that

he is made of glaſs. When a man ſuffers

himſelf to be reaſoned out of the prin

ciples of common ſenſe, by metaphyſical

arguments, we may call this metaphyſical

lunacy ; which differs from the other fpe

cies of the diſtemper in this , that it is not

continued , but intermittent : it is apt to

ſeize the patient in ſolitary and ſpecula

tive moments ; but when he enters into

fociety,
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5 .

ſociety, Common Senſe recovers her au

thority. A clear explication and enume

ration of the principles of common ſenſe,

is one of the chief deſiderata in logic . We

have only conſidered ſuch of them as oc

curred in the examination of the five

ſenſes.

The laſt obſervation that I ſhall make

upon the new ſyſtem is , That , although

· it profeſſes to ſet out in the way of re

flection , and not of analogy , it hath re

tained ſome of the old analogical notions

concerning the operations of the mind ;

particularly, That things which do not

now exiſt in the mind itſelf, can only be

perceived, remembered, or imagined , by

means of ideas or images of them in the

mind , which are the immediate objects

of perception , remembrance , and imagi

nation. This doctrine appears evident

ly to be borrowed from the old fyftem ;

which taught, that external things make

impreſſions upon the mind, like the im

prefſions of a feal upon wax ; that it is by

means of thoſe impreſſions that we per

ceive, remember, or imagine them ; and

that thoſe impreſſions muſt reſemble the

things from which they are taken. When

we form our notions of the operations of

Hh 2 the
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1

the mind by analogy , this way of con

ceiving them feems to be very natural,

and offers itſelf to our thoughts : for as

everything which is felt muſtmake ſome

impreſſion upon the body, we are apt to

think, that every thing which is under

ſtood muſt make ſome impreſſion upon

the.mind.

From ſuch analogical reaſoning, this

opinion of the exiſtence of ideas or

images of things in the mind , ſeems to

have taken its riſe, and to have been ſo

univerſally received among philoſophers.

It was obſerved already, that Berkeley , in

one inſtance, apoftatiſes from this prin

ciple of the new ſyſtem , by affirming, that

we have no ideas of ſpirits, and that we

can think of them immediately , without

ideas . But I know not whether in this

he has had any followers. There is ſome

difference likewiſe among modern philo

ſophers, with regard to the ideas or images

by which we perceive , remember, or ima

gine ſenſible things . For, though all a

gree in the exiſtence of ſuch images , they

differ about their place ; ſome placing

them in a particular part of the brain,

where the ſoul is thought to have her re

fidence, and others placing them in the

mind
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mind itſelf. Des Cartes held the firſt of

theſe opinions ; to which Newton ſeems

likewiſe to have inclined ; for he propo

ſes this query in his Optics : “ Annon ſen

" forium animalium eft locus cui ſubſtan

“ tia fentiens adeſt, et in quem ſenſibiles

rerum ſpecies per nervos et cerebrum

* deferuntur, ut ibi præſentes a præſente

“ ſentiri poſſint? " But Locke ſeems to

place the ideas of ſenſible things in the

mind : and that Berkeley , and the author

of the Treatiſe of human nature, were of

the ſame opinion, is evident. The laſt

makes a very curious application of this

doctrine, by endeavouring to prove from

it , That the mindeither is no ſubſtance,

or that it is an extended and diviſible

ſubſtance ; becauſe the ideas of extenſion

cannot be in a ſubject which is indiviſible

and unextended .

I confefs I think his reaſoning in this,

as in moſt caſes, is clear and ſtrong. For

whether the idea of extenſion be only

another name for extenſion itſelf, as

Berkeley and his author aſſert ; or whe

ther the idea of extenſion be an image

and reſemblance of extenſion , as Locke

conceived ; I appeal to any man of com

mon ſenſe, whether extenſion, or any

image

t .
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image of extenſion , can be in an unex

tended and indiviſible ſubject. But while

I agree with him in his reaſoning, I would

make a different application of it. He

takes it for granted, that there are ideas

of extenſion in the mind ; and thence in

fers, that if it is at all a ſubſtance, it muſt

be an extended and diviſible ſubſtance.

On the contrary, I take it for granted ,

upon the teſtimony of common ſenſe, that

my mind is a ſubſtance, that is, a perma

nent ſubject of thought ; and my reaſon

convinces me, that it is an unextended

and indiviſible ſubſtance ; and hence I in

fer, that there cannot be in it any thing

that reſembles extenſion . If this reaſon

ing had occurred to Berkeley , it would

probably have led him to acknowledge,

that we may think and reaſon concerning

bodies , without having ideas of them in

the mind, as well as concerning ſpirits.

I intended to have examined more par

ticularly and fully this doctrine of the

exiſtence of ideas or images of things in

the mind ; and likewiſe another doctrine,

which is founded upon it , to wit , That

judgment or belief is nothing but a per

ception of the agreement or diſagreement

of our ideas : but having already ſhewn ,

through
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It may

through the courſe of this inquiry, that

the operations of the mind which we have

examined , give no countenance to either

of theſe doctrines , and in many things

contradict them , I have thought it proper

to drop this part of my deſign.

be executed with more advantage, if it

is at all neceſſary, after inquiring into

ſome other powers of the human under

ftanding

Although we have examined only the

five ſenſes, and the principles of the hu

man mind which are employed about

them , or ſuch as have fallen in our way

in the courſe of this examination ; we

ſhall leave the further proſecution of this

inquiry to future deliberation . The

powers of memory, of imagination , of

taſte , of reaſoning, of moral perception,

the will, the paſſions, the affections, and

all the active powers of the ſoul, preſent

a vaft and boundleſs field of philoſophical

diſquiſition, which the author of this in

quiry is far from thinking himſelf able

to ſurvey with accuracy . Many authors

of ingenuity , ancient and modern , have

made excurſions into this vaſt territory,

and have communicated uſeful obſerva

tions : but there is reaſon to believe, that

thoſe

1

1
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thoſe who have pretended to give us a

map of the whole, have ſatisfied them

ſelves with a very inaccurate and incom

plete ſurvey. If Galileo had attempted a

complete ſyſtem of natural philoſophy, he

had , probably, done little ſervice to man

kind : but by confining himſelf to what

was within his comprehenſion,he laid the

foundation of a ſyſtem of knowledge,

which riſes by degrees, and does honour

to the human underſtanding. Newton,

building upon this foundation, and in like

manner, confining his inquiries to the law

of gravitation and the properties of light,

performed wonders . If he had attempt
he had done a great

deal leſs , and perhaps nothing at all .

Ambitious of following ſuch great ex

amples , with unequal ſteps, alas ! and

unequal force, we have attempted an in

quiry only into one little corner of the

human mind ; that corner which ſeems

to be moſt expoſed to vulgar obſervation,

and to be moſt eaſily comprehended ; and

yet, if we have delineated it juſtly, it muſt

be acknowledged, that the accounts here

tofore given of it, were very lame, and

wide of the truth..

ed a great deal more ,

THE END
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